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FOREWORD

PARADOXICAL as it may seem, the author of the
book is its worst enemy. He has named it 'Concep-
tion of Matter'. This name implies the idea that the
work confines itself to the material aspect of things.
On looking into it, however, one finds that it deals,
not only with the material, but with all conceivable
aspects of things. Unless, therefore, 'matter' is under-
stood in its widest connotation—standing for 'things'
or 'beings',—it is misleading.

The reader will find that the writer has taken great
pains over the work; he does not seem to leave un-
noticed any work that is available on the subject. One
would wish he had been less 'generous' in the choice of
his authorities. Everything that has been written is not
necessarily 'authoritative'. The writer has himself
found this to his own cost in several places, where
he would have saved himself much bewilderment
if he had been more discriminating in the use of the
materials at hand. He would have achieved this end
if he had concentrated upon the dkaragranthas and omit-
ted the manuals,— especially the later ones,— but
perhaps the work would have been less 'full and com-
plete' than it is. Tt is hoped that serious investigators
in the same field will have reason to thank him for
having made their work lighter*

There are one or two points, which deserve some
attention—

i) We are told on page 50, that while Naiyayikas
are worshippers of £iva9 Vai§esikas are worshippers
of Mahepara and Pafupati, and this is mentioned as in-
dicating the difference in the 'religion' of the two sys-
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terns. This point needs further elucidation. The
ordinary reader cannot find any difference between
Civa and Mahefvara, or even any difference in the 're-
ligion' of persons worshipping God under one or the
other name. It should be the business of the philoso-
pher to find unity even where there is disunity—not
to find disunity where there is none.

2) The treatment of the Law of Karman—which
forms the keystone of Indian Philosophy—should
have been more illuminating. On p. 272, we read
"For each and every action, there is responsibility";
and this is immediately followed by the statement—
"almost all of them are pre-determined". One fails
to understand how there can be 'responsibility' along
with "Determinism". The point needed to be clari-
fied.

5) Lastly, there is the fashionable statement
that 'Atmatf is cjada9;—l confess that I have never
understood this assertion, which, to my mind, appears
to confuse *Cetana9 with 'Caitattya9. However, this
has become so fashionable and received acceptance in
such high quarters that it must stand. It is with some
trepidation that I have expressed my disagreement.

Our lexicons have declared dosajna—oxit who
detects defects'—to be synonymous with 'Pandita9—
the 'wise or learned man'* It is as a €dosajna9 therefore
that I have noted the above three points. Now as a
'wise' man, I proceed to commend the book to all
serious students of Indian Philosophy. We have lately
had a number of excellent accounts of 'Indian Philo-
sophy'; but to the best of my knowledge, we have not
as yet, had any such full and complete account of any
one system as the one that we find in the present work.
As already pointed the writer has exhausted all the
material available—not only in print, but also in manus-
cripts. No student of the system, therefore, can do
without this excellent work. We wish we had similar
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handbooks on the other philosophical systems also—
as fully documented as Dr* Umesha Mishra's work is.

It is hoped that the work will find readers to profit
by it, and to emulate the example set by it.

ALLAHABAD GANGANATHA JHA

November i, 1936



INTRODUCTION

THE study of Indian Philosophy has emerged, with
the slow publication of hitherto obscure texts and with
the gradual widening of interest in original researches,
from its general and rudimentary stage of the previous
century into a critical and systematised form today.
The following pages represent a brilliant attempt of
this kind and the writer is to be heartily congratulated
on the manner in which he has made his learning
bear on the subject.

The subject chosen for a special study is the Con-
ception of Matter in Indian Philosophy. It is an in-
teresting theme and as it covers a wide field the writer
has done well to restrict himself to a single system
only, vifc., that of Nyaya-Vaigesika, though he has
taken the liberty of going afield on occasions for pur-
poses of comparison and illustration. It may be hoped
that other writers will, in due course, supplement the
work, bringing together in a systematised way all
that other thinkers have got to say on the problem
of Matter.

The Conception of Matter is elastic as a study of
the history of Western Philosophy will show. And
even in science the conception has gone through a series
of rapid developments into its recognised meaning
of the present day physics. Before going further
into the question it would be proper to take into account
the meaning the writer himself attaches to the tetm
in dealing with the subject. It seems that in his opi-
nion the entire world is divisible into Self or Atman
and things other than Self or Acetana. What he under-
stands by Matter is really the entire Not-Self, with all
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that it implies. The implications of the Not-Self of
course differ according to the difference in the system
of thought.

Every school of thought has had to tackle this
question in its own way- The Vrakrti of Sankhya,
the Maya of £ankara-Vedanta, the Bindu of Southern
£aivaism and the Acit of Ramanuja-Vedanta are only the
diverse views on this very question. Everywhere
except in the extreme views of Monistic Materialism
and Monistic Spiritualism there is a sort of dualism
between Spirit and Matter. The Carvakas who
admit nothing but matter in its densest form are
monists in the sense that to them everything else,
including conscious and other psychic pheno-
mena—indeed the whole paraphernalia of the so-
called spiritual life,—is a function of matter. Being
advocates of the Doctrine of Chance and opponents
of Causality they find no room for a transcendent prin-
ciple in their outlook on Reality. What is believed
to be immaterial has either no existence at all or is,
in fact, reducible to a function of matter. The Spi-
ritual Monism, on the other hand, entertains a different
opinion, viz. that matter is only a passing semblance
and that pure consciousness alone is real. The Bud-
dhist Idealists, the Advaitaism of £ankara's school,
the monistic thinkers of the Kashmira Caivagama—
though widely divergent in their general outlook—
agree in this that nothing but Caitanya is real in the true
sense, whether it is conceived as vijndna which is momen-
tary or as Brahman or as Qva-(^akti (Prakdfa-Vimarfa)
which is eternal. There is therefore no true parallel-
ism of Matter and Non-matter here. But even in these
systems the Conception of Matter is not everywhere
the same. To the Yogacara the material is only a bye-
product of Vijndna> appearing spontaneously through
its internal potency under the stress of Vdsand. To
(JaAkara Matter in its primordial form is nothing but
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a synonym of the Original Nescience which erroneously
but mysteriously attributes itself to the Supreme Intel-
ligence or Pure Spirit. To the Trika Matter is nothing
but the Veiling Power of the Spirit through which the
Pure Self conceals itself and projects forth the universe
as an objective reality. It is the Power in the Subject
by means of which it is able to objectify itself.

In the dualistic systems however the material
principle has an independent existence as distinct from
spirit, so that in whatever manner it is conceived its
eternal character is vouchsafed. If, for instance, in
Sankhya Purusa is eternal, Prakrti is no less so. Simil-
arly in ^ri-Vaisnavaism Acit is as real as Cit and
Ifvara, and in Southern (^aivaism Bindu is co-eternal
with Qva and <£akti. The other schools including
Nyaya-Vai$esika are similar. Consequently, even
when the Self is freed from the limitations incidental
to its mundane existence and becomes restored to its
pristine purity the material principle—Prakrti, Acit
or Bindu—persists as before. Only the association bet-
ween the two which caused all the trouble disappears.

It is clear that in every system of thought Hindu,
Buddhist or Jaina, except Carvaka, the material prin-
ciple is recognised as evil. Conceived as a power or
potency only or even as an entity it is the source of all
misery and tribulation. Every school advocates there-
fore that the Self to be released from the bondage of the
world must be freed in every way from its association
with matter. Moksa is impossible so long as Matter
sways the Spirit through its functions. Every code of
ethico-spiritual discipline is so designed as to ensure
gradual purification of the Self from the dominating
effects of accumulated matter in the form of error,
doubt, vdsandy karmans etc. and guarding the purified
Self against further inroads of the latter.

It is very difficult to define Matter in its widest
sense and to differentiate it from the Self. In the
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Safikhya system spirit is all consciousness and matter
is the universal background, eternally existing in a
state of stable equilibrium as a potentiality of multiple
phenomena and sometimes also as a light medium for
the expression as it were of, the Conscious Principle
endowed with the properties of motion and resistance.
If it veils, it also unveils, and both the functions are
effected through motion. The Ramanujas—in fact
all the Paiicaratrites—conceive of matter as pure and
impure; and they hold impure matter (that is, Prakrit)
to be responsible for the conscious souls' limitations,
but pure matter or tyddha Sattva is compatible with the
pure spirit (Cit and Ifvara), so that it is believed to per-
sist on the spiritual plane—which plane itself is made
of pure matter. This form of matter does not obstruct
knowledge and bliss and attaches to the Self for ever.
The necessity of assuming such matter is that of exten-
sion—as without this there could be no space or ob-
jective existence. All the Vaisnava philosophies have
had to admit this. The Tantrists also—£aivas, £aktas
etc.—admit this. The Southern (Jaivaism believes in
Bindu which as pure is Mahdmdyd and as impure is
Maya. Mahdmdyd is pure matter—the constitutive subs-
tance of the pure planes. The Advaitins—Aupanisada,
(Jakta, £aiva, or Buddhist—conceive of Matter as an
obscuring or limiting power of Reality which has there-
fore to be transcended.

It is hard to say that lack of consciousness is charac-
teristic of mattery for in that case the Pure Self would
have to be described as material. The Vai^esikas
are usually subjected to a bitter criticism on account
of their view that the Self in its pure condition or Mukti
is without consciousness and hence it is tauntingly
likened to a log of wood or a block of stone and nothing
more. To the Nyaya-Vai$e?ika consciousness etc, are
indeed qualities of the Self, but they are not essential^
they ate produced in the Self on account of its special
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contact with the m&ntal principle in motion and the
presence of certaifi preliminary conditions. If these
conditions happen to be absent, as these do in Mukti,
no consjdousriess as a quality ean possibly arise* As
with consciousness so with the other attributes of the
Self. That consciousness etc. have been described as
tearing an intimate relation to the Self in which, when-
ever they are generated, they are said to inhere (sama-
vayd) does not mean that they are essential to the Self,
for in that case they would never disappear in Mukti
when the Self is in its purest condition. They differ-
entiate the Self from the Not-Self or material principles
during Samara only. It has still to be admitted that the
Self is unique by virtue of the svarflpayogyata regarding
its vifesagunas. In other words, consciousness etc. char-
acterise the Self, sometimes by their presence (as in San-
sara) and sometimes by their potentiality (svarupayo-
gyata) as in Mukti) and these attributes are never' asso-
ciated with Not-Self or Matter. This being the case,
the criticism of the Vai§esika position as mentioned
above loses its sting. On the contrary, the Sankhya
and Vedanta views too, if analysed from this stand-
point, would be reduced to a like position. For in
these consciousness etc. as attributes never pertain
to the Self—neither in sansdra nor in Moksa; they be-
long to the mind (Manas) and are ascribed wrongly
to the Self through the error consisting in the identi-
fication of the Self with the mind. Consequently,
when the false identification disappears the ascription
also ceases; and as a matter of fact at this stage these
phenomena are unable to emerge into being and the
mind itself ceases to function and to exist. To say that
the Self, in Sankhya and Vedanta, is conceived as Self-
luminous and that even though consciousness etc.
do not pertain to it it retains its unique character in
Mukti which differentiates it from the Not-Self or Mat-
ter is simply to take an evasive turn* The statement
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is true, but to the empitical consciousness the Self-
luminousness of the Self spoken of above has no mean*
ing. It is as good for it as absence of consciousness
etc, familiar to it.* Hence, in the last analysis the
Vaigesika position and the Sankhya-Vedanta positions
do not Substantially differ except in the mode of pre-
sentation. And it may be observed that we actually
find a similar fling cast at these systems also, much
like the aspersions of these on the Vai^e§ikas, by
the Tantrists, who make no secret of their attitude.
The term (^dntabrahmavdda is not a laudatory one*
Bhartrhari plainly says that Brahma without
Cakti is as good as Matter. That is, the self-
luminous character assumed in Brahman (or Purusa)
means that £akti is associated with it, without which
it would be devoid of all consciousness and power.f
But even in the Agamas there is a hint at the existence
of a transcendent condition when the Vimarfa is with-
drawn into Prakdfa {antarlmavimarfd) or more properly
the two are merged in Unity which is entirely ineffable
and unpredicable in terms of discursive thought. To
this Pure Self—so it is called—consciousness etc. as
attributes cannot be ascribed. Thus the criticism of
the Vaifesika by its opponents proves to be suicidal
in the long run.

It has been said &iat matter defiles. But pure
matter too is recognised in certain systems. The

* Udayana himself makes this position clear in the following
extract from the Atmatattvaviveka: Atmi tu kim svaprakafasuk?
hasvabhavo'nyathS, veti pfccbamafa i^rSddho'st cet upanjsadam
pfccbay madhyastbo* si cet anubhavam pfccbat najyayikp*st cet na nai~
yayikasukhajtianatiriktasvabbava iti nifcinuyah. Tadatiriftfe tu sukha-
jndnavyavaharabtjdbhavdt tadvyvaharabbavab, Anu^ababhipangendri-
yapras&fadilakfaiiakaryap hi t&kytwabarabijant-^r. 96. Madana-
mohana Taricklankara's edition.,

f VagrHpata cedutkfdmedavaboSasya fafvati 1
Na praftffafr prakiftta sa hi pratyapamarfinl w

—V&kyapadlya, L 125,
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names of Vai?nava Agama or Paficaratra (inck
all the later Vaisnava schools), of £aiva Agama (dual"
istic, monistic etc) and £akta Agama have been refer-
red to already in a general manner. The Buddhists
too recognise pure matter. The lowest of the three
planes of^being, viz. Kdmadhdtu, represents matter in
the impure state, but the two higher planes of Rupa
and Ariipa "#ith all their graded subdivisions stand
for pure matter though of a more and more attenuated
character. It is the state of Nirvana only which affords
emancipation from the entanglements of matter alto-
gether.

The conception of aklista-ajftdna* as distinguished
from klista-ajiidna, in Buddhist Philosophy also
shows that so long as there is ajndna, even though it
may ijot be conducive to klefa, matter continues, and
it has to be transcended in order that Supreme Buddha-
hood may be realised. And the process of dfrqyapar-
dvrtti described and insisted on by Asariga and other
Mahayana teachers is really the process of transcendence
of matter through gradual purification. It is indeed
a process of transmutation pure and simple. The
bhuta-fuddhi and citta-fuddhi of the Tantric updsand imply
a similar process of purification. The recognition in
Patanjali's system of aklista-vftti which in its tendency
is subversive of the dominating influence of the gupas
and conducive to Nirodha points to the fact that this
system also believes in the existence and working of
pure matter (symbolised by Sattva disengaged from the
other gunas) as against the accumulated tendencies
brought on by the action of impure matter (e.g. Tamas*}*

* Rajas represents the principle of action and allies itself to
both pure and impure matter. It is in a sense the link between
the two* In manifestations of Nature, however, all the thr^0
principles are inter-related, and any one of them divorced from the
other two is an absutdity. But beyond manifested Nature the
system recognises the existence of Sattva which is never associated
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The nature of pure matter is marvellous. la
Christian theology it is described as spiritual matter.*
Heavens and the bodies of angels, arch-angels etc. con-
sist of this. In the view of Vai§nava Acaryas too the
bodies of liberated beings (those who are not in a dis-
embodied condition), of beings who are eternally free
and all the higher celestial planes of existence are pure.

The four states olgunas, viz. vifesa> avifesa, Hnga and
aMga and the five states of each of the elements (viz.
$thula> svarfipd) suhma, anvaya and arthavattvd) on senses
(viz. grabana> svarupa, asmita, amaya, and arthavattvd)
represent from different points of view the different
degrees of what might be called materiality in matter.

The problem of Matter is intimately connected
with that of motion conceived either as hriyd or as
$panda> and with that of Energy or fakti9 and may be
approached from varied angles of vision. A thorough
study of the question cannot therefore be expected
in a single treatise, however carefully devised, intended
to represent only a particular line of thinking.

Sanskrit students owe a deep debt of obligation
to the writer of the present monograph for his highly
creditable and useful contribution to a study of this
vexed problem from the point of view of a particular
school of Indian Philosophy, a school which on account
of its advocacy of realism and commonsense in its
outlook is calculated to have a universal appeal to the
modern mind. It is possible that there is scope for

with Rajas and Tamas and which in a sense is supernatural. It is
described as the upddbi of Ifvara and known as Prakfffa->Satfya*
This is pure matter in the truest sense, and has no place in Kabila's
school as interpreted by lcvarak($na, but is recognised by Patafi-
jali and his system, The Apr&fyta-Sattoa (=$uddba-Sattva) of the
Vai§navas is an allied conception*

* There are some £ti-Vai§nava scholars who hold that £W-
dbd-Sattva Is not aHt ot matter at aH> but is an aspect of CaJtanya,
The two views of the Q&Vai$$&vas ace well-known.
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difference of opinion o* interpretation from him on
disputed issues here aacj there, but the extensive know-
ledge of original Sanskrit texts (in print or in manus-
cript) which the author has brought to bear upon his
work is admirable and the full references furnished in
the copious foot-notes will be greatly serviceable to
all serious students of the subject. The writer in his
thesis has specialty stressed the physical and metaphysi-
cal viewpoint of the subject and there is no doubt that
he has brought together a vast mass of informative and
illuminating material relevant to the topic. He has
gone beyond the ground traversed by most of his
predecessors in the field, e.g., Bodas, Suali, Faddegon,
Keith and others and though there is not much room
for original thinking in a subject like this it seems that
in certain interpretations he has displayed sufficient
critical insight and power of synthetic imagination.

Some scholars may be inclined to think that the
writer should have confined himself to the ancient
authorities only, but it seems to me that the procedure
adopted by him in taking note of every view associa-
ted with die school, however divergent from the ori-
ginal tradition or comparatively recent and insigni-
ficant, has much to recommend itself. A thorough
study cannot afford to ignore after-thought or sup-
plementary growth in the same way as it cannot lose
sigfet of the vague adumberations of the earlier un-
systematic stages, provided the views concerned are
not inconsistent with the basic unity of the school.
Broad and hasty generalisations, based on insufficient
data of a localised character are apt to be mis-
leading, and it is refreshing to find that the writer has
been very particular in* attending to and noting the
minutiae and details of the data utilised, enabling the
reader himself to look up the references conveniently

d*aw his own conclusions, whenever necessary.
The work, even as it is, represents a highly useful
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addition to the literature on Indian Philosophy and will
I hope be greatly appreciated by all students of the sub-
ject.

Gopinath Kaviraj

Government Sanskrit College
Benares

November i , 1936



PREFACE

IT was in the year 1922 that I began my higher studies
in Indian Philosophy, especially in Nyaya and Vai-
$e§ika as these are some of those systems which* do
not generally attract the attention of modern scholars on
account of their stiffness and intricacies. I continued,
however, my studies under the careful guidance of my
father the late Mahamahopadhyaya Pandita Jayadeva
Mishra and some of the best scholars of Nyaya-Vai-
$esika of Benares, such as, the late Mahamahopadhya-
yas Panditas Vamacarana Bhattacarya and Ambadasa
Shastri and Mahamahopadhyaya Pandita Phanibhu-
sana Tarkavagisha. With the help of these big vete-
rans I proceeded with my studies on sound orthodox
lines. I was at the same time fortunate enough to get
the assistance of Mahamahopadhyaya Pandita Gopl-
natha Kaviraja, Principal, Government Sanskrit Col-
lege, Benares, with whom I have had the good fortune
of̂  reading several philosophical works on modern
critical lines. In fact, I owe every bit of my critical
knowledge to Kavirajajl; and I have no hesitation in
saying that without his guidance perhaps it would have
been extremely difficult, if not impossible, for me
to place before the scholarly world this humble present.

Under the sound and continued supervision of
Kavirajajl, I continued my studies even when I joined
the University of Allahabad as a lecturer in Sanskrit
Department to teach Indian Philosophy. With his
advice I then selected the subject for my special study—
'Conception of Matter in Nyaya-Vai§e?ika Philo-
sophy*, which I, later on,,supplicated for the degree of
'Doctor of Letters' of the University of Allahabad.
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After a continuous work for over twelve years the re-
sult of my specialised study is presented to the schol-
arly world for the first time in print. Originally,
the thesis contained only ten chapters including the
chapter on 'Conclusion*, but later on, it was realized
that the exhaustive treatment of 'Matter' would remain
incomplete until and unless it is supplemented with
the treatment of 'Not-Matter5, that is, 'Spirit' or *At-
matf. Hence a very brief treatment of it also has been
added to the book in a separate chapter. This addi-
tion has not only added to the better understanding
of the idea of 'Matter*, but also has made the book
complete in a way; so that the book now would give a
complete survey of the substances {dravydnt) recogni-
sed in this joint system.

My aim in writing this book is to give a clear and
exhaustive account of the idea of 'Matter' according to
Nyaya-Vai9esika Philosophy. Hence, not only almost
all the works, both in print and in manuscript, deal-
ing with the subject have been utilised for the purpose,
but, as is clear from the bibliography given at the end
of the book, standard works of other systems also have
been often made use of. References of Nyaya-Vai-
$e?ika doctrines found in works of other systems have
helped me sometimes to elucidate them more clearly
and also to meet the criticisms advanced against them
by rival schools.

In interpreting the various doctrines of the systems
I have ever been careful to keep in mind the angle of
vision which these two systems represent in the realm
of Indian Philosophy. And it is needless to say that
efforts have been made to represent the problems in
a clear and dispassionate manner so as to enable every
student of Indian Philosophy to understand them more
easily, but as the treatment of philosophical systems,
especially that of Nyaya-Vai$e?ika, is so intricate and
sometimes obscure that I am afraid I may not have
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achieved my end in every case. Besides, I am fully
aware of my other shortcomings which may have found
their place in the book ilso for which I only crave
pardon of my impartial and generous readers,

I have expressed in these pages rthe viewpoint of
Nyaya and Vai§esika without having any preconceived
idea in my mind. I have tried to represent the prob-
lems on rational basis and on more or less original
lines. Every care has been taken to find out autho-
ritative statements from the original texts to support
each interpretation. As it is purely a representation
of the Nyaya-Vai$esika point of view I have not tried
to give any comparative idea either from the rival
schools of Indian Philosophy or from the Western
thoughts.

I must express my most sincere gratitude to my
revered teachers Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Ganganatha
Jha, ex-Vice-Chancellor of the Allahabad University
and Pandita Goplnatha Kaviraja, Principal, Govern-
ment Sanskrit College, Benares who with their usual
kindness have always helped me in removing my diffi-
culties while writing this book and have done me great
honour by kindly writing the Foreword and the Intro-
duction of this book respectively.

I am much indebted to Dr. A. Berriedale Keith
of Edinburgh and Mahamahopadhyaya Pandita S.
Kuppusvami Shastri, LE.S. (Retd.), Madras, who were
good enough to go through the Ms. and favour me with
their valuable suggestions. My thanks are also due tc
Pandita Amaranatha Jha, M.A., Professor of English,
the University of Allahabad, for reading portions of
the Ms* and giving me his friendly advice for its
improvement. I am also obliged to all those friends
of mine who have constantly encouraged me in pre-
paring this book. I must thank the Manager, Allaha-
bad Law Journal Press, who has taken every tare tc
see the book through the Press,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY
I

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS REGARDING
DAR^ANA

i. Darfana—its concept and aim

PHILOSOPHY is generally considered .to be merely
speculative. But this is not true of Indian philosophy.
In India, it is not merely speculative but it has both
theoretical and practical aspects. Truly speaking, no
scientific study can neglect either. Moreover, specula-
tion, unless it is based on and has a counterpart in
practical experience, is worse than useless.

This idea is borne out by the use of the wotd
Darfana for a system of philosophy in India. The word
Darfana is derived from the root drfir (to see) with the
affix lyut and means—the act of perception. This may
be either physical or intuitive. Here in the present
context, it should be understood in the latter sense. In
other words, only that system of thought deserves to
be called Darfana which gives us a true picture, frag-
mentary but faithful, of the whole truth, of course
through the act of intuitive perception. Hence, the
different schools of Darfana in Indian thought represent
the varied phases of the truth viewed from different
angles of vision. Thus it is clear from the above that
the use of the words—philosophy, system, school, etc.
for Darfana is quite misleading unless we bear in mind
the fundamental difference between the concept of
Darfana and those of philosophy, system, school and
others.
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Now, it may be asked here: What is the truth
which a Darfana helps us to realise? The only truth
—the final aim of Indian thought—is the perception—
the direct realisation—of the Atman. All the Darfanas
aim at the true knowledge of the Atman according to
their own angles of vision. Arid almost all the Darfanas,
accordingly, follow the common line of treatment for
achieving their end. So says, the tyuti: Atmd vd are
drastavyap frotavyo mantavyo nididhydsitavyo Maitreyi,
Atmd vd are darfanena fravanena matyd vijndnena idam
sarvam viditam. That is, the Atman is to be perceived;
it is the Atman of which we should hear from the fruits,
it is the Atman about which we should reason and
upon which we should meditate; O Maitreyi I it is
through the direct realisation of the Atman^ achieved
through fravanay manana and nidtdhydsana that every-
thing is known.1 In other words, it is through the
process of fravanay manana and nidtdhydsana that the
darfana of the Atman takes place.

By fravana we mean learning the truth about the
Atman—the truth itself—from the crutis. Now, had
the enquirer after the truth had full faith (fraddhd) in
the words of the frutis, he would have at once got the
illumination needed.2 But as a human being, he is
beset with doubts and wrong notions, which stand in
the way of his immediate conviction. He then sets
about collecting arguments in support of what he has
heard from the frutis. This stage of reasoning, as based
upon the premisses supplied by the frutts, is known as
manana. This iswhat speculative philosophy in India
attempts to represent.8 But, as pointed out above,
mere speculation cannot lead us to the truth. It seems

- ( i ) $raddb&>M labbaU Jtianam—BG, 4-59; (2) $raddba <a
brahmavj/ndne pararnam sadbanam—(^>h.l on BjU, II-i-i.

3 tyutasyapartksS nyaytnaivavasthapanamyamiburmananamiti. S3
k f y T undet NS», L L t; p. 70,
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quite possible that the conclusions arrived at through
speculation might be overthrown at any moment by
counter-reasoning of a stronger nature.4 Examples of
such supersession, abound in both science and philoso-
phy. The enquirer cannot rely upon this. It is
necessary, therefore, to verify the rational conclusion
through practical experiments; just as in geometry,
demonstration is supplemented by experimentation.
This practical verification is reached through nididhya-
sana. The conclusions of the previous stage are hereby
realised as true and unassailable. These are the steps
which are recognised in Indian philosophy and which lead
to the direct realisation of the truths that is, the Atman?

This makes it quite clear that by philosophy
{Darfana) in India one understands something more
than mere speculation. It is, therefore, wrong to use
even the term * Philosophy * for Darfana. But for want
of a more appropriate word we are constrained to retain
the term, but we must not lose sight of the distinctioa
noted above.

It is also a well-known fact that the origin of
Darfana in India is almost forgotten. We do not possess
any chronological account as to when the great Rsis
and Yogins began to dream of philosophy. In the
absence of such a record we can only depend upon

4 (i) KUBha, I-ii-8; (2) Itafca ndgatnagamy erihe kevalena tarkena
pratyavasthdtavyam... .yasmdnnirdgamdh purusotpreksdmdtranibandhan-
dstarkd apratisthitd bhavantyutpreksdya wratikufatvat. Tathd hi
kaifctdabhiyuktairyatnenotpreksitdstarkd abhiyuktatarairanyatrdbbds-

yanta iti na pratisthitatvam tarkdndm cakyam samfyrayitum puru$am-
atwairiipydt e tc .—S B n a - o n BS> II. 1. 11.

(3) Yatnmdnumito'pyarthab kufaiairanumdtrbhih \
Abhiyuktatarairanyairanyathaivopapddyate 11 VP, I-34*

(4) JVfo Mhalu dihmudhah sahasrendpyanumdnairviparyayasantsk£ra~
mapanqyati—TiLt*, p . 49.

8 (^rutth frutvatmdnam tadanu samanukrdntavapuso
vinifcityanydyddatha vihitabeyavyatikaram \
Updsita frutvd famadamavimmaikavibhavo
bhavocchityai cittapranidhivihitairyogavidhibhth it AV, p , 131.
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hypotheses helped by anumana of the type of fesavat,
meaning, inferring the cause from the effect. Thus we
know mat the earliest form of systematised thoughts is
represented by the Siitras of the different philosophical
systems. This itself presupposes a stage when there
was no systematisation of these thoughts, which is quite
evident from the study of the pre-Upanisadic literature
an4 the Upanisads. In these we do not see any syste-
matic arrangement of the ideas and the views represented
later on by different schools of thought. It appears
that the thoughts contained in these were the common
property of the intellectual community of the country.
Perhaps, there was no need of systematisation at that
time. But later on, due to intellectual degeneration
or some other inevitable cause the current ideas were
assimilated in certain cases by different schools and
formed the backgrounds of distinct lines of thinking
in subsequent ages, As time went on such lines of
thinking multiplied in number and began to develop
each its own individual character* Many of the ideas
which are inseparably associated with certain systems
at present had then been in a floating condition. But
these ideas and the views are no doubt demonstrated
truths; and as such, they give evidence of a stage when
there had been going on intellectual deliberations
amongst the then existing scholars in order to come
to certain truths. In this way, we can trace the origin
of Indian philosophy to a certain extent.

2. Varieties of Darfana

While dealing with the Darfanas it will not be out
of place, it seems, to consider the number of Darfanas
recognised from time to time in India. We have been
hearing much of the six Darfanas* But which are these
six Darfanas} As to this there is no agreement amongst
the writers of philosophical compendia. Thus Hari-
bhadra Sfltin, a Jaina writer, of about n68 AX>> means
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by six systems Bauddha, Naiyayika, Kapila, Jaina,
Vaigesika and Jaiminiya,4

Another Jaina writer 'named Jinadatta Surin, of

about izzo A.D^r includes Jaina, Mimamsa, Bauddha,
Sankhya, <̂ aiv̂  and Nastika under the six Darfanas.*

, The next Jaina philosopher, Maladhari Qtl Raja£e-
khara Surin, of about 1348 A,D.,° enumerates another
kind'of division, namely, Jaina, Sankhya, Jaiminlya,
Yoga,10 \fai9esika and Saugata.

Turning towards the references of the Brahmanic
writers, we find that according to the son of the well-
known commentator, Mallinatha, who must have
flourished in the 14th century A.D.,11 Saddarfana includes
Panini, Jaimini, Vyasa, Kapila, Aksapada and Kanada.18

Jayanta Bhatta, who must have lived before the

n th century,18 appears to include under $attarki14tMimamsa, Nyaya which includes Vai$esika, Sankhya

Arhat, Bauddha and Carvaka.
In the H^ya$Irsa-Pancaratra, a Brahmanic work,

0 Bauddham naiydyikam sankhyam jamam vaifesikam tathd \
Jaimintyanca ndmdm dar$andndmamunyaho 11 SDS, Verse 3.

7 HIL, p. 152.
8 Jamam matmdmsakam bauddham sankhyam faivanca ndstikam 1

Svasvatarkavibhedena jdnlydddarfandni sat \\ VV.
8 HIL, p. 153-

10 The expressions Yogamata and (^aivamata appear to be used
for the same school, namely, Nyaya. The use of the word Yoga in
this sense is also found in the Nyaya-Bha§ya i-i-29. It appears to
have been wrongly interpreted in the sense of Vaisc§ika—Khadyota
by Dr. Jha on ibid.

11 HIL, p. 380.
12 Pdmnerfaiminefcaiva vydsasya kapilasya ca 1
• Aksapddasya kanddasya in his Comm. on the PRY of

Vidyadhara.
18 HIL, p. 147. The earliest reference of Jayanta is found in

Gangesa's TC, Upamana, p» 61, wherein the former has been called
Jarannaiydyika. This Gangesa is put in the 13 th €€01^^—PWSS,
Vol. Ill, p. 135.

"NM.VoLL.p.*
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supposed to have been introduced in Bengal by R5j&
Ball5la Sen (about n 58-1170 A.D. or earlier) as well
as in the Gurugita of the Vi$vasara Tantra, the six
systems are: Gautama, Kanada, Kapila, Patanjali,
Vyasa and JaiminL35

The compiler of the Sarvamatasangraha divides

the schools of Indian thought under two main heads:
Vaidika and Avaidika. The former is subdivided into
Mlmamsa, Sankhya and Tarka and the latter into
Bauddha, Arhata and Lokayata.16

The author of the Artha$astra appears to include

under the philosophical systems Sankhya, Yoga and
Lokayata.17

The Sarvasiddhantasangraha, attributed to <̂ an-

.karacarya, enumerates a different classification: Lokaya-
tika, Arhata, the four Buddhist schools, Vaicjesika,
Nyaya, the two schools of Purva-Mlmamsa, Sankhya,
Patanjali, Veda-Vyasa and Vedanta.

Madhavacarya in his Sarvadar^anasangraha enume-
rates many more, namely, Carvaka, Bauddha, Arhata,
Ramanuja, Purnaprajiia, Nakull^a-Pa^upata, ^aiva,
Pratyabhijfia, Rase§vara, Aulukya, Ak§apada, Jaimini,
Panini, Sankhya, Patafijala and Qinkara.

Madhusudana Sarasvati in his Prasthanabheda
divides Darfana into Astika and Ndstika. Under the
former he includes Nyaya, Vaigesika, Karma-MImamsa,
(Jariraka-MImamsa, Patafijala, Pancaratra and Pajupata;
while under the latter, he includes the four schools
of Buddhism, Digambara school of Jaina, and the

15 Gautamasya kanddasya kapilasya patafijaltfr t
Vyasasya jaiminefcapi darfanani fadeva hi \\ HIL, p. 153,

Ft.cu 3.
l*Iba hi dvhndhdni viearafastrani vaidikavaidikabbtd.it. Tdni ca

pratyekam hividhdm—mimdmsasankbyatarkabbedat bauddbdrbatalokd-
yatabb$dacta~~pp. 14-15.

"I4-i., p. 6.
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school of Carvaka.18 But in his SiddhSntabindu,1* a
commentary on Qinkaracarya's Dasajlokl, he speaks
of the schools of QLrvaka, namely, Dehatmavada,
Pratyeka-Indtiyatmavada, Militendriyatmavada, Atma-
Manovada aad Pranatmavada, of Saugata (Vijnanavada),
Madhyamika, Digambara, Vai£esika, Tarkika, Pra-
bhakara, Bhatta, Sarikhya, Patanjali and Aupanisad
{(Sankara-Vedanta). Gauda-Brahmananda, while com-
menting upon it, includes Vaibhasika and Sautrantika
under Buddhism and says that the six Ndstika-darfanas
are: Carvaka, the four schools of Buddhism and the
Digambara school of Jaina while Vai9esika and others
represent the six Astika-darfanas.20 But this is possible
only when the two Mlmamsa schools are not taken
separately.

Puspadanta, however, like an old writer, as he
undoubtedly is, thinks that there are only four schools of
philosophy, namely, Sankhya, Yoga, Pa$upatimata and
Vaisnava.21 It may be pointed out that the author refers
to the Astika-darfanas alone in the above enumeration.

The author of Nyayakosa is of opinion that there
are only six Darfanas, namely, two Yogas, meaning,
Sankhya and Patafijala, two Mimamsas, meaning, Purva
and Uttara Mimamsas,* and two Tarkas, that is, Nyaya
and Vaigesika.22 This also is, undoubtedly, said of the
Astika-darfanas.

The author of Sarvamatasangraha is of opinion
that the Indian thought (Vicdrafdstra) is divided into
two—Vaidika and Avaidika, each consisting of three
subdivisions, namely, Mlmamsa, Sankhya and Tarka

18 A c6mm, on the MahimnaHstotra of Puspadanta, Verse 7.
19 Verse. I.
80 p. 110.
9i MahimnaHstotra, Verse 7.
22 Dvauyogau dve ca mlmSmse dvau tarkaviti fadbudhaf?.—Ft. n. 2,

pp. 317-xS.
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under the former head while Bauddha, Arhat and
Lok&yata under the latter.518

These are the various divisions and subdivisions

of Indian Darfana. The Jaina writers and some Brah-
manic writers also have taken into account both the
orthodox and the non-orthodox schools. But it is
difficult to say on what basis these divisions are made.

II

METAPHYSICAL POSITION OF VARIOUS
SCHOOLS OF INDIAN THOUGHT

The points of difference between the various schools
of Darfana may be of several kinds. Here an attempt
is made to determine the relative place of various
systems of thought on the basis of the triple relation
between i. the subject and the object (Jndtd-knovret
and /%^-knowable), 2. the subject and the knowledge
{Jndtd and Jndna)% and 3. object and the knowledge
(Jneya and Jndna)*

The mutual relation of the terms may be studied
in the following manner:

(1) Jndtd versus Jndna,
(2) Jndna versus Jneya, and
(3) Jndtd versus Jneya.

Of these, the first may be split up, thus—
(a) Jndtd same as Jndna, and Jndtd distinct from

Jndna9 while
The second as—

(b) Jndna same as Jneyay and Jndna distinct from
J

'pp. 14-15.
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The third—It will be seen that the possibilities
of this form would follow naturally from the above
mentioned two forms.

Now, to find out the place of a particular school
of Indian thought we should take each of the two
forms under (a) and (b) separately and study it in detail.

I.—Thus to begih with the first variety, we find
that Jndtd is either identical with Jndna or is different from it.

i.—In the former case, prominence (prddhdnyd)
may be given sometimes to one and sometimes to the
other.

(i) Thus when Jndtd is prominent^ real and eternal,
while Jndna is but a subsidiary, the former (Jndtd) may
be looked upon either as essentially both drkfaktydt-
maka and kriydfaktydtmaka by which the Jndtd is both
the absolute consciousness (drastd) and the doer (kartff*
or essentially drkfaktydtmaha (absolute consciousness
itself) alone, according to which the Jndtd is only the
absolute consciousness and not the doer.25 The former
represents the Kashmir ^aivaism while the latter is
represented by Sankhya-Yoga. In the former case,
the Jndtd, is prominent, real and eternal and is also
entirely free (svatantra) and as such, is the doer (kartd)2*
as well. Therefore, when it so desires, it manifests itself
into two aspects—one representing the Jndtd which
is then essentially the doer (kartd) and the other the
Jndna which represents both the consciousness and the
doership (kartrtva). In spite of the fact that Jndna is sub-
sidiary to Jndtd it is in no way less real and less eternal.
It is almost the same. The Jndtd is either the Qva in
Whom consciousness is unlimited and so is His doer-
ship (kartrtva) or is the Purusa in which case both the
consciousness and the doership are limited as it is within

24 Citkrija citikartfta—IP., L v. 12., p. 200; atifaktir-dfffrifi, $&
cetanakriya citikartftatva~-kQ on Ibid; IP. , I . i. *-$ ; I. vL 1 1 ; I.

iiL 1.
*»YS.,IL2; SK.,i9>65.
26 PR, Sutras 1-2; PS, I. iv. 54.
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the influence of Maya*7 The Jndna aspect is nothing
but the QakH which is essentially of the form of dfk
and kriyd.

In the latter case the Jndtd, which is no other than
the Purusa, is only an uninterested spectator (drastd!)*
It has no karfrtva™ as is also clear when it is said—
drastd drfimdtrah.™ The prominence belongs to this
very Seer. It is also real and eternal.80 The conscious-
ness (dffi) which is the very nature of the Jndtd is here
made to represent the Jndna aspect as subsidiary to the
Jndtd. But its real nature should not be overlooked,
It is equally real, eternal8- and free from kartftva.

(2) All this is when Jndtd is identical with jMna
and the prominence is given to the former. Now, when
Jndna predominates and Jndtd follows it, Jndna is real,
but it may be either ksanika, momentary, or eternal.
In both cases it is polarised into Jndna and Jndtd. In
the former case, it represents the Buddhist Vijfianavada
school and in the latter, the (Jankara school of'
Vedanta.

In the former case, Jndna is represented by the
Pravfttivijndna, while Jndtd by Alayavijndna. In the
latter case, on the other hand, Jndna means Brahman,
that is, Caitanya, while Jndtd is represented by Ifvara or
Jrva.

2.—When Jndtd, on the other hand, is distinct from
Jndna, even then both may be real and inseparably
associated together.

(1) Here also, when Jndtd is made prominent, it
may be either eternal or non-eternal. The former may
be, again, conceived i&jada or ajada. Thtjada form

*T PH., Sutras 9-10.
** SK., 19, 65.
2» YS., II. zo.
*>SK., i t .
« YBha on YS,, II. 2.
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of Jndtd is either self-illumined {svaprakdfa) or enligh-
tened by others (noti-svaprakdfa). The svaprakdfa-
Jndtd is represented by the two schools of Purva-Ml-
mamsa, namely, Bhatta82 and Prabhakara.33 The non-
svaprakdfa aspeqt is represented by Nyaya and Vai$esika
schools. The non-eternal form, on the other hand,
is represented by the Materialistic school of Carvaka.

Now, when the Jndtd is ajada, it may be subdivided
into atomic (paramdnu-parimdnd)> intermediary (ma-
dhyama-parimdnd) and all-pervasive {pibhu-parimdnd),
Of these, the all-pervasive form does not include any
system of Indian thought. The intermediary aspect
represents the Jaina school. According to it the Jndtd
is the support of Jndna and as such, is different from
the latter though they are inseparably connected with
each other.84 Both are eternal.35 The dimension of
the Atman which is the Jndtd is of the size of the
organism wherein it takes its abode for the purpose
of experiencing pleasure and pain.36

The atomic form of Jndtd may, on the basis of the

relation between the individual self (Jwa) and the
Jfvaray be further split up as possessing difference

32SV? pp. 690; 693. SB, p. no; Panch, chitradlpa. The DSV
is of opinion that the Atman a c c o r d s to Bhatta being of limi-
ted-dimension (murta) differentiates itself from that of Prabhakara.
But we know that this is quite inconsistent with the Mimamsa
conception of the Atman. The conception of vibhutva is quite
incompatible with that of murtatva (SV, p. 693).

a8 SV, Atman-section, Verses 142-45; SB., p. no; IPM., pp.
91-94, 100; SD., p. 122; M. M. Anantakjrsna Sastri's intro. to
Prabhakaravijaya, p. 27.

The Atman is always a subject and never an object of aham-
pratitVy us a matter of fact, there is no such thing as pure ahampratfti
other than the prattti of objects in which the Atman reveals itself
just like the object. Hence, the Atman may be assumed to be
svaprakdfa according to Prabhakara.

M NAV,, 30; NAW., p. 48.
85 PKSS., p. 40, quoted in DS., p. 9.
M DS.% Gatha 2.
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(Jwefparabbeda), or identity (Jivefvardbhedd), or both
difference and identity (Jwefvarabheddbhedd). The first
may be subdivided into two—one when the Jiva forms
an aspect of Ifvara and the other when it is not so. The
former represents the Ramanuja school according to
which the Cit9 which is the jndta^ is distinct from
Jndna** which is clear from the fact that the Jndtd
illuminates itself even without the help of the Jndna.39The Jndtd is eternal,40 self-illuminating {ajaddfx and

atomic48 in nature. The Jwa is different from Ip/ara
who is the niyantd of the former/8 It has been recog-
nised as a separate entity although dependent upon,
rather an aspect of, Ifvara." The very name Vifistd-
dvaita given to this system lends a support to the above
fact. The latter, that is, when the Jwa is not an aspect
of Ifvara, may be subdivided into two—one when the
Jiva is a £akti of the Ifvara4* in which case it represents
the Caitanya school of Vaisnavaism and the other
when the Jwa is not so. In this aspect it represents
the Madhva school In the former case, the Jwa is
the Jndtd" Although Jndna is the very nature of the
Jiva yet the former should be taken to be an insepar-
able attribute of the latter, which shows that they
are different from each other.47 The Jwa is both eternal
and self-illuminating.40 It is also atomic40 and is different

37 ' I" I' Y\ T ft

" T T . ' p p . 5,22,35.
30 TTBha., p. 22.
4 0 TT. ,pp. J . I O .
*' TT., pp. j , IO.
42 TT., pp. 5,12-13; YMD., p. 73.
" T T . , p p . $,23.
** TT., pp. j , 10.

" S R . , p . 329.
4T SR., pp. 16, 301, 329.
** SR., pp. 320, 329-30.
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from Ifvara50 of Whom it is only a tata$tha-cakti?r
The latter refers to the MSdhva school According to

this school also the Jiva is distinct from Jndna. It is
eternal52 and self-iUuminkting.58 It is atomic in
nature.154 Although Jiva is an aspect (not in the form
of a fakti)>o£ Ifpara yet it is different: from Him,56

Hie second aspect of the atomic form of the Jtiata

represents the Vallabha school. It also holds, like
otner Vaisnava schools, that the Atman is distinct from
Jndna though they are inseparably connected with each
other,56 The Jndtd is eternal,57 self-illuminating5S and
atomic.59 But the system differs from all other Vaisnava
schools in holding the identity between Jiva and the
Ifvara*0 Hence, it is called (^uddhddvaita.

The last subdivision, namely, that which believes
both in the difference and the identity existing between
Jiva and Ifvaray may be further subdivided into two
aspects—one when Ifvara, that is, Brahman, is regarded
to be manifesting Himself (parindmi) and the other
when it is not so. The former refers to the Bhaskara
school of Vedanta while the latter represents the
Nimbarka school. Both these schools are supporters
of the bheddbhedavdda.*1 Both believe in the eternity,
self-illuminating62 and atomic6* nature of the Jndtdy and

50 SR. , p. 298; S iddhantadarsana , p. 4 1 .
51 SR., p. 334.
52 SDS., p. 139, B. O. R. I. Edition.
53 Ibid.
54 PS., p. 74b along with MSSS.
55 PS., and MSSS; pp. 24b, 32a, 142b; SDS., p. 128
™ Nirnayarnava of Balakj^na Bhafta, pp. 20-21, 63-65.
"Ibid.
68 Subodhini, I. ii. 23> p. 27; Prasthana., p. 59.
59 Nirnayarnava, p. 160.
6(1 Cuddhadvaitamartanda of Giridharaji p, 8,

Bhaskara, I. i. 4; pp. *i6-r$; SR., p. 345; Veda., p. 32; VRM
Pp 9i9*J?M Verse 36•on DS»> pp. 9*-9*» S^»> Verse 36.

*a VRM., on DS-, p. 3.
w Bhaskara, IV. iv. 15, p..247; VRM on DS-> p« 3-
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in so far they agree with the above mentioned schools
of Vai?navaism. The only point of difference between
the Bhaskara and the Nimbarka schools is that the
former believes in the manifesting nature (parindmitva)
of Ifvara^ while ,the latter does not.

(2) With regard to the other possible alternative,
namely, that the Jndtd is distinct from Jndna which is
prominent, it may be said that there is no system under
Indian thought where Jndna is recognised as different
from the Jndtd as well as prominent having the Jndtd
as a subsidiary. Hence,, the treatment of this aspect
cannot be attempted here.

In the same manner, the relation and nature of
Jndna and Jneya can be found out with a view to
differentiate one school from another.

3. Thus Jndna maybe looked upon as the same as Jneya
or distinct from it. In the former case, again, promin-
ence may be given either to Jndna or to Jneya.

(1) Now. when prominence is given to Jndna it is
either momentary (ksanikd) or non-momentary. The
former is represented by the Buddhist school of
Vijnanavada according to which there is no difference
between Jndna and Jneya which, in its turn, is nothing
but forms of cognition.85 This itself shows that the
Jndna is prominent while the Jneya is its subsidiary. This
Jndna is also momentary.66 The non-ksanika aspect
may be, again, subdivided according to the nature of
Jndna which is either essentially active or essentially
non-active. In the former case, Jndna is really the
creative agent of the empirical world, as both icchdfakti
and kriydfakti belong to it.*7 This aspect is repre-
sented by Kashmir ^aivaism. In the latter case, on
the other hand, it is not at al] active. In fact, it is

64BhSskara, pp. 85, 96, 103-104, 164.
05 SSS-, Verse 6> p. 12.
e* SSS,, Verse 9, p. 12.
e TPH., Sfttra 5, p. 15,
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only the adbisthdna or the substrate of the empirical
world. It is, therefore, that the 'Brahman is known as
adhisthdna-caitanya. This represents the Qtnkara school
of Vedanta.

(2) With regard to the other aspect it may be
pointed out that under this head there is no school in
Indian thought according to which Jneya may be
regarded prominent and identical with Jndna. Jndna
can in no way be regarded as a subsidiary. Hence, no
attempt can be made to deal with this aspect here.

4. (1) Coming to the other variety, namely, when
Jndna is regarded as distinct from Jneya> prominent and
eternal/8 it may be either svaprakdfa or non-svaprakdfa.
The former is represented by the school of Jaina whale
the latter refers to the schools of Ramanuja and Madhva.
As for the Jaina school it is true that it differentiates
Jndna from Jneya.69 Jndna is both eternal70 and self-
illuminating.71 According to the Ramanuja school the
Jneya aspect is unconscious (acit)12 and is, consequently,
different from Jndna which belongs to the Atman
alone.73 This Jndna is non-self-illuminating.74 The
Madhva school agrees with the schools of Ramanuja
and Jaina in holding that Jndna and Jneya are two
distinct entities75 and that the former is, in this connec-
tion, prominent and eternal. But it differs from the
Jaina in holding the Jndna to be not self-illuminating.7a

(2) When Jneya9 on the other hand, predominates,

it may be looked upon as eternal or non-eternal. The

68TT.,p. 35.
09 N A V V . , p . 48; G u n a . o n S D S , pp. 138 ,161 .
70 NAV., verse 32.
71 Pramanam svaparahhdsijH&nam—NAV., p. 1; N A W . , p. 31.
7aTT.,p. 41.
78 T T . , p. 22.
74 Svayyatirifyaprafyifakam—TT,, p . 35; SvayampraJ&farahi-

tattvam—TT3h.l.y p . 35.
75 PS. , a n d MSSS. , p . 81b,
Te SDS., p. 71, Calcutta edition.
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forme* majr be divided into jada (unconscious) and
ajada (self-illumining). The latter aspect represents
the schools of Bhasfcara and Vallabha. According to
Bhaskara the Jneya, which represents the extra-mental
world, is the manifestation of the Brahman itself,77 and
as such, it possesses real existence,78 The difference
between the two is due to upddhis™ As the empirical
wotld (prapanca) is an effect of Brahman it is said to be
q/ada.*0 Similarly, according to the school of Vallabha
the Jneya, which is eternal,81 is of the very nature of
Brahman even in the empirical state.82 It is also, on this
very account, ajada.

The Jada aspect of the eternal form of Jneya may-
be split up into two aspects—one evolving and the
other non-evolving. The former refers to the Nim-
barka school according to which the Jneya is eternal83and different from Jndna which is the dharma of Jndtd?4-

Further, the school believes in the evolving nature of the
empirical world.85 The latter, that is. the non-evolving
aspect may be cognisable through the direct means of
right cognition and inference, or through the direct
perception, inference, analogy (upamdna) and valid
testimony (fabda), or through direct perception,
inference, analogy, valid testimony and implication
{arthdpatti\ or through the above mentioned five means
of right knowledge and the non-perception (anupa-
labdhi) which is also another means of right cognition.
The first refers to the Vaigesika school88, the second

77 Bhaskara, p. 17.
78 Bhaskara, pp, io , 17, 19, 20.
70 Bhaskara, IV. iv. 4, p. 243.
sc Bhaskara, pp. 19, 89, 164-65.
M PR., p. 54.
••PR., p. 54.
99 VB., p. * j , IPR., Voh II , p. 752.
8 i ]mna}raya)7—VRM. on D<S., Verse 1. p. 4; Ibid.* pp. 40, 44.
85 VB., p. 25; VRM. on DCy., Verse 3.
8 6 T R 6
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to the Nyaya,87 the third to the Prabhakara Mimamsa88while the fourth to the Bhafta school of Purva-

Mimamsa.89Under non-eternal type of Jneya we may have two

subdivisions, namely, momentary (ksapika) and non-
momentary. The latter represents the school of
Carvaka. The former may be either looked upon as
cognisable through direct means of right knowledge
{pratyaksagocara) mainly or as cognisable through
inference. The former includes the Vaibhasika90 school
while the latter the Sautrantika91 school of Buddhism.

87 NBha . , I. i. i .
88 PP., p. 44-
89 CD.,, pp. 37> 59> 72> 74>
00SSS.,p. 14.
91 SSS., p. 13.
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The following are the chatts to illustrate the
differences between the various schools of Indian
thought as explained above:—

i.

(i)
Prominent, Real and Eternal

' Jndtd as indentical with Jnana
I ]

Essentially
$ i %

Essentially

Jnata Jnana Jnata JNana
(Essentially Kartd) (Dfkrkriydfa&i) (Essentially (Dfk-Sakti=
s=Siva or Purusa =<Jakti Drastd only) Svarupa-

| | = Purusa Caitanya)

(2)

Kashmir j
Sankhya-Yoga

Jnana

Prominent and Real

Ksanika

Jnana Jnata Jnana
(Pravftti- {Alayavijndna) (Brahman-

VijSdna) Caitanya)

Eternal

Jnata
(Ifvara or

jtva)

Vijnanavada Sa6kara-Vedanta
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2.

(0
Jnatd as distinct from jHana

Prominent'
I

Eternal

Jada

Svaprakasa

Non-eternal

Carvaka

Ajada

Non-Svaprakasa

Bhatta Prabhakara Nyaya Vaisesika

Paramanu-
Parimana

Madhyama-
Panmana

1
Jaina

Jlvesvara-
bheda

Js
bheda

Vallabha

Vibhu-
Parimana

Jivesvara-
bhedabheda

Jiva—an aspect Jiva—not an Isvara—Brahman- s
of Isvara aspect of is Parinami Brahman—is

I Isvara | non-Parinami
Ramanuja

A Sakti (=Tatastha-
Sakti) of Isvara

|
Bhaskara

Not a Sakti (=Tatastha-
Ski) of tsvara

|
Nimbarka

)

MadhCaitanya Madhva
(2) With regard to the other possible alternative it

may be said that under no system of Indian thought it
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is possible to recognise Jndna as prominent mdjndtdzs
its subsidiary when both are different from each other.
Hence, no chart is possible here.

3. Jndna as the same as Jfieya

(1) . 1.
Prominent

Jnana Jneya

K§anika Non-Ksanika

Vijnanavada

Essentially active Essentially non-active
(=the creative agent (=adhi§thana or

of PrapaNca) adhara of Prapanca)

Kashmir Sa*vaism Sat!lkara-Vedanta.

(2) Under this bead there is no system in Indian
thought where Jneya can be regarded as prominent and
Jndtd as its subordinate. Hence, this aspect cannot be
treated here.

4. Jndna as distinct from Jfieya

(0 1
Prominent and Eternal

1
1 1

Svaprakasa Non-Svaprakasa

Jaina 1 1
Ramanuja Madhva
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Jftdna as distinct jrom Jneya

Prominent and Real

21

Eternal Non-eternal

Jada Ajada Ksanika Non-Ksanika

Carvaka

Bhaskara Vallabha Pratyak§a- Pratyaksagocara
gocara (=anumanagamya)

Vaibhasika Sautrantika

Evolving

Nimbarka

Non-evolving

Pratyaksanumana- Pratyaksanumanopa- Pratyaksa Pratyaksa-
gocara manasabdagocara numano- numano-

| | pamana- parnana-
Vaisesika Nyaya sabdartha- sakdartha-

pattigocara pattya-
| nupalabdhi-

Prabhakara gocara
|

Bhatta
Mimamsa
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III

IDEALISM, REALISM AND MATERIALISM
DEFINED, DESCRIBED AND

DISTINGUISHED

Now, all these schools of thought can be classified
under three broad heads on the same basis, that is, the
relation between Jndtd, Jndna and Jneya. Thus the line
of thought, which deals with Jneya as identical with Jndna
and does not attribute any independent reality to it, is
represented as Idealism; that according to which Jneya
is real and distinct from Jndna is represented as Realism;
and the line of thought which stresses Jneya into pro-
minence and does not allow an independent existence to
Jndna may be taken as representative of Materialism.

1. Idealism

The line of thought3 which speaks of Jneya as
identical with Jndna and does not attribute any reality
to it, is known as Idealism. According to this school
of thought, Jndna is all in all The existence of the
entire objective world is unreal and is merely a form
of Jndna. As for instance, according to the Maya-
vadins the objective side is merely illusory; in fact,
there is only one Reality which is dk-Jfidna and which
is in the background of this illusory appearance. In
like manner, according to the Yogacara school of
Buddhism, there is nothing except Jndna. What
appears as an external object is its own form.

2. TLealism

Realism may be defined ^s a school of thought
which holds that there are things which have their real
existence in the objective world as objects of our cog-
nition (Jneya) and are quite independent of the
corresponding Jndna. In other words, to the Realists
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the external world has tn objective extra-mental value*0 2Such objects of our cognition exist apart from and

independent of their corresponding Jndna and are
cognised either through the instrumentality of the
external sense-organs or through the • internal sense-
organs, namely, the antahkaranas. Both the external
and internal objects of our cognition, being different
from their corresponding cognitions, are equally in-
cluded under the sensible world which represents the
Jneya aspect.

It has been said above that the objective world is
cognised either through the help of the external sense-
organs or through the help of the antahkaranas. In the
former case, the objects of cognition are naturally
grosser, while, in the latter case, they are subtler. In
other words, in the former case, the external objects
of cognition are mainly the respective specific attributes
of the five Mahdbhutas namely, rupa9 sparfa, gandha, rasa
and fabda which have enough affinity with their respec-
tive sense-organs through which they are cognised.
In the latter case, where the objects of the sensible
world are cognised through the instrumentality of the
antahkaranas the objects of cognition are all those
subtler elements which are beyond the reach of our
physical eyes, namely, paramdnus, tanmdtrds^ desire,
pain and pleasure etc.

This makes it clear that Realism presupposes an
objective world, having an independent and real
existence as opposed to mere appearance (Abhdsa) as
the Idealists are inclined to believe, and as such, being
distinct from Jndna. Realism as defined above would
include the following schools: Nyaya, Vai£esika, the
two schools of Purva-Mlmamsa, namely, Bhatta and
Prabhakara, Sankhya, Ramanuja, Madhva, Qaivaism of
Kashmir, and even (Jankara-Vedanta in its empirical
(pydvahdrika) aspect from the orthodox side, while

t 2 The World as Power: Reality, pp. 15-27.
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Girvaka, Jainas, and the two schools of Buddhism,
namely, Vaibhasika and Sautrantika from the non-
orthodox side.

3. Materialism

Lastly, the line of thought, which holds that the
only reality is Jneya and everything else is its product
or its own function, is called Materialism. According
to this the external and the internal worlds are forms
of gross matter; so that, even Jndna is but a product or
by-product of the bhutas. The reality consists, there-
fore, of the forms of matter (non-tetana)9B alone. The
propounders of this thought in India are generally
known as Lokayatikas or Bahyas.

About the use of the term materialism I quote
here the relevant statement of a Western scholar. Thus
he says, " The name materialism is often employed in
a loose sense as synonymous with atheism, or indeed
as a term of abuse for any philosophy which does not
square with the prevailing orthodoxy. But to us it
has its stricter meaning—a belief that dead matter, in
the hard unyielding lumps pictured by common sense,
or the solid impenetrable Newtonian particles, is the
sole ultimate reality of the universe; that thought and
consciousness are but by-products of matter; and that
there is nothing real underlying it or existing beyond
it."04

4. Realism and Materialism distinguished

Both Realism and Materialism lay emphasis on the
separate and independent existence of Jneya. Matter
forms an important aspect of both kinds of thought.
It is, therefore, essential to distinguish between these

98 In this book the term 'Matter' is used in the sense of *non-
cetana* which includes all the dravyas except the Atman.

•* A Histo^ of Science and its relation with philosophy and
religion, by William Cecil Dampier, Dampier-Whetham, p. Z15.
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two schools by referring to the salient points of differ-
ence.

We have seen above that under Realism Jneya has
been asserted tb be quite distinct from Jndna. The
objective world is neither identified with Jndtd nor
with Jndna. It is neither a form of Jndna and nor does
it depend upon Jndtd ox Jndna for its existence. This
aloofness of the Jneya proves the existence of a Real-
istic thought. No doubt, according to this school
of thought, stress is laid on the material (acit) aspect
of the universe but the importance of the non-material
(cit) aspect, as quite distinct in nature and having an
independent existence, has not been denied. For,
in Realism its existence is as important and essential as
the very existence of matter. Without it the very exis-
tence of the cosmic world upon which Realism depends
is impossible. There is a sort of harmonious co-opera-
tion between Jndtd and Jneya in spite of the fact that
the former is conscious and the latter is unconscious.
In other words, Realism attaches equal importance to
the conscious (cit) as well as to the unconscious {acit).
In a way, it assumes a dualistic form.

As for the Materialism, on the other hand, we are
aware that it is altogether a different type of school.
It does not believe in the separate and independent
existence of the conscious aspect, that is, the Atman.
According to this school of thought, matter is all in
all. Both the mental and the extra-mental phenomena,
if we can use the terms freely in the present context,
are explained in terms of matter. Consciousness,
which helps us to establish the existence of the Atman>
is also a by-product of matter alone. A peculiar
collocation of certain paramdnus** or bhiitas produces

w There appears to have been a class of people of this school
who thought that the various paramanu* separately possessed con-
sciousness. But as there was no thorough proof the view was
discarded. VBha, Notes, p. 396, FWSS., Vol. Ill, p. 70, Ft. n.
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consciousness. The Atman is nothing but an organism
endowed with the property of consciousness.96

5. Realism subdivided

Having given in brief the idea of the divisions of
the schools of thought under Indian metaphysics, I now
pass on to the details of the school of thought with
which the present work is directly connected, that is,
Realism,

According to the definition of Realism given
above all those schools of thought, which hold that
Jndna is distinct from Jneya and the latter is as much
real as anything else, are all included under Realism.
This includes the two schools of. Purva-MImamsa,
namely, Bhatta and Prabhakara; Sankhya; Ramanuja;
Madhva; (Jaivaism of Kashmir; and Nyaya-Vai$esika.
I would like to go even so far as to include the school
of £arikara-Vedanta in its empirical (yydvahdrika) aspect
under Realism. This is from the orthodox side. From
the non-orthodox side, on the other hand, we have the
school of Carvaka; the school of Jainas; and the two
schools of Buddhism, namely, Vaibhasika and
Sautrantika.

As to the realistic nature of these schools there is
hardly any doubt; for, all of them believe in the reality of
Jneya and its difference from Jndna and Jndtd as shown
above.

96 This view is the most crude form of Materialism. But
h^story shows that there is a gradual improvement in thought; so
that, the propounders came to recognise in turn Indrtya> Prana and
lastly, Mafias as the Atman one after another. These views are
based on the different substrata of the consciousness and bodily
activities. They also thought along with it the question of
independence to which the superiority was attributed, and that which
was proved to be independent was called Aiman-VSS., pp. 75-76.
ST., Atmasiddhi, pp. 7-14*
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IV

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE REALISTIC
SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

4

i . Orthodox Schools

{1-2) Purva-Mitndmsd Schools—Bhdtta and Prabhakara:
In the Mimamsa schools we do not easily find any

reference in the sutras to the problem of Realism. But a
close study of the Suttz-Satsamflrayoge07 etc, in which
it is said that the Jndna is produced when the sense-
organ comes in contact with artha, shows quite clearly
that the Sutrakara believes in the separate and inde-
pendent existence of Jndna from Jneya, which is referred
to here by the term artha. In the Bhasya of (Jabara88also we find that while criticising the view of the

Qjnyavadins, (̂ abara says that the objective reality is
quite independent of Jndna or Buddhi, which in its turn,
really depends upon the external reality for its occur-
rence. Later on, both the schools of Bhatta and
Prabhakara have dealt with this problem at great length
in their respective works. It is, therefore, that both the
schools of Purva-MImamsa are classed under Realism.

As regards the nature and relation of Jneya with
Jndtd or Jndna, we have seen above that there is hardly
any difference between the two schools; but somehow
or other a difference can be made out between these
on the basis of the nature of Jndtd and Jndna, as has been
pointed out above also. It is on this very basis that
these two schools can be differentiated from all other
schools under Realism.

(3) Sdnkhya School

After this we come to the Sankhya system. It also
represents an aspect of Realism. It posits that there

w MS, I. i. 4.
98 ttfeaetr* o n Ibid., L i . 5> pp. 7-8*
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ate two ultimate entities, namely, Purusa and Prakgti
both of which are eternal and different from each other,
Purusa is consciousness itself while Prakrti is jadd.
Purusa is draft? (sdksin) and bhoktf while Prakfti is
drfyd or bhogyd™ As such, Purusa is the Jndtd and
Prakrti is the /%/tf. But as Realism mainly deals with
the empirical aspect it would be better if the trans-
cendent Purusa is left alone as it does not serve any
practical purpose under Realism. Therefore, we should
come to the Prakrtigarbha. Here we find that the
Buddhi-tattva represents Jndtd and its Vrtti Jndna. These
two can be separated if we want it. The other evolutes
represent the Jneya aspect.

These evplutes differ from one another only
because of the difference of the collocation of the three
gunas-sattva, rajas and tamas. These three gunas are the
constituents of Prakfti and all the vikrtis\ hence, it is
said that the three gunas alone represent the objective
world.100 Although these evolutes are the modifica-
tions of Prakfti alone and finally become dissolved into
Prakfti itself, yet their separate real existence cannot be
gainsaid. They are real and different tattvas and, as
such, are differentiated from mere appearance (dbhdsa).
It is needless to say that the evolutes representing Jneya
are in a sense different from Jndna. This is enough to
prove the Realistic nature of this school. The only
point to note here, as referred to already, is that the
Jneya, according to Sankhya, is subtler than that of
the Nyaya-Vaicjesika and some other schools of thought.

We know that there is no other system under
Realism according to which Jneya being jada and
trigunatmaka acts as if it were conscious. This is the
characteristic which differentiates it from all other
schools under Realism. It may be suggested on this
very ground to designate this school as G R l i

99 SS., verse 19,
100 SS., verse 19; Gunaratna's comm. on §DS., p.
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(4) Kdmd&uja School

I next pass on to the school of Ramanuja. The
school of Ramanuja is one of the systems of thought
based on Pancaratra and represents the »£rlsampradaya,
as Qrt or Laksm is considered to be the original pro-
pounder of this school. According to this school
Jndtd is the Cit-tattva which is the substratum of Jndna.101Both Jndna and Jndtd are eternal102 and are inseparably

connected together.108 It is, therefore, that the G/-
tattva is called Jndnsvarupa.1^ Jndna is all-pervading.105It is ajada and dnandarupa^ that is, of blissful nature.106

It is capable of sankoca and vikdfa (contraction and

expansion).107 It illumines things other than itself.108

Jneya is divided into three kinds:—(a) that which

possesses sattva only; (b) that which has all the three
gunas; (c) and that which does not possess any of the
three gunas. It is eternal,100 distinct from Jndna and is
free from consciousness.110 It is subject to change.111

This is enough to show the realistic nature of the

system. It is the only school under Realism accord-
ing to which the tattvas^ included under Jneya which
being jada and of the nature of change, are of three
different natures as pointed out above. Hence, it repre-
sents an entirely different aspect of Realism and may
be designated as Gundguna Realism.

3 0 1 T T . , p . 17.
102 I b i d . , p p . 5> 3 5 .
103 Ibid., p. 17. cf. Bhasya on it.
114 Ibid.
1 0 5 I b i d . , p . 3 5 .
106 Ibid.
107 Ibid.
108 Ibid. cf. Bhasya on it.
100 Ibid., pp. 41, 45, 74*
110 Ibid., p. 41.
111 Vikaraspadam—TT., p. 41.
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(5) Mddhva School

Next, I proceed to the Madhva school of Vedanta*
It is a perfectly dualistic school of thought. It believes
in the eternity and reality of Jneya, which is jada and,
as such, is different from ]ndna. Of course, jndtd is
different from both Jndna and Jneya. This much is
enough to prove the realistic nature of this system.
It is differentiated from all other schools under Realism.

(6) Kashmir Q^aivaism

According to this school of thought the only
persisting entity is Parama £iva. All the evolutes are
the manifestations of Him. It is believed that all the
evolutes are also jndnasvarupa. In spite of this the
evolutes are as real as Parama tyva Himself. The distinc-
tion between pramdtd and prameya is only possible
when the pramdtr aspect is obscured;112 and it is only
then that prameya can be said to be distinct from
pramdtd.

Now, considering the fact that there is ultimately
only one Real Entity and the rest are its manifestations,
this system is sometime wrongly identified with the
(^ankafa-Vedanta, according to which also there is
only one Reality, namely, Brahman and the rest are
all manifestations. But if we closely study the two
systems it would become clear that there is a vast differ-
ence between the two schools. Thus we find that the
manifestations in (Jaivaism are not mere names and
forms, illusory and unreal appearances {anirvacaniyd)
as it is in (^ankara-Vedanta, but they are real manifesta-
tions (satya). All these real manifestations are present
potentially in Parama Qva Who, when, He so desires
manifests Himself into the universe.113

119 Vastutab hi atra jo'jam pramdtdpi sa prameya eva, sa tit

pramMtrfkriyamana acchfrditapram>yatmaka evocyate. IPV^ p. 211.
118 Afttaf? stbitavatdmeva ghatate bahirdtmand—IP., p. 13.
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This is all to show the realistic nature of this school
of thought. The peculiar nature of the prameyas> that
is, the nature of their being jndnasvariipa and the
realistic nature of the school differeniate it from all
other schools under Realism. It is due to this very-
nature oiprameya that it is suggested to name this system
as Ideo-Realistfc School.

(7) Empirical School of (^ankara-Veddnta

The conception of Realism given above makes it
clear that almost all the orthodox schools of Indian
thought, including the Advaita-Vedanta of (^ankara,
are in some form or other, realistic in nature. Thus
when we come to the Advaita-Vedanta of (Jankara, we
find that there are two distinct views, namely, drstisfsti
and srstidrsti.114 The former holds that the objective
world has no existence apart from its cognition in which
it reveals itself like the dream-appearances. The jar,
for instance, perceived by one just now has no existence
in itself; but it exists in so far as it is perceived and
ceases to exist as soon as it ceases to be perceived. In
other words, the perception of a thing is, as a matter
of fact, its own creation and that there is no phenomenon
apart from its perception.115 This view represents the
extreme orthodox Idealistic view. Realism has nothing
to do with this theory.

The latter is the pragmatic Vedanta view, accord-
ing to which the objective world representing merely
name and form {ndmarupa) has got an existence even
apart from our perception of it. In fact, the view that
the esse of a thing is its percipi is opposed to common
sense and is also inconsistent with the Vedantic position
recognising three kinds of existence (sattd), namely,
Pdramdrthiki, Vjdvahdriki and Vrdtibhdsiki*™ The first

114SLS, pp. 350-356.
115 VSM, pp. 30-35; SLS, pp. 350-356..
l l f iVSM,p. 25.
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implies Unity in Pure Sattd which is Brahman, the Supreme
Eternal Reality, and the unreality of everything else.
The second refers to the reality of the objective world.
No doubt, Brahman is the permanent reality but the
objective world also has got empirical existence even
apart from our perception of it. The objects of the
world are proved to possess an empirical existence
through the various means of right cognition. It is
a fact that the sensible world is but a manifestation of
the Maya and is not real in the sense in which Brahman
is real, and it is after all illusory. But its unreal nature
is not felt during the worldly state (samsdradafd). That
it is illusory is revealed only when the realisation of
the self takes place. So, before the truth is achieved
the reality of this empirical world is accepted.117 The
third type of existence possesses reality only so long
as it is perceived (ydvatpratibhdsamavatisthate).118 Its
erroneous nature is proved just after the sublating
knowledge makes its appearance. The perception of
snake, which erroneously appears in place of rope seen
in the dim-light, and whose esse is admittedly percipi^
is an instance of this type of existence.

The first and the third varieties of the existence
do not serve any useful purpose under Realism, for in
the former case no reality is attributed to the objective
world and in the latter the true knowledge of the real
world is prevented from appearance. But when we
consider the vydvahdrika aspect we find that the objective
world is real in the empirical sense. Here we find
that the distinction between Jndtd, Jndna and Jneya is
possible, The Jsva or Ifvara is the Jndtd while the
empirical world represents the Jneya. This is enough
to prove the realistic nature of the system.

As this triple distinction is possible only under the

11? VEP, pp. 14-16.
"«Ibid., p. 95.
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influence of Maya which is Anirvacaniyd> this realistic
school may be designated as the Anirvacanlja Kealism.

1. Non-orthodox Schools

The Vaibhasika and Sautrantika "schools of Bud-
dhism belong to that type of Realism according to
which Jndna is quite distinct from Jneya, and both
Jndna and Jneya are ksanika (momentary). As there are
differences between these two schools themselves, I
would like to deal with each school separately.

(8) Vaibhasika School of Buddhism

The Vaibhasika school belongs to the sect of
Sarvdstivddins. The very name of this sect shows that
it believes in the separate and independent existence
of the objective world.111* Both the external and the
internal existences in the forms of artha and Jndna are
believed to be real.120 The objective or Jneya side consists
of paramdnus which are sometimes cognised through
perception and sometimes inferred.121 Jndna is different
from Jneya. This is enough to establish the realistic
nature of the school.

As regards the nature of and the relation between
Jiidtdy Jneya and Jndna we know that they are identical.122
The vijndnaskandha which is nothing but a series of

Jndna is the knower (Jndtd).128 Jneya is cognised through
direct means of cognition and is ksanika\ hence, the
system may be called Direct Momentary Kealism.

(9) Sautrdntika School of Buddhism

Not very much different from the above mentioned
realistic school is the other Realistic school of Buddhism,

119 NSM, MS. Bauddhamata; §DS, p. 34.
^ I L V , pp. 247-248.
^ S S S , pp. 14-15.
122 Gunaratna on SDS, p. 139.
12S Ibid.
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namely, Sautrantika,124 According to this school
there is an external world which is as much real as
]fiina itself. Although the objective world is inde-
pendent of Jndna, yet it is not cognised through direct
perception as it is the case with the Vaibhasika school*
The Sautrantikas hold that the existence of outside world
(bdhydrtha) which represents the Jneya side is inferred
from the various forms of Jndna which forms would
not have otherwise existed.1** In other words, the
Sautrantikas believe that Jndna assumes various forms
which lead us to infer the existence 6f an external world
corresponding to them.126

As regards the nature of and the relation between

Jilata and Jndna it is the same as in the Vaibhasika
school. It has already been pointed out that both Jndna
and Jneya are momentary even according to the Sau-
trantikas. These show the realistic nature of the
Sautrantika school as well.

Although both the above mentioned Buddhist
schools hold almost similar views regarding certain
vital points, yet there are certain points of difference
which easily diflFerentiate one school from the other.
Thus according to Vaibhasika, Jndna is formless, while
it has forms according to the other school; the former
believes in the direct perceptibility of the outside world
while the latter holds it entirely inferential. In other
words, it is clear from the above that the real difference
between the two schools, both of which are equally
realistic, consists in the attitude in which each looks at
the order of the external reality. The burden of empha-
sis appears to be shifting from the outer to the inner.
This is the explanation underlying the difference between
the two schools of Buddhism.

Emphasising the point of difference between the

124 SSS, p. 14.
" ' Ibid. , p» 13; Gunaratna on §DS, p. 47.•» P- IS?

«, MS. INSM, MS. Bauddhamata; Gunarataa. on §DS, p. 47.
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two schools we find, according to the Sautrantika
school, that the cognition of the external world is not
through the direct means of right cognition but through
inference; hence, we would like to name it as Indirect
Momentary Realism.

(10) Jaina School

Coming to the Jaina school we find that Jndtd is
different from Jndna but both are co-eternal and are
inseparably associated together;127 Jndna, on the oth^r
hand, is also distinct from Jneya and both are eternal.128These prove the realistic nature of the system.

According to this system there are two tattvasy

namely, Jiva and A/Iva.12" The former is upayogamaya
consisting of Jndna and Darfana.1*0 This upayoga which
is made up of Jndna and Darfana is always inseparable
from Jiva.lsl Jiva is conscious13' and formless {amurtd)y

is the agent and experiencer. It possesses the same
dimension as its abode, namely, physical organism.1 s8That is, if the body be large the Jiva will, accordingly,

be large in size, and if it be small then the dimension
of the Jiva will be, accordingly, small. This is due to
the characteristics of contraction and expansion
(sankoca and vikdfd) belonging to the Jwa.13i It is
eternal.335 Being an dfraya of Jndna, Jiva which is the
Jndtd1** is different from Jndna, but as Jndna is inseparab-
ly connected with the Jiva, it is said to be also identical
with the Jwa itself.137

127 P K S S , p. 40, quo ted in D S , p. 9.

128 Ibid. , pp. 53, 55, 57, 59 and D S V , p. 26.
120 DS, Gatha, I.
180Tbid, 2.
181 Ibid, 4 and p. 9.
133 Ibid, 3.
iasIbid, 2, 9.
m I b i d , 10.
1S5SDS, p. 69, Poona Ed.
13*NAV, Verse 3*, p. 30.
"7NAW, p. 48.
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The second tattva is the Ajwa-tattva. It represents
the objective side. It is real.138 It is of five kinds,
namely, Pudgala> Dharma> Adharmay Akdfa and Kola.
Except Pudgala the rest are formless.189 All these are
eternal.1*0 This tattva is unconscious.

The above description shows that the school is a
realistic one. The peculiar nature and the relation of
Jndtd9 Jndna and Jneya make the school quite a different
type of Realism.

(11) Cdrvdka School
The Carvaka school of thought belongs to that

type of Realism according to which both Jndna and
Jneya are non-eternal. It holds that the reality consists
of the objective world only which constitutes the four
MahdbhiitaSy namely, ksiti, ap9 tejas and vqyu.

This objective world which represents the Jneya
is different from Jndna, which itself in its turn, is merely
a by-product of the peculiar amalgamation of the above
mentioned four Mahabhittas, although none of them
possesses it separately. The seat of: jndna is sometimes
the gross-body and sometimes sense-organs etc. The
system lays entire emphasis on Jneya which is real.
This proves the realistic nature of the school.

Jndtd according to it is the body, or the vital-air,
or the sense-organ, or the Manas in accordance with the
attribution of activity and predominance to each.
That which does not possess any consciousness may be
classed under Jneya; so that, Jndtd, Jndna and Jneya can
be easily differentiated according to this school as well.
But we should not forget that they do not believe in
anything which is neither a bhuta nor a bhautika. Hence,
even being a realistic school the system is purely
materialistic. Hence, we may designate this school as
Bhautika Materialistic Realism.

188 Ibid. , p. 31 .
1 8 t > D S , G a t h a 15.
140 Ibid . , pp. 53, 55, 57 and 59; *>SV, P- *«•
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V

THE POSITION OF NYAYA-VAHJESIKA AS
A REALISTIC SYSTEM

Having thus briefly described the nature of the
Realistic schools in general I now pass on to find out the
peculiar position of Nyaya-Vai$esika. It is needless
to say that this joint-system holds that Jndtd, Jndna and
Jneya are distinct from one another. Jneya, which is an
important factor in Realism, has been shown above as
eternal, non-ksanika and cognisable through one or
more means of right cognition. While speaking of
it as eternal we should remember that it refers to the
atomic and ubiquitous forms of matter only and not
to the objective world. The above mentioned three
characteristics of this school belong to Purva-MImamsa
also, so that, as far zsJneya is concerned, there seems to
be hardly much difference between these schools.
The Nyaya and Vai$esika schools may, however, be
distinguished from the standpoint of the nature of
Jndtd and Jndna. Thus whereas the Jndtd of the Bhatta
and the Prabhakara-MImamsa is svaprakdfa, that of the
Nyaya-Vai$esika is not so. The Prabhakara-MImamsa
holds Jndna also to be svaprakdfa which is not the case
with either the Bhatta or the Nyaya-Vai§e§ika school.

VI

INTER-RELATION OF NYAYA AND VAI^ESIKA

It is a well-known fact that the two currents of
philosophical thought with which we are dealing here
were systematised in course of time as two distinct
schools by Gautama and Kariida, the authors of Nyaya
and Vai§esika Sutras respectively. It is difficult to say
whether the systems started separately and being allied
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in general attitude and view-point became mixed up in
later ages or an original fund of floating ideas,
without the distinct character of a regular school,
became with the process of time crystallized into two
rival, though allied, systems. But there appears to be no
doubt that even in the earliest literature of the schools
known to us we recognise distinct and unmistakeable
points of affinity between them, not only in the general
metaphysical position but even in several minor details.
The differences too are equally marked. Some of these
latter may be summed up here for facility of a proper
appreciation of the distinct nature of each.

i. Standpoint

Like almost all other schools of Indian thought,
Nyaya and Vaigesika aim at the realisation of Moksa
as their Summum Bonum. But they differ in their method
of treatment. Nyaya, as represented by Gautama,
begins mainly as a logical system emphasizing the means
of right knowledge. According to this system true
knowledge depends upon the critical examination of
objects by means of right knowledge. Hence, the
entire importance is laid on the various means of right
knowledge themselves, so, says Vatsyayana, that the true
knowledge of the objects is not possible without the
means of right knowledge.141 Further he adds that the
very science of reasoning (nyaya) consists in the true
knowledge of the artha by means of right knowledge.142Hence, Gautama begins his work with an enunciation of

the means of right knowledge as the most important cate-
gory. The object of knowledge according to him occupies
the secondary place. The other fourteen categories148of his are the auxiliaries to help the science of reason-

ing. This fact has been very well illustrated by the

1 U Vide Vram&namantarena nMhapratipatti^^Wa^ I. i . i , p. i.
u* Vide Pr3manairartbaparik?anam tyqyap~-:lbid.9 p. 3.
148VideNS,l/i. 1.
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foundation of the neo-Nyaya School which has led to
the development of the entire later Nyaya literature on
the basis of the means of right cognition alone. This
justifies the name given to this school of thought
as Pramdna-Qdstra.

The standpoint of Vai$esika, on the other hand,
is entirely different. It lays stress on the ontological
aspect of the cosmic order. According to it the critical
examination of the six categories144 into which the
entire field of existence is divided leads to the realisation
of the Summum Bonum. The treatment of the means of
right knowledge is only subsidiary.

2. Pram ana

Nyaya believes in four Pramdnas?** while Vaige§ika
recognises only two.146

3. Pratyaksa

It appears that according to Naiyayikas there are
as many kinds of direct perception {pratyaksa) as there
are sense-organs; so that, by direct perception we
should understand visual, gustatory (rdsana\ olfactory
{ghrdnaja), tactual {tvdca-spdrfand) and auditory (frdvana).

144 It appears that the earlier writers on Vai£e$ika recognised
only six categories, abhava, the seventh catego^ being implied
though unexpressed (cf. Vyom, p. 20 (J); KV, p. 6). The explicit
recognition is found for the first time in the work of QivSditya
which is named as SaptApadarthi.

148 Namely, Prafyaksa, Anumanay Upamana and <£abda—NS., I.
B h i A ( B h j ) h

y p £
i. 3. But there are certain Acatyas (e.g. Bhasarvajna) who seem
to deny the independent character of upamana as a valid source
of knowledge—NyayasAra, p. 2.

146 Namely, Pratyaksa and Anumdna. The usual Vaise?ika
view, as represented in the Sutra of Kanada and the standard works
of the school, is that £abda, though a source of valid knowledge,
is really a form of inference. PPBhS, p. 213; VU,» IX. ii. 3. But
teachers like Vyomasiva and others are in favour of triple pramana,
holding £abda to be an independent means of knowledge. Vyom.,
PP- 555*577-
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Vaigefikas, on the other hand, seem to consider that
there is only one kind of direct perception, namely,
visual That is, the use of the term pratyaksa should
be restricted to that of the eyes alone.1*7

4. Samavdya

According to Nyaya samavdya (inherence) is cog-
nised through pratyaksa™* while according to Vai§esika
it is inferential.149 For those who cannot reconcile
themselves to the perceptibility of samavdya, the Naiya-
yika adduces certain reasons.

The Vai$esika standpoint is summed up by
Pra5astapada100 and by Qridnara,151 who have attempted
to show that as samavdya cannot be held as related to an
object through an independent relation (e.g. samyoga
and another samavdya) it must be accepted as constituting
its own relation and consequently, supersensuous in
character. The senses are capable of cognising positive
categories only through one of the relations recognised
in the system. They add further that unlike samyoga,
samavdya never appears in our perceptual knowledge,
inasmuch as its two terms are always perceived as insepar-
ably associated en masse, which would not have been
the case if it were immediately perceived. The later
Vai§esikas162 further point out that the supersensuous
nature of samavdya is deduced from the fact that like
Manas, Kdla, etc. it is a positive category distinct from
the Atman and does not inhere in anything else.

The Naiyayikas, on the other hand, criticise the
above inferences as intrinsically defective and incapable

U7 Mallinatha commenting on the text—apratyaksasyapi vayoh
sparfOfabdadbrtikampalingai^ siddhih (TR., pp. 136-137)—says—
svamate vdjoh sp&rfanatve'pi vaifepko bhiitvaha—p. 136.

u * TC, Pratyak§a. p. 645; Nyftyasara of Madhavadeva, pp,
166-170,

w PPBha, p. 329.
160PPBhS, pp. 328-329.
15XKandalf, pp. 329-330.
»• vu., VII. u. 28; w . , vn. ii. 28.
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of leading to a conclusion. They adduce a counter-
argument in support of their own doctrine. The more
important point bearing on the question, from their
angle of vision, relates to the recognition and function
of what is technically known as a sv&rupa-sambandba1**
in neo-logical literature (Napya-Nydya). They hold
that a relation or abhdva, of which the pratiyogi and the
anuyogi are capable of direct perception, is itself capable
of such perception. An illustration of this is found in
the case of absolute non-existence, say, of a jar on a
particular spot perceptible to the senses. In the case
under consideration the svarupa-sambandha referred to
above is known as vifesanatd (or vifesya-vifesana-bhdva).
The non-recognition of the svariipa of a category as
capable of being conceived as a relation in the ancient
literature was responsible, the Naiyayikas allege, for the
peculiar view of the Vai$esikas.

5. Pdka {chemical action)
Nyaya holds that an object is naturally porous,

158 It has been defined as "Sambandhantarena ftfpj
nanayogyafvam" meaning, that it is a relation which must be held
to exist in a case where a determinate knowledge (vififtapratiti)
could not have been effected by any other relation (namely, samavaya
and samyoga). In other words, this relation must be either the
subject itself (anuyogtn) or predicate itself (pratiyogin) of the said
judgment (amyogpratiyog yanyatarasvanlpah sambanabavife$a$). For
example, take the judgment * ghatam jandmi'* wherein there are
three factors: (a)gbafa—the object of knowledge, (b) the knowledge
which has gftafa as its object, and (c) knower, the substrate of the
knowledge, represented by the verbal termination 'mip*. Between
b and c there is samavaya relation; for knowledge is the attribute
of the individual self. But there must be some sort of relation
between a and b also, in order that this very judgment rather than
any other, e.g. pafam jandmi, might arise. But the relation cannot
be samavayay because the attribute jftana belongs to the self and not,
to the gbata. Nor can it be satpyoga, for this relation holds only
between dravyas. Hence, the only possible determining cause,
niyamaka, of this judgment is the ghatasvarupa itself, conceived as
a relation. This is what is known as svar&pasambandha. Also vide
TO, Pratyaksa, p. 646.
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and taijasa particles can very well enter into an object
and produce chemical changes both in and out; so
that, the chemical action takes place in an object as a
whole without destroying the object into its constituent
paramdnus. This view of the Naiyayikas is known as
Pitharapdka.

Vai$e§ika, on the other hand, is of opinion that it
is impossible for the taijasa particles to come in contact
with each and every part of an object unless that object
is reduced to its constituent paramdnus. Hence, the
chemical action takes place in the paramdnus alone and
not in the Pithara as the Naiyayikas think. Hence, it
is called Pllupdkavdday

6. Duration of Karman

According to Nyaya, karman (motion) is some-
times destroyed by the destruction of the substratum
and sometimes by the subsequent conjunction; and
hence, considering the various causes that lead to
karman^ it is clear that a karman exists for three or four
moments only.

Vai$esika, on the other hand, considers that some-
times the duration of karman is even seven moments.
Thus when a pot is thrown into fire, there is produced
a karman in the paramdnus which had produced the
dvyanukas of that pot; then the disjunction between the
paramdnus producing dvyanukas takes place; then there is
the destruction of the conjunction; then the destruction
of the dvyanuka followed by the disjunction between the
paramdnus and the Akdfa; then there is the destruction of
the conjunction existing between Akdfa and paramdnus;
then there is the subsequent conjunction of the
paramdpus; and then there is the destruction of the
karman.

But when the Vibhdgaja-Vibhdga (disjunction caused
by another disjunction) is produced simultaneously

164 By Ptlu we mean a paramanu.
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with the destruction of the substance then the
duration of the karman is only six moments.195

7, Hetvdbhdsa

Nyaya believes in five kinds of hetvdbbdsa> namely,
•asiddba, viruddha, anaikdntika, prakaranasama and
kdldtyaydpadista\ and accordingly, believes in the five
conditions necessary for a good hetu\ namely, paksasat-
tva9 sapaksasattva, vipaksdsattva, asatpratipaksatva and
abddhitatva. Vaisesika holds that there are only three
betvdbhdsas, namely, viruddha asiddha and sandigdhay

as is said "Viruddhdsiddhasandigdhamalingatn kdfjapo-
*bravit"\ and accordingly, there are only three conditions
of a good hetu, namely, paksasattva, sapaksasattva and
vipaksdsattva. Sometimes, they make out the fourth
hetvdbhdsa, namely, anadhyavasita from the above state-
ment.166

8. Vegdkhya-samskdra {Velocity)

Nyaya considers that since the beginning of the
discharging of an arrow from the bow up to the hitting
of the mark there are several vegas and several karmans*
That is, the first vega produced in the arrow is due to
motion; that vega produces another motion which, in
its turn, produces another vega and so on till the arrow
reaches the mark. Vai<je§ika, on the other hand, holds
that there is only one vega throughout. In other words,
the first motion is produced in the arrow by the
impulsion (tiodand) which produces velocity, and
this velocity produces a series of motion in succession
till the arrow reaches the mark. There is no need in
believing in more than one vega like the series of karman
in succession; for, it will be a case of gaurava107 only.

155 PRM, p. 42.
336 PD, p. 25.
15rVU, V. i. 17; KR, p. 13*.
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9. Sakhandopddhi

The New School of Nyaya believes in a particular
kind of dharma called sakhandopddhi as quite distinct
from the recognised seven categories of the Vai^esika.
The sakhandopddhi form of dharma is to be had in two
ways:—(1) That dharma which is always and necessarily
apprehended through something else is called sakhan-
dopddhi. As for instance, the dharmas-pratiyogitd^ anuyogitdy

dahdratd, ddheyatd etc. are apprehended only through
pratiyogitdtva} anuyogitdtva^ ddhdratdtva^ ddheyatdtva etc.
respectively and not alone. Hence, the dharmas-prati-

jogitd etc. are known as sakbandopddhis. (2) Again,
that dharma also, which is the outcome of several
things (paddrtbas), is called sakhandopddhi. In the instance,
* the mountain is smoky; because, it is fiery/ the
probans (possessing fire) also belongs to a hot piece
of iron where there is no smoke. Hence, the argument
is fallacious and is classed under the sadhdrana type of
fallacy. This sadhdrana is an outcome of several
paddrthas; hence, it is a case of sakhandopddhi, and, as
such, is apprehended through something else. Again,
in the instance, ' Sound is non-eternal; as, it possesses
soundness/ there is the fallacy of asddhdrana. This
asddhdranatva also, similarly, is a case of sakhandopddhi.
Hence, according to Nyaya this is given a separate
place.

Vai^esika, on the other hand, thinks that it can
be easily included under some of the already recognised
seven categories. Thus, pratiyogitd, for instance, is
nothing but the pratiyogi itself. It can be also of the
nature of abhdva itself. Thus the pratiyogitd belonging
to the gjbafa ,(jar) is sometimes of the nature of ghafa
itself, or sometimes of the nature of gbatatva/dti, or some-
times of the form of ghatdbhdva. Similarly, in the case
of the sadhdrana kind of fallacy given above the dharma-
sadbdrapatva is of the nature of contact. In the case of
the asddhdrana fallacy, the dharma is of the nature of
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fabdatva-jdti' In this way, it is seen that the sakhan-
dopadhi is not a separate entity at all.158

i o. Vibhdgqfa- Vibhdga

According to the Vai$e§ikas disjunction is of three
kinds, and disjunction caused by disjunction (vibhdgaja-
vibhdga) is one of these. This variety of disjunction,
in its turn, is of two kinds: one—the disjunction of cause
and non-cause due to the disjunction of cause alone
(kdranamdtra-vibhdgdt kdrandkdranavibhdgah) and the other
—the disjunction of effect and non-effect produced by
the disjunction of cause and non-cause (kdrandkarana-
vibhdgdt kdrydkdryavibhdgah). The former may be illus-
trated as the disjunction existing between kapdla (half of
a pot) and Akafa (not related as cause and effect) due
to the disjunction between the two-halves of a pot—
kapdlas—which are its (pot's) cause. The latter may be
illustrated as the disjunction of the hand and the tree
followed by that of the body and the tree caused by the
disjunction of the finger and the tree.160

The disjunction in both the cases is, no doubt,

brought about by motion produced in the kapdla and
the finger. In the latter case, however, as the motion
thus produced rests in the finger while the disjunction
is in the hand or in the body, it is called a case of
vyadhikarana; so that, this motion cannot be the
cause of the disjunction existing between the body and
the tree. No motion can be attributed to a composite
unless it inheres in all the constituents of that composite.
Hence, it is held that the disjunction of the effect (e.g.
hand and body) and the non-effect in the latter
instance, is produced by the disjunction of the cause
(e.g. finger) and the non-cause (e.g. tree) and not by
any motion.160 In this way, the necessity of disjunction

158 Setu., pp. 102-103.
158 VU., VII. ii. 10.
160 VU., VIL ii. 10; NM., pp. 558-59; PPBha. and KandalL, pp.

151-164.
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caused by another disjunction (vibhdgaja-vibhaga) is
established by the Vai$esikas.

The Naiyayikas, on the other hand, do not see any
necessity in accepting the above view. They hold that
the very motion which separates the finger from the
tree and inheres in the former (e.g. finger) is itself
capable of destroying the indirect conjunctions existing
between the hand and the tree and also that which exists
between the body and the tree.161

It should not be held here that if the same motion

be believed to cause the disjunction of the body from the
tree, then there is the danger of its lasting for a longer
period or becoming eternal if it is found in any eternal
substance; for, a motion is always destroyed by the
subsequent conjunction which is possible here by the
conjunction caused by this very motion between the
body and the Akdfa. There is nothing to prevent the
motion to produce the conjunction after destroying it
in connection with something else; just as the same
heat-contact which destroys the attributes of an earthly
object by the chemical action is also capable of producing
the same. On these grounds the necessity of the dis-
junction caused by another disjunction is rejected by the
Naiyayikas.162

I I . Dvitva

Vaigesika is of opinion that the qualities dvitva>
tritva etc. are produced by the apeksdbuddhi which is
a kind of mental necessity giving rise to the notion of
number and which is expressed by the proposition

101 The author of Upaskara on VS., VII. i.6 attributes this
view to Bhasarvajna, one of the most famous orthodox writers
of the middle ages. But this view is not found in this Nyaya-
sa*ra which is the only work of his known to us so far. This
suggests that there might be some other work of his which is
still undiscovered.

ie*NM.,pp. 559-60.
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*this is one, this is one' etc. The process of the origin
of one of these qualities is described as follows:—

First, there is the contact" of the sense-organ with
the object, that is, each of the two pots, for instance;
then there is the cognition of the generality of ekatva
(ekatvasdmdnyadhitiy, then there is the apeksdbuddhi which
conveys the thought of ekatva in each of the two objects
in the form of 'this is one', 'this is one'; then the
dvitva is produced by the combination of the two
separate ekatvas™*

But Nyaya is of opinion that the apeksdbuddhi
does not produce the dvitva etc. but only manifests
[jndpyate or vyanjyate ) it.164

12. Ajasamyoga between Vibhus

Relation (sambandhd) is of two kinds: inherence
(samavdyd) and an ordinary relation in the form of
the combination of two or more separated substances
{samyogd). The former exists between such insepar-
able pairs which are related as (i) supporter (ddhdra)
and supported (ddheya), (2) as effect and cause, and (3)
as non-effect and non-cause.1 h5 The latter, on the other
hand, is possible between such separated pairs of which
(1) either one or both possess separate motion
(prthaggamand)z as in the case of eternal substances
and also of which. (2) either one or both are
separately related as supporter and supported
being mutually exclusive, as in the case of non-
eternal substances.166 Amongst the eternal subs-
tances, the condition laid down above is possible either
between atomic substances themselves or between one
or more atomic and the ubiquitous substances.
No third alternative is possible.

108 LV, p. 58; KV, p. 200; KR, pp. 68-69.
3<* KV, p. 200; KR, pp. 68-69.
165PPBha., p. 324.
166PPBha., p. 141; Vyom., p. 495; Kandall, p. 150.
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As it is essential to have the combination between
two or more separated things, eternal conjunction
(ajasamyoga) between two or more ubiquitous forms is
not possible. Moreover, as the relation necessitates
the presence of the capacity of combining and separat-
ing themselves, which, again, indicates that there must
be motion either in one or both of the combining subs-
tances, the Vai£esikas consider it impossible to hold any
relation between the ubiquitous substances.167

The Naiyayikas, on the other hand, are of opinion

that there is some sort of conjunction between the
ubiquitous substances also. They adduce the argument
that all-pervading substances have undoubtedly got con-
junction with limited substances (murtas) through
which they themselves come to possess mutual com-
bination. And this mutual combination is known as
ajasamyoga™*

13. Nature of the At man in the state
of liberation

- It is a well-known fact that there is a difference of
opinion as to the presence of bliss in the liberated
Atman between the schools of Nyaya and Vai<jesika.
As this topic has been dealt with at great length in
Chapter XI of this book, it is not treated here.

14. Artha

Nyaya uses the term artha in the sense of gandha,
rasa, rupa, sparfa and fabda*** which are varieties
of qualities (gunas), while Vai$esika understands by it
all the gunas as well as dravyas and karmans.x™

167 Vyom., p. 505; Tat., II. i. 36, p. 401.
168Vyom,, p. 494; Kandali, p. 150.
1M NS, I. i. 14.
170 The categories of samanya, vifesay sarnavaya (and abhavd) are

excluded from the scope of this technical designation, VS, VIII.
ii. 3.
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15. Number of relations in drawing inference

Vaicjesika holds that inference is drawn through one
of the five relations, namely, kdrya, kdrana, samyogi, virodhl
and samavayu That is, an inference is drawn sometimes
through the linga in the form of kdrya; as for example,
from the perception of smoke or light we infer the
existence of fire; sometimes through the linga in the
form of kdrana; as for instance, the inference of sound
from the particular kind of contact of a stick with a
drum by a deaf-man; sometimes, again, through the
linga in the form of samyogl; as for example, the inference
of the organ of touch (tvak) from the perception of the
body connected with it; sometimes, again, inference
proceeds from a contradictory or an antagonistic object;
as for instance, the inference of the presence of a
mun goose hidden behind the bush etc. at the sight of
a furious snake; and lastly, inference results from
having samavayin as the mark; as for instance, the
inference of the existence of tejas in water from the heat
present in water.171

Nyaya, on the other hand, thinks that the classi-

fication172 of satnbandhas as given in the Vai£esika
works is entirely useless; for, by the use of the single
term sambandhin all others can be understood.173

16. The generalities of Sukumdratva and Karkafatva

Nyaya holds that the generality of tenderness
(sukurndratva) is quite separate from that of the hardness
{karkafatva). They inhere i$ conjunction {samyoga)
which itself inheres in earth alone, while Vaijesika

171VU, W , o n VS, IX. ii. 1.
172 This sutra is read by Vacaspati Misra as follows: Asyedam

karyam k&ranam sambandbyekartkasamavayi virodhi ceH laingikam.
And he divides it into four—yacca Vaifefikaip catu§prakdrah etc..
T . , p. 164.

mIbid.
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thinks that they inhere in touch (sparfd) and not in
the conjunction.1'*

17. Religion

The Naiyayikas are the devotees of £/wz, while
the Vai£e§ikas are the worshippers of Mahefvara17* or
Pafupati.17*

18. Organise

Raghunatha Pandita says that there are two kinds
of physical organism: viviparous (yonija) and non-
viviparous (ayonija). The former is farther subdivided
into jarayuja and oviparous (apdq/a). He further adds
that fiie uabhijja class of organism which the Vaige§ikas
include under the non-viviparous is not recognised as
an organism at all by the Naiyayikas.-77But this seems to be only a partial view; for

Pragastapada does not include the udbhijja class under
the non-viviparous. Its being a physical organism is
itself denied by Pra§astapada who includes it under the
immoveable (sthdpard) type of pisqya.118

19. Dream-Cognition

According to Nyaya dream-cognition is both
true and false. If it is produced from merits then it is
true and if from demerits then it is included under
erroneous cognition. But according to Vai§e§ikas it is
always a variety of false knowledge (avidyd).17*

1T*PRM.,p. 32.
m Vide the last verse of the Pracastapadabha$ya.
mGunaratna on §DS., p, 51.
m PRM. ,p . zu
1T«PPBht., p. 28.
™>PRM., p. 34; PPBha., p. 172; AUS, Vol. V v pp. 27S-280.
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vn
PROBLEM OF MATTER IN

NYAYA-VAigESIKA

The universe appears to us a complexity of contra-
dictions—unity and diversity, passivity and activity,
perfection ana limitation, and so on. Each and every
philosopher has to face these contradictory principles
and has to give his own solution for each and every
problem of the universe. After an encjuiry into the
nature of these, it is found that the universe may be
divided under two distinct heads—mental and extra-
mental, or in the terms of Indian thought, Cetana and
Jada. Philosophical studies, which aim at explaining
things, as they exist, cannot neglect either side. Even
the nhautika Materialistic Realism has to accept the
cetana aspect in some form or other.

The extramental side represents the material world
mostly, which is produced out of matter and its pro-
ducts. Matter and its forms occupy our attention at
the very first stage of production (sfsfi). We know
that attempts have been made by thinkers to explain
the essence and function of matter from time to time,
but the explanations till now supplied are of a divergent
character and not adequate in all cases.

The jada aspect of the universe represents the
objective world; and it is with this that the Realistic
thought has mainly to do. Hence, the problem of
matter forms one of the most vital problems of the
Realistic thought.

It is an admitted fact that the definition of Matter
has varied with every philosopher in the West and
there does not appear any common solution of the
problem, as is clear from the following: "The idea
of matter, which plays so large a part in materialistic
thinking, has neither met with such general acceptance
nor admits of such certain proof as to take rank,
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without further discussion, as a firm and adequate
foundation for our direct conscious experience. The
conflict between the mechanical and dynamical views
of nature is not yet over and the latter eliminates the
idea of matter altogether. That is, the mechanist
defines the atoms as Material extended particles; his
opponent makes them centres of force, unextended
points of reference, for the effects of force."180

But the case of Indian philosophy is altogether

different. The problem of matter, like all other problems
of thought, has been discussed and final solutions have
been arrived at in different ways according to the
different outlooks and aims of the different systems
of thought. All the details are found worked out there.
Beginning with the grossest form of matter we gradually
enter into its subtle forms by slow degrees. The joint-
system, with which we are concerned, deals with all the
forms of gross matter in the most natural way so as to
satisfy the common-sense of man and be in agreement
with the actual reality and the conventions of the
external world (yyavabdra and pratitiX But at the same
time it talks of paramdnus and avyanuhas also which
shows that the system deals with even those forms of
matter which are beyond the scope of common-sense
view.

Like almost all other Realistic schools, Nyaya-
Vai$esika attaches much more importance to matter.
The only non-material entity here is the Atman which
alone is conscious. All the rest are jada and
represent the various phases of matter. Matter alone
manifests the consciousness which is a dharma of the
Atman. Hence, we may say that as far as the objective
world is concerned the place of matter, in Nyaya-
Vai$e§ika, is as important as that of the Atman. But
at the same time we should remember that the cetana
aspect is in no way less important.

*°IPOK., pp. iit-ith
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VIII

MATTER AND SPIRIT

We have seen above the importance of the sensible
world under Realism. It is also a fact that even laying
full stress on the non-conscious aspect of the physical
world, the Realistic thought cannot neglect the sub-
jective aspect of it, namely, the At man. By non-
conscious aspect of the world we understand all that
k included under jada, which is entirely free from
consciousness. Thus ' Matter \ as used in the present
work, may be defined as that which is other than the
substratum of Jitdna and possesses or has the capacity
to possess an attribute (Jndnadhikarandtiriktatve sati
gunavat). This excludes the spirit (Attnan) and includes
all other dravyas recognised by Nyaya and Vai$esika.

Both these aspects are essential for explaining
phenomena. According to Nyaya and Vai$esika both
matter and spirit as defined above are equally eternal.
None of these two depends upon the other for its
existence. But there is a peculiar relation between the
two in so far as the existence of one is manifested
through the help of the other. Thus we find that there
is a sort of intimate relation, something like causal
sequence, between our thoughts and the external
realities. That there are thoughts of the external
world in our mind is proved by our worldly usages
(vyavahdra). Now, it may be asked as to what is the
substratum of these thoughts: thoughts being attributes
must have a substratum to inhere in. The material
substances cannot be the desired substratum; so that,
it must be something other than material. Thus the
inferred substratum which possesses these thoughts
is known as the spirit or Atman* Again, the Divine
existence is also proved by the necessity of imparting
motion to the ultimate particles for grouping together
during the Pralaya so as to form the cosmic world. In
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these ways matter manifests spirit. Again, there can
be no thought without the existence of the external
reality, nor can there be* any Divine Will to help the
production of the cosmic order if there be no matter
in some form or other. Hence, directly or indirectly
it is through the spirit that the existence of the
external world is manifested.

It will not be out of place here to refer to the views
which (deny consciousness in the Atman but affirm it
in the physical organism, the vital airs, the sense-organs,
the Manas, or the paramdnus taken collectively or
separately* But it will be seen that all these views are
untenable.

Thus, it is well-known that the physical organism,
though constantly in a state of flux, continues to persist
for a time even after death, but without any conscious-
ness. If consciousness were the normal function of
the organism as such, there is no reason why it should
disappear even when the organism of which it is believed
to be a quality persists. For it is observed that quali-
ties and substances continue together as mutually
related. Then again, the fact of recognition (pratya-
bhijnd\ which implies the co-ordination of two moments
in temporal sequence on the basis of a persistent unity,
coupled with the fact that the nature of the organism
is always changing, indicates that there must be an
eternal substance distinct from the body as known to
us in which consciousness may inhere as its inalienable
property. The assumption of consciousness in matter
would lead to an absurd logical position. It may be
held to belong to the ultimate constituents of matter
(either severally or collectively) or to the material
product. In the first alternative of the former case
there would be as many consciousnesses as there are
particles in an organism, and this would make life
impossible, for the simple reason that the several un-
related or discordant consciousnesses could not lead to
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a harmony of effect. In the second alternative there
would be no ground for differentiating one group-
particles (e.g. living organism) from another (e.g. a
piece of stone). The latter case, which presupposes
organisation, would involve the pre-existence of con-
sciousness and life in the particles concerned, because
what is absent in the cause cannot appear in the effect.
And the difficulties in consequence of this position
would be the same as those to which reference has
already been made.

In like manner, consciousness cannot be the
attribute of the sense-organs. In the same manner,
Manas also cannot be the seat of consciousness, unless
we hold it to,be all-pervading and presuppose the exis-
tence of an eternal karana distinct from it, in which case,
the difference between the Atman and the Manas will
be only a verbal one.

Such an Atman is different from 'matter? But
without the help of the latter its own existence cannot
be easily proved. The nature and operation of the
Atman are also known through 'Matter* alone. Although
these two are opposite entities yet they co-operate in
such a harmonious manner that our life and the deal-
ings of the world become quite smooth.

The relation between * Matter * and the Atman is
vyangya-vyanjakabhdva', so that, the harmony of the
samsdraydtrd under the influence of adfsta becomes
possible. But it may be asked: When did this relation
begin? To this it may be said that the samsdra is believed
to be beginningless and the primary elements, out of
which the products of the objective world are formed,
are eternal. The Atman also is eternal. Similar is
the case with Manas which brings about the relation
between the two. Under the circumstances, it is impos-
sible to fix the time of the beginning of the relation
(for the purpose of experiencing pleasure and pain)
between the Atman and the Matter.
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IX

DIVISIONS AND SUB-DIVISIONS
OF MATTER

The present work deals with the problem of
* Matter9 conceived as noti-cetana, that is, as a substance
in which consciousness and other allied psychic qualities
do not inhere. The following table will show the
various .divisions and subdivisions of matter as under-
stood above, and followed in the present work.

MATTER

Eternal Non-eternal (Madhyama-
Parimana)

Atomic Ubiquitous Rupin Ampin

Air

Bhautika Non- Bhautika Non- Rasavat
bhautika I bhautika

Manas Akac.a

.upin Arupin Kala
Airy Paramanu

Arasavat

ipin
I Air

Dik Sagandha Nirgandha

Earth Water

Rasavat Arasavat

Fiery ParamSnu

Sagandha

IJarthly ParamSnu

Nirgandha

Watery ParamSnu



CHAPTER n
GENERAL TREATMENT OF MATTER

I
INTRODUCTION

IT has been shown in the previous chapter that belief
in the existence of the objective world is indispensable
for Realism, Now, when we come to study the nature
of this objective world in all its aspects we find that
it cannot exist without the help of a conscious element.
In every kind of product, whether individual or collec-
tive, the necessity of a conscious agent cannot be
gainsaid. This conscious active element is either the
Jivdtman or the Paramdtman. The remaining factors
contributing to the origin of the world are, as a matter
of course, unconscious elements, comprising eight forms
of matter (five atomic and three ubiquitous in nature)
and their qualities. Matter, in its atomic or discrete
form, consists of (i) four productive elements (bhiitas)
which enter into the composition of the world and (2)
mind (manas) which, conceived as an eternal substance
and associated with the individual self (Jwdtman\ helps
in the organisation of the productive matter into struc-
tures capable of experiencing pleasure and pain under
the stress of moral necessity and retributive justice.
The other form of matter which is looked upon as a
continuum (being substantive in character) is the eternal
background of the creative process (viz. time or Kdla
and space or Akdfa1) and of the relative position involved
therein (viz. Dik).

1Sarvejam samyogindm murtadravydnam&k&<*b samano defa eka
ddhZra ttyartbah iba tu sarvesamddhara ityucyate—Kandali, p . 22,
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The nature and characteristics of the Atman are
described at length in Chapter XI of this book. The
following pages are, therefore, devoted to a considera-
tion of the various forms of matter as mentioned in the
preceding paragraph.

II

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL THE
FORMS OF PREDICABLE EXISTENCE*

Before we proceed to study in detail the general
character of matter it would be well to have, if possible,
a clear idea from the Vaigesika point of view of the
properties which characterise every form of existence,
material or immaterial. It is held that everything
having an existence must have a nature of its own by-
virtue of which it is said to exist {astitvd)2 and which
constitutes so to say its self-identity. But existence,
to have any meaning at all, presupposes knowledge
in which it is revealed (jneyatva ) and language in which
it finds an expression {abhidheyatvd)? and vice versa. To
a realist what can be known or spoken of cannot but
have an existence of its own. Keally speaking, the
existence of a thing and its knowable and predicable
character are ro-existent in nature.

HI

SIMILAR CHARACTERISTICS OF MATTER

It has already been pointed out that according to
a-Vaise§ika the self forms the basis of psychic life;

so that, consciousness, will and other qualities, which

The same idea is expressed by Bhartfhari in his Vakyapadlya—
Adbdrafaktifr pratbama sarvasamyo&natp mats—KaocU 3, Verse 4,
p. 279.

aKandalI,p. 16.
3 PPBhS., p. 16.
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mark psychic existence, are held to be its attributes.4Viewed in this light ijiatter is what may be described

as intrinsically uncohscious and essentially substantive
(dravya).* On further analysis, a number of other
properties will be found to pertain to the different
forms of matter in common. Of these, the most impor-
tant seem to be inherent causality (that is, capable of
generating an effect within itself as its cause—svdtmanyd-
rambhakatvd)y an individual character in each of its
ultimate forms which are eternal (antyavifesavattvd) and
in its emergent aspect incapability of being destroyed,
as an effect, by the cause concerned (kdryakdrandviroahi)*

The above mentioned characteristics are in com-
mon with the self. Hence, for the facility of finding
out the similarities and dissimilarities of matter its
eight forms may be grouped under two broad heads,
viz. bhautika and non-bbautika. Each of these is sub-
divided into two groups again, viz. atomic (e.g. earth,
water, tejas and airT in the former and Manas in the
latter) and ubiquitous (e.g. Akafa* in the former and
Kdla and Dik in the latter).

Now, more important characteristics of each of
these are given below:

As regards earth (prthvt) it is found that it has
motion (kriyaf which generates velocity (vega);10 so
that, when any earthly object, an arrow for instance,
moves on it continues to move only because it posses-
ses velocity which helps the existence of motion in
that object for a certain length of time according to the
strength of the impetus imparted to that object. But
when that strength is exhausted the arrow does not

4 PPBha., p. 70.
5 PPBha., p. 20.
6 PPBha., p. 20; Kandall, p. 21.
r PPBhi., p. 22.
8 PPBha., p. 22.
* VS., V. ii. 1; PPBha., p. 21.
"VS. , V. L 17; PPBhS.,p- 21.
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move forward but falls down. This falling down of
the arrow shows that it possesses weight (gurutva)1*
which is the necessary condition of the falling of the
arrow. Hence, falling down {patand)x% is also one of
the characteristics of earth.

Earth is by its very nature solid. But under
certain conditions when it comes in contact with heat
it is reduced to atoms (paramdnus) wherein a certain
attribute called liquidity {dravatvd) is produced.18

Earthly particles produce a sense-organ through

which they themselves (through the law of affinity), in
the form of an object, become manifest.14

Water (jala ) possesses all the characteristics noted

above15 with only this difference that the liquidity
possessed by it is natural.10

Tejas also possesses all the characteristics in

common with earth and water17 except weight,18 due to
the absence of which the taijasa particles do not naturally
fall down. They always move upwards.10 The liquid-
ity present in it, as revealed in molten gold,20 is not
intrinsic.21

Coming to air (vayu) it is found that it possesses

oblique or transversal motion (firyaggattf* but no

11 VS., V. i. 18; PPBha., p. 24; KV., p. 37.
»KV.,p.,7.
"VS. , II. i. 6-7; PPBha., p. 25.
" VS., VIII. ii. 5; PPBha., p. 22.
15 VS., V i. 18; V. ii. 12; PPBha., pp. 21-22, 24-
"PPBha., p. 25.
1T PPBha., pp. 21-22, 24-25.
«• PPBhS., p. 24.
™VS.,V. ii. 13.
a<> According to Nya"ya-Vaise$ ika gold is considered to be a

taijasa object, because its liquidity is not destroyed however strong
heat may be applied to it, which characteristic is not, however,
found in any other substance.

31 PPBha., p. 25.
VS V i**VS.

ha., p. 25.
, V. ii. 13.
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weight.18 It does not, therefore, naturally come down,
and consequently, there is nothing to check its move-
ment which ever continues to get impetus from the
velocity the air possesses.24 Hence, air is said to be
always in motion (satatagati). Amongst* the bhautikas it
has the swiftest motion.

Each of these four substances has got two forms—
one eternal in the form of paramdnus and the other non-
eternal as products (kdryadravyas). These products
are non-existent before their production and also after
their destruction. Prior to the production and after
destruction all these four substances have a permanent
form. Out of this permanent form every time a fresh
production is made. This is at the root of the theory
of Arambhaka25 expounded by Nyaya and Vai$esika.

The last bhautika substance is the Akdfa.2* The
only point it has in common with the other bhautikas is
that it provides a sense-organ through which alone its
own property can be revealed/7 Like the other
ubiquitous forms of matter it is also all-pervasive and
constitutes a basic principle of creation.28Amongst the non-bhautikas we have Manas which

is atomic and possesses motion and velocity20 like all
the non-ubiquitous forms of bhautika matter, with this
difference that its motion is the quickest of all.

Time (Kdla) and what may be described as the
background of relative position (Dik) are recognised
to be at the bottom80 of the entire cosmic order in
which aspect they agree with the Akdfa*1

* PPBha . , p . 24.

24 PPBha. , p . 21 .
25 PPBha. , p. 24.
26 PPBha., p. 22.
27 PPBha . , p . 22.
88 PPBhS . , p . 22.
29 PPBha. , p. 21; V S . , V . ft 15.
30 PPBha. , p. 22.
81 PPBha. , p. 22.
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These are the more important points of similarities
in the various forms of matter.

IV

EXISTENCE OF ATOMIC AND ALL-PERVASIVE
DIMENSIONS PROVED

Whenever anything is not directly perceived doubts
are felt about its *very existence. Both the atomic and
tie all-pervasive dimensions mentioned in the previous
section are not perceptible through our physical senses.
Hence, arguments have to be adduced to prove their
existence.

Following very closely the common-sense view
Nyaya-Vaige^Ika finds that there are three possible
dimensions, namely, the smallest, the largest and the
intermediate. It is a fact that a product before its creation
and after its destruction has no existence of any kind.
But this does not mean that nothing pre-exists and
that production takes place out of void. Nor does
it mean that the destruction of the product means an
absolute negation of the entire substance. According
to Nyaya and Vai$e§ika, therefore, every product is a
fresh one which in no form exists before and after. It is
believed that there is an ultimate substance or series of
substances out of which through the operation of causal
and instrumental agencies an object is produced.
This ultimate substance consists of indivisible particles,
called par am anus. These particles, being incapable of
further analysis, are held to be eternal and represent the
smallest fraction of creative substance. It is not pos-
sible for the process of destruction to continue ad
injinitum\ for, they hold that inasmuch as every material
product would consist of an equally endless number of
constituents there would be no difference of dimen-
sion amongst the various products. But that there is
such a difference cannot be denied. Hence, it is
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necessary to hold that the process of destruction stops
at a certain definite stage which, being incapable of
further division, is eternal Besides, there is also the
dgama * andramjdn9 etc. to support the above view.

This is about the atomic nature «of the bhautika
type of ultimate and eternal particles. There is another
non-bbautika substance which also possesses atomic
nature. Just as it is essential to have an instrumental
cause (karana) to produce an external object, so it is
necessary to have an internal instrumental cause for
the genesis of cognition, desire, etc., which are psychic
products. This internal instrumental cause, called
Manas, cannot be of an intermediate dimension, as it
would make it composed of parts and consequently,
non-eternal. In the latter alternative, the creation and
destruction, times without number, of an infinite
number of Manas, to account for psychic phenomena,
would have to be posited, which would naturally
involve logical absurdities of a complex nature. It is
through the help of this Manas that organism, capable
of experiencing pleasure and pain under the demands
of moral justice, is formed. This mind-substance can-
not but be atomic, as otherwise, no knowledge would
possibly arise, or if it arises at all, there would be
simultaneity in it, which is inconsistent with the records
of human experiences. States of consciousness,
however quick they^ may be, appear only in succession,
which is not in any other way possible. Hence, it is
necessary that the nature of Manas must be atomic.

The very fact that creation exists implies that there
must be some necessary conditions to form its back-
ground. These conditions cannot but be ubiquitous
and eternal in nature. Hence, time, space and that
which may be described as the relative position (Dik)
have been accepted as all-pervasive



CHAPTER III

ETERNITY AND MATTER—ATOMIC
A

BHAUTIKA MATTER
AFTER the general treatment of matter we proceed
to deal with each of the forms of matter in detail.
Proceeding in the order in which the forms are classified
above the bhautika form of atomic matter is taken first
for detailed study.

I

PARAMANU

I . Defined and existence proved
Paramdnu has been defined as the ultimate particle

of each of the four Mahdbhutas. Such a particle is
necessarily supersensuous, and as such, its existence is
sometimes questioned. That a paramdnu is not per-
ceived need not imply its non-existence, for it may as
well be due to the action of certain factors1 which
stands in the way of its perception. According to
Nyaya-Vai$esika, the presence of magnitude (mahattvd)
in an object is one of the conditions of its perception;
and as there is no magnitude in the paramdnu, it is not
perceived. Its existence, therefore, is proved through
inference as shown below:

The motes, observed floating in the sun-beam
entering a room through a little chink, are called tras-
arenus and represent the ultimate particles of matter in

ftfp prakdraih satdm bhdvdndmanupalabdbirbhavati—
aiisanmkar§ddativiprakarsdnmurtyaniaravyavadbdndt I
tamasavftaMdindHyadcwrbalyadatipramdddt 11
Mahabha§ya on PS., IV; i. i; SS; Verse 7.
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so far as they are visible. Possessed of magnitude and
being amenable to sense perception, these particles must
be held to have component parts which, called dvyanukas,
must, in their turn, possess similar constituents of their
own for identical reasons. The components of these
dvyanukas are called paramdnus* which are indivisible by
nature and incapable of further analysis. The assump-
tion of the possibility of further division of these particles
on the analogy of grosser matter would lead to a
regressw ad infinitum. Besides, inasmuch as every
material product would, in that case, consist of an equally
endless number of constituents, there would be no
actual difference in the dimension of the various pro-
ducts; so that, the dimension of the highest mountain
of the world would be equal to that of a mustard seed.
But that there is such a difference cannot be denied.8Hence, a paramdnu cannot be further divided.

2. Attributes of Paramdnu

The more important characteristics of the bhautika-
paramdnus are:

(ij They are eternal and indivisible.4(2) By themselves they cannot produce anything;5

else their eternal character would involve a continuous

process of production.
(3) Each of the four kinds of paramdnus possesses

its specific attributes, namely, smell, touch, taste and
colour. That is, the earthly paramdnu has smell, the
airy touch, the watery taste and the fiery colour.6(4) They cannot be perceived through any of the

organs of sense perception. Thus, for want of

2NV., IV. ii. 17; VS., IV. i. 2.
8 PPBha and Kandall., p. 31; NM on LV., p. 23.
*VS., IV. i. 4; Vyom., p. 225; VS., IV. 1. 1; KVBha., p.

78.,W.fII.Li3.
5 Kandall, pp. 31-32.
6 VS., IV. i. 3.
5
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magnitude and manifested colour7 in them, there can be
no visual perception; for want of magnitude and mani-
fested touch, they cannot be felt through the tactual
sense-organ, and so on,8 But this does not mean that a
sense-organ does not come in contact with paramdnus?
for, they are perceived by the yogins.10 In other words,
in the case of the jogins also, the direct perception of the
paramdnus is through the sense-organ and object-contact.
This does not deny the possibility of the intuitive percep-
tion of the paramdnus oy the jogins.11(5) The attributes inherent in the paramdnus are also

eternal except in the case of the earthly paramdnus™
(6) The paramdnus are the ultimate material cause

{updddnakdrand) of the universe.18(7) They are, both collectively and individually,

imperceptible.14 '
(8) They possess quiddity (antyavifesa) which differ-

entiates one paramdnu from the other.15

3. Dimension and Paramdnu

Dimension (parimdna) has been defined by Pra§asta-
pada as an attribute which is the cause of all measure-
ments. It is of four kinds: small (anu\ large {mahat\
long {dtrgha) and short (hrasva).1* Vallabha, on the other
hand, is of opinion that hrasva and dirgha are not separate
dimensions out the subdivisions of anu and mahat

7 NS., II. i. 36., VS., IV. i. 6; NSM., p. 35; TP, a comm. on
NSM., MS. Fol. 26b; TPP., MS. Fol. 2a; a comm. on PC, MS.
Fol. 47b.

* TPP., MS. Fol. 2b.
*NV*,ILi. 33,^230,

10 VU., VIII. i. 2.
11VU., VIII. i. 2.
1JiVS.> and VU., VHL i. 3.
"NV..IV. i. 21, p. 457.
14 NLV., p. 8; Prakaca on NLV., p. 122.
^PPBha^pp, 321-22.

a1., p. 131; Kandali, pp. 133-34.
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respectively/7 Of these, anutva is both eternal and non-
eternal according to the nature of the object to which
it belongs. Thus, the anutva belonging to a paramdnu
is eternal, while that which belongs to a dvyanuka is non-
eternal. About hrasvatva it is said that it belongs to
that object wherein anutva is produced. In other words,
hrasvatva is not present in an eternal object.18 But
Udayana holds that like anutva, hrasvatva is also of two
kinds—eternal and non-eternal. The former belongs
to a paramdnu and the latter to a dvyanuka. That which
is found in a paramdnu is called paramahrasvatva.19 Thus,
a paramdnu possesses both the smallest and the shortest
possible dimensions.20 The dimension of a paramdnu is
known as parimandala and is eternal.21

About the meaning of parimandala, it may be said

that the word 'mandate? is used in the sense of a circular
shape. Even circular objects appear to possess length
to persons who stand on only one side of the object
and whose eyes come in contact with a certain part of
that object only. Paramdnu, on the other hand, appears,
from all quarters, spherical, and neither long nor crooked
from any side; as it does not possess any part. The
attribute 'mandakt would suggest the idea of having
parts, but a paramdnu, being partless, is unique in
character. Thus parimandala here means the attribute
of possessing prakrsta-anutva, the smallest possible
dimension.22

4. Partless character and eternity of Paramdnu discussed

The partless nature of a paramdnu and its eternity
have been objected to mainly by the Buddhists in various
ways. It will be clear from the arguments of both the

17PRM., p. 31.
lsPPBha., p. 131; Kandali, pp. 133-34.
19 KV., p. 212.
20 KR., pp. 72-73; PD., p. 12; TPP., MS. Fol. 8b; PRM., p. 31.
21 VS., VII. i. 19-20.
22MaNjusa on NMV., pp. 178-79; Kandali, p. 133.
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schools given below that the objections of the Buddhists
are more natural and serious in nature, while the answers
given by Nyaya and Vaigesika, in order to defend their
position, are, apparently, not <juite so strong. But if we
remember that their stand-points, being quite different,
each of them looks at the question entirely from a
different angle of vision, we shall be able to know that
the arguments of each of the schools are quite reasonable
within the limits of its own sphere. As the Nyaya and
Vai§esika identify their view-point with the common-
sense view and the worldly usage (laukikapratiti), they
cannot go beyond their limits, and it is perhaps for this
that at a certain stage their arguments appear to be not
so strong as those of the other schools. If the critics
bear these points in their mind when - trying to follow
the arguments of Nyaya and Vai9esika, they will be in
a better position to realise the view-point of Nyaya and
Vai^esika, or even that of the Buddhist, or of any other
school.

The Nihilist school of the Buddhist, which holds
that void is the only real entity, cannot imagine the
possibility of the existence of a substance which has no
constituent part and is eternal The argument put
forth in support of the above view is that Akdfa,• being
all-pervading, must permeate the paramdnus both 'in' and
'out'. This permeating of the Akdfa shows that a
paramanu possesses parts, as without this it is not pos-
sible to speak of it as having *in' and 'out'. If, again,
Akdfa does not permeate the paramdnus^ it loses its
characteristic of being all-pervasive. Therefore, holds
the Buddhist, the Nyaya-Vai$esika should either believe
that the paramdnus have parts and are non-eternal,
or that Akdfa is not all-pervasive.28

This argument of the Buddhist contains two parts:

(i) that the paramanu has got parts and that it is non-

83 NBha, IV. ii. i8-rs>.
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eternal; (2) and that Akdfa is not all-pervasive. As
regards the first objection, the Nyaya-Vai$e§ika view is
that it is untenable; for, the expressions *in' and *out' in
regard to an object refer to the parts of that object, but
as the paramdnu is conceived to have no parts, it is not
possible to talk of it as having 'in' and *out\ Hence,
the expression vyatibheda (permeating both in and out)
is not applicable to a substance like paramdnu ?*

Regarding the second part, although it is out of
place to discuss it here, the only answer, which can be
adduced now at this place, is that all-pervasiveness
means that a substance having all-pervasive nature
should be in contact with each and everything having
limited form (murtimaf) and not that it should also be
in contact with a thing which has no existence. How
can, therefore, we assume that Akdfa will not remain
all-pervading if it is not held to be in contact with 'in'
and 'out' sides of the paramdnu which are non-existing?
Therefore, this objection also, like the other one, falls
to the ground.25

It is to be noted here, however, that Nyaya and

Vajgesika have finally decided that a paramdnu is an
ultimate and indivisible particle of a bhiita and is eternal.
Being fully convinced of their position they would not
allow any objection against fhis conviction. Hence,
most of the objections raised by the opponents are
thrown aside only because these objections refer to a
paramdnu's having parts, which of course, it cannot
possess as has been shown in the previous chapter.

Thus, the objection that as objects, having limited
form and possessing touch sensation, occupy space and
possess parts, a paramdnu also which possesses a limited
form and touch sensation should occupy space and
have parts is rejected on the ground that if it were so,

24 NS., IV. ii. 20.
25 NV., IV. ii. 20, p. 512.
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then a paramdnu could not be the ultimate indivisible
particle.20

The next objection is that as paramdnus combine

together^ they must possess constituent parts, like
threads, for instance. In other words, when one param-
dnu comes between two other paramdnus and combines
with them, it really has two aspects corresponding to
the. two paramdnus with which it combines. From this
mediation it is inferred that the front part of the interven-
ing paramdnu has come in contact with the paramdnu
in the front, while the rear part has combined with the
paramdnu at the back. Now, these front and rear parts
naturally refer to the two constituent parts of the inter-
vening paramdnu. Likewise, the mediating paramdnu
will combine simultaneously with other paramdnus put
on all other four sides. In this way, the paramdnu in
the middle will join others on six sides. As conjunction
is an attribute, it must have a substratum, and, again, as
it does not pervade over the whole of its substratum,
there must be parts in its substratum. This shows that
a paramdnu has parts.27

To this it is said that the contact of the paramdnu

in the centre with the other: paramdnus is due to the fact
that a paramdnu possesses a limited form (murta) and
not because it has parts. And, again, a substance which
has parts inheres in another substance, but as a paramdnu
does not inhere in any substance, it has no parts; hence,
it is wrong to hold that there are parts in a paramdnu
with which other paramdnus combine.28

There are other similar objections against the

partless nature o£nparamdnu> such as, possessing motion,
being the productive of dravyas> being the substratum of
the samskdra which is the cause of motion, and also
being in possession of priority and posteriority. All

86 N S . a n d N B h a . , I V . ii. 23; N M . , p. 551; V y o m . , p. 207.
27 N V , , I V . iiL *5> pp . 516-17; Ta t . , I V . ii. 24-25, p . 651.
28 Tat., IV. ii. 24-21, p. 651.
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these objections, when put in the form of syllogisms, are
found to be beset w|th the fallacies of viruddha, asiddha
and anaikdntika etc., just as the probans 'murtimatvd is
found to possess the fallacies of pratijnd and hetu.2*

Kamalakara Bhatta, the mathematician, also
refutes the partless nature of a paramdnu through the
help of a Geometrical theorem. According to the
29th theorem of Geometry, it is held that the square
on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares
on the two other sides of a right-angled triangle.
Now, if the side a, in the following figure, be
assumed to consist of two paramdnus and the side b equal

to it, then it is clear that a2+ba is
equal to c2; that is, 22+22=c2; or 4
and 4 together are equal to c2. In
other words, c2, or the square on the
hypotenuse, is equal to 8 paramdnus.
Thus, the value of the line c being the
square root of 8, we find that it con-
tains more than two and less than three
paramdnus. This is possible only when

a paramdnu can be split up into parts. Thus, it is wrong
to hold, says Kamalakara, that paramdnus are partless.30To this objection it may be said that the view-point

adopted above seems to be based on the assumption
that a straight line consists of a series of points (param-
dnus). But, as a matter of fact, it is not so according to
Nyaya and Vai§esika, which seem to hold that a straight
line is an unit in itself like a point (paramdnu). The differ-
ence between a straight line and a point is that of the
possession or otherwise of motion; that is, a straight
line is in motion, while the point is at rest; so that,
from the Nyaya-Vai$esika point of view the question
raised by the great mathematician, does not rise at all.81

20 NV, p. 518; Vyom., pp. 224-225.

30 STV., spastadhikara, after Verse 21.
81 It should be noted down here that in case a straight line is
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5. Paramdnu and Motion

Before we take up the question of the formation of
a composite whole {avayavin) from paramdnus, we should
know something about motion which plays an essential
part in its formation. A composite is formed out of
conjunctions which are brought about by motion
(karman) which is the cause of conjunction and disjunc-
tion. Motion inheres in a substance having limited form
and is produced by weight (gurutvd), liquidity, effort
and conjunction. It is always a non-material (asamavdyt)
cause and never an instrumental one, like attributes,88

Such a motion is very essential both for the produc-

tion and the destruction of the sensible world. As the
universe (samsdra) is beginningless and everchanging,
all its products must undergo change. Changes are
brought about by motion. According to Nyaya and
Vai$e§ika, motion is not intrinsic but comes from
without. Hence, either through human effort (in the
case of individual destruction), or through Divine EflFort
(in the case of universal destruction) a motion is produced
in the object, and through a regular process the motion
brings about the destruction; so that, all the non-eternal
objects are ultimately reduced to various paramdnus
through motion. These paramdnus remain, during the
period of dissolution (pralaya), separated from one
another; so that, they cannot oring into existence any
product for sometime83 till the commencement of the
cosmic order sets in. Even during this period there
exists, according to some, a sort of motion which is
non-productive of any conjunction.34 It is caused to

to represent a series of points {paramanus)^ it cannot be continuous;
for, the points, thus placed together so as to form one continuous
straight fine, will certainly leave inter-space between each and every
pair.

a2PPBha. and Kandall, pp. 290-Qi.
w K V t p 9

Setu.> p. 286.
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the paramdnus from the first shock {samksobhd) or blow
in die objects causing their destruction. This shock
produces motion in the paramdnus y which is productive
of the impression (samskdra), called, vega (velocity).
This motion persists even during the dissolution
period35 in the form of atomic vibration.36

It may be asked: what is the use of such a motion

then? The answer is: the only use of this sort of motion
in the paramdnus is to mark the time-limit.37

Thus, it is clear that the series of karmans present in

the paramdnus during the dissolution period are unable
to make them group together so as to form any effect.
Uut there must be grouping of that sort; hence, we
require another motion. This motion is to be had,
like all other motions, from some cetana agency. As
it is not possible for individual soul (Jwdtmari) to
produce such a motion at that time, we are con-
strained to assume the presence of a superhuman
power, conscious and capable of producing such
a motion in the paramdnus. It does this under the in-
fluence of the adfsta of the persons or creatures who are
to make use of the body or object concerned.38 But
why should the conscious agent be at all influenced by
adrsta} for, adrsta inheres in the ]wdtman, and Jtvas are
then in a discarnate and insensate condition. The truth
is that as soon as the cumulative adrsta of the jtvas
matures for fructification, the Will of God, which is
eternal, becomes, as it were, creative, and immediately
the paramdnus group themselves round the Manas
and form organisms one for each. The initiation of
motion in Manas and paramdnus is attributed to adrsta
quickened by the Divine Will,

Thus, there are, so to say, two kinds of motion in

^ B o d h a n i on K P . , p. 91.
36 Bodhani on KP., p. 91; KV., 0. 92.
37 "Kalavaccbedaikaprayojanam" K P . , p. 333.
38 N M . , pp . 192-93*
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the paramdnus before any effect is produced out of
these. Apparently, one appears to be intrinsic, while
the other extrinsic. But when closely observed we
find that both have come from without, the only
difference being that of time; and in both the cases,
the motion is due to some cetana element. Both of these
motions are produced by effort (prayatna) and adfsta
helped by Divine Will respectively.89With the help of such a motion paramdnus group

together to form bigger parts {avayavas) till composites
are formed and the cosmos comes to exist.

6. The four kinds of Paramdnus along with their
respective characteristics

These paramdnus are of four kinds: earthly, watery,
taijasa and airy. Their common characteristics have
been given above, and now, the individual attributes
of each of these are given below:

(i)f Earthly paramdnu

The earthly paramdnus possess attributes, of colour,
taste, smell, and touch which are all non-eternal;40 for,
these are produced and remain changing due to the
application of heat through the process of chemical
action (pdkaprakriyd).41 These attributes are unmanifest.

Padmanabha Mi^ra holds that although there is
variegated colour and touch in earthly products, yet
they do not inhere in paramdnus.42* But (Jankara Mi$ra,
on the other hand, thinks that there is variegated colour
at least even in these.48

(2) Watery paramdnu

The watery paramdnus possess colour, taste and

wVS.,y. ii. i3;KP.>P. 135.
*° PPBha., pp. 104-107; and a comm. on PC. a comm. on SP.,

Ms. Foi. 19b.
41 KandalL, j>. 99; KV., p. 166.
f S f t 181-82.

I. i. 6.
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touch which are all eternal;44 as, these are not due to
any chemical action (pdkajas).*5

(3) Taijasa paramdnu

Similarly, the fiery paramdnus possess the attributes
of colour and touch which are also eternal;48 as, they
do not possess pdkajavifesa^1

(4) Airy paramdnu

The airy paramdnus possess touch which is eternal;48as, there is no chemical action in them.

II
CHEMICAL ACTION (PAKA)

We have referred to above about the chemical
action taking place in earthly paramdnus. But what is
it? It is a kind of conjunction of the taijasa elements by
which the previous colour etc. of the earthly paramdnus
are destroyed and another colour etc. are produced in
their place. This conjunction of the fiery elements is
also of various types; thus, the conjunction which produ-
ces colour is different from that which produces taste;
again, that which produces smell is different from those
which produce colour and taste; similarly, that which
produces touch is different from all other conjunctions.
According to the difference of the earthly objects there
is difference in the conjunction of the tejas\ so that,
when a mango fruit is kept under a collection of straw,
owing to the taijasa conjunction, the previous green
colour of it is destroyed, and another colour of yellow
type is produced in its place. But it does not affect
the taste of the fruit; for, the previous taste of sourness
(dmlatvd) is still found in it. Sometimes, although the

"PPBha., p. 104; KandalL, p. 105; KV., p. 181; TPP., MS.
Fol. 8a.

45 KP., p. 138; Bodhani, p. 5^
"KandalL, p. 104; KV; p. 181.
" K P . , p. 158,

KV
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previous green colour is present, yet a change in the
taste is found. This shows that due to the difference
in the type of conjunction, which does not affect the
colour, the sour taste has been destroyed and has been
replaced by the sweet taste. Therefore, we conclude
that the cause of the change in taste is different from
that of the change in colour. Similarly, the taijasa
conjunction which produces sweet smell in the mango
fruit after destroying the previous smell without affecting
the colour and the taste of it, is different from all other
conjunctions. In the same manner, the conjunction
which does not affect the coloiir, taste and smell of the
fruit, and which, after destroying the hard touch of the
fruit, produces the soft touch, must be different from
all other conjunctions. It is due to these differences of
conjunction that although all the earthly paramdnus are
of one class, yet they produce all different sorts of objects.
For instance, when the grass grazed by the cow is reauced
to paramdnus^ they come in contact with a different
type of taijasa conjunction which destroys the previous
colour, taste, smell and touch present in those paramdnus.
Then again, a fresh set of colour, taste, smell and touch
found in the cow-milk is produced in them by another
taijasa conjunction. In course of time, these paramdnus
form, in a regular process, the dvjanuka etc. which lead>
in their turn, to the production of cow-milk.

Now, out of those very paramdnus from which
the cow-milk is formed, we also get curd only with
this difference that in the case of curd, the fiery con-
junction is of a different type from that which is .required
for the cow-milk. And, again, it is due to another
type of taijasa conjunction that from those very param-
anus, which produce curd, we also get cream and other
milk-made products.40

£arikara Mi$ra, Bhagiratha Thakkura, Konda Bhatta

and others, however, hold that the difference in the

4(>NB» on TS,, pp* 17-18.
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colour, taste, smell and touch due to the chemical action
is on account of the difference in the prdgabhdva (pre-
non-existence).60

Ill

THE PROCESS OF CHEMICAL ACTION
When any earthly object51 is brought into contact

with tejas > motion is produced in the ultimate constituents
of that object through the forcible contact (abhighdtdf*
or impulsion (nodana)™ of the tejas. This motion, in its
turn, produces disjunctions which lead to the destruction
of the conjunctions existing between the various consti-
tuents of the composite and finally reduces them to their
ultimate particles. Thereafter, these particles come in
contact with another group of tejas particles which
destroy their original attributes.54 Then, again, a fresh
similar contact of tejas takes place which produces fresh
attributes in place of the old ones, which are known
as pdkajas.

It is clear from the above that the taijasa contact
which destroys the previous attributes of the product
does not produce fresh attributes in place of old ones.
Both the functions cannot be performed by a single

fi0NLK; p p . 3 5 6 - 3 5 7 ; N L P V . , p . 355; P D . , p . i x .
51 This includes even human body, but, generally, no example

is taken from this class, for the simple reason that if any one comes
to know of the chemical action taking place in it, he may become
disgusted with his own body and his interests may cease towards
it—Vyom., p. 446.

02 It is a form of contact which produces separation between
the two connecting objects by producing sound. VU, V. ii. 1.

58 It is that form of conjunction which causes motion without
separating the two objects which are joined together without
producing any sound while coming in contact with the object.
VU., V. ii. 1.

54 Vyom., p. 446; KV., p. 183; Kandali., p. 107; RS., p. 21.
Although almost every attribute at every stage of the earthly object
is produced by the chemical acrion, yet the example is taken of one
particular stage only—Vyom., p. 446.
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taijasa contact; for, that which destroys the old attri-
butes cannot wait till the time of the production of the
fresh attributes arrives, as is made clear below:

Simultaneously with the production of the motion
through the contact of tejas possessing velocity in the
ultimate constituents of the product, another motion is
produced in the parts of the tejas itself through the con-
tact of another similar tejas; so that, as soon as there is
the disjunction between the two paramdnus ̂  there is the
disjunction between the two parts of the tejas also. Then
there is the destruction of the conjunction of the two
paramdnus followed by that of the two parts of the
tejas. This leads to the destruction of the dvyanuka
and the tejas. Then follows the destruction of the
colour etc. together with that of the conjunction of the
tejas and the paramdnu (due to destruction of its material—
samavdyi—cause, namely, the tejas). Now, as the conjunc-
tion of the tejas', which destroys the colour etc., is aosent
at the moment previous to the production of the fresh
colour etc., it cannot be the cause of the latter. Hence,
it is necessary to have another tatjasa-contzct to produce
the fresh attributes in the ultimate particles.55 There are
several similar instances to support the above view; as for
instance, the production and the destruction of the colour
of the thread from two distinct sources,56 and so on.

Then, again, it has been said above that in order
to change the colour etc. of a pot, for instance, the
object should be reduced to its paramdnus wherein the
change takes place. To this view of the Vai$esikas
there have been various objections.

Thus, it is objected that when a pot is put in the
furnace and comes in contact with tejas\ almost all its
attributes ate changed without its being reduced to its
constitaentparamdnus, so that, the views of the Vai§esikas
are open to serious criticism.

' 5 K V . , p . 184; RS., p. z4.
56 Kandall., p. 108,
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To this it may be said, in reply, that as the taijasa-
contact cannot be with the pot as a whole, the chemical
action due to this contact cannot affect it in its entirety
unless it is reduced to its constituent paramattas?1 If it
is held that the pot, like all other esftthly products,
being porous by nature,58 there is nothing to prevent
the particles of tejas to come in contact with each and
every part of it and help on the chemical action,59 the
simple rejoinder of the Vaicjesikas, is that, as a matter of
fact, particles of tejas cannot enter into the pot and
affect the interior portion of it, without destroying it.
In other words, it is not possible for the dyyanuka, for
instance, to possess interstices; for, if it were so, then
there could have been no conjunction between the
two paramdnus entering into its composition, and the
very existence of the dvyanuka would have been impos-
sible. Interstices may be admitted between two such
parts as are not absolutely partless. Hence, a dvyanuka
cannot be held to have interspace in its components.
This shows that no substance, which is a product,
can be porous by nature. Consequently, the chemi-
cal action cannot pervade the entire pot.60 Moreover^
as the various parts of the pot cohere strongly and leave
no space unoccupied, it is not possible for the particles
of tejas to occupy any space between those impenetrable
parts, because no two things having limited form can
occupy the same space simultaneously.61

Udayanacarya says that so strong is the velocity

and the sensation of contact of tejas due to its being
exceedingly light that the motion produced by it causes
the product to deprive itself of its previous structure

57 PPBha. , p . 107; Kandal l , p. 109.
68 K V . , p. 187; Kandal l , p. 109.
59 That a product like pot is porous is proved by the fact that

water, if placed within it, flows out in particles, which would
not have been possible otherwise—VU., VII. i. 6.

60 Katidali., p. 109.
61 VU., VIL i. 6.
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{vyuha) and to assume another structure out of the
constituent parts of it. If the tagasa-contact does not
destroy the structure entirely, then, for instance, milk,
water etc. being produced of closely compact parts and
there being no pores, it will have to be assumed that
the tejas does not enter within the milk, water etc., and
if it does not enter into it, there should not bt the
rising up of the boiled milk or water. But it is not the
fact.

The opponent says that it is possible in the case
of milk or water to destroy the previous structure and
produce another, as the conjunction of the parts in
these is soft {mrdu\ but it is not possible in the case of
a pot where the conjunctions, which bring about the
product, are harder.

To this, again, the reply is: that softness or hardness
does not matter at all; for, even in the case of still harder
and the hardest substances the result is the same. In the
case of rice, for instance, which is a harder substance,
or stone, jewel and adamantine which are the hardest
substances, it is found that when heat is applied to
these, they break and another structure of these is,
again, formed.

Thereupon, again, the opponent says that it is
possible even in these cases as some sort of atifaya
(specific quality) is produced therein, while the chemical
action is going on, but that specific quality being absent
in the case of a pot, it is impossible to destroy it by
the application of heat.

The answer to this is: that in the chemical action
there is no atifaya of any kind. Therefore, just as in the
case of an organism etc., the effect of chemical action,
although not apparent everyday, yet becomes quite
obvious after sometime; similarly, in the case of a pot
there is the effect of chemical action in it due to which
it is destroyed entirely. Thereby, all the various argu-
ments adduced in favour of the non-destruction of the
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previous structure, such as, the recognition (in the
form that it is the same pot which was thrown into
the furnace long before the production of the red colour
etc.), perception of the pot in all its stages, placing of
some other mSrta substance on it, its surroundings, its
existence along with other pots etc., number and dimen-
sion and the various marks on it, are rejected. In other
words, none of the above mentioned arguments can
prove that the pot is not reduced to its paramdnus**

It may be also said in support of the Pilupdkavdda
that before the chemical action, the constituent parts
of the pot are very loosely connected, but after it, those
loose connections become quite hard. Both the loose
and hard connections, being mutually opposed, cannot
simultaneously remain in the same substratum. Hence,
it has to be assumed that the old structure is destroyed
and a fresh one is produced in its place.88Another objection is that no one has ever seen that

a pot, for instance, when thrown into the furnace is
reduced to its ultimate particles, rather it is seen all
the time in the furnace and is recognised as the same
old pot even when it is taken out of the furnace after
the chemical action has taken place in it.

As regards the perception of the existence of the
pot under chemical action, it is said that since the pot
is not merely a collection of several paramdnus^ it is not
reduced to its ultimate particles at once. The process
of the destruction of the pot is also similar to that of
the production; so that, the destruction is gradual
and the pot remains visible till it is completely reduced
to its paramdnus. But there never comes a time when
one would cease to perceive the pot; for, in the course
of the gradual destruction of the pot, those parts, which
have been destroyed and reduced to their paramdnus,
are also gradually undergoing chemical action and fresh

68 KV., pp. 187-88; RS., pp. 34.37; KR., p. 60.
68 KandalL, p. 109.
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products are being produced; so that, both the process
of destruction and that of production after the chemical
action are simultaneous. This is the reason why some-
times, only a part of the pot is found to have undergone
chemical changes. This also explains that the ultimate
number of the constituents under both the circums-
tances remains the same and that no change in the
dimension is found."

£a6kara Mi^a, however, says that even according
to the propounders of the theory of Pitfoarapdka, when
certain scratches are made by the point of a needle,
for instance, on the pot, those scratches certainly cause
disjunctions between three or four trasarenus', at least,
of that pot; so that, there being the destruction of
the pot as a whole in consequence of the destruction
of the conjunctions productive of the pot, they should
not raise such ordinary objections against the Vai$esika
view.65Moreover, the production of another colour etc.

is possible only when their proper substratum in the
form of a pot, for instance, is formed beforehand in
accordance with the conditions of causation. Here, in
the present case, the pot, as existing before the chemical
action, is the substratum of blue colour etc. and the
same pot cannot be the proper substratum of red colour
etc.; so that, in order to produce red colour etc. it is

"Kendall., p. no .
65 VU., VII. i. 6. KR., p. 6o. It should bt noted down here

that according to the MImamsakas, who appear to be perhaps the
oldest propounders of the Pitkarapakav3da> the pot, even when
scratches destroying the conjunctions of certain trasarenus are made
on it, remains as such; for, they hold that it is possible for a product
to continue to exist by inhering in other constituents whose con-
junctions have been destroyed even when certain constituents have
been destroyed. Were it no so, recognition of the pot and the
rest would not have been possible. This view also ha3 been
criticised by the author of UpaskSra on VS., VII. i. 6. For further
reference tide K V . , p , 188, N K . , p. 155.
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essential to have another pot constructed first. This is
not possible unless the pot is reduced to its ultimate
constituents and a fresh one is produced in its place.66

Again, in order to have red colour etc. produced

in the pot, it is essential, according to the law of causa-
tion, to have the red colour etc. in their cause also,
which is not possible unless the pot is reduced to its
paramanus.61

Hence, it is held that an earthly product is reduced

to its paramdnus by the force of the taijasa-cont2.zt
wherein the chemical action produces fresh colour etc.
after destroying the previous ones. This being done,
another motion is produced in those paramdnus due to
the conjunction of the Atman and the paramdnus helped
by the adrsta of the persons and other creatures con-
cerned which, in the usual course, leads to the pro-
duction of the final composite {antydvayavin).**

Now, again, it is asked: if the entire process of
destroying and producing of the pot be due to adfsta
or Divine Will, what is the use of having a potmaker
then? To this it may be said that both adrsta and
the Divine Will help directly only when there is no
other help possible and without which the very aim
of creation would not have been realised, but not
afterwards when such help is possible from other
sources. Hence, the utility of a potmaker continues
unaffected.

This chemical action affects colour, taste, smell
and touch only and not number, dimension etc.; as no
peculiarity is found in these latter after the chemical
action. We cannot, likewise, hold that there being no
apparent difference in touch, chemical action does not
affect it also, like number etc; for, that there is the

66 KandaiL, p . 109.
67 KandalL, p . 109.
68 KandalL, p. 108.
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peculiarity in touch after chemical action is proved by
inference.69

IV

TIME—LIMITS OF CHEMICAL ACTION
The whole process of chemical action is complete

in nine moments, or in ten, or in eleven, according to
the difference of opinion about the acceptance of
vibhdgajavibhdga. Thus, he, who does not believe in it
(i.e. vibhdgaja-vibhdga), holds that the process is complete
only in nine moments, but he, who believes in it, holds
that if the disjunction produces another disjunction
with reference to the time characterised by the destruc-
tion of the conjunction producing the substance, then the
process of chemical action is complete in ten moments.
If, on the other hand, the disjunction produces another
disjunction with reference to the time or the part
(avayava) characterised by the destruction of the substance,
then it is complete in eleven moments.70 Both the
types of process are given below:

i. The process involving nine moments
First of all, a sort of motion is produced in the

paramdnu productive of the dvyanuka through the
impulsion or the forcible contact caused by the tejas;
by that motion the disjunction between the two
paramdnus producing the dvyanuka takes place followed
by the destruction of the conjunction producing the
substance called dvyanuka.11 This leads to (i) the destruc-
tion of the dvyanuka followed by (2) the destruction
of the blue colour etc. inherent in the paramdnu. Then
comes (3) the production of the red colour etc. in that
very paramdnu, after which (4) the motion favourable

, p. 108.
™ KR, p. 61.
f - As upto this the action does not directly affect the composite,

these moments arc not counted here. The counting of the moments,
therefore, begins from the destruction of the dvyanuka.
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to the production of the substance is produced in the
paramdnu (5) which causes the disjunction of the paramdnu
from the Akdfa etc. Then follows (6) the destruction
of previous conjunction leading to (7) the conjunction
between the two paramdnus producing the dvyanuka.
Then comes (8) the production of the dvyanuka which
then causes (9) the production of the colour etc. in
the dvyanuka. Thus beginning from the destruction
of the dvyanuka up to the production of the red colour
etc. in it there are nine moments.72

2. The process which takes ten moments

The process of ten moments is possible when the
disjunction produces disjunction with reference to
the time which is characterised by the destruction of the
conjunction which produces the effect. Thus, first, there
is the motion produced in the paramdnus which produce
the dvyanuka followed by the disjunction between the
two paramdnus. Then there is the destruction of the pro-
ductive conjunction leading to (1) the destruction of the
dvyanuka and to the disjunction between the dvyanuka
and the Akdfa due to the disjunction. Then there is (2)
the destruction of the blue colour etc. and the previous
conjunction causing (3) the production of the red
colour etc, and the subsequent conjunction. Then
comes (4) the destruction of the motion of the paramdnus
produced by the impulsion of the tejas followed by (5)
the production of the productive motion in the very
paramdnus by the conjunction of the Atman and the
paramdnu aided by the adrsta. Then follows (6) the dis-
junction between paramdnus and the Akdfa leading to
(7) the destruction of the previous conjunction. Then
there is (8) the productive conjunction followed (9) by
the production of the dvyanuka wherein then (10) the
production of the red colour etc. takes place.73

72 KR., p. 61.

™KR., p. 62.
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3, The process which includes eleven moments

First, there is the motion in the paramdnus pro-
ducing the dvyanuka, then the disjunction between the
two paramdnus, then the destruction of the productive
conjunction, then (i) the destruction of the dvyanuka>
then (2) the disjunction produced by the disjunction
with reference to the time characterised by the destruc-
tion of the dvyanuka, then (3) the destruction of the
previous conjunction, then (4) the subsequent con-
junction, then the (5) destruction of the motion belonging
to the paramdnus, then (6) the production of .the produc-
tive motion in the very paramdnus by the conjunction
of the Atman helped by the adrstay then (7) the dis-
junction between Akdfa and the paramdnus^ then (8)
the destruction of the previous conjunction, then (9)
the conjunction producing a substance, then (10) the
production of the dvyanuka, and then (11) the production
of the red colour etc.

A question is raised here: if the productive motion
in the paramdnus be believed to be synchronous with
the destruction of the blue colour etc., then the number
of moments will be reduced; that is, the production
of the red colour etc. will take place either in the
eighth, or even in the seventh moment.

This view is rejected on the grounds that there
cannot be another motion in the paramdnu either without
the destruction of the motion produced in it through
the impulsion or the forcible contact caused by the
tejasy or without the production of an attribute etc.;
for, there can be no two simultaneous motions in an
object; and also because, there cannot be a productive
motion in an object where there is no attribute.

Then, again, the opponent holds that if the pro-
duction of the red colour etc. be simultaneous with
the destruction of the blue colour etc. even then there
will be a few less moments required in the process
of the chemical action.
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This view is also rejected as untenable; for, the
destruction of the previous colour etc. is itself the
cause of the production of the fresh colour etc. and
the cause must precede the effect. Therefore, there
cannot be both the destruction and tifcie production of
the colour etc. simultaneously.74(Jankara Mi$ra adds that if the same conjunction

of the tejas which produces colour etc. also destroys
them, then it will have to be assumed that when the
colour etc. and the tejas are destroyed, then the paramanu
will have to remain colourless for a long time; if, on the
other hand, that which is the destroyer be also the
producer, then there can be no production of the red
colour by the chemical action. If it be considered
that the motion may be produced in another paramdnu,
then the production of the attribute due to the chemical
action will take place in the fifth, or in the sixth, or
in the seventh, or in the eighth, or even in the ninth
moment.75 All these possible varieties are given below:

4. The process involving five moments

There is the motion in one paramanu^ then the
disjunction, then the motion in another paramanu
together with the destruction of the productive con-
junction, then the destruction of the dvj/anuka> then
there is the disjunction by the motion of another
paramanu. This whole represents one moment.70 Then
there is the destruction of the blue colour etc. in the
paramanu which is left alone and that of the previous
conjunction due to the disjunction. This is another
moment. Then the production of the red colour etc.
followed by the conjunction producing the substance.
This is another moment. In the next moment there

74 KR., pp. 61-62.
7'KR.,P. 64.
76 The consideration of a moment, here, appears to be based

on a belief that simultaneity of actions is possible.
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is the production of the dvyanuka. And then the
production of the colour etc, in that dvyanuka?'1

5. The process including six moments

If it be held that the motion is produced in another
paramdnu simultaneously with the destruction of the
substance {dvyanuka), then the production of the colour
will take place in the sixth moment. Thus, there is
the disjunction from another paramdnu by the motion
of the paramdnu, then the destruction of the productive
conjunction followed by the destruction of the dvyanuka.
In the very moment, there is motion in another para-
mdnu, then simultaneously with the destruction of
the blue colour etc. there is the disjunction due to
the motion of another paramdnu, then from the simul-
taneous production of the motion in another paramdnu
with the production of red colour there is the destruction
of the previous conjunction, then the conjunction with
another paramdnu, then the production of the dvyanuka,
and then the production of the red colour.78

6. The process including seven moments

If the motion be produced in another paramdnu
simultaneously with the destruction of the blue colour
etc., then the process involves seven moments. Thus,
following the previous process (of the five moments),
after the destruction of the dvyanuka there is the
destruction of the blue colour etc. In this very moment,
there is the motion in another paramdnu, then the
disjunction followed by the production of the red
colour. This represents one (viz. the sixth) moment.
Then the destruction of the previous conjunction,
then the subsequent conjunction, then the production
of the dvyanuka and that of the attribute in the dvyanuka
in the next moment. These are the seven moments.™

77KR.,p. 65.
78 KR., p. 65.
79 KR. , pp. 65-66.
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7. The process including eight and nine moments

If the motion be produced in another paramdnu
simultaneously with the production of the red colour,
then the process involves eight moments. If, on the
other hand, the motion be produced in another paramdnu
after the production of the red colour, then the process
includes nine moments only.80

8. The process including two, three and four moments.

Again, it is not possible to hold that after the
destruction of a dvyanuka followed by the production
of another dvyanuka there appear attributes in the
second, or in the third, or in the fourth moment. These
are, however, explained below: Thus when the motion
is produced in another paramdnu simultaneously with
the motion favourable to the destruction of the dvyanuka
the process represents two moments only.

When there is the motion in a paramdnu favourable
to the production of a substance simultaneously with
the production of the destructive motion in another
paramdnuy then the process includes three moments.

Again, if the motion be produced in a paramdnu
simultaneously with the disjunction unfavourable to
the production of a substance, then the process involves
four moments.81 These last three processes are not
accepted by Nyaya-Vaigesika.82

9. The distribution of moments in Pdka according

to the Kandali

The process given in the Kandali is somewhat
different from the above. Thus it says—that the
destruction of the dvyanuka, the destruction of the
tryanuka, the destruction of the blue colour etc., the

80 KR., p. 66.
81KR., p. 66.
8-KR-, p. 66.
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production of motion in the two paramdnus, the produc-
tion of the vibhdgaja-vibhdga, and the production of
the tatjasa-contzct which produces the red colour etc. all
these represent one moment. Then the destruction of the
tryanuka, the destruction of the product of the tryanuka,
the destruction of the blue colour etc., the production
of the vibhdgaja-vibhdga, the destruction of the conjunc-
tion, the production of the taj/asa-cont&ct productive of
the red colour etc., the production of the red colour etc.,
the destruction of the tai/asa-con.tact destructive of the
blue colour etc.—these represent another moment.
Then the destruction of its effect, the destruction of
the product of that effect, the production of the subse-
quent conjunction, the production of the red colour
etc., the destruction of the taijasa-cont&ct destructive
of the blue colour etc., the production of the motion
productive of a substance in another paramdnu, this
whole represents another moment. Then the destruc-
tion of its product, the destruction of the product of
this product, the production of the subsequent conjunc-
tion, the destruction of the motion, the disjunction
and the vibhdgaja-vibhdga, the production of the motion
in another paramanu^ the production of the disjunction—
all these represent another moment. Then the
destruction of its effect, the destruction of the effect
of this effect, the destruction of the motion, the dis-
junction and the vibhdgaja-vibhdga, the production of
the disjunction from Akdfa in the second paratndnu,
and the destruction of the conjunction between Akdfa
and the paramanu—all these represent another moment.
Then the destruction of its product, the destruction
of the product of this product, the destruction of the
conjunction of the Akdfa with the paramdnu, the produc-
tion of the subsequent conjunction—all these represent
another moment of time. Then the destruction of its
product, the destruction of the product of this product,
the production of the subsequent conjunction of one
paramanu with another, the production of the dvyanuka%
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and the destruction of the disjunction and the motion—
all these, again, form another .moment of time. Then
the destruction of its product, the destruction of the
product of this product, the production of the dvyanuka,
the production of the colour etc. belonging to the
dvyanuka^ the destruction of the disjunction and the
motion, and then, in the next moment, the production
of another set of attributes in the dvyanuka according
to the attributes belonging to its cause, namely, the
paramdnus.

This process is applicable to all the dvyanukas
(forming one object). As regards the production of
the tryanuka etc. we should not think of any motion;
for, these are produced from the conjunction produced
by conjunctions. Thus, several paramdnus join together
simultaneously, and a paramdnu, which is the cause of
a dvyanuka, comes into contact with another paramdnu
which is the cause of another dvyanuka. The dvyanuka,
on the other hand, combines with another paramdnu
which is the cause of another dvyanuka and after this
there is the conjunction between the two dvyanukas.**

The sum and substance of all this is that both the
Naiyayikas and the Vaigesikas believe that the chemical
action takes place in the earthly objects. But they
differ in the details of it. Thus, the Vai$esikas hold that
it takes place in the paramdnus', as it is only then that
its products can have the attributes in accordance with
the attributes belonging to their cause. Hence, they
are called Pllupdkavddins. The Naiyayikas, for reasons
given above, do not think it reasonable that a pot
previous to the possession of red colour etc. must be
reduced to its constituent paramdnus and due to the
unseen forces, again, be brought back to its natural
shape after the function of chemical action. Therefore,
they believe that a pot which is naturally porous remains

88 Kandali, pp. i IO-I 11•
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as it is and the taijasa-contact takes place in the very
composite. Hence, they are called 'Pitharapdkavddins^

TThe importance of the 'Ptlupdka is to prove that
consciousness, pleasure, pain etc. cannot belong to any
of the bhiitas. The reason is that the specific attributes
of the earthly composites inhere in them as long as
they themselves exist. In order to show this char-
acter of ydvaddrayyabhdvitva present in each and every
part of the earthly object, it is essential to reduce it to
its paramdnus and show that the attributes inhere in all
the constituents. This will reject the possibility of
consciousness, pleasure and pain etc. which are not

ydvaddravyabhdvins^ to inhere in earth and other b h ^

UDAYANA ON THE NECESSITY OF
CHEMICAL ACTION

If there were no pdkqfas, holds Udayana, then
there would have been no difference between the
various kinds of touch, taste, colour and smell like
the other attributes of number, dimension etc. In other
words, just as it is not possible to differentiate between
the particular number attributed to a pot and the same
particular number attributed to a piece of cloth, so the
differentiation between the touch of one thing and the
touch86 of another thing, and so on, would not have been
possible otherwise. Thus, there would have been no
difference in the pain felt at the touch of particular
herbs, namely, cowach (jukafimbi), vffcikapatra etc. on
the place of snakebite, or where scorpion or any other
insect had stinged; and also there would not have been

84 NS., III. ii. 4&-49; TPP.> Ms. Fol. 7a-yb.
*BK3U p. 66.
86 The question does not arise regarding colour, taste and

smell; for, these are found obviously changed due to Paka; but as
regards touch no difference is apparently observed; hence, the
question.
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the cessation of pain at the touch of some particular
stone or some particular (snakebite-curing) herb, had
there been no difference in the various kinds of touch.
Again, nor would there have been any difference
between the touch of a cow and the touch of a
Cdnddla, and accordingly, there would not have
been any Vedic or religious injunction or pro-
hibition regarding these varieties of touch; nor would
any injunction or prohibition have been laid down
regarding every object; nor would there have been any
justification for the difference of Prdyafritta in the case
of perception and touch of a Cdnddla and smell and taste
of wine. Hence, in order to explain these differences
the existence of chemical action must be accepted.87

Konda Bhatta also agrees with the above view

and says that there is obvious difference in touch
also. It is, therefore, that a hard substance, for ins-
tance, becomes soft and vice versa by chemical action.88

The Mimamsakas raise hfere an objection against

the chemical action itself. They are of opinion that it is
the particular kind of fakti (capacity) or samskdra
(as in the case of vrihtn proksati) belonging to the seed
or any other cause of the object, viz. paramdnu, which
determines the nature of the product from that cause;
just as in the case of the citron tree in which a kind
of fakti is produced by the watering through the
red juice of the lac (Idksdrasa), due to which red colour
is produced in its flower. Thus, there is no necessity
to believe in the chemical action to produce the change
in colour etc. of the product.89

This view has not been accepted as tenable; for,

both the fakti and samskdra» are unseen forces; and
as such, they should not be preferred to the seen

87 KV., p. 49.
88PD.,p. 11.
8 9 K Pp
8 8 P D . , p . I I .
89 KP., pp. 133-134; BodhanI on Ibid, p. 31; NLV., pp. 7Z-73,

Bombay Ed.
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forces.90 And as regards the redness belonging to the
flower of the citron tree, in spite of the fact that the
watering of the tree is done by the red juice of the lac,
it is really due to the conjunction of the heat of the
sun, which is not different from the chemical action.91The chemical action is a drsta means and must have

preference over the adfsta means.
It is only due to the chemical action that when a

particular seed is reduced to its paramdnus, the different
objects are produced out of those paramdnus qualified by
the peculiarity formed by the chemicai action (pdka-
javifesavifista)?2 in spite of the fact that there are no
subordinate jdtis which could have helped the deter-
mination of the difference in the products. As for
instance,93 the seed of the paddy is different from that
of the barley; the seed (cause) of man is different from
that of monkey and others; the cow-milk is different
from that of the she-baffalo on account of the difference
of the respective jdtfc belonging to them; but
their respective paramdnus^ from which all these origi-
nate, are differentiated by the chemical action alone.
In other words, at the earliest stage, objects are
differentiated mutually by chemical action alone, while
at later stages, they are differentiated by their
respective generalities {jatisj* also.

It is quite impossible to think of the paramdnus
to possess attributes entirely different from those of

90 NM., p. 42; Kandall, p. 145; VU. on VS. V. ii. 13; Bodhani
P-3*-

91 Prakasa on KP., p. 134.
02 Bodhani makes it vcry clear in the following way—By virtue

of which pakajavifefas, separated from the paramdnus productive of
paddy seed, fat paramdnus, productive of barley seed which have
before produced barley seed as different from the paddy seed,,
produce the barley-sprout, p. 31.

98 Bodhani says that here is a proof for the differentiating
nature of pakajavifefas which alone can differentiate at the time
of the production of objects, p. *!•

"Ibid.
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the products formed out of them. Had it been so,,
then it would not have been possible to infer the
nature of the attributes oi paramdnus from that of their
products. Hence, there is no place ipt any kind of
fakti to be present in them.98

VI

PARAMANU AND AVAYAVIN

It has been said before that the paramdnus are the
ultimate material cause of the universe. Under
the influence of adfsta and Divine Will, these
are moved into action and cluster together in
twos and form the first products, called dvyanukas, of
which, in each case, the two paramdnus serve
as the material cause,96 their combination as the
non-material, and adrsta, Divine Will, etc., as the
instrumental cause. When three dvyanukas, being
moved again, combine together, they produce a trya-
nuka, also known as trasarenu, which produces, in its
turn and in a similar manner, a caturanuka, and so on,
till the final product (antydvayavin) comes to exist.
This process is common to all the four types of
bhautika products.97

As to the question: whether the two paramdnusy

forming a dvyanuka, belong to one and the same class,
or to two different classes, it is said that both the
paramdnus are of one and the same class. For instance,
in the case of an earthly dvyanuka, the two paramdnus^
representing the material cause of it, belong to earth
alone. If, of the two constituent paramdnus of a
dvyanuka, one were held to be earthly and the other
of a different class, the resulting dvyanuka—assuming

9 «KPP, p. 135.
96 The material cause is always of that class to which the

product belongs.
9rKandalL, pp. 33-34; TBha., pp. X13-14.
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that a dvyanuka could be produced out of heterogeneous
elements—would not possess any of the specific
qualities of the constituent bhiitas\ for, an attribute by
itself cannot produce any effect. Hence, neither the
smell belonging to the earthly paramdnu, nor the taste
belonging to the watery paramdnu, for instance, is
capable of producing either smell or taste in such a
dvyanuka. If it were supposed to be capable, it would
continue to produce its effect without ceasing; for, an
attribute is always present in the causal substance.

The view—that the capability of producing the
attribute constantly is equally possible in the case when
the production of a dvyanuka depends upon more than
one paramdnu of the same class—is not correct; for, a
dvyanuka^ being produced, there must be the production
of a specific quality in it. Such a quality becomes an
obstacle in the way of the origin of a fresh quality,
which cannot be produced until the earlier quality is
destroyed. Hence, there is no danger of constant
production in this case.68

Again, if a dvyanuka were produced out of two

distinct classes of paramdnus, then it should possess
the generalities of both the classes. This would lead
to the overlapping of generalities which has not been
accepted as valicfby the Naiyayikas." Hence, it is
said that the constituents of a dvyanuka are of the same
class.100 Similarly, in the case of a human organism,
which is called pdncabhautika, the ultimate material
cause is the earthly paramdnus, while the paramdnus of
other bhiitas represent the instrumental cause and are
called upastambhaka, meaning, a contact producing a
composite along with which it remains till tnat
composite exists.101 In other words, in an earthly

98 KV., p. 58; KVBha., p. 87,
MKV.>P, 33.

100 KV., pp. 59-60; KVBha., pp. 86-89; NP., MS1, pp. 1003-
IOOO*

-WNSVR., HI. i. *7,
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organism the ultimate material cause is, undoubtedly,
the earthly paramdnus, but the contact of other classes
of paramdnus cannot be denied. This is the case with
every kind of product, whether animate or inanimate.102Hence, although the material cause of a* dvyanuka is
represented by the two earthly paramdnus, yet the other
classes of paramdnus, along with the Akdfa, are in close
contact with the earthly ones. An illustration of it
can be found even in the case of the germinating of a
sprout from a paddy seed where it is assumed that
the constituents of a paddy seed, growing into a plant,
renounce their former composition and take up another;
wherein it so happens that the particles of earth
combining with those of water and joined by the
internal tejas, produce juice in it, which, in its turn,
operating upon and along with the constituents of the
seed, modifies itself into a sprout.103

VII

OBJECTIONS AGAINST PARAMANUKARA-
NAVADA AND THEIR POSSIBLE

REFUTATION
It has been held by the Vai^esikas that the paramdnus

are the ultimate material cause of the universe. This
view has been variously objected to by the Vedantins,
mainly, of the (^ankara school. An attempt is, how-
ever, made in this section to meet all these objections
and defend the Nyaya-Vai^esika position.

As to the view that as there is no cause as seen
(adrsta), in the form of human effort, etc., or as unseen
\adrstd), or as the knowledge or effort of the Jtvdtman,
etc., to produce motion in the paramdnus, during the
dissolution period, no combination of the paramdnus is
possible, and consequently, there would be no product,

102 VS., IV. ii. 4 along with VU., W., VBha.; NBha., III.
i. 27; NV., p. 371; BhaC, p. 484; VW,, p. 98.

108 NV., p.
7
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individual or universal, formed out of those para-
mdnus^ it may be said by the Nyaya-Vai§esika that
although the above mentioned possible causes may not
be operative there, yet there is lfvara105 Who is endowed
with eternal knowledge and effort, and Whose Will helps
the adrsta, on the point of fructification,106 which forms
the instrumental cause to produce motion in the para-
mdnus causing them to form products. Hence, there
would not be any difficulty in maintaining paramdnus
to be the ultimate cause of the universe.

Again, the Vedantins object to the validity of the
relation of inherence assumed by the Naiyayika to
subsist between a material cause and its product,
arguing that such a relation is unable to account for
the facts of the empirical world unless it is believed
to be itself related by a fresh relation to the terms of
the original relation. For, an unrelated relation conveys
no logical significance whatever. The assumption
of a fresh relation, however, would lead on to an assump-
tion of a further relation, and so on; so that, the whole
process would pre-suppose a vitiated logical position.
To this objection, the Naiyayika replies that as the
relation of inherence is eternal by nature, it does not
need the help of another relation (wifc, inherence) to
connect it.107

Again, the Vedantins urge that an object may

be of the nature of having motion {j>ravrtti\ or not
having motion (nivftti), or having both, or having
neither. But none of these alternatives is possible

104 BS. , II. ii. 11-12 a long w i t h SBha . , Bhamat i and RP.
1 0 5 P P B h a . , pp. 48-49.
106 (1) A V . , pp. 118-19., N V . , I V . i. 21. pp. 4<$4-&$; (2) I f Ipara

be insisted upon to have an organism to exercise His Will, then
paramSnus themselves should be assumed to form His body—
Bodhaiil, p. 91; (3) .As the point of fructification is nothing but
time (kala) to guide the motion, there would not be any constant
motion-NV,, IV. i. 21; p. 459.

107 BS., II. ii. 13 along with SBha. and RP.
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in the case of a paramdpu; for, the first would make it
ever active which would make pralaya impossible; the
second would make creation impossible; the third,
being mutually contradictory, cannot be upheld; while
the fourth would mean either the presence of eternal
activity {pravrtti\ as both activity and non-activity
depend upon adrsta, Kdlay and the rest, which are ever
present, or the presence of eternal non-activity, if they
do not depend upon any nimitta. Both the cases would
make creation and dissolution {pralaya) impossible.
Hence, the paramdnus cannot be the ultimate cause in
either case.108To this it may be replied that a paramdnu is active

or inactive according to its association with relevant
auxiliary factors. The presence and the absence of the
auxiliaries are inferred from the presence or otherwise of
the effect. In other words, if the auxiliary is present,
then there is the activity, and not otherwise. Both
creation and pralaya being thus explained, the causality
of paramdnus remains unaffected.

Next, to the objection that as a paramdnu possesses
colour and other attributes, it is grosser and conse-
quently, has parts (compared with which the paramdnu
is called grosser), and therefore, it cannot be the ultimate
eternal cause of the universe,109 it may be said that the
possession of colour and other attributes is not at all
contrary to the non-possession of causel Hence, the
paramdnus have no parts, and are, undoubtedly, the
ultimate cause of the universe.

Again, it is objected that as an earthly object pos-
sesses the attributes of smell, taste, colour and touch,
and is the grossest of all the bhutas\ water possessing
colour, taste and touch is grosser; tejas having only
colour and touch is gross, while air possessing the

1M
109

BSM IL ii. 14 a long wi th S

BS-, II. ii. 15 a long wi th QBM. and RP*
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single attribute of touch is subtle, so it may be said of the
paramdnus which also would be consequently, grossest,
grosser, gross and subtle respectively,3ao To this it may
be said in reply that the difference in the size of an
object is mainly due to its possessing large or small
number of constituents and not to that of the numbet
of attributes. Hence, paramdnus^ which have no consti-
tuents, are not at all affected.

Lastly, it is urged that as the paramdnukdranavdda
has not been accepted by authoritative persons even
partly, it is totally disregarded by the believers in the
Vedas.111 To this also it may be said in reply that as
Amiksiki including the paramdnukdranavdda has been
accepted as one of the vidyds^ the above objection does
not hold good. This has been supported by the inclu-
sion of the vdkovdkya,112 in the list of the enumeration
of the vidyds in the Chandogya Upanisad, which has
been explained as referring to tarkafdstra^ (which
stands for the joint-system of Nyaya and Vaigesika) by
^aiikaracarya himself. Hence, it is not at all propel
to reject the theory of the ultimate causality of the
paramdnus on these grounds.

VIII

OBJECTIONS AGAINST AVAYAVIN AND
THEIR REFUTATION

Avayavin (composite) and avayavas (constituents]
have been much talked of above. Now, it may be
enquired as to what is the relation between the two?
Every sensible object consisting of parts has been
produced out of some cause. The constituents or the
cause are known as avayavas of that object, which itself3

110 BS., II. ii. 16 along with S
111BS., II. ii. 17 along with
>*8Ch5U., VII. i. 2.
113 SBha. under Chandogya., VII. i. 2.
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in relation to those constituents, is called an avayavin*
The relation between the two is that of cause and effect.
The composite which is the effect is said to inhere in
its cause, vi^ the Uvayavas. Although both are related
inseparably by a, peculiar relation known as inherence
{samavaya\ yet they are two distinct entities having
different attributes and functions. This is the secret
of the theory of Origination (Arambhakavdda) pro-
pounded by Nyaya-Vai$esika.

This view has met serious objections from the
Buddhists.114 But before entering into the examination
of the nature of these objections from the Nyaya-
Vai£esika point of view, it would not be out of place
to remark that both the schools of thought are quite
justified in holding different views within their own
spheres. But it is hardly justifiable to criticise the view-
point of one particular school from that of another, as it
is quite natural that they should widely -differ with their
different outlooks. This cannot be called a sincere
criticism. If we observe with a still wider outlook,
it will be seen that both the schools of thought are
passing along the same royal road with this difference
that one has gone further than the other. Hence, it
is quite natural that there should be difference in their
points of observation. This being accepted as a fact,
the only justification for such criticisms is that each
of the schools wants to give a thorough training of its
tenets to its students which necessitates the discourag-
ing of the temptations which may be caused by other
schools of thought. But sometimes, criticisms also
proceed from other than honest and sound reasonings,
such as, mutual malice, vindicative nature, temptations

114 Of the two Buddhist Schools which believe in the existence
of the external world, it appears that the objections against the
existence of a composite apart from the mere collection of
paramdnusy are from the Vaibha$ikas, as is indicated by Vacaspati
M also—vid* Tat., IL L 36, p« 398,
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for worldly fame, religious rigidity, and so on. Some
of these might have been also responsible for certain
criticisms in the case of the Buddhists and others.
However, following the traditional procedure attempts
are made here to prove the untenability of the Buddhist
views against the Nyaya-Vai$esika.

The Buddhists consider that there is no essential
difference between a composite and its constituents.
The various paramdnuSy for instance, when collected
together form a composite. To this the reply is that
in that case, there would have been no perception of any
substance. Nor would any of the other categories
of Nyaya-Vaigesika have been perceived; for, each
of them becomes visible only when it has got a perceiv-
able object for its substratum, which is not possible,
if the grouping of paramanus form an object. But that
these categories are perceived cannot be denied. Hence,
it is to be admitted that a composite is something
different from the mere collection of paramdnus.1™

Moreover, if the Buddhists deny the perceptibility
of a substance, they would be, thereby, rejecting both
the means of right cognition, vk(.9 direct perception
and inference, which they themselves believe in.116

As to the view—that the perception of a group

of paramanus would be possible just as a collection
of hairs becomes visible, it may be said that the analogy
is based on a wrong assumption. A hair is not super-
sensuous by nature, while a paramdnu is naturally super-
sensuous in every state.117 Hence, a paramdnu^ taken
severally or collectively, will always remain supersen-
suous*

Again, as there is the possibility of catching hold
of and drawing an object, it is held that an object is

115 NS. and NBUL, II. i. 34-35.
116 NV., H. i. 34; NPM Ms. p. 880.
l i r NS . and NBfafi., IV. ii. 13-14, 16; Tat., pp. 646-47.
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different from a mere collection of paramanus which
being supersensuous cannot be caught and drawn.118As to the objection that catching and drawing of para-

manus being possible by the presence of a sort of
coherence {sarigrahakaritd)11* in them, difference between
a composite and its constituents cannot be proved, it
may be replied that both catching and drawing are
possible only in case of composites, as these are not
found in substances like Akd$a9 Kala> paramanus^ etc.,
which are all partless; hence, it is clear that a composite
is not merely a collection of paramanus^

Further, the separate existence of a composite is
proved also by the fact that an object like a pot, for
instance, is looked upon as *one\ which would not have
been possible had the pot been merely a collocation of
paramanus. The notion of oneness can never be attributed
to a group of many supersensuous objects. As to
the objection that such a notion is found to exist in
case of an army, a forest etc. which are merely names
given to separate groups of several constituents, not
visible from a distance, it may be said that as each
and every constituent of an army or a forest is naturally
sensuous there is no difficulty to attribute oneness
to such collections, while a paramdnu being naturally
supersensuous remains so, even if collected together in
a large number, which prevents the attribution of any
number to its group.121

It may be further pointed out that the notion of

oneness is really attributed to that object alone which

1J8NS. and NBha., II. i. 36.
119 Sangrahakaritd is a particular kind of attribute which is

co-existent with conjunction, and which is produced by smooth*
ness and flunky, as it is' found in the case of a pot devoid of
chemical action by the contact of water, and in the pot where
chemical action has taken place through the taijasa-conjunction.*-
NBha. II. i 36.

120 N V . , I L i. 36.
121 NS and NBha., II. i. 36,
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possesses magnitude irnahattvd) which being absent in
the paramdnus either taken severally or collectively,
the notion of oneness cannot be attributed to their
collection. But as it is attributed to a pot, it is
obvious that a pot is not a collection of paramdnus ™

As to the. answer given by the Buddhists to the
above view that the notion of mahat present in the
paramdnus grouped together is different from that of
Nyaya~Vai§esika and means only a peculiarity (attfaya)1**
which being relative is found to exist when one collec-
tion of pfiramdnus is differentiated from another, and
may be attributed to a collection of paramdnus along
with the notion of oneness, it may be said in reply
that if this interpretation be accepted as true, then as
the presence of real magnitude itself has been denied
in the paramdnus by the Buddhists also, it will have to
be admitted either that no kind of mahat is present in
the paramdnus\ or that if there is any, it is a false notion.
Now, even to believe in the presence of the false notion
of magnitude in the paramdnus^ it would be essential
to believe in the presence of the real magnitude some-
where; for, the pre-existence of the dharmin is pre-
supposed before any wrong notion about it is affirmed
anywhere. But as this magnitude is not possible in
the paramdnus^ some object will have to be admitted
to possess this magnitude, and that such an object is a
pot which, under the circumstances, cannot be merely
a grouping of paramdnus™4'

Again, in support of the Nyaya-Vaisesika view,
another argument is adduced that when any two objects
combine together we perceive the conjunction taking

132 NS. and NBhS., II. i. 37.
m The Tatparya says that this atifaya of the paramanus is

nothing except the production of a substance in the form of an
avayavin in order to establish the sthmrya in the bhavas> W£.>
paramdnus—p. 396.

»«NS. and NBhS., II. i. 37.
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place between those two objects which form the
substrata of that conjunction.'25 Now, if any of these
two objects be merely a collection of paramdnus y then
the notion that the combination takes place between
two objects cannot be valid. But thai such a valid
notion prevails uncontradicted cannot be overlooked.
Hence, a composite is different from its constituents.
As to the interpretation of the Buddhists that the number
two refers to the two groups (samuddya) of the paramdnus
and not to any composite, it may be said in reply that the
word 'grouping {samuddyd) may mean either the conjunc-
tion of several (separated) paramdnus or several con-
junctions forming one cluster of paramdnus. According
to the former alternative, grouping would become a
synonym of conjunction;125 so that, the expression—'two
objects combine together'—would be expressed now, as
ctwo conjunctions combine together'. But this sort of
expression is quite against the usage. Hence, the first
alternative is not possible. As to the second, it may
be said that the expression never indicates that the
two groups meet together, rather it shows that the
number two is attributed to two definite objects which
form the substrate of conjunction. It may be further
added that if the substrata of this combination would
have been the collection of paramdnus, then as the
paramdnus and their attributes are supersensuous, this
conjunction also would have become imperceptible,
which is not the case. Hence, the interpretation of
the Buddhists cannot be accepted. Therefore, the
composite ever remains distinct from its consti-
tuents.126

Nyaya-Vai$esika believes in the independent

existence of a category, called generality {sdmdnya or

128 The separate and independent existence of conjunction
cannot be denied, as it is proved through direct perception and
inference—NBha. II. i. 57.

m NBha. , II. i. 37.
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Jaii)9 on the basis of there being a common notion be-
longing to all the objects of one class, however different
each of the objects may be in size, shape, colour etc.
They also believe in the direct perceptibility of this
generality, which is possible only when it has a sub-
stratum. The -paramdnus, or their collection, cannot
be the desired substratum, as both are supersensuous,
and as such, they cannot make the generality perceiv-
able. Hence, it is essential to believe that a composite
is quite different from its constituents and that it
possesses magnitude due to which the generality
belonging to it also becomes perceptible.127Uddyotakara adds that the terms *aptt and

'paramanu' themselves, being relative, indicate that there
is some other dimension in relation to which they are
themselves so called. Such a dimension is no other
than mahat (magnitude) which is possessed by a
composite.188As to the view that the so-called cloth, for instance,

is nothing but a collection of threads; for, had there
been any substance like cloth, it would have been
perceived independently apart from the threads, and
as it is not so, it is concluded that the effect is the same
as its cause,189 it may be pointed out that as the cloth,
which is a product, inheres in its cause, namely, threads,
it is not ordinarily found apart from the threads. Both,
the cause and the effect, would have been separately
cognised only if the effect did not inhere in the cause,
which is not possible.180 It is further pointed out that
both, the cause and the effect, are independently per-
ceived by those who can penetrate into subtle things,
but for an ordinary perceiver, this is not possible. He
can only perceive a composite and cognise the

mNBhS., IL I 37.
»*NV., II. i. 36* (37), p. 250.
-*-NS. *nd NBUL, IV. ii. 26.
-**NS., NBh*., NV,, and NP., IV. ii. z8.
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constituents through inference alone,181
The very essence of the theory of Origination is

that an effect is a fresh production, and that it had no
existence before, and that it is produced through causal
operation; hence, both, the cause and its effect, are two
distinct things. It is, therefore, that a cloth, for ins-
tance, is different from its cause, namely, the threads.18*

Again, the cause is different from its effect on
account of their having different capacities. For
instance, a cloth can be used for such various purposes
of our daily life which cannot be served by the threads.
Again, that function which can be performed by
threads cannot be done with the help of a cloth.138

It may be further pointed out that as the cause

and its effect produce two different cognitions, they
cannot be regarded as one.134 Again, the fact that botn
are denoted by two different names shows that they
are two distinct things.

Believing in the independent existence of the
variegated colour (citrarupa), Nyaya-Vaigesika holds that
as threads possess various colours separately and not
any variegated colour, they cannot be identical with
their effect, namely, the cloth, which unlike the threads,
does not possess various colours but only the variegated
colour. This shows that these are two different
substrates and not one.135

The Buddhists think that as each and every

constituent of a composite does not inhere in the entire
composite, on account of their having two different
dimensions; and if it does, there being no scope for its
combining with any other constituent, the whole would

181 Tat., IV. ii. 28, 29. pp. 654-55; NS., NBh£. andNV.,IV.
ii. 29.

U2NV., II. i. 36 (37); p. 250.
188 Tat., II. i. 36 (37), p. 4£>*., NP. Ms. p. 888.
1M NV., H. i. 36 (ii), p. 250.
1WNV.S II. L 36 (37), P- *5°; Tat, H. I 36 (37), pp. 4ox-o;u
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have consisted of a single constituent, whereby there
would have been no true product; and if the same be
regarded as such, it would have become eternal; and
again, as the constituents do not subsist in any single
part of the composite, for, the composite has no other
constituents apart from the constituents which it
possesses, it is held that there exists no substance which
may be called a composite apart from the mere collec-
tion of its constituents.186

To this the Nyaya-Vaicjesika replies that the

objection of the Buddhists is entirely groundless; for,
no one believes that a cause or any constituent (of an
effect) ever inheres in any effect.187

As to the objection then that as the composite

either wholly or partly does not inhere in its consti-
tuents, on account of their having different dimensions,
and also because, the composite would then consist
of one single constituent which would make the produc-
tion possible from a single substance leading to the
possibility of constant production or making the
product eternal in the case of a dvyanuka^ in the former
case;188 and due to the possibility of the composite pos-
sessing constituents other than those which produced
the composite in the latter case (which it has not),
there is no difference between a composite and its
constituents, it may be said in reply that there being
no diversity in one, the use of the terms denoting
difference should not be used regarding that one.
In other words, the terms 'wholly' and 'partly' denoting
difference cannot be attributed to a composite which
forms one definite unit. Hence, the objection does
not affect the forming of a composite.139

As to the argument that as the composite cannot

18eNS., IV. ii. 7 along with NBM., NV. and Tat.
-WNV., IV. ii. ic , p. 505.
1WNS,, NBh& and NV., IV. ii. 8.

- 1WNS- and NBha., IV. ii. 11.
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remain apart from the constituents, as it is never found
so, and also because, in that case, it would become
eternal,140 it is held that th£re i# no composite, it may be
replied that the very reasoning adduced above may be
used in support of the existence of a composite. For,
if a composite hdd existed apart from its constituents,
it would have remained without any substratum, and
that which remains without any support should ' be
eternal; so that, a composite would, in that case, become
eternal, which is against the reality. Hence, the objec-
tion falls down as invalid.141

Uddyotakara makes a thorough analysis of this

important problem by examining the nature of the
possible objections of the Buddhists. After the hair-
splitting analysis of almost all the objections, he shows
that the Buddhist position is quite untenable. The
following is the sjimmary of the objections along with
their refutations from the Nyaya-Vaigesika point of
view which maintains that a composite is different
from its constituents.142

As to the argument that the relation of composite

and its constituents is possible only when they are
not two different things, as is clear from the fact that
a cow and a horse are not so related; hence, it is held
that a composite is the same as its constituents, it may

140 NS., IV. ii. 9. There being a difFerent version of the NBha.
here as given below—*prthakcavayavebhyo dharmibhyo dharmasyagr-
ahanaditi samdnam\ the query may be put in a different way, that is,
just as an attribute is not to be had apart from its substratum,
so the composite also cannot be found apart from its constituents;
hence, the existence of a composite is denied (vide Kamakhya-
natha's edition, Calcutta 1911). Visvanatha in his V$tti explains
this sutra in another way—Vids pp. 277-78.

141NV., IV. ii. 9 along with Tat., p. 643.
142 NV., II. i, 33; pp, 217-39. Fox further references on this

problem one should consult NM., pp. 549-51; Tat, pp. 385-86;
Kandali, p. 147; Setu., pp. 218-19; Sukri., p. 198; DSR. Ms. Fol.
59-60; ST. on PV., Dravya section, Ms. Fol. 12a—b.
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be said that the argument, as it stands, has no probans to
infer any conclusion. The,argument—'because it (thread)
is a constituent' (hence, thread should not be different
from the cloth) cannot be adduced as a probans; for,
the terms—composite and constituents being related, one
cannot remain without the other; so that, the probans
is really self-contradictory and cannot deny the existence
of a composite.

As to the argument that as no composite can be
produced from a substance radically different from the
composite, like the non-production of a cow or a horse
from a man, it is inferred that both, a composite and its
constituents, are identical, it may be said in reply that,
if the above argument is put in the form of a syllogism,
namely, 'patab tantubhyo ndrthdntaram, nbhyah utpatteh\ it
will be seen that the probans is faulty; for it cannot
be denied that a shuttle or a loom, for instance, pro-
ducing the cloth, is quite different from the effect.1"

Again, it is argued by the Buddhists that the objects
which are different from a composite are such as form
the constituents of another composite; as for instance,
the wheels being the constituents of a chariot are
different from cloth but not from the chariot itself.
Hence, if the threads be regarded as different from the
cloth, they should form the constituents of something
else than the cloth. But as it is not the case, it should
be held that both the threads and the cloth are identical
in every respect.144To this the rejoinder is that the argument when

put in the form of a syllogism is found to be beset with
a fallacy* The major premise {prattjndvdkja) being the
same as before, the probans is because the threads are
not the constituents of anything other than that cloth*
(tadvyatirekendnydnavayavatvdf). Now, it may be pointed
out here that as the threads are not the constituents of

l«NV., II. i. 33, p. az6.
l**NV., II. L 33, p. 2*6.
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threads themselves, the probans involves the fallacy of
viruddha. It may be furthet pointed out that the very
assumption of the Buddjiists {hat the wheels are the parts
of the chariot shows that they are two different things.1*5Again, it is held by the Buddhists that the two

objects admitted to be different from *each other are
seen to be produced on two different places; as, for
instance, a cow is produced in a place different from
that of a horse. In the case of threads and a cloth*
on the other hand, it is seen that the latter is produced
in the place where the former exists; so that, they are
not distinct from each other.

To this, again, the answer is that the probans—
'because, it is produced in the place occupied by the
constituents' (taddefotpatteh)—is wrong; for, admitting
for a while that both are identical, it will have to be
admitted that the thread is produced in place previously
occupied by itself, which, however, is not the case.
Hence, the probans is a wrong one.

If the production of the cloth be denied then, what
is the meaning of the term *utpattf used in the above
probans? 'Threads3 appearing as 'threads' alone cannot
be said to have been produced* Hence, the very term
'utpatti* shows the coming into existence of something
which had no existence before. It is, therefore, clear
that a composite is not identical with its constituents.146Further, it is argued by the Buddhists that a com-

posite possessing a particular kind of constituent is
entirely different from other constituents (which are
different from that composite); as a pot, for instance,
possesses constituents which are different from the
wheels which, again, are distinct from the pot. As
this is not the case with the threads and the cloth, they
are said to be identical.147

-"NV.,11. i. 33> P. «7-
" 6 NV. , II. i. 33, pp. 227-28.
w NV. ,n .L 33, p. 228.
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Here, also, the argument of the Buddhists is falla-
cious like before. The very assumption that there is a
composite of another set of constituents shows that
the separate existence of a composite is admitted, as the
terms—composite and constituent are relative.148Next, the Buddhists atgue that things, which are

different from something else, are produced from con-
junctions other than those which produce that some-
thing else; as, for instance, the mat is produced from
a conjunction other than that of the threads. As the
cloth is not produced from a conjunction other than
that of the threads, they are said to be identical with
each other.1*0

Here, also, the implied ipiobisvs—'tantusamyoge-

bhyastadtttpattel?—is fallacious as before. The reason is
that the very assumption that the cloth is produced from
the conjunctions of the threads admits that both the
conjunction and the composite are different from the
threads.1^0Agafn, the Buddhists may argue that as it is not

seen that the attributes of one particular substance can
be produced from those of another substance entirely
different from the former, as, for instance, the attributes
of a horse ate never found to be produced from those of
a cow,—and as the attributes of the threads are observed
to produce those of the cloth, the cloth is not different
from the threads which are its constituents.151This argument, also, is untenable from the Nyaya-

Vai5esika point of view. The inconsistency lies in
admitting that the attributes of threads do produce
those of cloth and at the same time rejecting the differ-
ence between the cloth and the threads. In fact, it is
wrong to assume that the attributes of cloth are

148 NV\, II. L 33, p. 228.
-»NV., II. L 33, P. "9*
>wJbid.
181 Ibid.
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produced from those of the threads when it is known
tor certain that the attributes of the threads cannot be
produced from those of the tihrtads themselves.158The last but the most important argument of the

Buddhists in support of the identity* of the cause
and its effect may be fhat they do not differ
in their weight. In other words, as the weight
of the constituents does not differ from that of the
composite, it is held that both are identical. As for
instance, argue the Buddhists, no difference in the
form of lowering of the balance or otherwise is seen in
the effect when two pieces of clay are put in the
balance separately and also when those very two pieces
are joined together and placed in the balance in the form
of a pot. Therefore, like the separate pieces of clay
the joint-pieces also do not produce a different subs-
tance. Hence, it is held that the effect is not distinct
from its cause.153

This argument, also, is held to be wrong as it

appears that according to Nyaya-Vai$esika the difference
in the weight of the two is admitted.1"

There may still be yet more minor objections on
the part of the Buddhists; these also can be very easily
refuted.

158 Ibid.; Tat, II. i. 33, p. 392,
154 Yafcayam beturgurutvantaravattvaprasangSditi} Ayamapya-

bhyupagamanna forfeit. NV., II . i. 33, p. 234—This view seems
to be a partial one. Also consult here Tat,, p. 393; Vyom., p. 219;
KV., p. 64; KandalL, p. 148; KVF., p. 258.
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IX

DISCUSSION ABOUT THE INTERMEDIARY
STAGES IN THE FORMATION OF THE

FINAL COMPOSITE

i. Tryanuka

The separate existence of composite being proved
it may be further urged: Why should not a composite
be formed directly from paramdnus} To this it may
be said, in reply, that had there been no intermediary
products like avyanuka, tryanuka and the rest, then when,
tor instance, a pot is broken, it ought to be directly
reduced to its invisible ultimate atoms, but it is not
so.185 It may also be pointed out here that the pot being
an effect possessing magnitude necessitates that its cause
also should be an effect.156 Hence, the paramdnus
cannot directly produce the tryanukas.

Goplnatha Maunin, however, thinks that a tryanuka
can be produced directly out of three paramdnus. He
holds that the necessity for believing in the existence
of a dvyapuka is only to produce magnitude in the
tryanuka, but if it were produced by the plurality belong-
ing to the group of three paramdnus, then there is no
reason why the existence of a dvyanuka should be at all
accepted.157Appayya Dlk§ita also supports the view that a

tryanuka is produced directly from the three paramdnus
whose simultaneous conjunctions and productivity of
further effect cannot be denied.158The argument adduced by Amalanand Sarasvatl

that that which is of the nature of the class of cause

185 % . , HI. i. 32, p. 520; KV., p. 64; KVBha., p. 91; KP>,
Stavaka V, verse 5, p. 116; NM., p. 503; NLV., p. 97; Bhamati,
II. ii. 11; p. 503.

w KV., p. 64.
18TST., a comm, on PV., MS. FoL ii-11.
l "VKTP., II. ii. 11, p. 504.
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{kdranajdtiyd) is not productive of that of the class of
effect; as for instance, the thread which belongs to the
anu (smaller) class does not produce the effect belonging
to the class of cloth; so that, paramdnus belonging to
the anu class canaot produce the effect'belonging to the
class which possesses magnitude,159 as to that it may be
said that it is not always true; for, a cord (consisting of
three threads—trivftsutrd) is produced sometimes, by
three sutras (cords) produced by three threads {tantus)
and spmetimes, directly from three threads.160 He, how-
ever, admits that just as a cord (trivrtsUtra) produced
by three threads {tantus) is different from that which is
produced by three sutras (cords), so the tryanuka pro-
duced directly from three paramdnus may be different
from that which is produced out of three dvyanukas.
But even then, it is clear that a tryanuka can be produced
directly out of three paramdnus.191

As to the argument that as such a tryanuka is of

the class of anu, there would be no difference between
.a paramdnu and the so-called tryanuka as far as their
empirical utility is concerned; and hence, there is no
need for such a production, it may be said that the
so-called tryanuka being produced out of three
paramdnus (kdranabahutva) would possess magnitude
and would not remain atomic in any way; so that,
the above-mentioned objection is quite groundless.
Hence, there appears to be no harm, holds Appayya
Diksita, in believing that a tryanuka is produced directly
out of three paramdnus}**

This view may be further supported by the fact that
almost all the definitions and descriptions of the tryanuka
found in different texts refer to the nhmber of the para-
mdnus constituting it and not to that of the dvyanukas.

150 VKT., II. ii. i i , p. 504.
160VKTP., p. 5°4*
161 Ibid.
"-VKTP., IL h. I I , p. 504.
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Thus, some are of opinion that a paramdnu is the
sixth part of a first product;168 others hold that a
paramdnu is the eighth part of it;'** again, some think that
it consists of thirty paramdnus*** while others believe
that it is out of three paramdnus alone that a tryanuka
is produced.*?5 These different views themselves create
a doubt as to the exact nature of the constituents of
a tryanuka.

A question naturally rises here: What is the reason
that Nyaya and Vaigesika, in spite of these oppositions,
stick to the view that a tryanuka is produced out of three
dvyanukas and not paramdnus} A probable answer of
this seems to be that the joint-system, representing the
common-sense view, finds it difficult and unreasonable
too to reject the production out of two paramdnus. In
other words, when the paramdnus are moved, they
naturally form first groups of twos and as they are
fresh productions they must have a different nomen-
clature and place in the process of creation. Afterwards,
when such groups are formed and the question of
further productions comes up in order to attribute
magnitude to the fresh productions and make them
visible it becomes necessary to have the grouping of
three. Now, as there are only dvyanaukas, the other
groups are formed out of these three dvyanukas.

2. Dvyanuka
Coming to the dvyanuka it may be asked: Why

only two paramdnus produce it? To this the reply is
that a single paramdnu cannot produce anything for
obvious difficulties. If three paramdnus be admitted

j P , MS.F6L la.
164 N M £ . a comm, o n LU, p. 23.
165 SK. of Sir Raja Radhakantadeva Bahadura, Vol. L p. 398,

Col 3; PSH., p. 83. NK., p, 344, 3rd E ^ o n .
*d6DK. with RR., p. 293; DP. of Bhagtratha Thakkura, MS,

FoL ii-ja; Sf"»adbhagavata, III. xii. 5 along with S*Jdhara's
comm. on it; NK., pp, 343-44*
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to produce a dvyanuka, then there being the plural
number in the cause, the effect should have possessed
magnitude and have become perceptible which it is not.
And as there is no reason to go beyond the number
three, it is concluded that a dvyanuka ik produced out
of two paramdnus alone.

X

; DIMENSION AND ITS CAUSES

It has been mentioned above that there are four
kinds of non-eternal dimensions, namely, long (dlrgha)
and short (hrasva), magnitude {mahat) and atomic
(anu).1*7 These are produced by number, dimension
and aggregation (ftracaya)198 either taken collectively or
independently.139 Of these, the magnitude is produced
by all the three causes170 independently. Thus, the magni-
tude belonging to a tryanuka is produced from the
number and not out of the other two causes mentioned
above. According to the law of causation a tryanuka
has dvyanukas as its material cause and the conjunction
of those dvyanukas as the non-material cause. The attri-
butes of a tryanukay on the other hand, possess the
tryanuka itself as their material cause, while the attributes
of the dvyanukas as their non-material cause. Following
this general rule, now, if the dimension of a dvyanuka,
that is, anutva^ were to produce the dimension of a
tryanuka then, as the dimension of the effect should

167PPBha., p. 131.
168 PPBha., p. 131; S B h a u nder BS., II. ii. 11; Vyom., p. 474.

Although almost all the available editions of the Vaise$ikasiitra
read the sutra VII. i. 9 as 'kdranabahutvacca* yet SBha. under BS*,
II. ii. 11 and the Vyom* p. 474 read it as *Karanabahutvat karana-
mahattvdt pracqyavifesacca mahaditi? Consult VU. also under VS.,
VII. i. 9» Pracaya is a particular kind of loose conjunction of a
substance, as for instance, a lump of cotton-Kandali, p. 136.

109 Vyom., p. 474.
g 'cause' is meant here cnon-material cause.
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be of the same class as that of the cause and also larger,
the dimension of the dvyanuka being anu (atomic), it
would not only produce the atomic dimension in the
tryanuka but also comparatively larger than itself which
would make the dimension of the tryanuka anutara
(smaller)* This would not only make the tryanuka
imperceptible but the very aim of the production of it
would be frustrated. Hence, the dimension of a dvya-
nuka cannot produce that of a tryanuka}'11 This question
does not arise as regards the production of the dimension
of a dvyanuka; for, the dimension of a paramdnu is not
the cause of anything.172 None of the other attributes,
namely, colour, taste, smell, touch, oneness, one-separate-
ness, weight, fluidity and smoothness is capable of pro-
ducing magnitude in a tryanuka; as these produce similar
attributes in their respective effects.373 Nor can the
aggregation be the desired cause; for, it is not possible
to have the aggregation present in a dvyanuka,174 and
moreover, it is meant for producing the magnitude of
some specific substances, like cotton, for instance.1"
Hence, according to the method of elimination the
cause of magnitude in the tryanuka is number only.176As to the exact number which produces the magni-

tude in the tryanuka, it may be said that one cannot pro-
duce anything for obvious reasons, and as the number
two produces atomic dimension alone, it should also be
rejected. Therefore, it is the plural number three alone
which has been admitted by the author of the sutra also,

1 7 1KV., p. 214; Kandall., p. 135; NLV., pp. 99-100; KP. and
KPP., stavaka V, under verse 5, p. 112; Jalada on KV., MS. Fol.
127.

m Vyom,, 479; KV.,2i6; KandalL, p. 137; Bha; verse 15; KP.,
gtavaka V, under verse 5, p. 112; KPP., on Ibid.

178 Vyom., p. 476; KV., p. 214; Kandall., p. 135.
"•Vyom. , p. 476; KV., p. 214; KP. and KPP., stavaka V,

verse 5, p. 116.
m K a n d a B . , p . 136.
1T8Vyom.> p. 476; KV., 214; KandalL, p. 135.
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to be the non-material cause of the dimension
of a tryanuka, When the least plural number serves
the purpose, there is no sense in going beyond
this number. Now, as to how this plural number
produces the dimension, it is said that as the
number beyond one is produced by an apeksdbuddhi,
its presence is required here also in order to pro-
duce the plurality of number in dvyanukas.1'1'1 As
dvyanukas are supersensuous this apeksdbuddhi should be-
long to one who can perceive them. He may be Ifvara17*
whose apeksdbuddhi produces the plurality of number,
namely, three in the dvyanukas, which, in its turn, causes
the existence of magnitude in the tryanuka.

It may be urged here that as the number three is
produced by the apeksdbuddhi of Ifwra9 it cannot be
destroyed, as the convention that the effect is destroyed
by the destruction of the apeksdbuddhi is not applicable
in this case; for, the apeksdbuddhi of Ifvara is eternal.
But neither is it possible to hold that the number three
is indestructible and hence, eternal, nor is it possible
to reject the causality of the apeksdbuddhi of Jpara in the
absence of which neither the tryanuka nor, consequently,
the universe would itself be ever produced. To get
rid of this dilemma the suggestion to dispense with
the apeksdbuddhi of Ifvara and accept, in its place, an
inferential one which may belong to any human being,
is also untenable; for, it would involve the defect of being
mutually inter-dependent; as, the production of human
being or anything of the universe and the inference of
apeksdbuddhi all would depend upon the production of
the tryanuka which itself would now depend upon the

177 KV., p. 213; KP., stavaka V, under verse 5, p. 119* These
dvyanukas are called paramanu-dvyanukas as these are produced by
thecombination of twoparamanus— Kandali., p. 135; Vyom., p. 475.
KV. remarks here that the use of the term 'dvyanftka9 here shows
that a tryanuka is produced from dvyanukas and not from
param&nus directly, p.z 13.

mPPBhfi. , p. 131; Bhamati, under BS., II. ii. ix, p. 504.
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existence of human beings etc. Hence, it is rejected.17*
As to the other solution advanced here that instead o£
apeksdbuddhi let adfsta itself be the required cause,
it may be said in reply that if adfsta be accepted to
be the cause everywhere then what would be the use
of any dfsta cause. Therefore, this also is not a sound
argument.*80Thus, the various suggestions having been proved

untenable and the dilemma being still present, it is held
that this number being a product must be destroyed
like all other products. But as there can be no destruc-
tion without a cause, and as there is no apparent cause
to destroy this number, and also as there is the adrsta
to justify its existence (for ever), some other means,
namely, the destruction of adrsta etc, may be held to
destroy the number three.381The author of Vyomavati, however, holds that the

term Ifvara does not necessarily mean God. The very
root meaning of the term Ipara shows that it may be
used for any one who possesses miraculous powers as a
yogifvara. If this interpretation be accepted as valid,
then all the above-mentioned difficulties would be
easily solved, as such an apeksdbuddhi being non-eternal
can be destroyed.182It may be, however, pointed out here that the

interpretation of the author of Vyomavati is possible
only when the world comes to exist and fresh tryanukas
are to be produced. But this cannot be applicable to
the production of the magnitude in the tryanuka just
in the very beginning of the creation after the pralaya
when no human being or any yogtfvara happens to exist.

However, both the processes of production and

1T*KP. and KPP., stavaka V, verse 5, pp. 119-20.
-*>Ibid.
x n Vyom,, p. 476; KPP., stavaka V, verse 5, p. 110 along

with the Makatanda; TP., MS. Fol. U
,*«Vyom,f p. 476.
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destruction of the number three produced through the
apeksdbuddhi* ate also given below:

When die motion produced in the dvyanukas pro-
duces disjunction then there is the destructivity (vina-
(yattd) of the conjunction, and simultaneous witn it the
cognition of the generality ekatva is produced. Then
there is the productivity {utpadyamdnatd) of the apeksa-
buddhi followed by the destruction of the conjunction;
then the productivity of the subsequent conjunction
followed by the production (utpdda) of the apeksdbuddhi;
then there is the productivity of the tritva followed by
the production of the conjunction out of two dvyanukas
leading to the productivity of the tryanuka followed
by the destructivity of the disjunction and the motion.
Then comes the production of the tritva followed by
the productivity of the conjunction of the generality
tritva. Then the tryanuka is produced followed by the
destruction of the disjunction and the motion. Then
follows the production of the cognition of the generality
tritva followed by the productivity of the magnitude
{mahattvd) and the dirghatva. Then appears the destructi-
vity of the apeksdbuddhi followed by the productivity
of the cognition of the attribute tritva; then the produc-
tion of the mahattva and the dirghatva; then the destruc-
tion of the apeksdbuddhi; then the destructivity of the
attribute tritva; then the production of the cognition of
attribute followed by the productivity of the cognition
of the substance; then simultaneously with the cognition
of the substance there is the destruction of the trttva.1**

In products beyond tryanuka the dimension is caused
by the dimension of their respective causes.184 As to the
view that the plurality of the number of the cause itself
may be held to be the cause of magnitude in every
product, it may be said that as there are several products
which are produced directly from two parts only and

-"Vyom., p. 476-
18* Jalada on KV., MS. Fol. 127.
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as there is the absence of plurality in such cases, no
magnitude would have been produced; for instance, a
pot which is directly produced out of the two halves
(kapalas) only; but if the above view is held, then there
would have been no magnitude in that pot. Moreover,
when the magnitude is present in the cause how can
it be possible to deny its causality.185

Similarly, aggregation (Jpracaya), which is a parti-

cular kind of loose contact existing in the two bundles of
cotton which depends upon the loose conjunctions of
the constituents productive of the cotton bundles, or
which depends upon the loose conjunctions between
parts of one bundle and those of the other, produces
magnitude in the product produced out of those two
cotton bundles, named, dvitulaka. As there are only
two bundles and not more the plurality of the number
cannot be the cause of the magnitude of the dvitulaka.
Although the magnitude is present in the cause and can
produce the required effect, yet its being not self-depen-
dent, as it depends upon the loose conjunctions existing
in the two bundles of cotton, cannot be the cause of the
magnitude of the dvitiilaka?**

As to the view that although there is no plurality
of the number in the two bundles of cotton, yet taking
all the constituents up to dvyanukas and paramdnus of
the bundles into consideration, #the plurality can be
found to belong indirectly to the constituents of
the effect, called dvitiilaka\ so that, it is really the
plurality of number which produces the magni-
tude in the dvitiilaka and not the aggregation,387it may be said that if number were to produce the

magnitude in the present case, then there ought to
tiave been no difference of magnitude (mahattdtifaya) in
the product, namely, dvituhka (a double-lump of cotton),

185 KV., pp. 214-15.
"8KV., pp. *i5-t6.
w RS., p. 64; KandalL, p. -136.
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produced by the two separate bundles of cotton having
loose contacts and the same, when it is produced out
of two cotton bundles having compact contacts {pracita),
-although both contain an equal number of components.

This very reason may be put forth regarding the
view that magnitude itself may be the cause of the
magnitude of the dvitulaka, But, as a matter of fact,
according to Nyaya-Vai$esika, there is the difference
in the magnitude of the effect under two circumstances.
Hence, it is concluded that neither the number, nor the
magnitude is the cause of the magnitude of the effect,
called a double-lump of cotton.188As to the view that the two conjunctions belonging

to the three dvyanukas may be the cause of the magnitude
of a tryanuka^ it may be said that it would have been
possible to hold such a view, if it were held that the
conjunctions of the several constituents were the cause;
but as it is not possible, the view is rejected as unten-
able."9Again, as to the argument that a particular kind of

jati belonging to the avyanuka-parimdna may help the
anutva of a dvyanuka to become the cause of the magni-
tude of a tryanuka, it may be said that had this been the
fact, then the magnitude would not have been the
cause of another magnitude ever. Moreover, the
two dimensions, namely, anutva and mahattva, being
mutually opposed, would counter-act each other and
would not be able to produce any one class of effect.
If, it be, however, urged that the difference in the cause
would determine the difference in the effect; so that,
the above-mentioned difficulty would not arise, then the
rejoinder should be that if it were so, then the magni-
tude would have been produced in the effect even from
several paramdnus directly and also from two dvyanukas^
which would have led to the production of magnitude

-*8Kandali., p. 136; RS., p. 64.
**0KandaH., p. 135.
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in the effect of the paramdnus also, like that of a
diyanuka. Moreover, it it be admitted, then the pro-
duction of the magnitude being possible from two
only, there would be no justification in holding the
production from any bigger number, namely, three,190In the like manner, the dimension, called dirghatva,

also is produced by the plurality of number, dirghatva
and the aggregation of the cause.391 In other words,
the dirghatva in a tryanuka, for instance, is produced by
the plurality of number belonging to the cause; in the
effect, called dvitantuka (a product formed out of the
combination of two threads), it is produced by the
dirghatva belonging to the cause, and in the effect, namely,
tritantuka (a product formed out of the combination
of three threads), it is produced by the plurality of
number as well as the dirghatva belonging to the cause,
while in the case of a treble-lump of cotton {tritulaka)>
it is produced by ail the three causes mentioned above.192

The same can be said as regards the production

of mahattva and dirghatva in a caturanuha\ for, these can-
not be produced in a caturanuka out of the mahattva and
the dirghatva belonging to a tryanuka\ as, there is a
logical convention that the mahattva which is not pro-
duced either out of the number, or the aggregation, as
it is in the case of the mahattva of a caturanuka^ can be
produced only by the mahattva belonging to the consti-
tuents of the cause.198

As regards the production of the other two dimen-

sions, namely, atomic (anutva) and shortness (hrasvatva)y

it is said that both are produced in a dvyanuka out of the
number two possessed by the two paramdnus producing

dk}**

190 KP. and KPP., stavaka V, verse j , pp. 114-16.
mPPBha., p. 131; Vyom., p. 479.
-*» Ibid.
lwPPBha., p. 131; Vyom., p« 479.
m KPP. , stavaka V, verse 5, p, 117.
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Regarding the question—what is the difference
between the two dimensions belonging to a dvyanuka
and a tryanuka, it may be poicyted out that the difference
between the mahattva and the dirghatva is quite cleat
from the common everyday usage as expressed in the
judgment—'bring* a dirgba (large) thing' even when the
speaker has got the thing possessing mahat and vice
versa*195 The author of VyomavatI adds that this differ-
ence is quite obvious from the very appearance of the
object.196 It may be further pointed out here that although
a tryanuka simultaneously possesses both the dimensions,
yet that tryanuka^ in the formation of which its consti-
tuents are placed in a circuitous manner (paritah),
appears to be mahat, while that, of which the components
are placed obliquely (tirvak), seems to be dirgba.197

Similarly, the difference, between anutva and bra*-

vatva belonging to a dvyanuka^ is visible to those who are
capable of perceiving it.398 It may be also added here
that the dimension of a dvyanuka should not be taken
to be identicle with that of a paramdnu\ for, the former,
being an effect, must have some difference,199 and hence,
it is said to have some expansion (prathimd)*00 which is
not possible in the case of a paramdnu. It is, therefore,
that the term pdrimdndalya has been specially used to
denote the dimension of a paramdnu.201

Of the four varieties of dimension, the mahattva

and the dirghatva are always found together, and so is
the case with the other two dimensions, namely, anutva
and brasvatva. Some are of opinion that just as Akdfa,
being in possession of vydpakatva, does not possess
dirghatva, so, a paramdnu also, having the parimandalatva,

J95PPBh5., pp. 131-32.
f9e Vyom., p. 479.
19TVKTP., IL ii. i i , p. 506.
19*PPBha., p. 132.
19-KV., p. 212; KandalL, p. 133; VBha., VII. i. 10.
*00VBha., VII. i. 10.
*01 VS., VII, i. 20; Vyom., p. 492.
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no hrasvatva.*0* And, again, mahattvatva and dirghat-
vatva, or anutvatva and hrasvatvatva> being separate jdtis9

the presence of one is an obstacle in the way of the
existence of another in the same substratum and at the
same time. Hence, the two dimensions cannot co-
inhere in a single substratum at one particular time.203
The Naiyayikas, however, do not agree with the above

mentioned views. They hold, on the other hand, that
both, the parama-dlrghatva and parama-mahattva, are
simultaneously present in the Akdfa, just as both, the
(parama) anutva and {parama) hrasvatva^ subsist in a
paramdnu2** at one and the same time. In other all-
pervasive substances also both the dimensions, namely,
parama-mahattva and parama-dlrghatva, co-inhere. In the
like manner, in substances of intermediate dimensions
{madhyama-parimdna) there are both, the intermediate
rnahattva and intermediate dirghatva, except in the case
of a dvyanuka where the intermediate anutva and inter-
mediate hrasvatva exist.218

Vallabha, the author of NyayalilavatI, holds that

hrasvatva and dfrghatva are not distinct dimensions, but
are the sub-divisions of anutva and mahattva respectively.
He, further, adds that if these be held to be independent
dimensions, then why should not the other possible
varieties of dimension, such as, vakratva, fjutva, etc.
be recognised as such.206 This, again, seems to be only a
partial view. Even ^ankaracarva, while referring to the
general view of Nyaya-Vai$esika, says that anutva and
hrasvatva are the two dimensions which are said to
belong to a dvyanuka?17

2>-KandalL, p. 134.

*°8NLPV., pp. 367-68.
-wKandalL, p. 134.
8(18 Kandali,, p. 134.
a08NL.> p. ^4, Nirnayasagara edition; PRM., p. 31.
80T£Bha., on BS«, II. i l 11.
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XI

VARIOUS OTHER VIEWS REGARDING
PARAMANU

The term paramdnu hats been variously used in
different schools of thought, and it will not be out of
place to refer to them here.

1. Thus, paramdnus are regarded as forming a
body of Ifvara being the substrata of His direct effort.
It is, therefore, that the motion inherent in them is said
to be His breath, as is said in the $ruti also—asya
mabato bhutasya nihfvasitametat.2"*

This view has been rejected by Udayanacarya on
the ground that such a body cannot be the substratum
of sense-organs, as it does not possess the Manas.*"*

z. Paramdnu is also a name given to that particular
point of time which the sun requires to pass over an
atomic object. The mathematical calculation of it,
given by Bhaskaracarya, in his Siddhantasiromani,210will be clear from the following table:

2

3
1 0 0

30
18
30
3°

2

30

Paramanus
Dvyanukas
Trutis
Tatparyas
Nimesas
Kasthas
KalSs
Ghatikas
Ksanas

208BhodhanI, p. 91.
209 AV.,

— 1 Dvyanuka
— 1 Truti2'11
— 1 Tatparya

— 1 Nimesa-12
— 1 Kastha

— 1 Kali
— 1 Ghatika
— 1 Ksana213
— 1 Ahoratra (Day).

310 GanitSdhyaya, Madhyamadhikara, Kalamanadhyaya, verses
16-17.

811 Truti is a synonym for a trjannka.
212 Nime$a is that length of time which is denoted by the single

falling of the eyelashes—KV., p. 118; KandalL, p. 65.
818 K$ana is that point of time during which a produced substance

remains without an attribute, or a motion; or, that which marks
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After calculation, it is found that a day consists
of 17,496,000,000 paramdnus. In other words, a single
second being equal to 202500 paramdnus, makes one
paramdnu equal to ?7~??vo~? of a second. Hence, Dr.
majendranatha Seal says that a truti of time is equal to
-ffTTf̂TFU of a second, which is nearly the measure of the
paramdnu of time as given in the Visnu-Purana.214

3. According to some, again, a paramdnu is the

smallest aggregation of sattva9 rajas and tamas. This
view has been refuted by Nyaya-Vai$esika on the
ground that the terms, 'smallest* and 'aggregation/
being mutually contradictories, cannot be attributed
to a paramdnu?™

4. The Saugatas are of opinion that the four
kinds of paramdnu, namely, earthly,, watery, fiery and
airy, are of the nature of being hard and solid {khara\
viscid (sneha\ hot (ausnya) and moving (jrana) respective-
ly. Of these, the first possesses the attributes of
colour, taste, smell and touch; the second has colour,
taste and touch; colour and touch are attributed to the
third; while, the fourth possesses the only attribute of
touch. When these collect together, they are called
earth, water, fire and air respectively.2165. The next view is that a paramdnu is nothing but

an aggregate of colour, taste and the rest. This view
also has been refuted by Nyaya-Vaic;e$ika on the ground
that the meaning of the term 'aggregate' (sarigMta) is
ambiguous; for, generally the term means a collocation
of several such objects as are not related to one another
as cause and effect; so that, if a paramdnu be held to be

the interval between the conjunction of the last thread and the
production of the cloth, or between the produced motion and
disjunction caused by it, or between the presence of the entire
material for the production of an effect and the actual production
of that effect—KV.> p. n8 .

*"PSH., pp. 76-77-
218 NV., p. 250.
« ' NSMM., p. 285.
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an aggregate, there should be particles smaller than
paramanus and possessing colour, taste, etc. to form the
aggregate, called paramdnu. But, as paramanus them-
selves have been regarded as the ultimate particles, there
cannot be yet still smaller particles. Hence, the view is
rejected as untenable.2176. Some, again, consider that a truti itself is a

paramdnu. But this view is also untenable; as a truti is
further divisible, while the same is not possible for a
paramdnu.21*

7. The very existence of a paramdnu is denied by
BLaghunatha Qromani for want of sufficient proofs to
support it. He, further, adds that the use of the term
anu, with reference to an object, is only to show that the
particular object is very small, and it is, therefore, that
the term is used also for things possessing magnitude.-1*

8. Some not only identify a paramdnu with a dvya-
nuka220 or a tryanuka221, or even a caturanuka222, but also
make these eternal228 like a paramdnu. It may be pointed
out here that if a tryanuka and a caturanuka be held to
be perceptible, as they certainly are, then it is not
possible to make them eternal. Again, in case, a
tryanuka is visible and non-eternal, its constituents
cannot be eternal, as has been made clear in previous
sections. Hence, all these views have been rejected by
Nyaya and Vai$esika as invalid and untenable.224

217 N V . , I. i i . 33, p. 232; T a t . , p . 392.

218 Ibid.
pp. 11-15.

220KVBha.,p. 90.
-21KVBha., p. 90; Setu., p. 206; NSMR., p. 293.
2a*KVBha., p. 90.
223KVBha., p. 90; Setu., p. 206.
224NL.» pp. 23-24; Vadlndra, quoted in Nyayamuktavali, a

comm. on Udayana's LU., p. 23.
9
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XII

PARAMANU AND QUIDDITY (ANTYAVigESA)
It has been said that the true realisation of the

Atman, the only aim of the £dstra> is possible by the
right knowledge of each and every category accepted
by the system, This is possible only when every object
is distinguished from its homogeneous and hetero-
geneous classes. Generally, this is done through the
help of attributes. But, in the case of paramdnus, parti-
cularly of one class, the distinction between one another
is not possible through the help of ordinary attributes.
But the distinction has to be made even there, not only
for the sake of having true knowledge of each of the
ultimate particles, but also for the guidance of the
future individual and the universal productions. Hence,
Nyaya-Vaise§ika believes in the existence of a category,
called vifesa, generally known as antyavifesa, to differen-
tiate one eternal paramdnu from the other. Similarly,
it is essential to make distinction between other eternal
substances, namely, Akdfa, Kd/a, Dik, Atman and
Manas.w This is also possible only with the help of a
quiddity.

As to the view that a sort of differentiating capacity
may be assumed to belong to the paramdnus themselves
instead of having a different category, called antyavifesay

it may be pointed out that the view is groundless, as
no such capacity is ever found to be associated with
the paramdnus.

Again, as to the view that a series of quiddity
will have to be assumed to distinguish one vifesa from
the other in successive cases leading to logical absurd-
ities, it may be pointed out that on account of its having
an absolute nature of differentiating, the vifesa alone
through its own nature causes differentiation and does

*-5PPBha., pp. jai-iz.
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not require the help of another vifesa over it*286 More-
over, if it requires another vifesa, then the very aim of
its existence becomes frustrated. Hence, the view is
rejected as groundless.

Again, it may be asked here: Would not the sdmdnya
(generality) serve the purpose of the quiddity? The
reply is in the negative, for the following reasons:

i* The sdmdnya inheres both in eternal and non-
eternal objects, while the vifesa does not subsist in
non-eternal things.

2. Again, the sdmdnya does not exist in substances
alone but also in qualities and motions, while the
vifesa inheres only in eternal substances.

3. A single sdmdnya subsists in innumerable objects
belonging to one particular class and differentiates one
class of objects from another, while the vifesa inheres
independently in each and every eternal substance and
differentiates one single individual from another.

4. The existence of sdmdnya depends upon a
common notion depending upon many objects, while
no such notion is required for the existence of a
vifesa.

5. The sdmdnya is an object of direct perception,
while the other is only inferential.

6. The vifesa is meant for those eternal substances
also wherein the sdmdnya does not exist, such as, Akdfa>
Kdla and Dik.

These points of difference show that these are two
distinct categories and one cannot be substituted for
the other.

Similarly, the pdkaja-vifesa cannot be a substitute
for the antya-vifesa on the ground that the former belongs
to the earthly paramdnus alone and that there is no
such differentiating nature in it, while the latter is parti-
cularly meant for differentiating one eternal substance
from another.

*-6PPBha., pp. 321-22.
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This antyavifesa does not belong to the qualities
and motions possessed by eternal substances; for, the
differentiation in those cases is possible through the
help of their own intermediate jdtis, namely, fuk/atva,
raktatva*27 gamanatva etc. and also through the vifesas
of the form of tjieir substrata.228Some are of opinion that Ipara and Akdfa do not

possess any quiddity; for, these are distinguished from
everything else by their own eternal qualities, namely,
consciousness and sound, respectively.228

The Neo-Nyaya School does not believe in the

vifesa as an independent category; for, they hold
that the differentiation is possible by the very nature
of the eternal substances themselves. This view is
further supported by the fact that yogins also do not
perceive such a vifesa, which is possible only when it
does not exist independently.230

B

NON-BHAUTIKA MATTER

I

MANAS

i. Defined and existence proved
Under the non-bhautika form of atomic matter there

is only one category, namely, Manas. It has been
defined as an internal sense-organ which brings about
pleasure, pain etc.,231 and also cognitions of all sorts.282In other words, it is that internal sense-organ, the

227 SPM., p. 12.
-8*NSMD., p. 122.
229 Ibid.
*80 PTN. along with the cotnm. of Raghudeva, pp. 50-32;

NSMD. on verse 10,
281NL,, p. 328 (chowkhamba edition).
M*NBha\, I. i. 9.
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absence of which prevents the production of any
cognition, even when the seqse-organs are in direct
touch with their respective objects. It has also been
defined in several other ways on the basiŝ  of its peculiar-
ities. Thus, some < hold that Manas is that which does
not possess any touch or any specific quality (vifesa-
gu#a), but has a limited form288 and motion.28* £ankara
Migra defines it as that whose presence or absence
necessitates the production or otherwise of cognitions
at the time when the Atman and the sense-organ-contact
is present.285 It has been also defined as that which
possesses the atomic nature not coherent with the pro-
ductive conjunction; or, as that which possesses a
limited form which is the substrate of the conjunction,
the non-material cause of consciousness; or, again, as
that which possesses an impression (samskdrd) and is a
sense-organ but is not coherent with any specific
quality, and so on.286

Such a Manas, being supersensuous, is proved to

have an existence through inference alone. As regards
the probans to infer its existence, Gautama holds the
non-production of the simultaneity of cognition alone
as the most important one.237 Vatsyayana adds
memory, inference, verbal testimony, doubt, intuition
(pratibhd\ dream-cognition, imagination {uha\
the experience of pleasure and pain, desire and
the rest as indicative of the existence of Manas?**
Regarding the form of inference to prove its existence,
it is said that every kind of production requires an
instrument (karana) to cause its existence. Now, that
memory, desire, doubt, etc. are psychic phenomena of

288 LU., p. 49.
284 Padarthabodha's comm., MS. FoL 5^ TD.,p. 13.
235 VU., III. ii. 1.
-$6KR., p. 41.
a 8 TNS., I. i. 16.
-"NBha., I. i. 15; also Vide VS., III. ii. 4-
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everyday. experience cannot be denied. These
are also products, and as such, they also must
be preceded by an instrument. And, again, ex-
ternal sense-organs, even when they appear to
be in contact with their respective objects, do not
produce any cognition about these psychic phenomena.
These show that there must be some different
type of sense-organ or instrument to produce cogni-
tiori, desire, memory and the rest. This instrument is
named as Mams.259 Again, the fact that even when
all the external sense-organs simultaneously appear to
be in contact with their respective objects, no simulta-
neity of cognitions takes place, shows that there is
something whose absence prevents the appearance of
any cognition, and whose presence would have certainly
led to the production of cognitions.240 This something
is no other than the Manas. That such a Mams is an
internal sense-organ is proved by the fact that the
psychic products, like desire, pain, pleasure, etc. are all
produced by this Manas alone.2*1 Of course, the
agency of the individual self is not denied in any case.

2. Attributes of Manas
The following are the more important of the

attributes of Manas:
(i) It is an admitted fact that our cognitions

appear in succession242 which is possible only, if the
most efficient cause of these cognitions which is
the Manas here, comes in contact in succession with
the external sense-organs, in the case of external cog-
nitions, and with the individual self, in the case of
psychic products, like pleasure, pain, etc. and does
not combine with every limited form simultaneously.-48

280 NBhS. and NV., I. i. 16; VS., HI. ii. i.

**°NBha. and NV., I. i. 16; III. iL 56.
»- PPBh&, p. 89; NBha., I, i. 16.
-«TR, p. 125.
*** VS. and VU., VII. L 23.
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This leads us to assume that Manas is atomic in nature.244If, on the other hand, it were jion-atomic and of inter-

mediary dimension, then beside its becoming a non-
eternal substance due to its having constituent parts,
it would have combined with more than one sense-
organ at one and the same time which would have
prevented the production of any knowledge; or,
if knowledge were at all produced, then there would
have been simultaneity in it, which is quite against the
reality. Then, again, the non-eternity of it would have
also led to several logical absurdities of a complex
nature. Demand for moral justice, which is entirely
regulated by the eternity of Manas\ would have been
nowhere; and perhaps, there would have been no regular
life; as, the universal creation, which mainly depends
upon it, would not have come to exist, and if, at all,
it had ever come to exist, it would have been by sheer
chance. In both the cases, the cosmic order would
have been upset. Hence, to remove the possibilities
of such difficulties, it is essential to accept the atomic
nature246 of Manas which itself proves its eternity.24*

(2) As it is atomic, it is not perceived through any
external sense-organ of ours:247(3) It, being a sense-organ itself, exists for another.

In other words, its existence is mainly meant for helping
the Atman to experience pleasure and pain, the very
aim of the empirical world.248 This, again, is possible
when the Manas comes to possess a physical organism.249(4) As it is not of the nature of any ofthe maha-

bhutas, it is called non-bhautikaf*0 and hence, it does not

244 NS., III. ii. 59; VS., VII. i. 23.
245 NS., III. ii. 59; VS., VIL i. 23.
246 V S . , I I I . ii. 2; PPBha. , p . 16.
247 VS., IV. i. 6; VIII., i. 2; KV., p. 40.
248 PPBha . , p . 89; V y o m . , p , 428, KandalL, p . 93 .
2«KV., p. 40.
280NBha., I. i. 4. NM.,p. 497. The term 'nan-bhautiktt may

be explained in two ways: one—'not of the nature of any of the
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possess any touch;281 so that, even when Manas
comes in contact with any other substance, it does not
produce a fresh one, like all other substances having
limited form,288(5) Being norirbhautika and having motion1258 and

velocity (vega),2** it cognises ifa objects with the quickest
possible motion.2" Its activity is effective on all objects
alike. In other words, it comes in contact with any
external sense-organ, at any time, and without any
restriction, and through it with the objects of the
external world. Uddyotakara gives the following
reasons to account for its being so effective: (a) because,
it is the substrate of the conjunction which is the cause
of remembrance, like the Atman\ (b) again, as, it is the
substratum of the conjunction which brings about the
cognition of pleasure etc., like the Atman\ and (c) also
because, it supervises over all the sense-organs, like
the Atman™*

(6) It does not possess any specific quality
namely, colour, taste, smell, touch, viscidity (sneha),
natural fluidity (samsiddhika-dravatva), knowledge,
pleasure, pain, desire, aversion (dvesa), effort, merit and

Maha~bhiitas\ as explained above, and the other—'not made up
of any of the Mababbutas.9 In the latter sense, it is certainly not
applicable to the Manas, which is eternal; and hence, Uddyotakara
says that Manas is neither bhauttka (made up of Mahdbhfttas) nor
non-bhautika (not made up of Mababbutas)—Vide NV., 1.1. 4, p. 38.
But Uddyotakara himself admits the former interpretation and
holds that Manas is non-bbasttika—Vide NV., III. i. 31, p. 374.
Therefore, there seems to be no justification in the remark of
Prof. Jadunatha Sinha that "this objection of Uddyotakara is based
on a mis-conception of the meaning of the word" etc.—Indian
Psychology: Perception, p. 19 (1934).

m Nil]., MS. Fol. 4b.
1MFPBha.t p. 89; KV., p. 182; KandalL, p. 93.
aMVS,,V.iLx3;PPBld.,p.2x.
-"PPBhft., p. 21; VU., V. ii. 13.

PPBh& 8
, p ;

-8*PPBh&,, p. 89.
*"NV.,Li, 4>P>*3«
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demerit, mental faculty (bhdvand) and sound.257(7) It, being a form of matter and a sense-

organ,258 has no consciousness.^50 And moreover, if it
had consciousness, then there would have been two
conscious elements in a single organism, * which would
have made the production of knowledge impossible
and would have thereby upset the entire worldly
usages.280(8) It is a cause of the empirical world by coming

in contact with a particular Atman in a particular
organism and helping the experiencing of pleasure and
pain.261 Hence, it is also called a cause of bondage.262(9) Its contact with a particular Atman is said to

have no beginning.263(10) It is a common cause of all sorts of cogni-

tions.264(11) It enlightens all sorts of objects without being

endowed with any of their specific qualities.265(12) It is, of course, a substance, as it possesses

qualities and motion.269

II

ALL-PERVASIVENESS OF MANAS DISCUSSED
AND REFUTED

It has been said above that cognitions of the
external objects do not take place when the Manas is
not in contact with the external sense-organs. But this

257PPBha., p. 95.
258 NM., p. 498.
-«»NM., p. 498; NMJ., MS. Fol. 4*.
260 NM., p. 498.
281NV., III. ii. 67> p. 442; NM., p. 499.
2°2NM., p. 499.
"«NM.tp. 499-
2W NBha., I. i. 16.
*MNBhS., I. i. 4.

a., p. 89; NM., p. 498.
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is not accepted by the followers of Kumarila Bhatta*07according to whom Manas, being ubiquitous in nature,

cannot but always remain in contact with the sense-
organs, and in support of it, they put forth the following
arguments:

Manas is ubiquitous; (i) as, it is a substance having
no touch for ever; like Akdfa; again, (z) as, it is a sub-
stance which does not ever possess any specific quality;
like Kd/a and Dtk; also (3) because, it, being an eternal
substance, does not produce any other substance by
its contacts with other substances; like Akdfa; and lastly,
(4) because, it is a substrate of the conjunction which
is the non-material cause of cognition.2*58The Naiyayikas take an easy course to refute these

arguments. They hold that all these arguments pre-
suppose that the Manas is a substance on the ground
of its being an instrument of an action (krtyd)
in the form of cognising colour, etc. But as a
non-substance, in the form of a conjunction due to
efforts and ad^sta^ is found to be an instrument of an
action, the arguments of the MImamsakas are beset with
the svarupdsiadhi type of fallacy, and hence, they are
rejected as untenable.269The Mimamsakas next put forth another argument

in support of their view. They hold that Manas', being
a sense-organ, is a substance; for, it is a substance alone
which can be a sense-organ. Now, Manas, having been
proved to be a substance, can also be inferred to be all-
pervasive on the grounds given above.

But, as an all-pervasive substance cannot be a
sense-organ without a limitation {upddhi\ it is essential,
hold the Naiyayikas, that the Manas also, like the Akdfa,
should have a limitation. As to what that limitation
is, there are three possible alternatives: one—a certain

-«r Bodhani, p. 96.
m KP., Stavaka HI. verse 1, pp. 346-47; Bodhani, pr 96,
*• Bodhani, p. 96; KPR, p. 34?-
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fixed part of the organism, like the ear-cavity as in the
case of Akdfa, the other—the entire organism, and the
third—any unfixed part of the body. But all these
alternatives lead to absurdities; as for example, if the first
alternative be accepted, these cognition^ would appear
only in that particular part of the organism;
and if, that part be, somehow, injured or destroyed,
no cognition of any kind would ever take
place. But this is against the reality; for, cognition is
felt everywhere in the body, in succession. Therefore,
if the second alternative be accepted, then one particular
cognition, for instance, would have been experienced
throughout the entire organism at one particular time,
and there would have been no justification for cogni-
tions like 'I have pain in my leg, or in my head/ etc.
The third also would lead to similar difficulties.270

To this the Mimamsakas point out that due to the

operation of the non-material cause, the difficulty
pointed out above would not arise, and the cognitions
would be felt even in different parts of the organism.
Hence, there is nothing to prevent the entire organism
from being the required limitation.271It would not be out of place to make it clear here

that the non-material cause may produce the effects of
the all-pervasive substance within its own limitations,
or it should necessarily produce such effects within the
same limitation, or it may produce such effects within
its own limitations alone. In the first case, no pleasure
and pain would have ever been produced beyond the
limitation of the non-material cause; in the second case,
as the non-material cause must produce an effect, it would
be possible for the contact of the atomic Manas also
to produce pleasure etc., within its own limit and also
beyond that, as there is nothing to prevent it; while,
in the last case, pleasure etc would have appeared in

270BodhanI, p. 96.
271KP., Stavaka III. verse i, p. 348.
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atomic parts alone.*72If it be said here, continues the Mimamsakas, that

the experience of pleasure and pain etc. in a little or more
space of the organism does not depend upon the non-
material cause, but on the instrumental one, in the form
of the contact of the sandal-paste {candana)\ like the
production of sound through the instrumentality of
air, then it may be possible even if the Manas be
accepted to be all-pervasive. It cannot be held that the
experience of pleasure etc. would be possible even
where there is no sandal-paste-contact; as, it is the
non-material cause which does operate in the case of
the effects of the all-pervasive substances, like the sound
produced by the contact of the drum and the Akdfa;
tor, the fact is that the non-material cause has to depend
upon the sandal-paste-contact, in the particular part of
the organism where the pleasure due to the sandal-
paste-contact is experienced. This shows that the
non-material cause does not operate independently.
Hence, even if the entire organism be accepted to be
the required limitation, the experience of pleasure and
pain would be felt in definite parts of the organism due
to the help of the instrumental cause; so that, there is
no difficulty in holding Manas to be all-pervasive in
character,278

To this the Naiyayikas reply that according to a

logical convention, a particular attribute, an effect of
an all-pervading substance, does not occupy a less
limited space than its non-material cause; so that, when
the Manas is all-pervasive, then the contact of it with
the individual self, the non-material cause of pleasure
etc., would have pervaded over the entire body, and the
experience of pleasure etc, would have been felt within
the limits of the entire organism. Hence, if the pleasure,
which is felt in the foot, be due to the non-material

ara KPP., Stavaka IIL verse i , p. 349.
2T8 KPP., Stavaka Ht. verse i , p. 349.
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cause, which, in the present case, has been accepted to
pervade the entire organism, then that pleasure would
have, certainly, pervaded over the whole of the organism;
for, the instrumental cause merely leads its own
operation to affect larger space. It is, therefore, that
a man, feeling too hot in the summer, when dips into
water, feels pleasure throughout the whole body.274Having these difficulties in mind, the Naiyayikas reject

the above-mentioned view as absurd.276It has been maintained above that the non-simul-

taneity of cognition is the most important reason to
reject the all-pervasiveness of Manas. To this the
Mlmamsakas urge that the non-simultaneity of cogni-
tion is possible even if the Manas be regarded as ubi-
quitous, due to the influence of adrsta which also has
been recognised as a cause of cognition.276But the inclusion of adrsta to help the present case,

hold the Naiyayikas, is not quite justifiable; for, the non-
simultaneity of cognition, being the sure proof for the
existence of Manas, would then become an accidental
one (anyathdsiddha\ and there would remain no strong
reason to support the existence of Manas; and all the
arguments adduced above in support of the all-pervasive-
ness of Manas would have been frustrated with the
fallacy of afraydsiddhi.277 Hence, the influence of adfsta
should not be accepted in this case even by the
Mimamsakas.

Again, the Mlmamsakas hold that as Manas is an
instrument (karana), and as such, it is endowed with
the nature of producing cognitions in succession, like
all other instruments, there would be no simultaneity of
cognition, even if Manas were accepted to be all-per-
vasive. To this, the Naiyayikas reply that if the

274 K P P . , Stavaka I I I . verse 1, p . 349.
2 7 f l Bodhan i , p . 97.
276 KP., Stavaka IIL verse 1, p. 350.
277 KP., Stavaka III. verse i, p. 350; Bodhant,pp. 96-97.
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non~simultaneity of cognition were dependent upon there
being an instrument, then as other instruments, like the
external sense-organs, are present, there would have
been no need of another category, called Manas.278

To this, again, the Mimamsakas point out that as,

there are five external sense-organs, and as, each of
them would produce its own cognition, the possibility
of simultaneous cognitions would ever remain. Hence,
it is better to have one instrument in the form of Manas
alone to explain the succession in our cognitions.279

To this, again, the Naiyayikas point out that the

presence of the Manas would, no doubt, prevent the
simultaneity of cognitions in the manner stated above,
but when all the external sense-organs would be,
simultaneously, in touch with the all-pervading Manasy

then either there would be no cognition at all, or if
there appears to be any cognition, at all, it would be
a sort of joint-cognition consisting of the cognitions
of colour, taste, smell, touch and sound, like the varie-
gated colour [citrarupd)y and so on. But such a peculiar
cognition would be entirely against the record of human
experience. Hence, the view-point of the Mimamsakas
is rejected as untenable.280

•But the various instances, such as, when a man is

eating a big bread, he experiences a sort of joint-cogni-
tion produced by the various attributes belonging to
the bread,281 or when a teacher is seen reading, walking,
holding a water-pot, looking at the path, hearing the
sounds coming out of the forest, being frightened, look-
ing out for the signs of ferocious animals and remem-
bering his place of destination282—all these appear-
ing, as if, taking place simultaneously, show that a sort

a 7*KP., Stavaka III. verse i , pp, 351-52.
*T0Ibid. pp. 352-53; Bodhani, pp. 97-98.
m KP., Stavaka III, verse i , p. 353; Bodhani, pp. 97-98.
-"Bodhani , p. 98.
- M N B h i . , III. iL 57> p. 632.
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of joint-cognition does really exist. To this, it may be
pointed out that, if closely observed, it would be quite
obvious that in all such cases there is succession, but
due to the swift motion of the Manas y the intervals of
time are not taken into account, like the swift brandish-
ing of a fire-brand {aldtacakrd). In fact, there appears to
be a mistaken notion of simultaneity of cognitions.
Moreover, the Naiyayikas add that when there is the
Atman-Manas—sense-organ—and object-contact, the
cognition that is produced is of only one object alone,
and not of all the objects taken together. Hence, the
view of the production of a joint-cognition is rejected
as impossible.288

The Mimamsakas, further, continue that in the

cases cited above, the succession is neither due to the
absence of the contact of the ubiquitous Manas with all
the sense-organs at one and the same time, nor to the
successive nature of the instrumental Manas\ but to the
absence of a desire to know (bubhutsd) all. Hence, the
all-pervasive nature of the Manas remains unaffected.8*4The Naiyayikas reject the above argument on the

ground that no such peculiarity is associated with Aie
desire to know (bubhutsd), which would prevent the
production of cognition when its necessary cause is
present, in its absence. The absence of cognition is,
in reality, due to the absence of the necessary conditions
required to produce the effects. What the desire to
know does is to make the cognition, produced by its
own ordinary causes, capable of creating a lasting
impression.285

To this, again, the Mimamsakas reply that if the

desire to know were not the cause of the production
of successive cognitions, then the cognition would have
taken place both as regards the desired and the undesired

288 KP., Stavaka III. verse 1, p. 353.
284 Ibid.
m KP., Stavaka III. verse i, p. 354.
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objects. But, as a matter of fact, when a man is hearing
a sweet song with great attention, he does not get the
cognition of other objects, which are, of course, not
desired although quite close to him, simultaneously.
Similarly, when a man has opened his eyes to look
upon a jar, he does not perceive the clotn, which al-
though lies quite within the range of his perception, as
it is not desired. In all these cases, simultaneous
cognitions would have taken place if the desire
to know were not a necessary condition of cognition.
In fact, the desire to know removes the Manas
from other undesired sense-organs, and joins it
with that sense-organ alone which cognises the desired
object; so that, indirectly bubhutsd also is helpful
to the non-production of simultaneity of cognition.
On these grounds, the Mimamsakas think that the
bubhutsa can explain the succession in cognition, even
if the Manas be all-pervading.

To this, again, the Naiyayikas reply that the Manas
being all-pervading and its activity being of the nature
of contact, there can be no succession. If that activity,
on1 the other hand, be considered to be something of
the nature of motion, then there would be difficulty in
accepting the all-pervasiveness of it; for, there can be
no motion in an all-pervading substance. Again, if the
activity be of the type of a quality, then it being
eternal, there can be no succession. If it be non-
eternal, then, being a quality of an all-pervading
substance, it would be vydpta of the conjunction, which
is the non-material cause of the non-all-pervading
substance; as for instance, the sound, which is non-
eternal and is a quality of the Akdfa% is found to
possess, for its non-material cause, the conjunction
belonging to the non-all-pervading substance like the
drum and the rest. From this, it is clear, conclude the
Naiyayikas, that we must have a substance which is
non-afi-petvading and is the substrate of the conjunc-
tion which is the non-material cause of cognitions. If
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the Mlmatnsakas are ready to believe in such a non-all-
pervading substance, then let the Manas itself be that
substance, as, this is a simpler assumption. Thus, it is
asserted that the Manas is atomic and not ubiquitous.286It is clear from the above that so far the only

argument upon which the entire discussioh is based is
the non-production of the simultaneity of cognition,
which cannot be explained unless the Manas is ac-
cepted to be atomic. Now, another argument also may
be adduced against the all-pervasiveness of the Manas.
The Atman is, undoubtedly, all-pervading, and now,
if Manas also be regarded as such, then Manas and the
Atman both being all-pervading, there would be no
contact between the two; for, such a contact should
have produced a dimension larger than the dimension
of the all-pervading substances; but this is not possible.
Hence, there being no contact, cognition and the
rest would not have been produced; for, all the psychic
products are produced when they have the Atman
and the Manas-contact as their non-material cause. We
cannot deny the causality of such a contact and have
in its place, the Atman and the objects of cognition-
contact as the non-material cause; for, in that case,
the cognitions would have taken place only in place
where the objects existed; as all the attributes existing
in space are never to be separated from their non-
material cause. Nor can we hold that the Atman and
the external sense-organ-contact is the non-material
cause of the psychic products; for, in that case, at least
there would not have been the production of the cog-
nition of sound; as, the Atman% which is all-pervading,
cannot come in contact with the organ of hearing, which
is nothing but the all-pervading Aukafa. But as a matter
of fact, we know that neither the cognition takes place
outside the organism, nor is there the non-production

268 KI\, Stavaka III. verse i, pp. 350-57; Bodhani, pp. 97-99;
KFR, pp. 350-57.
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of the apprehension of sound. Hence, it is con-
cluded that in cases of psychic products the Atman
and Manas-contact alone is the non-material cause*
But there can be no contact between the Atman and the
Manas unless one of them is VLOVtvibhu. And the Atman>
being accepted as all-pervasive, the Manas alone can
be non-ubiquitous. Again, as the Manas has been
proved to be eternal, it will have to be admitted that
it is also atomic.m

HI

NON-SIMULTANEITY OF COGNITION
DISCUSSED AND PROVED

Against the non-production of the simultaneity of
cognitions it is urged that in our daily experience we
find that several cognitions take place simultaneously;
for instance, a single teacher, while passing through a
forest, reads, walks, holds a water-pot in his hand,
looks at the path, hears the sounds produced in the
forest, becomes afraid and desires to find out the marks
of the ferocious animals, and remembers the place of
destination. All these activities are found to be simul-
taneous; for, no order, of whatsoever kind, is noticed
in the above case.288

To this the answer is that as, in the case of the

whirling fire-brand, the existing succession of the
various movements of fire is not observed and the
whole thing presents a kind of continuous circular
motion, due to the swiftness of the movement; so,
although there are several separate activities and their
cognitions, yet on account of the extreme rapid motion
of the Manas, there appears to be simultaneity of cog-
nitions. Similarly, the apparent simultaneity in the act
of piercing through a hundred lotus-petals can be

*87 Kaadall., p. 93.
a8*NS and NBM., III. ii. 57.
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easily explained on the ground of the extreme rapidity
of the action.289

Again, it may be asked: if the Manas be atomic,

how can the various movements in the body of a small
house-lizard etc. be explained, when it is rent asunder
into two or three parts; for, the Manas* being atomic,
cannot exist in more than one place? To this the answer
is that in that case the various movements are due to the
production of an effort occupying the entire body just
before cutting the body into parts; or, to the causality
of adfsta which forces other Manas to produce move-
ments in those parts;200 or, to the impression of the
previous activities left behind even after the activities
nave stopped to function.

Annam Bhatta gives another reason in support of
the atomic nature of the Manas. He says that the
Atman being ubiquitous, if the Manas also be accepted
as such, then the result will be that both, being all-
pervasive, would not come in contact with each
other, and as such, there would not be any cog-
nition of whatsoever kind. If they, on the other hand,
come in contact, at all, then their contact also would
be eternal. That is to say, there would be no
separation between the two ever; so that, there would
be no state in our life in which we would be free
from cognitions. There would be no sound sleep
either. But both the alternatives are quite against the
reality. We can neither deny the existence of cogni-
tion, nor that of the susupti. In order to be consistent
with the reality, it is essential to hold that there does
take place the contact between the Atman and the Manas\
and also that the contact is not eternal; so that, when
the Manas enters the purttat^ it becomes separated from
the Atman, and susupti (wherein there exists no cogni-
tion of any kind) takes place. This necessitates the

289 VyomavatI, p. 426.
W 0 K V . , p. 155; KVBhS., p. 181.
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Manas to be atomic.**1There are two points in the above argument which

create some difficulty: one—that the contact of the
Atman and the Manas alone is the real cause of cognition,
and the other—that the Manas becomes separated from
the Atman during susupti when the former enters the
puritat.

Both these points are inter-related. The Atman
being ubiquitous remains ever in contact with all the
substances having limited form. The Manas, having a
limited form, ever remains in contact with the Atman.
This being a fact, the cause of cognition, namely, the
Atman and the Manas-contact, being ever present, there
should have been always some cognition or other,
and that there should have been no susupti ever. Again,
it is wrong to think that the Manas becomes sepa-
rated from the Atman, when the former enters the
puritat; as if, the Atman, in spite of its all-
pervasive character, were absent from the puritat.
Again, the state of susupti cannot be denied;
so that, we have to admit that the cause of cognition
is really absent when the Manas enters the puritat. It
has been seen above that the contact of the Manas with
the Atman cannot be absent even from the puritat; so
that, it is essential to hold that the Atman and the
Manas-contact alone is not the cause of cognition.

Udayana puts it in just a different way. He says
that cognitions take place only when the MZ/WJ is in
contact with the external sense-organs; so that, during
susupti when the Manas enters the puritat, although the
Atman-Manas-contact is present there, yet, as the Manas
is not in contact with any of the external sense-organs,
no cognition ever takes place. In the dreaming state,
however, although the Manas is not directly in contact
with any of the external sense-organs, yet cognitions
do take place even then, as the previous impressions

W1TPP., pp. 15-14.
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{samskdras) are aroused, and through the help of the
remembrance of those previous deeds, dream-cogni-
tions do appear. Regarding the arousing of the previous
impressions, it is said that the continuity of activities
of the external sense-organs, though dull, is even then
present, and through its help cognitions take place,
Even, if it be denied, then we should say that, at least,
the hot touch etc. of the organism are cognised through
the sense-organ of touch, and which arouses the im-
pressions, which in their turn, cause dream-cognitions.
But, when even the contact of the organ of touch is done
away with and the' Manas enters the puritat then no
cognition ever takes place.292 It is, therefore, that the
tactile organ (tvak) and Manas-contact is assumed to be
the general cause of cognition. This sense-organ is
absent from the purttat, and hence, when the Manas
enters into it, its contact with the tactile organ ceases.
Hence, there is no cognition in the susupti state.293

The above argument makes it clear that the state

of susupti is possible, even if it is held that the Manas
is eternal and has limited form, and the Atman is ubi-
quitous, and that they remain in contact with each other
in the puritat also. Now, in spite of the fact that the
Manas is ever in contact with the Atman, the statement—
"dtmd manasd samyujyate" etc. presupposes that the Atman
was not in contact with the Manas before, and that it has
now come to join it. This apparent contradiction is re-
moved when it becomes known that although the Manas
is ever in contact with the Atman> yet the former, which
is in contact with the particular sense-organ, which, in
its turn, is in contact with a particular object, is not
always in contact with the Atman. That is, there is
an extra-conjunction with the Atman to produce cog-
nition, just as, in spite of the natural connection between
the Atman and an organism, within which the Atman

292 K P . , pp. 344-46, 357-58; BodhanI , pp . 96-99.
293 NSM, onKarika jy
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becomes limited, there is another fresh conjunction
between the two to produce experiences of pleasure
and pain; for which the organism itself is produced and
the Atman is put within a limitation.294 In other words,
the natural contact with an ubiquitous substance does not
produce any bboga. Hence, for the justification of the
existence of the empirical world, it is essential to believe
in the production of another firuitful contact between
Atman and the Manas which alone would explain the
experiences of pleasure and pain. Cognition is
also a particular kind of experience; so that, it is
essential that there should be another cognition-productive-
contact which would explain the line of the Bhasya—
"Atmd manasd samyujyate" etc. This contact is not
always present; hence, it also explains the possibility of
susuptu

Raghunatha Qromani holds that the Manas is a
bhuta which does not inhere in anything. Raghudeva
adds that it is that asamaveta bhilta which is atomic
according to the old logicians and of the size and form
of trufi% according to the Neo-Naiyayikas. Such a truti
is, undoubtedly, eternal.

An objection may be raised against the above
view: If the Manas be of the size of a truti, then when
it, along with the organ of touch, is in contact with
a jar, for instance, then there would have been several
cognitions simultaneously. Again, in that case, the
Manas also should possess mahat dimension; and as
such, when it is in contact with the eye-sight, at the
same time it would have been also in contact with
several senserorgans, which, again, would have pro-
duced several cognitions simultaneously. But all
these have just been shown to be untenable.

The Neo-Naiyayikas continue here that even ac-
cording to those who hold that the Manas is atomic,
when mere is the eye-sight and the Manas-cotitect, there

*"NSandNBha,, III. iL 86.
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does exist the contact of the organ of touch also; but
its non-cognition is believed to be due to a particular
kind of adfsta. In the same ihanner, add the Neo-
Naiyayikas, adfsta would determine the non-simultaneity
of cognitions in this case also.893

IV

NUMBER OF MANAS IN EACH ORGANISM

It has been proved above that the Manas cannot
be ubiquitous. It must be atomic and the cognition
brought about by it should be in succession. This
necessitates not only that there are as many Mandmsi
as there are individuals in the universe, but also proves
that there is only one Manas in each organism. To-
gether with the cognitions taking place in one particular
organism, it is found that there are cognitions in other
organisms also, which would not have been possible
had the cause of these cognitions, namely, the Manas,
were not many and present separately in each organism.
The Manas connected with a particular body cannot
function outside that body.296 Another reason to believe
in the plurality of the Manas is that the generality, called
Manastva, which depends upon the diversity of the
Manas, would not have been proved otherwise.297

Those arguments, which have been adduced above

to prove that the Manas is atomic, may also be put
forth here to show that each organism has only one
Manas, (^rldhara summarises these arguments thus—
There is only one Manas with each body; because, there
exists the non-simultaneity of efforts and cognitions.
For, if there were several Mandmsi in one organism,
there would have been several contacts of the Atman
and the Manas; and accordingly, the same man would

295 Raghudeva's com. on PTNR, p. 10.
296 N S , III. ii. 26-28; K V . p. 154; N V . III. ii. 67 > p. 44*-
WTKandali., p. 90.
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have been found having several cognitions and putting
forth several efforts at one and the same time. But
actually, no simultaneity is found in cognitions etc.
Hence, there is only one Manas in each organism.298

MANAS AND MOTION

It has been proved above that the existence of Manas
is necessary for the production of pleasure, pain and
other cognitions. These are possible only when the
Manas comes in contact with the individual self or the
external sense-organs. This, again, is not possible
unless there is motion in the Manas™*

It may be asked here: what is the cause of this
motion in the Manas} It has been said that the first
motion imparted to it, in the beginning of the creation,
was due to some adfsta.*00 And later on, the motion
is always produced by human efforts. In other words,
it is through the instrumentality of efforts due to desire
and aversion that the contact between the Atman and
the Manas takes place which produces motion at later
stages. This is inferred from the fact that during the
waning state, in accordance with our desires, the cogni-
tion of the external objects takes place through the
instrumentality of the organs of sight and others; so
that, when a man desires to perceive colour, he looks
upon it; when he desires to have the taste, he has it,
and so on. These experiences are not possible without
the contact of the internal sense-organ. Hence, it is
inferred that through the efforts due to desire and
aversion, motion is produced in the Manas. When a
man gets up from his sleep, motion is produced in his
Manas by the Atman and the Mwwj'-contact proceeding

m VS., IH, ii. 3; PPBha., p. 89; Kandall., p. 92.
899 VS., V. ii. 13 and the commentaries.
*»VS., V. ii. -3.
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from the efforts belonging to the Atman which is pre-
ceded by the fact that the organism is living. This
motion of the Manas is only to* connect it with other
sense-organs. This refers to the motion of Manas
within the physical organism.

The other two kinds of external motion, namely,
apasarpana and upasarpana belonging to the Manasy are
produced from the Atman and the Manas-contact pro-
ceeding from ,the adrsta. Thus, when the merit and the
demerit, which are the auxiliaries of one's life, being
fully experienced, are exhausted, or become ineffective
due to their mutual suppression; there being no more
auxiliaries of life, namely, merit and demerit, and also
there being the absence of efforts due to these, the
vital-air {prdnavdyu) stops to function and the body falls
down as dead. Then the merit and the demerit, which
would produce experience in the next new body, come
into force; as, there is nothing to check its force. Then
through the auxiliary of this fresh set of merit and de-
merit, which is entirely different from that which
regulated the experiences of the previous body, and from
the Atman and the Manas-contact, a motion is produced
in the Manas> known as apasarpana^ having the Atman
and the Manas-contact as the non-material cause; while
the fresh set of merit and demerit as its instrumental
cause.

After leaving the previous body, the Manas9 at
once, comes into contact with a fresh subtle body
known as the dtivdhika,produced by a fresh set of merit
and demerit for it. Through that subtle body, the
Manas enters heaven or hell and comes in contact with
the body, which is produced there in accordance with
the result of that man's previous deeds. It is in this
latter body that the Manas causes the Atman to experi-
ence pleasure and pain in heaven or hell. As the Manas
is atomic, it is not possible for it to come in contact
with that body which will cause the Atman to experience
pleasure and pain in heaven or hell, without actually
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going out* Again, the Manas', alone, without the help
of any organism, cannot go out to such a distance;
for, the Manas, without an organism cannot have any
motion except during the state that follows immediately
after the final universal dissolution (mahdpralaya). Hence,
the existence of a very subtle and imperceptible body
quite close to the dead body, produced out oiparamdnus
through the usual process otdvyanuka and the rest has
to be assumed.

This body is produced out of anus which have been
moved by adfsta. As it leads the Manas to heaven,
hell, etc. after leaving the dead body, it is called dtivdhika
body. The motion which brings the Manas in contact
with this dtivdbika-bodj is called upasarpana*01

It appears from the above that Manas does not go
out of the physical organism as long as the latter is in
a living state. But it may be pointed out here that the
visual organ, for instance, goes out of the physical
organism with which it is connected and brings about
the cognition of colour, only when it is attended by the
Manas. This shows that the going out of the sense-
organ must be regarded as the movement of the Manas;
for, it is possible, only when the sense-organ is occupied
by the Manas. This leads us to conclude that the
motion of the Manas is not limited within the physical
organism only.802

To this, it may be pointed out that it is not correct

to hold such a view; for, the Manas cannot leave the
physical organism and go out, as long as the particular
organism is said to be living. If it goes out at all,
the organism is sure to fall down as dead, due to its
own inherent weight. In other words, when the Manas
comes in contact with the Atman in a particular

*01 PPBha., pp. 308-11 along with KandaU; VS. v. ii. 17 KV.,
p. 15-.

•"1*1., L i 4; p. H55 NV., IILiL 26, p. 4i5;NP.,I.l4t
pL 6 j 2-65$ (BibL Edition).
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organism, their contact produces two kinds of efforts:
one—that which retains the body and prevents it from
falling down as dead, arid the other—that which impels
the body. If, now, the Manas goes out, the cause or the
retaining of the body being absent, the retaining effort
would not be produced, which would certainly lead to
the downfall of the organism.503Against this view, it is held by the opponents of

the Nyaya-Vaigesika that as, the Manas possesses the
swiftest possible motion, it is quite possible for it to
go out and get the impression of the external objects
and return to the organism again, to continue the
production of the retaining effort; so that, the body
will not fall down as dead.804 If it be, again, pointed
out that, after all, the Manas, when goes out, would
certainly remain out for a few moments at least; so that,
during those moments, the retaining effort cannot be
produced and the organism would certainly fall down.
In order to remove this difficulty, it is suggested by the
opponent that the Manas would, therefore, leave the
organism after producing the desired effort which
would continue to preserve the body from falling down
during its absence,305The latter suggestion of the opponent is also not

quite free from difficulties. It is true that the retaining
effort, thus produced, would keep up the body, but only
for three moments; for, an effort must come to an
end in the third moment;806 so that, if the Manas would
come back within three moments, no harm would be
done to the organism. But it may be, again,
asked: what should be the aim of the Manas in going
out? The only aim of Manas which is to help the
Atman in experiencing pleasure and pain, cannot be

308 NS. and NBha., in . ii. 28.
904 NS. andNBha., HI. ii. 29.
805 NS. and NBha., III. ii. 29.
*«*NSM., verse 27.
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realised in any way by its going out. Even, if there
be the AtMan-Manas-contact, outside the physical
organism, no cognition of any type can be produced
there; for, cognition, being a form of bhoga, must be
experienced in the bhogayatana, that is, the organism,
Again, if it were ever possible for the contact of the
Manas with the Atman, outside the physical organism,
to produce cognition etc., then there would have been
no need of the physical organism at all and accordingly,
there should have been no production of it.807 Nor is
it at all necessary for it to go out for helping the external
sense-organs to cognise their respective objects. Again,
there is no proof to show that any harm is done without
its going out. Hence, it is concluded that the Manas
does not go out of the physical organism as long as it
is living,

Whatever has been said so far as regards the im-
possibility of the Manas9s going out of the particular
organism seems to be meant for ordinaty people.
For, it is a fact that the jogins do send their Manas to
their desired places, which certainly goes out of the
organism and returns to it after finishing its business
there. This also is due to adfsta alone.30* On this vety
basis, perhaps, some hold that our Manas also seems
to go out swiftly to distant places and return back in
time; for, just after a contemplation about certain
distant places, it is found that the images of those places
appear before our mind. But, if closely observed, it
would be clear that the Manas does not actually go out
even in these cases. What happens is that the past
memories s become revived and images appear there-
after.

It has been proved above that the Manas does not

807 NS. and NBha., III. ii. 30; Vide-AJxrxxhu. Mishra-Smjti
theory according to Nyiya-Vaise?ika, K. P. Pathaka Com. Vol.,
pp. 183-84.

*°*PPBha., p. 309; KandalL, p. 311,
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fo out of its particular organism, and consequently,
oes not come in contact with other organisms and

Atmans. But it is a fact that the Manas does experience
pleasure and pain to be Experienced in other organisms
even without comirlg iii contact with tKem; just as,
in the case of kdyavyiiha^ wherein a single Manas ex-
periences pleasures and pains to be experienced in those
different ofganisms which are assumed therein, without
coming in direct contact with them. Hence, it is
assumed that even on other occasions, the Manas should
experience the feelings belonging to other organisms
and Atmans™

Nyaya and Vai§esika, following the common-sense-
view and accordingly, labouring under certain limita-
tions, have to take their shelter under the mysterious
adrstay as usual. They hold that all such peculiar pheno-
mena are regulated by certain adrstas, which being
present in the case of kdyavyuha^ help the experiencing of
pleasures and pains to be experienced in other bodies,
while the same being absent on other occasions, do
not help such experiences.811It may be urged at this stage that the ordinary causes

of motion, namely, weight,812 fluidity,818 and elasticity
{sthitisthdpakdf™ by virtue of which a thing is restored
to its previous state,815 being not found with Manas,
how can there be any motion in it? Simply because,
it has limited form, there can be no motion in it,816

809 It refers to that Yogic powers by which one assumes

different bodies according to the nature of one's past merits and
demerits which have not been exhausted as yet.-—TBhaNP.,
pp. 154-55, Reprint from 'the Pandit.* (1901).

810 T P P . , MS. Fol . 5*, N V . , I I I . ii. 67, p. 442.
811 Ibid.
812 P P B h a . , p . 290.
8 1 8 P P B h a . , p . 290.
8 1 i V y o m . , p . 636; K V . , p . 157; K a n d a l L , p . 272,
815 PPBha., p, 267.
•"KV. l P . 157.
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w the velocity (vega) associated with it, it may
be pointed out that as it comes to the Manas after motion
has been produced in the latter, it also cannot be the
required cause.817 To this, it may be said, in reply, that
even in the absence of these ordinary causes,818 motion
is produced in the Manas for the first time after the
dissolution, due to the contact of the Atman having
adfsta*19 as in the case of Manas causing fresh cogni-
tions after sound-sleep (susupti);*20 and in other cases,
it is due to the contact of the Atman possessing efforts.881

VI

PROCESS OF MENTAL ACTIVITY
The last point about Manas is as regards its process

of functioning. Manas has to come in contact within
its own organism with which it has acquired its con-
nection through the merits and the demerits of the
past deeds with the external sense-organs and the
individual self. As regards the former, it is said that
when the Manas is put into motion by a desire to know
something, or by contemplation (pranidhdna), or by
adfsta, an effort is produced, which, in its turn, produces
a motion in the sensory nerve {manovahdnddf) which is
an object of sense-perception. This motion causes
velocity in that nerve, and the Manasy then, being forced
to move by the contact of the nerve which possesses
touch and velocity, comes in contact with that external
sense-organ through which the desired object is to be
cognised8*2 Then only the external sense-organ is able
to get the impression of the external object. A sort of
stamp seems to have been placed on the sense-organ,

, i57.

•*Setu., p. 4*3-
MV$., V. ii. 13.
8*°Setu., p. 4^3.
8-*KV.,p, 157, Setu.,p. 425.
***VU., V. ii. 14; KR., p. 45-
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which is transmitted to the Atman through the Manas.
Then there is the particular cogpition. The process of
the Atman and Manas-Contzct" also seems to be the
same as that of the Manas and external sense-organ-
contact as given above-

As regards the Atman and the Manas-contact, be-
side what has been said above in the previous section,8-28it should be added here that the empirical world, whose

existence depends upon the merits and the demerits
accruing from the deeds of the past, has no beginning*
The genesis of merits and demerits entirely depends
upon the contact of Manas with the individual self.
Hence, it is presupposed that their contact also has no
beginning. Again, it is only through the help of a
physical organism that their contact bears any fruit as
a result of the merits and demerits of the past. There-
fore, it is concluded that the contact of these three also
has been coming down since eternity. Then, regarding
the question: which Manas and which organism should
combine together and bring about fresh contacts with
the individual self for the purpose of experiencing
fruits of the past deeds, the only answer is that there is
adfsta, which itself through the help of Divine Will,
determines their different combinations, of course, on
the basis of their past deeds.824It will not be out of place to remark here that the

Manas, being eternal, ever remains with the Atmany even
during the state of final emancipation. It is only the
presence oi Manas that one individual self is differentiated
from the other, during the Moksa, and thus, establishes
the plurality of individual selves.885 Hence, the only
change that takes place, with every individual birth,
whether here or hereafter, is as regards the organism.

328 Vide Supra, pp. 148-50.
8S" NV., III. ii. 67> p. 442; Tat., p. 582; KP., Stavaka I. verse

4, p. 34; III. verse i, pp. 359-60; BodhanI, pp. 99-100.
3*6 W . , III. ii. 21; S&, p. 366.



CHAPTER IV

MATTER AttD ETERNITY—UBIQUITOUS

INTRODUCTORY

O F the eternal forms of matter, the atomic ones have
been dealt with, in almost every aspect, in the preceding
chapter. The ubiquitous ones may now be taken up.
But before doing so, it would not be out of place to
point out how these are inseparably connected with the
world outside, as the necessary conditions of the creative
process.

It has already been made clear that according to
the theory of Origination, advocated by Nyaya-
Vaic;esika, fresh products come into being in succession,
out of the causal material, after the period of Cosmic
Rest is over. The-sequence of phenomena observed
in creation implies the existence of a factor which is
technically known as Time or KaJa. It is held to be a
substance, supersensuous, pervasive and eternal in
character. It is not subjective—a mental construction
(buddhinirmana), as the yogin believes, nor a Specific
Power (fakiivifesa) associated with the Supreme Lord,
as the Agamas (Caivay Qdkta and Vaisnava) affirm, but
is objective and substantial in nature, in so far as
it is the substrate of a number of qualities. That it
is eternal is evident from the fact that it lies behind all
worldly processes, creative as well as destructive, which
involve succession. The very fact presupposes its all-
pervading character as well. It is for this reason that
it has been regarded as a necessary precondition, in
Nyaya-Vaije^ika, of every kind of action.

Along with the creation, the necessity of having
a support for the created objects naturally arises.
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Objects having limited dimension only cannot be thought
of in relation to a substance of wide* extension which
may be said to hold them within it, and this latter
substance, again, is similarly related to another of still
greater extension, and so on, till we come to an ultimate
substance with infinite extension holding witliin itself
all the limited and partially extended objects of the
Universe in common. Tnis substance, technically
known as Akdfa or Space, is necessarily a continum
and is, therefore, eternal. Our common experience
expressed in judgments like ciha paksf ('here is a
bird') etc. testifies to the logical necessity of assuming
a universal ddhdra of this kind.1

In the classical works, however, we meet with an

additional argument—and this is, in fact, the more com-
monly recognised line of reasoning in favour of those
works—for the establishment of Akdfa, conceived,
however, not as Space as a logical factor, but as physical
space with sound as its property. This aspect of
Akdfa will be discussed at greater length in the follow-
ing chapter.

The last principle, which is inseparably connected
with the cosmic order, refers to the relative position
involved therein. In other words, it is a fact of
common experience that two separate objects, having
limited dimension, cannot simultaneously occupy the
same space. They must remain in separate spaces.- But
these objects are related to one another, as is evident from
the notions of proximity, distance, and so on, which
presupposes the existence of a substance called Dik.
The grounds on which its existence is inferred, namely,
the sense of relative spacial positions, are not covered
by any other substance recognised in the system.

It has been already said that the objective world

1Vyom., p. 155; Randall, p. 22. Also cf. VP., kanda 3,
verse 4; Manju$a", pp. 200-201 along with Kunjika, pp. 202-204.

*NLV., p. 34.
11
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can be split up into conscious (cetana) and non-cons-
cious (/add) elements, and as some other schools under
Indian Realism have included all the above mentioned
three principles under matter, as opposed to cetana^
and also as the definition of matter, given in the
previous chapter, holds good of these forms, there
seems to be no inconsistency in classifying them a$
forms of matter.

Of these three, Akdfa represents the bbautika form,
while the other two are tion-bhautikas. In the following
pages, we have followed in our treatment the order
given in the table of classification before*

A
BHAUTIKA MATTER

AKAgA
i. Defined and existence proved

Reference has already been made to Akdfa as pure
space with extension as its property. We may proceed
now to discuss its physical aspect in which it is con-
ceived as a ubiquitous substance with sound as its
quality. It will be shown in the following pages that
souna is a quality and not a substance as some systems
believe and that it must inhere in a substance which
must be different, as shown below, from the other
substances, viz., earth, water, tejas9 air, Ka/a, Dik,
Atman> and Manas. This is termed Akdfa, which has
been, therefore, defined as that wherein there exists no
absolute negation of sound.8 It is not an object
of sense perception, nor is it amenable from its very
nature to purely mental perception. Its existence is,
therefore, only an inference with sound4 as its probans.

aLU, p. 54.
4 Generally, a definition is based on the most important
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II

NATURE OF SOUNI> DISCUSSED

It may be enquired here: what is the nature of
sound, which is said to be a quality of Akdfa?

The Mimamsakas of the Bhatta School do not
admit that sound is a quality. According to them it
is a substance;* for following reasons:

1. It is cognisable directly through the sense-organ
(through the relation of simple contract, viz., samyoga)?
like a pot.T That is, the auditory sense-organ—a
substance itself—cognises sound through mere contact
{sdksddindriyasambandhd)> which, in its turn, is possille
only between two substances. Hence, sound is con-
cluded to be a substance. As regards the possible doubt
whether the ear-cavity (e.g., the.auditory sense-organ)
can cognise a substance or not, it is said that it does ap-
prehend a substance, as it is partless, like the Manas.*

2. It possesses qualities, such as, number, velo-
city9 etc. which are apprehended as qualities of sound.
Had these been not the qualities of sound, they would
not have been cognised through the auditory sense-
organ.10 But, that these are cognised through the

differentiating characteristic of the object defined, and accordingly,
possession of sound is the probans in the present case. NV.,
IIL i. 72, p. 397.

5NP., MS. p. 930; NLV., p. 665; MNSa,, p. 185; TR., pp.
1̂ 3, i43;%Bodhani, pp. 75-76; NM., p. 229; PP., p. 105; PD.,
p. 39; GBha., pp. 20-21; PSPM., p. 94; KM., p. 53; HIL., p.
109.

8 The sense-organ referred to here is the auditory sense-
organ which apprehends a substance, as it is a partless sense-
organ, like the Manas—(^rotranca dravyagrdhakam niravayavtndriyat-
tvdnmanovat—NLV., p. 665.

7 fdbdo dravyatn sdksddindriyasambandhavedyatvdt—Ibid.
8 Qrotranca dravyagrdhakam > niravayavendriyatvdt> manomt—lbiA*
9 As is expressed in the judgment like—'sound travelled a

long distance through velocity'—Kantha,, p. 666.
10 Afabdadharmdnam frotrdvedyatvendgrahandt—NLV., p. 75.
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auditory sense-organ is a fact where no two different
opinions exist.

$j It is all-pervasive,11 which is proved by the
fact that the same sound which is heard at present at
one particular place was heard even before in other
places and will be recognised to be the same even in
future. This shows that the same sound exists in jdl
the three times at every place. This, again, is possible
only when sound is eternal and all-pervasive. That
substance alone can be all-pervasive is also a fact which
cannot be denied by Nyaya-Vai$esika, Hence, it is
concluded that sound is a substance.

Besides, the Schools of Madhva12 and Vyakarana18also hold a similar view.

But Nyaya-Vai$esika, not agreeing with the
view put forth above, enquires as regards the first
argument whether the probans—sdksddindriyasambandha-
vedyatva (cognisable through a direct contact of the
sense-organ)—is asserted through the method of eli-
mination having all the possible categories into con-
sideration or a single one? In the former case, it is
said that as the non-substantive nature of the sound
is proved by the same method, the probans is not a
sound one. In the latter .case, the possibility of sound
being regarded as motion, generality, quiddity etc. not
being rejected, the probans is beset with the fallacy of
asidaha.141

Again, admitting for the sake of argument that

sound is a substance, it may be pointed out that then it
must be either tangible or non-tangible. In the former

11Vibhutvaeca dravyam—PD., p. 39.
--PPP. of Laugak§i Bhlskara, p. u , Quoted in NK., p. 790

Ft. Note (second edition).
18 Mafij^a, p. 218.
14 Saks&dindriyasambandbavedyatvam hi javatprasaktaparifesyadvd

nifcpafy ekadtfaparife$y3dva} nddyah, tata evadrapatvanirupanena tinga-
grabakamanabaabat; netara^ karmatvaderapratifedhe saipyuktasama-

fy&ii^iMa h9torasi(Mbatapattif~NlN*% pp. 667-6$.
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case, it ought to have been cognised through the tactile
organ, while, in the latter case, it would become
supersensuous. But, that it is neither apprehended
through the tactual orgaa nor iŝ  supersensuous is a
fact of everyday expe^ence.15 Thus, the position of
the MImamsakas becomes untenable.

It may be further pointed out that the argument—
frotra can apprehend a substance—is also untenable;
as there is the possibility of a counter-syllogism in the
form that frotra, being an external sense-organ of ours,
is not capable of cognising an eternal substance, like the
ocular organ.16As regards the second argument put forth above,

it may be said that, in fact, sound does not possess any
quality of its own. The so-called qualities, associated
with it, really belong to air17 which is its vehicle,18 and
are apprehended through the tactile organ (tvak) per-
vading over the ear-cavity. The qualities of air are
erroneously transferred to sound; just as the qualities
of body etc. are wrongly attributed to the Atman, as
expressed in judgments—'I am of fair complexion/
'I am blind/ etc.19

As for the third argument of the Mimaipsakas,

it is said, in reply, that if sound be accepted as all-
pervasive, then there would be no contact between a
sound and the auditory sense-organ which also is all-
pervasive though under limitation, and two or more
all-pervasive substances cannot have mutual contact.
Again, without any such contact, the fact of auditory

16 Kantha., pp. 667-68.
16 tyotram ca na nttyadravyagrahakatp ayogibahmndriyatvat caksur-

vaditi satpratipakjam dvittyamanumanam—NLV., p. 668.
17 TC; Sakda-khanDa, published in 'the Pandit>' Vol. VI, p.

282, CoL 2 (old series).
18 Umesha Mishra—Physical theory of sound, Allahabad Uni-

versity Studies, Vol. II, p* 286.
1 0 N L V 6 6
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cognition would remain unexplained. Hence, sound
cannot be all-pervasive.

It is thus clear that sound cannot be a substance.80It may be, similarly, shown that it cannot be placed

tinder any of the categories beginning with motion
(karman). Sound fc^nnot be conceived as motion on
account of certain characteristics peculiar to motion
and absent in it. It is differentiated from generality
(sdmanyd)^ inherence and quiddity {antyavifesa) on the
ground that it possesses generality which is not poss-
essed by any of these three categories.21 Nor can it be
identified with negation {abhdvd) for being positive in
character.22

Its character as a quality is inferred from the fact

that it possesses the generality which is apprehended
through an external sense-organ other than the visual28and that it is cognised through a single external sense-

organ excluding the organ of touch.fii Again, that it is a
specific one is proved by the fact that it is apprehended

20 (i) A further argument against the position of the Mimamsa-
fcas concerning the character of sound is mrnished in the Vaisesika
Sutra—Ekadravyatvdnna drayyam—II. ii. 24. This argument pre-
supposes that it inheres in Akafa, But as Akdfa is admitted to
be a single substance (ekadravya), continuous and homogeneous in
nature, it is evident that sound which resides in it must be non-
substantial, as no substance is known to inhere in a partless
substance.

(ii) Motion indeed inheres in a partless substance, but sound is
not motion from which it may be easily distinguished> through
possession of several characteristics, such as, not being an object
of cognition through the visual organ (acdk$u$atvdt fabdasyd)—
VS., II. ii. Z4, productivity of another sound and non-existence
in substances having colour and touch—(̂ abddcchabdasya nispattilr,

S hdastu na rtipidravyefu vartate; fabdah sparfavatdmagunafr—VBha.,
. ii. 24.

u W \ , IL ii, 24.
**Sctu.,p. 317.
** £bd

Sctu.,p. 317.
** £abdo fflnafcaJ^ttrgrabanayogyababirindriyagrdbjajatim

NMukta., pp, 84-85 (VindhyecVarl Pd/s edition, Benares).
"PR, p. 145.
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through a single external sense-organ.25Now, it may be enquired: What is that substance

in which sound as a specific quality inheres? To this
it is said that it has already been shown that sound
must inhere in a substance. Among the,,substances,
again, those which possess touch, namely, earth, water,
tejas and air, cannot be the required substance; for:

1. Sound, being cognisable through direct percep-
tion, is not a product of the quality of the material
cause of its substrate, while the qualities of earth,
water, tejas and air, which possess touch, are produced
out of the respective qualities of the material cause of
their substrata;

2. sound, being cognisable through direct per-
ception, is not found along with its substratum as long
as the latter exists, like the qualities of substances
having touch; and

3. it is apprehended in places other than its subs-
trate (dfraya); that is, it is heard when it reaches the
tympanum far away from the place of its origin, say,
the lute.26It may be pointed out here that in spite of the

above mentioned reasons, the possibility of air being
the required substratum still remains. To guard against
this, it is said that the auditory sense-organ, being an
external one, cognises only one object, namely, sound.
If, now, sound were a quality of air, then the auditory
organ also should be an airy one, which would lead to
several absurdities.27 Hence, sound is not a quality of

25PPBha., p. 95; Vyom. points out that this definition of a
specific quality is too narrow, as it does not cover specific qualities
like viscidity (sneba) and fluko'ty. Hence, its author suggests
that it is that which is qualified by a specific quality inherent in it
and which differentiates its substratum from the latter's homo-
geneous class—svasamavetavifesavififtatve sati svafrayait&jattya-
vyavacchedakatvdt—p. 432.

-oppBha,, p. 58; KV., pp. X06-107.
27 KV., pp. 107-108.
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air and the other three substances having touch.
Again, as sound is a specific quality, it cannot have

Dik, Kala and Manas for its substrates; for, these do
not possess any specific quality23 at all.

Cognisable qualities are apprehended either through
external sense-organs or througn the internal one. The
qualities of Atman are cognised by the latter alone, an<J
as sound is experienced by the external sense-organ,
it cannot belong to the Atman. Again, the attributes
of one Atman are never cognised by any other man,
excluding the yogins, of course, and as they are always
apprehended along with the egoistic notion {ahamkdrd)
as it is found in judgments expressed in forms like
'I am happy/ *I am feeling pain/ etc., sound cannot
belong to it.29Hence, after the method of elimination, the exis-

tence of a substance is inferred which alone can be the
substrate of sound. Such a substance is named Akdfa.so

III

VARIOUS OTHER VIEWS REGARDING
SOUND

An old Mlmamsaka thinks that, no doubt, sound
is a quality of Akdfa, but it is eternal and all-pervading
and is only manifested.81 According to this view, the
air waves, set in motion by a forcible contact or
impulsion, move forward until they reach the tympa-
num and manifest there the sound already subsisting in
the ear-cavity—a limited Akdfa.** Sound is held to be
eternal, according to this view, because its substrate is
eternal and it's being the quality of Akdfa wherein

**PPBha\, p. 58.
8*PPBha., p. 58 along with KandalL
80 Ibid.
8lNBha\, I I ii. 15 along with NV. and Tat
" T II, iL 13, pp. 441, 445.
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alone it inheres, like the all*pervasiveness of Akdfa**
According to a view, attributed to the Sankhya

School,84 sound does not ifihere in Akdfa alone but in
all the five gross bhiitas and their modifications, such as,
a cow, a jar etc., each of which is an aggregate product
of the subtle bhiitas produced out of the five tanmdtras.
It remains in these bhiitas along with and in the same
manner as odour, colour etc;, and is likewise manifested85by the forcible contact of a particular bhiita,5* as for

instance, the. forcible contact of a stick with a drum87.
Regarding the process of manifestation, it is said that
the auditory sense-organ, being a modification of
ahamkdra, is more extensive (pydpaka) and pervades
over the substrate of sound also; so that, the sound
becomes manifested in its substratum after producing
a change in it.88

Another view that sound is of the nature of the

three gunas is also attributed to Sankhya.89Again, the view—that it is produced out of the

disturbance caused in the basic elemental substances,
that it has no substratum and that it is produced and
destroyed—is attributed to the Buddhists.40That sound is a product of subtle sound—pudgalas

and when it is produced, it travels upto the ear-
cavity where it is apprehended, is associated with the
Jainas.*1'

A certain school of thought associated with the
name of Svatantras thinks that as sound is produced

83 NV., II. ii. 13, p. 280.
34 Tat, n. ii. i3> p. 441.
^NBha^IL ii, 13.
8 8NV.,II. ii. 13, p. 280.
87 T5t., H. u\ 13, p. 441-
88 Tat , p. 441.
89Sv-> adhi. 6, verse 319, p. 811.
*° NBhS., II. ii. 13; Tat , p. 442.
41NM,, pp. 215-17; SV.» adhi* 6, veirse 319, p. 811.
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in earthly substances like drum, lute etc, it inheres in
earth alone.*2The Tantric school holds that the ultimate principle

of the Universe is God Qva9 and as £abda inheres in
Him, it is His quality.

The Vaiyakaran&s are of opinion that the word or
sound which is heard is the manifestation of different
letters which constitute it. Such letters have no suc-
cession and are eternal.48Sound is sometimes identified with air; so that,

the manifestation of sound is really that of air itself.44Some, again, while explaining the process of its produc-

tion, hold that it is a form of vibration produced, in
the eternal vacuum known as Akdfa, by the Will of
God".

Some consider that like other kinds of paramdnus,
there are atoms of sound also. These, because of
their various inherent capacities which become manifest
by efforts, produce various effects in form of sounds,
just as small pieces of cloud group together and appear
before us as cloud in the sky/8Others hold that consciousness itself appears as

sound. In other words, the inner consciousness, exist-
ing in the form of subtle vdk, manifests itself as sound.47

Some, again, identify sound with the universe

itself in its manifold appearances.48

"Dinakari and Rama, on NMuktS., under verse 44, p. 370,

SC, quoted in NK., p. 788; PTNR., p. 7; PTVP., pp. 84-85;
KVBha.> p. 1*9.

^Manju^a, p. 183.
u SuWa-yajuH-Pratic^khya I. vii. 9; Ubbata on Sutra 13, ibid;

VP., I. io8-ito; Manju§a, p. 184; CK. on SR., chap. I., vetoes
1-4., PP., p. 163.

^KunjikS on Manju§a, p. 184.
** VP., I. m-112; Mafiju$5, pp. 184-85.
*7VP., I. to8, 113-116.
** VP., I. 119, Tai. Sam. 6.4. 7.3. Quoted in the Ft.N. of the

Mahlbha^ya, pp. 805*806; Pu#yai£ja on VP., L 119, 121, 130-33,
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A particular section of Neo-Nyaya thinks that
sound is an attribute of God4* A (Jpara). The Vaidic
view, supported by KumifiTa, is that sound is an attri-
bute of Dik™

These are the various views propounded from
time to time about sound.

IV
ATTRIBUTES OF AKA^A

It, being a bhoutika form of matter, has the
characteristic of being the main material principle of a
sense-organ (indriyaprakftatva) and is endowed with
such specific quality as is apprehended by the auditory
sense-organ.51

Its specific quality, namely, sound, is non-eternal

and is produced without pervading the whole of the
object.52 It is inactive and is not corporal." It is
devoid of colour, taste, touch and odour;54 hence, it is
not directly perceived. It is one.56 It is eternal,56 and
all-pervading, which is due to the fact that it is different
from the Manas, and does not possess tangibility.57It has neither displacement (avyuha), nor obstructiveness

{avistambhd).** That is, it does not offer obstruction to

40 PTN., pp. 3-10; Dinakarl, Rama, and Prabha on NMukta.,
verse 44, NK. p. 819.

50 SV., verses 150-54; NM., p. 226; PRM., p. 26; GBha., pp.
19-20.

51 PPBha., p. 22; PRM, p. 26.
52PPBha., p. 25.
58 VS., V. li. 21.
WNS., II. ii. 36; VS., II. i. 5; NV., III. i. 28, 72.
88 VS., II. i. 29.
M But Candrakanta in his VBha. says that in fact, Akafa is

non-eternal but it is regarded eternal for the sake of the worldly
usage, vide Li . 5. This appears to be influenced by SaNkhya
view; for, in Nyaya-Vaicesika, Akafa is ever eternal.

57 NV., IV. ii. 22; Aloka, on TC, Pratyaksa, MS. Fol.
5oi; Setu., p. 320.

» NS., IV. ii. 22.
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things passing through it, like a piece of wood putting
an obstruction in the way of the flow of water. This
is due to its being partless. As it has no tangibility,
it does not counteract that quality of the thing which
causes its motion50.

The very idea is found in the Vaicjesika Sutra
where it is said that hiskramana, meaning, the movement
of the substance having touch, and pravefana are the
marks of Ahdfa^ But almost all the commentators of
the SStra are of opinion that this is the view of the
Sdnkhya and that the view is mentioned here in the form
of a question, and accordingly, they explain this and the
following three Sutras. Varadaraja, on the other hand,
explains this Sutra in favour of Nyaya-Vai$e§ika. He
says that the existence of Akdfa is to be inferred with
the help of the probans,—niskrarnana and pravefana, as
given by the Sutrakara.01 No doubt, this view of Akdfa
does not appear to be quite in keeping with the spirit
of the later Vai^esikas, yet there is no reason to dis-
believe Varadaraja, who is certainly earlier than even
the author of the Upaskara. Even in recent times,
Candrakanta Tarkalankara took up the same sense.

Although some hold that this gross Akdfa is the
product of a subtler Akdfa and thereby show that it
may possess parts and be non-eternal, yet this view
does not truly represent the Nyaya-Vai£esika view-
point,62 and hence, should be rejected.

It possesses a sort of motion in the beginning of
the creation.88

* NBha., on ibid.

"VS..II. I 20.
"'TR., p. 137.
«VW., p. 10.
w Akdfamapi dravyam dravyantaraih pfthhyantaraih pftklvyadibhih

samhanyamdnam kriyavadtva bkwatyMis&gt-^Wc&^ I. u 15.
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V

SOME OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED
ATTRIBUTES DISCUSSED ti

As the differentiating characteristic of Akdfa, name-
ly, sound is proved to be without any diversity, the
substratum or .it is held to be only one,64 Vyomavati,
however, makes note of an objection that as the varie-
ties of sound cannot be denied, we should accept more
than one substrate of sound; for, if, even without the
diversity of the cause, it were possible to explain the
diversity of the effect, then there should not have been
four kinds of paramdnus\ that is, it would have been
possible to produce all the various kinds of effects,
namely, earth, water, etc. from only one kind of
paramdnu. This view is rejected on the ground that the
varieties of sound are not due to the diversity of the sub-
stratum, but to the diversity of auxiliaries {sahakdris).
Hence, the loudest form of sound is not due to the
particular form of Akdfa> but to the most forcible con-
tact {abhighdta) which is the auxiliary cause of sound;
and similarly, from a less forcible contact we produce a
light (dull) sound. This proves that Akdfa is one.65

Regarding the absence of colour in Akdfa, it is

said that if it has no colour, how can the expressions,
like *ntlatp nabhatf ('The sky is blue') etc., be justified?
To this it is said that truly speaking, it is not the
Akdfa but the lustre of sapphire (indranllamani) belong-
ing to the mountain Sumeru which appears to be blue,
If it were the blueness belonging to Akdfa^ then
the blue colour would have been cognised quite close
to us also. The non-appearance of it cannot be due
to the influence of the lustre of the sun; for, then it
would have been much more effective upon Akdfa^
which is far off from us. Hence, no doubt should be

"VS. , H. i. 29-30; PPBha.,p. 58.
65 Vyom., pp. 3*9-3°-
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raised regarding the colourlessness of it,66Against the argument that Akdfa is not an

object of direct perception, as it has no colour, it is
argued that had Akdfa been not an object of direct
perception, then the expressions, like Uba paksij ('Here
is a bird') Uba paksl nd ('Here is no bird*) etc., would
not have been possible. Hence, it is concluded that
the substrate of the term iha which is no other than
Akdfa, is perceptible/7 It cannot refer to light (dloka),
as some would perhaps like to think; for, the expres-
sion iha pakst is used even when there is no light.
Some, again, understand that iha refers to the absence oj
mUrta. Others, on the other hand, hold that it refers
to Dik

These are some of the different views on this
point; and perhaps due to these difficulties, some are
of opinion that the substratum of iha9 which is no
other than Akdfa is perceptible, although it has no
colour. It is perhaps, therefore, that they hold that
colour is necessary for perception of objects other than
Akafa™

VI

OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE EXISTENCE
AND NATURE OF

Raghunatha Qromani is of opinion that Ifvara is
the material cause of sound. In that case, there is no
need of having Akdfa, as a separate entity.39 Nage§a
also holds a similar view. He says that lfvara, under
certain limitations {upddhis\ appears as Akdfa.70

fl6Setu., p. 315,

6T This view is attributed to the Mimamsakas vide PRM., p,
16; KVP.> p. 224.

MSetu., pp. 315-316.
6*PTN., pp. 3-9.
7<>MafiJu$&, p. 201.
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£ (Jarngadhara notes that according to Ananda-
jfiana, Akdfa is anirvacaniya. t As it is one, there can be
no Akdfatva-jdti. It is not proved to be the substratum
of sound; for, we cannot talk of sound as it$ dharma%

when the dharmin itself is not proved. Moreover, as
sound is not accepted by Ariandajnana to be a quality
of Akdfa, there is nothing to prove the existence of the
latter according to him.71

B

NON-BHAUTIKA MATTER

Coming to the ubiquitous forms of non-bhautika
matter, it is found that they are two in number,
namely, Kdla and Dik. Here in the present section both
of these are dealt with in the order followed before.

I

KALA

1. Defined and existence proved
Besides what has been said above in the previous

section about the necessity of believing in the existence
of a principle termed time or kdla, and its rational
definition, it may be pointed out that in the classical
works we find that the necessity to have a substance
like time is to explain the more common notions of the
relations of priority and posteriority, of*simultaneity and
succession, of late and soon,Ti2 and of the various usages
of ksana,78 lava™ nimesa™ kdsthd™ kald,77 muhurta™

7 1 L V M , pp. 38-39; Tarkasangraha, pp. 44-47.
73 Vyom. , p. 349.
78 Vide supra, pp. 127-28, Ft . -note , N o . 213.
74 I t is equal to t w o ksanas—Vyom., p. 349.
75 This is equal to two lavas—Ibid.
70 &?//&"=== 15 nimesas—Ibid.
77 Kala*=$o ka§thas—Vyom., p. 350.
7*Mhi^o Kalds—Ibid.
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watch (ydma), day and night, fortnight, month, season
(/•/#), year, solstice (ayana), yuga, ka/pa, mamantara,
pralaya and mahdpralaya.™ These notions80 are not found
to be associated with the other substances, namely,
earth, water, te/as, air, Akdfa9 Dik9 Atman and Manas.
Nor can we have afry doubt about the reality of the
above mentioned notions. Hence, that to which these
notions arc attributed is termed as Kdla or time.

The notions of priority and posteriority in
relation to time are based on the movements of the
sun (ddityaparivartandni). In other words, that object
which possesses larger number of contacts with the
movements of the sun is called para, while that which
has smaller number of contacts is termed apara.81 This
necessitates the contact of the object and the move-
ments of the sun. But what sort of contact is possible
here? As the two objects between which the contact
is established are far away from each other, there can
be no contact, called samyoga. Nor can there be sam-
yuktasamavdya as the sun and the object do not possess
any contact. This very reasoning removes the possi-
bility of samyukta-samavetasamavdya also. Again, as the
movement of the sun inheres in the sun alone there
can be no samavdya between the object and the
movement of the sun. This also rejects the possibility
of samavetasamavdya. Hence, none of the categories of
earth, water, tejas, and air can be the connecting link
between the two; for, neither that which is connected
with the object is connected with the sun, nor vice
versa. The view—that a particular kind of tejas belong-
ing to the sun may act as the connecting link—is not
sound; for, such a tejas would not be able to come in

79 PPBha., p . 63.
80 The notions of the relations of priority and posteriority etc.

meant here should be distinguished from those which relate to
Dik. PPBhS., pp, 164-67.

81 Janmanak prabhftyekasyddityaparivartandm bbUyamsiti pqratvam,
anyasya calpfyamsityaparatvam-Vyom., p. 343.
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contact with the objects lying in the dark depths of the
earth. In order to connect all the objects of the universe
with the movements of the sun, it is essential to have
an all-pervading substance.818 This rejects the possibility
of Manas also. *

Amongst the all-pervading substances, Akdfa
cannot form the desired link; for, it cannot transmit
the attribute of an object with which the former
is connected by the relation of samyuktasamavdya
to another. x If it were so, then when one parti-
cular drum is beaten, sound ought to have been
produced in all the drums,88 which is not the case.
Hence, Akdfa cannot connect the movements of the sun
with other objects {dkdfasya kriyopandyakatve'yamatipra-
sangah)** Similarly, Atman also, not being capable of
transmitting the attribute of one object to another,
cannot be the connecting link; for, otherwise the colour
of one particular object found at one particular place
should have been transmitted to another place through
the same relation of samyukta-samyukta-samavdya?*
Therefore, Atman also cannot serve the purpose.

After eliminating these, they believe in the exis-
tence of a category termed Kdla or time, which through
the relation of samyukta-samyukta-samavdya links the

82 Na ca siiryagatih sdksdtpindasambaddhd9 ndpi samyuktasamava-
yah sambhavail pindasuryayoh samyogdbhdvdt pfthivyddtsu yatpt-
ndaprdptam tanna suryasambaddbam, yatsuryasambaddham tanna pinda-
prdptamityaprdptih kincit sauram tejah pindasuryobhayasambadahamas-
ttti cenna; kvacitpinde tathd bhdve'pi bhunikhdtddau tadabhdvena vyabhi-
cdrah, hvncaitddrfamekam dravyam svikdryam yat ydvatpindasurya-
sambaddham—KVBha., p . 137.

83 Na dkdfasya svapratydsattimdtrena t samyukta-samavdyinam
dharmamanyatra samkrdmayitumasamartbatvdt. Tathdtve caikatra
bherydmabhihatdydm sarvabhertsu fabdotpattiprasangdt—YLSf., p . 115.

84 KVBha. , p. 138.
85 Atmano pi dravydntaradharmesu dravydntardvaccheddya spapratyd-

sattyatiriktasannikarsdpeksitatvat. Anyathd vardnaststhitena nllena
pdtaliputrasthitasya spbafikamaneruparaHjanaprasangdt—KV., pp. 115-
x6; KVBha., p. 139.

12
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movements of the sun with each and every object of
the universe. The difficulty felt in the case of Akdfa
and Atmatk is not at all present here; for, it is the very-
nature of Kdla to do so, due to which it is said to be
kriydmdtropandyaka, while Akdfa and Atman are not
so."

It may be urged here that if the notions of simulta-
neity and the rest depend upon the movements of the
sun, why is not then the movement itself accepted to
act as the cause of these notions? The reply is that it is
not possible; for, these are not possible from the move-
ments of the sun alone, nor are the objects of the uni-
verse expressed in terms of the movements of the sun
alone.87 Again, as to the view—let motion {kriyd) itself
be the Kala, it is said, if it were so, then there would
have been no notions of simultaneity and the rest; for,
a kriyd is known as kriyd and not as a notion (pratiti)
or Kdla.88

2. Attributes of Kdla

Having thus proved the existence of Kdla as a
separate category, we now proceed to consider some
of the more important qualities of it.

The very nature of Kdla9 as has been made clear
above, shows that it must be all-pervasive.89 This alone
makes the notions of priority and posteriority etc. com-
mon to all people ot all the countries possible. This
is further supported by the fact that time is said to
be the instrumental cause {nimittakdrana) of each and
every product.90 From this it also follows that it is

86 KV., p. 115; KVBha., p. 138; VU., II. ii. 6., p. 99; KR.>
p. 32.

87 Adityaparivartanamevastu kirn kaleneti cenna\ yugapadddipratya-
yanwneyatvat. N a cddttyaparivartanddeva yugapadadipratyayd^ sam-
bhavantiti. Ekasminnevddityaparivartane sarvesdmanutpddat, vyapa-
dtfdbhdvdcca—Vyom., p . 3 4 3 .

88 Ibid.
80PPBha., p. 63.
90 VS., III. ii. z, 9; VIL i. 25; NS. and NBha., II. i. 23.
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eternal and is a substance.1*1
Kdla is the instrumental cause (i*e. the substrate—

ddhdramdtrd) of motion. The judgments expressed in
the form—'Going at present' etc. refer to , time as a
substrate of motion.9* It is also the support (dfrqya)
of the worlds.98 It is, therefore, said to be the cause
of the production, existence and destruction of every
product, as these are all expressed in terms of time.9*

It is supersensuous98 and has no specific quality.96It is an auxiliary {upandyakd) of motion {kriya)

alone.07
As it is all-pervasive and connects the objects of

the universe with the movements of the sun, it is said
to be only one. The various notions of time are due
to certain limitations (upddhis) in the form of kriya
which consists of a series of movements (ksanas) of
which some are past, some are present, while some are
still to come. It is, therefore, that the three divisions
of time are attributed to kriya also. Thus, for instance>

since the placing of the cooking-pot on the hearth for
cooking food and upto the time of its taking off from
the hearth, the kriya expressed by the term 'pacati* is
called 'present* and so is the time limited by that
kriya. The series of parispandas past with reference to

91 PPBha., p. 64.
92 Nimittakdranatvenddhdramdtram kartnanah kdlo na tu sama-

vdyi—VU., o n V S . , V . ii . 16. Iddnim gacchatityddtpratttistu idanim
ravifityddtprafitivdt kdhkasambandhdvacchtnnddhdrddheyabhdvamavagd-
hate na tu samavdyasambandhdvacchmnamiti—VV. o n V S . , V . ii .
26. But VBha., holds that it refers to the non-material cause—
Kdlopyasamavdytkdranam karmasviti— Ibid.

y8BhaP., verse'45.
94 PPBha . , p . 63.
95 KV., p. 40; Kandali., p. 64., VU., VIII. i. 22.
96 KV., p. 40.
UT Na tdtivikah kdlasya bhedo varttamdnddih^ hntvasannapyasau

vyavahdrasiddhaye kena cidupddhind kalpyate. Kah punarasdvupddhih>
kriyeti brumal? etc. NM., pp. 139-40; KV., pp. 120-21; Setu., p.
335-
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the accomplished result expressed as 'apdkslf (cooked),
denotes past action and the time limited by it is known
as 'pas?. Similarly, the krtyd which will take place
with reference to a result not begun and which is
expressed by the term 'paksyati* (will cook) is known
as future action and the time limited by it is expressed
as 'future?

Some, however, are of opinion that these divisions
of time are, in fact, present in the very nature of time
and are not due to any limitation.*8Again, it itself establishes limitations (upddhis)

which are constant. Thus, when one thing is present
in time with reference to another thing, then the latter
also is present with reference to the former."

The use of priority and posteriority due to Kdla
is common to all. That is, that which is present for one
is present for all people living at that moment, unlike
the Dik according to which, on the other hand, that
which is the east for some, becomes west for others
living at that very period of time.100

3. Present time discussed

There is a view that of the three divisions of
time, that which is known as present has no existence
at all. What we find, for instance, in the case of a
fruit falling down from a tree, refers either to the
past or to the future.101 In other words, when the fruit
leaves the stalk and is falling down, then the space,
which has been already covered by the fruit, is called
the fallen area of the space and the time referring to
it is called 'past;9 while the space, which is still to be

98 KVBha., p. 144.
WVU,, II. ii. 10.

100 Apt cdyam vyavabaro yudi kdlakftap sydt sarvasadbaranah sydt
Tatha ca yathd vartamanah sarvdn prati vartamdnab> tatbd prdct
sarvdn prati prdfi sydt\ na caivam kasyacidapeksayd praticttvat—
KVBhS., p, 147.

101NS., II. i. 40.
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covered before reaching the ground, is called the area
of space which is still to be fallen through, and the
time which refers to it is called Juture* There is no
other space left with reference to which the time will
be called 'present? On this ground, the existence of
present time is denied,10*

To this the Nydya-Vaifesika says that if there were
no present time, then there would have been neither
the past nor the future; for, both these depend upon
the present itself.108 In other words, time is not denoted
in the terms of space, but it is manifested by kriyd;i04> so
that, when the action of falling down stops, then that
time is called 'past;9 while that time at which the action
of falling will be produced is called 'future;9 and the
time when the action of falling is cognised to be going
on is called 'present/ If, on the other hand, the oppo-
nent does not cognise the action of falling as going on,
then with reference to what would he say that the
action of falling has ceased, or is going to be stopped?
On the other hand, when we say that 'the time has
fallen/ we mean that the action of falling down has
ceased, and when we say that 'the time is to fall/
what is meant is that the action of falling down is to
take place. In both the cases, the object falling is
devoid oikriyd. Again, when it is said that the object is
falling down, then the object falling is really connected
with kriyd. This sort of connection does not exist in
the above mentioned two cases. Hence, what the
present time does is to connect the object falling and the
action of falling down. The other two divisions of time
depend upon this present time without which the
other two would not exist.105 The exact implication of

L i . 40.
108 NS., ILL 41.
104 We should know that the word knyd here stands for a

general kriyd and not merely for jrjfo«fc£*~BhAs,yacandra> p. 300.
108 NBha., II. i. 41.
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the term 'past' is that the connection of the object
with the action of falling down is over; and that of
the 'future' is that the connection of the object with the
action is still to come. In both the cases, it is the
action of falling down which is the point to determine
the past and the future; so that, time, in fact, is ever
'present? The notions, like cit has fallen down/ *it is
falling down/ and *it will fall down/ are connected
with the action of falling down, and hence, they appear
only in the action and never in the result. This makes
it clear that it is the kriyd (action) which manifests
time and not the space (adhvd).106

Moreover, the present time is the indicator of the

existence of things, as is clear from the expressions
*a substance exists/ can attribute exists/ 'motion exists*
etc. where the term 'exists9 denotes the present time.
So says the author of Nyayasutra—In the absence of
present time nothing is cognised, as no perception is
possible/107 In other words, perception is due to the
sense-organ and object—contact; and that which is
not present cannot be in contact with the sense-organ.
The opponent does not believe in anything which is
present or existing; so that, the cause of perception,
the object of perception, and the cognition through
perception itself, nothing can exist. Thus, perception
being denied, all the other proofs of right cognition,
namely, inference etc. would also be denied. This leads
the opponent to deny practically everything of this uni-
verse,108 which, of course, is simply impossible to accept.

4. Direct perceptibility of Kala discussed

Some are of opinion that Kd/a is an object of,
direct perception; for, it is found as a qualification
(vifesana) of the notions of kdrya* The notions of

106 NV.fr., p. 254.
107 NS., II. i. 43; VP., kanda i, verse 37.
-"NBtoL.ILi.43.
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succession, simultaneity, soon, and the test, do not
depend upon kdrya alone.109

To this it is asked: how would Kdla which has

no colour be an object of perception through eyes?
How can even the colour itself which is colourless be
an object of perception through eyes? How can the
paramdnus, having no colour, be an object of perception
through eyes? That is to say, the possession of colour
is not the only cause of perception through eyes.
Hence, both, the perception and the non-perception
of a thing depend upon the worldly belief (pratfti); so
that, we should try to find out the belief about the
perception of Kdla through eyes and not the cause of
perception in the form of possession of colour and the
rest.110

It is further argued that if you hold that the con-

vention—that which possesses colour can be perceived
through eyes—is applicable to substances alone and
not to the qualities, then it should be pointed out that
it is not applicable to substances even; for, if it were
so, then the paramdnus which possess colour should
be perceived through eyes, which is not the fact. Hence,
the convention ought to be understood in the sense
that that which is perceived through our eyes possesses
colour. To this it is said that this is not the Divine
injunction which cannot be transgressed. We cannot
decide the perceptibility and otherwise of anything on
the basis of utterance merely. Truly speaking, the
perceptibility of a thing means its being an object of
cognition through the sense-organ and it is found
in the case of Kd/a; so that, although it does not
possess any colour, yet its perceptibility cannot be
denied. Hence, there is nothing to deny that Kdla is
perceived through eyes.111

109 N M . , A h n i k a 2, p . 136.

110 NM., Ahnika, a, p. 136.
111NM., pp. 136-137.
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Now, it may be further urged that if it be so;
then why is not Kdla perceived through eyes indepen-
dent of anything else without the qualification of a
notion of a kriyd9 like a jar? To this toe answer is that
it is the very nature of it and should not be questioned*
It is known as a qualification (vifesana) of some subs-
tance having colour and not like a stick which is
known independent of anything else. On the other
hand, there is no perception of Akdfa and the rest
even as a qualification (vifesana), and so it is not an
object of perception which is not due to its not pos-
sessing colour. If it be said that the perception of the
vifesana even is possible only when it possesses colour,
like a stick used as a vifesana (adjective) of a man, as in
the expression dandt purusah, which possesses colour;
and Kdla as a vifesana does not possess any colour; so
that, it cannot be perceived.

But this argument is denied on the ground that a
vifesana even when does not possess any colour is
perceived through eyes; for instance, generality
(sdmdnyd) and the rest. Regarding the view that such
a rule is applicable to substance alone, it has already
been said that that which is an object of cognition
through the organ of sight is really visual (cdksusa)
whether it possesses colour or not and whether it is a
substance or not. Thus, when we speak of a piece of
gold that it is a weighty substance, the weight be-
comes an object of perception and is not an object of
inference through the act of falling. That is, that which
is cognised through the organ of sight, whether it is
known as a vifesana or as independent of everything
else, is an object of perception. Hence, Kdla is per-
ceived and not inferred,112Jayadeva Mifra, however, says that although the

various forms of Kdla, like prahara and the rest, are
all supersensuous, yet being of the nature of the

p. 137.
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movement of the sun, cognition through the jndna-
kksand11* (upamtabhdna), as regards ksana even, is pos-
sibie. Kdla, even on account of its being present,
although is cognised through the jndnalaksand, yet is
perceived through the ssnse-organ of sight.1*4 Bhagi-
ratha Thakkura says—although Kdla is not an object of
perception through eyes, yet it is apprehended through
the jndnalaksand, and as such, we should see whether it
is cognised through all the sense-organs/" This view
is attributed to the followers of Prabhakara Mi$ra.m

5. Some other views regarding Kdla

Some astronomers and astrologers are of opinion
that the notions of priority and posteriority and the
rest are due to parispanda (movement). This parispanda
cannot be that of any human being. It is that of the
planets and the stars. Hence, it is the parispanda itself
which is known as Kdla. All the notions regarding
the various upddhis of Kdla are explained by this very
parispanda.111 But as the notions referred to above are
possible even in the absence of the planets and the
stars we cannot accept the above mentioned view.118

Kdla is not an object of pratyaksa like a pot etc.

The notions of late and soon and the rest which depend
upon kdrya alone cannot be the probans for proving
the existence of Kdla; for, like smoke and fire no
generalisation (vjdpti) is found to exist between the

118 It is one of the three kinds of alaukikasannikar$a between
the organs of sense and the objects of perception, where the
connecting link is supplied by jnana. As, when a man mistakes
a piece of rope for a snake, the cognition he had of snakes serves
as the connecting link between the object of sense and the thing
perceived, there being no real contact of the organ of vision
with a snake in this case.

l uAloka on CM-Pratyaksa, MS. Fol. 4b.
115KVPA., Ms.y Fol. 52*; KPP, Vol. L, p. 281.
116 NK,, p. 233.
117 NM., Vol. L, p. 138.
118 Ibid, pp. 138-139.
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notions of late and soon etc. and Kdla. It is not of the
nature of the parispanda of planets and stars. The
notions of muhiirta^ ydma, ahordtra and the rest are all
imaginary and through these fictitious notions the
worldly usage is carried on. There is no possibility
of the usage of past, .present, and future even if Kdla
be something which is one, eternal, and all-pervading.
Hence, there is no entity as Kdla.119It is further urged: let the notions proving the

existence of Kdla be due to the circumstances peculiar
to each case; so that, there is no need of believing in
the existence of Kdla.

To this it is said that it is not possible; for, in the
absence of Kdla nothing can be produced. That is
to say, no doubt, there can neither be the production
of Akdfa which has an absolute existence, nor that of
man's horn which is absolutely non-existent, but that
of something which has no previous existence; and
now, if there be no Kdla the word 'prak (previous)
would have no meaning; and as such, the word 'prdk'
as a qualification of the term <abhdva* as it is in the
word prdgabhdva* being non-existent, there would be
no peculiarity which would make it an object of

Sroduction as distinguished from Akdfa and man's
orn; and thus there would be no production at all.120

There are some who do not hold Kdla as a separate

entity; for, they say that the notions on which the
existence of it is based are found with Dik also;
hence, they are not true probans of Kdla. But this
view is also rejected being the utterance of those who
are unfamiliar with the limitations of conventions.121

It is very difficult to speak of Kdla as a power

or a force in order to establish dravyatva in it1"22 without

m NM., VoL I. Ahnika, z, p. 136.
180 KandalL, pp. 64-65.
*"NML., pp. 40-43-
1W Hindu Realism, p. 54.
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accepting a sort of motion in it, which, again, is not
possible in an all-pervading substance as Kdla is.

Qvaditya and Candrakanta Tarkalahkara are of
opinion that Kdla has not tot any independent exis-
tence. It is included under Akdfa along with DiL1**

Raghunatha Qromani, on the other hand, includes
it under Ifpara.1'2* It must be remembered in this connec-
tion that even then the ksana which is merely a form of
time has been accepted as an independent entity.125

Vemdatta, however, rejects the view of Raghu-

natha (^iromani and says that the notions which are
formed due to Kdla are not possible to be explained by
lpara\ for, Ipara being one cannot explain the differen-
ces in notions as have been found above. We cannot
hold that due to certain limitations present in Jfvara the
differences in notions can be explained; for, if it be so,
then let the differences of the all-pervading Jivdtmans*
namely, 'this is (^aitra/ 'this is Maitra/ and so on, be
also explained by the same limitations and do away
with the plurality of the ]ivdtmans\ for, with the help
of the limitations a single conscious being can explain
all the differences found in beings. Hence, the above
mentioned view is untenable. Moreover, there is the
£ruti also to prove the separate existence of Kdla—"Sa
esa samvatsarah "x™

II

DIK

It has already been shown in the previous section
that the notion of Dik, as denoting a relative position,
accompanies the very idea of creation, like the notion
of time. The logical necessity to . believe in the

128 SP., p. 17. Tarkalankarabhasyapariksa, pp. 331-34; NML,
P-93-

12*PTN.,pp. 1-3.
128 Ibid., pp. 58-61.
12flPMV.,pp. 1-3.
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existence of such a category has been made clear above
and now, a fuller treatment of the same is attempted
here in the present section.

i. Existence proved

The existence of an object, not capable of being
cognised through any one of the external sense-organs,
remains ever in doubt, Dik> like time etc., being
supersensuous is inferred through the notions of east,
west and the rest.127 In other words, the existence of
Dik is proved by the relative positions of the various
finite {mtirtd) objects of the universe, which is not
possible to be explained otherwise.128 In the classical
works the existence of Dik has been proved on the
basis of the relative position of the objects with reference
to the contacts of the sun. That is, a particular object,
being nearer to the rising sun, is said to be in the
east with reference to some other object lying at some
other place and not close to the rising sun. Similarly,
some other object is said to be in the west as it is
nearer to the setting sun. Such common and wide
spread notions are not possible unless some all-pervasive
substance is believed to bring about such contacts
between the sun and the objects concerned. Hence, that
which brings about this connection is called Dik.12B The
reason why the contact between the sun and the finite
objects of the universe is not brought about by other
all-pervasive substances, namely, Akdfa and Atman is
that none of these is capable of transmitting the

127PPBha., p. 66.
128 Murtadravyamavadhim kftvS murtesveva dravyesvetasmddidam

p&rvena daksinena iti dafa pratyaya yato hhavanti sal digiii;
anyanimHtdsambhavdt—PPBha., pp . 66-67; K a n d a l i , p . 67.

129 Etadapeksayedam purvametasya hi sannihitddimaaityasamyogavac-
chinnamityarthah, Etadapeksayedam pafrimamityasyatu sannibitacara-
mddttyasamyogdvacchinnamityarthah. Na codaydcalddisu vartamdnah
prathamacaramadityasamyogo ghatddauvind sambandham vifhtapratttija-
nanasamartha\). Na ca sdksdtsambandha)) samavdyddilaksattastendsttti
samytiktasamyuktasamavdyaghatakatayd diksiddbt(r—KVBhz., p. 147.
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dharma of one to the other. Likewise, Kd/a also
cannot help us here; for, its function has been
limited to krtyd (movement)' alone. And moreover,
there is much difference in their notions; for instance,
as regards Dik that which is the east for one may be
the west for others and so on, while regarding Kdfa,
that which is present for one is present for all living
persons and not future or past.180

2. Dik defined

Such a Dik has been defined, accordingly, as that
from which the notions of the various directions are
produced with reference to a particular finite (murtd)
object as the basis of our judgment;181 or as that
which is the substratum of mahattva not co-existing
with a specific quality and that which is not the
substratum of the conjunction which is the non-material
cause of priority and posteriority produced by the
apeksdbuddhi regarding the vibration (spandavisayakdpe-
ksdbuddhi); or as that which is different from Kd/a> is
formless, and is the substratum of the conjunction not
co-existing with a specific quality, and so on.182 Again,
it is defined as a substance from which, with reference
to two simultaneously existing objects having fixed
direction and place, such notions, as—this (which is
the substratum of a large number of samyuktasamyogas)
is prior to that object (which is the substratum of a
smaller number of samyuktasamyogas\ and again, this
(which is the substratum of a smaller number of
samyuktasamyogas) is posterior to that (which is the
substratum of a larger number of the samyuktasamyogas),
arise.188 Gandrakanta elucidates the above with the help

130 Ibid., pp. 147-48.
181 PPBha., p. 66.
**-KR.>Pp. 33-34.
188 VU., under VS., II. ii. 10. Here 'priority* means distance>

and 'posteriority' nearness. Priority and posteriority due to Dik
bring to us the notions about directions.
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of a definite illustration. Thus, he says that the man
living on the Himalayas, for instance, considers the
Pariyatra as prior (J>ara)9 meaning, distant, having the
Vindhya as the limit, but having the Pariyatra as the
limit, the Vindhya as posterior (apara), that is, nearer*
The reason is that the conjunctions eyisting between
the Himalayas and the Vindhya are smaller in number
than those existing between the Himalayas and the
Pariyatra. That which makes these conjunctions pos-
sible is named Dik.1Z4>

3. Attributes of Dik

It is really one, but for the sake of the usages of
the fruti, smrti and the worldly people, as is clear from
the following expressions—"one should not sleep with
his head facing the west;" "one desirous of long life
should take his food facing the east;" and "go to the
east," etc.183 it is divided into ten. All these are due
to the various conjunctions of the sun moving round
the conventional mountain Meru. These are presided
over by the ten lokapdlas. The ten Diks are : mdhendri
(east), vaifvdmri {so\\.thrt2ist)9ydmyd (south), nairrti (south-
west), vdruni (west), vdyavyd (north-west), kauberi (north),
aifdni (north-east), brdhmi (above), and ndgi (below).336

These various names are not conventional (pdribhd-

sika) but significant. Thus, prdcl is so called because
the sun appears first in that direction; that which the
sun touches downwards is called avdct (south); that
which the sun touches last is called pratlci (west); and
that where the sun reaches high is called udici (north).
Similarly, we have prdgavdci (south-east), avdkpratici
(south-west), pratyagudici (north-west), and udakprdci
(north-east). Having the sun as the limit, the face of

18*KVBha, pp. 147-148; KV, p. 123.
m KandalL, pp. 68-69.
186 PPBha., p. 67. It has been also called / w ^ - N M , Vol. I.

Ahnika z9 p. 140.
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the earth is downwards {adhah\ while having the face
of the earth as the limit, the place where planets and
stars exist is upwards (urdbpa).137 Others give another
kind of explanation of the nomenclature of these
directions. Thus, the Dik which is in close proxi-
mity to the rising mouritain is called prdci (east); that
which is separated from the rising mountain by some-
thing intervening is called (praticf). In other words,
having the rising mountain as the limit that which
has got smaller number of samyuktasamyogas is called
the east {prdet)\ while that which has larger number of
samyuktasamyogas is called the west (prattci);1** that which
lies on the left of the man facing the east is called the
north (udicl), and that which lies towards the right of the
man facing the east is called the south {daksina). That
which is the substratum of the conjunction produced
by the kriyd which is the non-material cause of gurutva
is called downwards (adhah), while that which is the
substratum of the conjunction produced by the agni-
kriyd (movement of the tejas) produced by the con-
junction of the A.tman possessing adfsta is called
upwards {iirdhva1**). Vyomavatl holds that the particular
position (dikpradefa) with which the sun comes in contact
at the time of rising is called the east; when the sun
comes in contact with another particular position
{dikpradefa) at the midday it is the south; while that
with which the sun comes in contact in the afternoon is
called the west, and so on.140

(^ivaditya believes in the existence of eleven divi-

sions of Dik. To the above mentioned ten he adds
raudrl, meaning the position between above and below,
which is generally known as the antariksa.1*1

137KV.,pp. 125-126.

188 Bhagiratha Thakkura's Jalada quoted in KV, Ft.-note,
p. 126.

18*KV.,pp. 125-126.
"'P. 359.
141 SP., p. 17; Setu,p. 357.
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It is all-pervasive.142 The notions of distance, near-
ness and the rest are not possible to be found every-
where without there being an all-pervasive cause. It is
a substance,148 as it possesses qualities and is not depen-
dent upon anything else.144 It establishes conjunctions.146It also establishes upddhis in the form of the movement of

the sun,146 which are not constant; for, that which is
the east in relation to a person becomes sometimes the
west in relation to the same person.147

It is eternal,148 as it has no cause to produce it,149

It does not possess any movement as it is not miirta?-**

A movement produced here and there makes
Dik appear as if it were the material cause of it, which
it is not. As regards its appearing as the substratum
of a movement, it should be taken in the sense in
which a jar is said to be the substratum of curd or
the forest of the roaring of a lion, and so on. It is
not a material cause of anything.151 Although Candra-
kanta calls it the non-material cause,152 yet it is, in fact,
the instrumental cause of every product.158 It does not
possess any specific quality.104 It is not a bhiita.1™

It is a supersensuous substance.J56 There was a
view that Dik is an object of visual direct perception.
The grounds are the same as adduced in the case of

142PPBha.,p.67.
14*VS,,II.ii. 11.
144Vyom., p. 359.
"•VU.,n.iL 10.
W6KVBha.,p. 65.
147 V U . , II. if. 10.
148 VS., II. ii. 11.
""Randall., p. 18.
180 VS., and VU., V. ii. 21.
151 Ibid., V. ii. 25.
"-Ibid.
m Sarvotpattimatdm nimittakaranam—PPBha., p. 25.
"*KV.,p.4o.
"«Ibid.
iMvu.,vm.i. 12.
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Kd/a.1*7 But this is not in keeping with the traditional
view of the school.

The consideration of the limitations of Dik is
operative only with reference to things having limi-
ted forms. Hence, the all-pervasive substances are
beyond the influence of time and space.158

4. Some other views regarding Dik and their refutation

Raghunatha (Jiromani is of opinion that like Akdfa
and Kd/a, Dik also is not different from Ipara as there
is no proof to show its separate existence. The various
notions explained by Dik are also explained by Ifvara™
through His upddhis.160Venidatta rejects this view in support of the
traditional view of the school. He says that the notions
like 'there is a jar in the east* etc. cannot be explained
by denying the separate existence of Dik. The various
conditions imposed upon lfvara cannot explain all the
different notions of Vik; for, if it were so, then the
expressions like 'I am Caitra/ 'He is Maitra/ and
others, also can be had from a single Ifpara, and that
there is no need in believing in the plurality of the
Jlvdtmans. And moreover, in the presence of frutis
like *Imd difah* etc. how can we deny the very existence
of it?161 Even the followers of the Neo-Nyaya school
support the traditional view.162There is the Vaidika view that Dik is the auditory

organ. This has been also accepted by the Mimam-
sakas.168 But this also has been rejected. Jayanta calls
it an act of great self-conceit (dhopurusikd). He adds
that the auditory organ cannot but be the Akdfa which

1 5 7NM.,pp. 137-139.
158 PPBha , p. 66.
150 PTJSJ ^ p p # w -

160 Raghudeva on Ibid.
-"PM.,pp. 1-3.
168 Prabha on NSM., p. 380.
1W SV., Sabdadhikarana., p. 1 j 1.
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is a bhuta and is one of the main material principles
of a sense-organ, while Dik is neither of these. If it
were on account of its having the common characteris-
tic of all-pervasiveness, then even Kd/a and Atman may-
be said to be identical with Afedfa. As regards the
Agama—'May your eyes go back to the sun; the
sense-organ of hearing to Diky and so on/ which is
quoted in support of the Vaidika view, it may be said
that it is not due to the presence of any real relation
between these that they are so mentioned; for, if it
were so, then the vital air (prdnd) would not have been
said to go back to the antariksa in the same mantra\
hence, the view is rejected,184

Later on, Candrakanta says that according to the

Acarya, Kd/a and Dik are not diflFerent from Akdfa.165The apparent difference is due to their specific func-

tions. The reason adduced is that efforts are made
in the sutras to differentiate Akdfa from all other
substances, but no such effort is made to make any
such differentiation between Kd/a and Dik and the
rest of the substances. This shows that the very
treatment of Akdfa includes the treatment of Kd/a and
Dik also. Hence, it appears that the author of the
Vaigesika-sutra does not consider these as three distinct
substances.

This view has not been accepted by later writers.
As regards the argument of Raghunatha, it may be
said, in reply, that if his view be accepted, then what
is the need of having two other sutras188 through which
Kanada proves the existence of Kd/a and Dik as
two distinct substances. We have separate sutras to
prove diflFerent qualities belonging to each of these two
substances.167 Moreover, even Gautama attaches equal

ie*NM,>Ahnika3,p. zz6.
^VBha^II.i. 27;ILii. 14.
166 VS., n. ii. 6, 10.
167 VS., II. ii. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10-16.
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importance to all these three in his work.168 Hence, we
cannot agree with Raghunatha Qjromanr on this point.

5. Difference and similarity between Akdfa, Kdla
and Dik

Although the main difference between these has
already been pointed out in the introductory section of
Akdfa, yet those points of differences, which are men-
tioned in the classical works on the subject, are given
here.

Of these three, Akdfa alone is one of the mahd-
bhutas. It alone possesses a specific quality, and it
alone is in possession of the nature of the principle
of a sense-organ. The quality of this alone is cognised
through one of the external sense-organs directly.189As for Kdla and Dik, we know that apparently

almost all the points are common and it is perhaps
due to this that some do not make any distinction
between these two. But it should be borne in mind
that there are some fundamental points of difference
which establish their separate existence. Thus, Kdla or
its divisions are determined merely by the limitation
{upddhi) of kriyd {kriydmdtropddhinibandhand). In the case
of Dik, on the other hand, they are determined by the
limitation of murta (tnurtamdtropddhinibandhand). Again,
Kdla is called niyatopddhyunndyakah, while Dik is called
aniyatopddhyunndyikd. In other words, the notions of
time are constant, while those of Dik are changing.170

In spite of these differences, the common points

between these are: all-pervasiveness, possession of the
highest possible dimension, and beirg the common
substratum of everything having limited form.171

168 NS., II. i. 22.

ieu ppBha., p. 22; Helamja on VP., Kanda 3, section 6, verse 4,
p. 159.

170 TS., quoted by Bodas and Athalye in their notes on TD.,
pp. 132-133. VU, II. li. io, pp. 103-104.

1T1PPBha.,p. 22.



CHAPTER V

MATTER AND MOTION

I

NECESSITY OF MOTION FOR THE PSYCHIC
AND NON-PSYCHIC CHANGES

BOTH for the production and the destruction of the
phenomenal world the existence of motion is neces-
sary. Paramdnus out of which the non-eternal ob-
jects of the universe are produced, alone cannot do
anything. During the dissolution period (pralaya) these
paramdnus remain separate,1 and in order that they may
combine together so as to form products, such as,
dvyanuka and the rest, we must have motion produced
in them. As the world is without any beginning,we
cannot be sure whether the production of the universe
precedes its destruction or follows it; so that, even when
the cosmic order is in existence we must have motion
to destroy the produced things and ultimately, the
world itself. In any case, without motion there can be
neither production nor destruction of the material
world. Not only for the cosmic order but even for
the objective aspect of the psychic world, the existence
of motion is inaespensable. It is a fact that the various
psychic products, namely, pleasure, pain, desire, cons-
ciousness etc., are mainly due to the contact of the
Manas with the Ktman, which contact is possible through
the motion of the former alone. Therefore, whether
it be the psychic production or the extramental one,
presence of motion is necessary.

1 PPbha, p. 48.
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n
RELATION OF MOTION WITH MATTER

As regards the relation of motion with matter
it may be said that these are two distinct categories.
But motion is not independent like matter. Matter
can exist even without motion, while the latter must
have a substance to inhere in. Matter is the very
substratum of motion.8 It is through matter alone
that the existence of motion is known. But' for the
products of matter we have to depend upon motion
also. It is the motion which brings about the con-
junctions between paramdnus and the various later pro-
ducts of the world.

As to the question whether motion is intrinsic or ex-
trinsic in matter, it may be said, in reply, that there are
two kinds of motions: one which brings about the con-
junctions between paramdnus so as to form various pro-
ducts, and ultimately, the world itself; and the other
which only marks the time-limit during the dissolution
period and does not produce any conjunction or disjunc-
tion. In both the cases, the motion is not intrinsic in
matter. It comes from without. As regards the latter
kind of motion we know that before an object is destroy-
ed a kind of shock {sanksobha) is given to that object
and then the object is destroyed. The same shock pro-
duces velocity ivegd) in the paramdnus of that object
through the production of motion {karman) in them.
Hence, even when the object is destroyed there follows
a series of motions in the paramdnus, which motions
possess degrees in the form of slow (manda), more
slow (mandatara), and most slow {mandatamd). Thus,
during the dissolution period there are both the velo-
city and the motion.8

By the way, it may be asked: if there is a sort of

2 VS., 1. i. 17,
8 Bodhani, p. 91; Setu, p. 286.
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motion during the Cosmic Rest, the mutual conjunction
of the paramdnus should not be denied; and accordingly,
there should be the production of dvyanuka and the rest,
and ultimately, of the cosmic order itself.

To this it is said that although there is a motion,
yet that motion does not produce that conjunction
which brings about the desired effects, namely, dvya-
nuka and the rest. In other words, the motion at that
time produces the conjunction called pracaya (group-
ing-conjunction) and not productive-conjunction; so
that, the motion can utmost group the paramdnus into
different classes, but is unable to produce conjunctions
productive of effects.

Again, it may be asked here: if the motion is
non-productive, then what is the use of believing in
its existence? In reply, it is said that the only need
of such a motion at that time is to mark the time-limit;
that is, to show that the Cosmic Rest exists for such and
such period.4 To explain the above point a counter-
question may be put here: What is the use of the
series of breaths when a man has fallen in sound sleep;
for, no activity befitting a living man is produced at
that time ? The only answer that is given to this query
is that the series of breaths of that time are to mark that
so much time of the sleeping man's span of life has been
exhausted in sleeping and so much is now left to be
experienced. In other words, the vibration of the life
at that time is only to keep an accurate account of the
span of a man's period of life.5

Under such circumstances, it is just necessary

to have some such motion which will lead to the pro-
ductive-conjunctions between the paramdnus after the
the Cosmic Rest is over. This is the former kind of
motion referred to above. This also comes from with-
out according to Nydya-Vaifesika. Motion, accord-

*KP,VoLI,p.333-
* Bodhanlj pp. 91-92.
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ing to this joint system, can be had only through
the agency of a conscious being; so that, when the
world is produced, for all the Worldly purposes,
we do get a conscious agent to produce motion, but
how can a motion be had just after the Cosmic
Rest is over to produce dvyanuka etc.? No human
being is present at that time. Jtvas are, no doubt, pre-
sent even there, but as they are insensate at that time,
no motion can be produced by them. Hence, under
the circumstances, we have to believe in the causality
of a superhuman power and also the cumulative ad-
?sta of the jivas to produce motion in the paramdnus\
so that, during the Cosmic Rest, just when the time for
fructification of the past deeds is reached, through
the help of the Divine Will and the adrsta of the Jtvas,
a sort of motion is produced in the paramdnus. This
motion, in its turn, brings about the necessary conjuc-
tions for the production of the universe.

Such is the necessity of motion in relation to matter.
Accordingly, motion is defined as that which is the
non-material cause of the conjunctions and disjunctions
without depending upon anything else; which does not
possess any quality and which has only one substance
for its substratum.6

Ill

CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTION

There is only one kind of motion at a time in one
substance.7 If there inhere two different and contrary
motions simultaneously in one substance, then those
two motions, being mutually contraries, will counter-
act each other and will not produce either conjunction
or disjunction in any definite direction; so that, the

6 VS. Li. 17.
7 VU, II. ii. 21; VS., I. i. 17; PPBha, pf 290 along with Kandall;

KR,p. 152.
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very definition of motion {karman), namely, the charac-
ter of being the independent cause of conjunctions
and disjunctions, will be frustrated. If, on the other
hand, these two actions be not mutually contraries, then,
as only one of the two motions would be sufficient
to produce a particular conjunction and disjunction
in any definite direction, there would be no need for
believing in the other motion at all. Similarly, one
and the same motion cannot remain in more than
one substance; for, when one substance moves through
the agency of one motion that very motion cannot
make other substance move as well8.

Motion exists only for a few moments. So, when
it is produced in a finite (murta) substance,9 then
there is the disjunction followed by the destruction
of the previous conjunctions; then there is the subse-
quent conjunction; and then there is the destruction of
the motion itself.10It belongs only to such substances as have limited

forms.11 It does not possess any quality.12 It is destro-
yed by its own effect, namely, conjunction, but not by
disjunction; for, in that case, there would not be any
subsequent conjunction.13 It produces effects, namely,
conjunctions and disjunctions inherent in its own
substratum and also in the substratum of others.14

It does not produce effects of its own class. That

is, a motion never produces another motion.15 If
motion were to produce another motion, then it would

8KR, p. 153; Kandall, p. 290; PSAH, Ch. II, pp. 129-130,
where Dr. Seal wrongly attributes the above explanation to
Pra$astapada.

9 VU,IL i. i i .
10 NK, p. 205 (third edition).
--PPBha, p. 290; VU, II. i. 21.
-aVS, I. i. 17; PPBha, p. 290.
18 VS, I. i. 14; PPBhS, p. 290 along with Kandall.
" PPBha, p. 290.
15 VS, L i. 11; PPBha, p. 290.
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do so just after its own production, like sound; so
that, the previous motion alone have had produced
disjunctions with all the combined substances, then
with whom the second motion will produce disjunc-
tion; for, a disjunction is always preceded by & conjunc-
tion and there is no possibility of there being another
conjunction; and if no disjunction is produced, then
the very definition of motion is falsified. We cannot,
in order to get over the above difficulty, hold that it
would produce motion at a later time; for, there should
be no delay in the production of the effect if the thing
which is to produce the effect has capability to do so;
for, there is nothing to depend upon, which alone can
delay the production. If it be held that the production
takes place simultaneously with the destruction of the
previous conjunction, even then there remains the
impossibility of producing the disjunction. The same
will hold good in the case of the production at the
moment when the subsequent conjunction takes place.
There is no possibility of the production after the pro-
duction of the subsequent production; for, then the
very motion is destroyed. Hence, no motion can
produce another motion.16Again, if a motion produces another motion,

then when a man moves there should not be the stop-
page of his motion; for, every motion will go on pro-
ducing another motibn of its own type ad infinitum.
If it be held that the movement of the man would
come to an end when the desire to move further and
the effort to that effect are stopped, then we should say
that the cause of the subsequent motions is the desire
and the effort and not the motion itself.17

It does not produce any substance. That is, al-

though a motion produces conjunctions which, in their
turn, produce a substance, so that, indirectly a motion

16 VU, i. i. i i .
1TKandali, p. 291.
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does produce a substance, yet a motion is never regarded
to be the cause of a substance.18 The reason is that at
the time of the production of a substance motion does
not exist. It disappears just after the production of
the subsequent conjunction.19

It always produces an effect marking a particular

direction,20 It is perceived through two external sense-
organs, namely, organs of sight and touch, except
in the case of Manas where it is only inferred.21

It possesses the attributes of Sattd (the summum

genus); non-eternity; the character of having a subs-
tance as its material cause; the character of being an
effect and a cause; generality and quiddity in common
with a substance and an attribute.212 It has a quality
as its non-material cause in common with a substance
and a quality.23 It is a cause of velocity24 as well as
that of elasticity (sthitisthdpaka)?* A single motion for
instance, going upward, is a product of several causes,
namely, weight, effort, and conjunction.

IV

VARIETIES OF MOTION

It has been said above that motion produces
effects marking a particular direction. The same thing
is explained through the help of its various divi-
sions, namely, upward motion (utksepana), downward
motion (apaksepana), contraction (dkuncana), expansion
(prasdrana), and motion in general (gamana). Now,
these divisions can be easily classed under two broad

18 VS, I. i. 21; VU. on ibid.; PPBha, p. 290.
i0Kandali, p. 291.
20 PPBha, p. 290.
11KR, p. 152.
»VS,Li - 8, 18.
"VS.Li .19 .
2* VS, I. i. 20.
"VU;!. i. zo,
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heads: (1) motion in one particular definite direction,
and (2) motion in uncertain different directions. Un-
der the former head, we may have utksepana, apaksepana^
dkuncana (motion towards one particular direction
by contracting an extended thing), and prasdrana (motion
towards one particular direction by expanding a con-
tracted object). Under the latter head, we can have
only one, naftiely, gamana. This includes all other
sorts of motions not included under the aforesaid
four varieties. In order to make the sense of these
terms quite clear I would like to explain each of them
here in detail. Thus:—

1. Upward motion {utksepana) is that kind of
motion which brings about the conjunction of the
constituent parts of an organism, for instance, hand
and the rest, and things connected with the organism, as
for instance, musala (a particular kind of very thick stick
generally used for removing husks from grains) with
parts above and disjunction of these with the parts
below. This is due to weight, effort, and conjunctions.28

2. Downward motion (apaksepana) is that kind

of motion which produces conjunction of the parts
of an organism and things connected with them with
parts below and disjunction with parts above.27

3. Contraction {dkuncana) is that kind of motion

by which the upper parts of an extended substance
are disjoined with those parts with which they were
connected before and are combined with the parts
at the bottom; so that, the substance becomes curved.'28

4. Expansion {prasdrana) is that kind of motion

by which the upper parts of a substance become dis-
joined with the parts of the same substance at the bottom
and become connected with the upper parts with which
they were disconnected before; so that, the object

26 PPBha, p. 291 along with Kandali.
27 PPBha, p. 291.
88 PPBha, p. 291.
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becomes straight.129

Under the second broad head, namely, gamana>
meaning 'motion' in general, which is the cause of
conjunctions and disjunctions between parts of different
uncertain directions, they include revolving {bhramana)y
purging (ncana), fluidity (syanda), vibration (spanda),
upward flaming (jirdhvajvalana), and oblique or trans-
versal motion {tiryaggamand). In all these cases of
motions, we find that there is no certainty of any one
definite direction. We may include other similar forms
of motions under this head.

As to the question: when the term 'gamana9 is
a synonym for motion in general, what is the use of
having a separate heading under gamana? it is said that
if gamana be not used separately, then under motion
{gamana) only those particular kinds of motions
mentioned above would have been included. But in
reality, we find that bhramana,'recana, and the rest are
also used in the sense of gamana, which would have
been otherwise. That is, the use of the term gamana
would have gone against the worldly usage in that
case. Hence, in order to keep up the harmony bet-
ween the motions and the actual reality, the term gamana
has been separately used as. a distinct head.80

CAUSES OF MOTION

Motion is produced by weight (gurutva), effort
(prayatna), and conjunction (samyogd)*1 Pragastapada
adds fluidity (dravatvd) to the above.82 Motion due
to conjunction is produced by forcible contact88 or by

19 PPBha, p. 292.
80 PPBha, p, 366, Kandali, p. 297.
8 1 VS, I, i. 29.
82 P. 290.
88VS,V.i. 3.
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impulsion {nodand)?* Adrsta is also considered to be
its cause.35 Samskdra also produces motion.86

An effort is made here to show how each of the
above mentioned causes operates so as to produce
motion in substances having limited forms:

1. Weight (gurytva)—ont of the causes of motion,
is defined as the cause of the falling motion {patana-
karmati) of water and earth. * It is inferred through the
falling motion, as it is supersensuous. Vallabha holds
that it is perceived while operating downwards.37 It
is neutralised by conjunction, effort, and samskdra.

As it belongs to water and earth,88 it will cause
mbtion only in these. Its influence is neutralised by
conjunction, effort, and samskdra. Hence, in the case
of watery and earthly objects, when none of the
counteracting forces, namely, conjunction, effort, and
samskdra^ is operating its influence over weight,
then weight causes downward motion in these.
This is called the falling motion of the object. As
for instance, in the case of musala, in the absence
of the hand-contact which is the counter-acting agency
of the weight, the downward motion is due to weight.
In the same way, in the case of an organism in the
absence of effort which counteracts the influence of
weight, the falling down is due to weight. In the
like manner, in the case of an arrow when thrown out,
it falls down in the way without reaching the goal,
in the absence of velocity (one of the samskdras\ the
falling is due to weight alone,89 This applies to all
the cases of falling down.40 Now, in all these cases,
motion in the musala^ body and the arrow is due to

34 V S , V . i. 10.
8 5 V S , V . i . 15.
36 VS, V. i. 17.
37 NLV, p. 69; PD, p. 14; VU, IV. i. 10.
s8PPBha,p. 263.
89VS,V. 1. 7.
*° VU, on ibid.
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weight alone.
It should be noted down here that the first initia-

tive falling motion is due to weight alone, while
the second and the subsequent falling motions are
joint products of weight and velocity (vega). The first
motion towards falling down is produced by weight,
but later on, it gives rise to velocity; so that, in
subsequent motions, both velocity and weight are
found. Here, we have the joint causality, but in other
places, each of these two has been found to be produc-
tive of motion separately and independently.41

It is clear from the above statement that weight
causes motion only when there is no velocity, which
is one of the counteracting forces for the operation
of weight in producing first motion in a substance
which, in its turn, leads to its fall. In this case, no
doubt, weight is the cause of motion, but only that of
the first falling motion (ddyapatanakarman). This
motion produces velocity which helps the weight
to produce joint effects in the form of the subsequent
motions, till the falling object reaches the ground.

Now, it may be urged here: velocity being one of
the counteracting forces of weight, how can there
be any joint effect at all? According to the rule, as
soon as velocity appears it should counteract the opera-
tion of weight. This may be further explained with
the help of two instances. Thus, when an arrow is l

thrown into the air towards any direction it is accom-
panied by velocity which really is its conveyance, but
there is also weight in it. Now, it is also certain that
the independent operation of weight causes falling
motion (patanakarman)y so that, in the case of a flying
arrow we will have to infer that although the weight
is present there, yet it has not got its independent
operation. That is, its influence is counteracted by
velocity which alone is causing motion in the

41PPBha, pp. 304-305, along with Kandali.
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arrow. This velocity when exhausted, the weight
predominates and causes the downfall of the arrow.
This is how velocity is counteracting the operation of
weight and does not help the production of a joint effect.

Again, in the case pf an object or an organism
where there is no velocity and tne rest to counteract
the operations of its weight, it is really the weight
alone which causes the falling motion there. But
this weight is the cause only so far as the first falling
motion is concerned; because, in the subsequent falling
motions the weight is helped by velocity which was
produced by the first falling motion itself; so that,
here also, we find velocity helping the weight, instead of,
as a rule, counteracting it, of course, in the cause. This
is a clear case of mutual help with a view to produce
a joint effect. Even in the second instance itself, we
find apparently contradictory statements. We stick
to the rule that there should not be velocity etc. in
the case of the first falling motion, although they may
be present in the subsequent falling motions.

How to reconcile these two apparently contradic-
tory views? The facts are as stated above. Pragasta-
pada is quite clear. But (^ridhara appears to have felt
some difficulty; hence, he has tried to give reasons
to defend Pra§astapada. But his reasons do not
give us ample satisfaction; for, although both weight
(gurutva) and velocity (yega) are found productive of
motion elsewhere separately, yet one may counter-
act the other. When they are independent and sepa-
rate both produce motion; but when found in one
place, velocity counteracts the force of weight and per-
forms its function alone. There is no difficulty in
this and perhaps almost all the later writers hold weight
as the cause of the first falling motion alone, while
velocity that of the subsequent motions alone.42 There

42 TR, p. 146; TD on TS, p. 20; Visvakarman's com. on TBha,
p. 136.
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is nothing in the Vaisesika sutra itself to support the
view of Pra£astapada.

Dr. B.N. Seal, on the other hand, says—"Pra§as-
tapada seems to have thought that some samskaras (e.g.
the vega of an arrow or other projectile) suspend the
action of gravity; other samskaras (e.g. in the case of
a falling body) coalesce with gravity to produce
a single resultant motion. The later commen-
tators from (^ridhara downwards certainly interpret
the Vai§esika sutras in this sense/'48

2. Effort {prayatna) is also a cause of motion. It
is of two kinds—one which proceeds from life (jlvana)
aad the other that proceeds from desire and hatred. Of
these, the former, namely, that which proceeds from
life is that which is the cause of the movement of the
vital-airs, namely, prdna and apdna> while a man is sleep-
ing, and which leads the internal sense-organ to come
in contact with the external sense-organs at the time
of awakening." In other words, the activities of vital-
airs, in a sleeping man, are due to effort. This effort
cannot be caused by desire and hatred. It is only due to
the life present in a man. Life, on the other hand, has been
explained as the contact of the Atman with the Manas
and an organism depending upon merit and demerit; so
that, effort proceeding from life is produced from the
Atman and the Manas contact depending upon merit and
demerit.45 The other is the cause of the activities which
are capable of leading to the desired and of removing
the undesired. Tliis also keeps up the body steady.
That the body being heavy does not fall down is due
to our effort proceeding from desire. This second
kind of effort is produced from the Atman and the
Manas contact helped by the desire or by hatred/6

43 PSAH, p. 142.
4iPPBhl, p. 263.
"Kandal^p. 263.
4* PPBha, p. 265 along with Kandall.
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Such an effort produces mption. When a man,
desirous of performing such acts as sacrifice, study,
giving, cultivation of land etc, wants to throw up his
hand, or throw it down,. then an effort is produc-
ed in the Atman limited by the part t>f the body called
hand, and then from the Atman and the hand contact
helped by that effort and weight motion is produced
in the hand; a$d also in the like manner, in all other
parts of the body, such as, leg and the rest and conse-
quently, in the body itself.47 This motion has got the
parts of the body or the body itself as its material cause,
the Atman (possessing effort) and the hand contact
as the non-material cause, while the effort itself as
the instrumental cause.48 We should remember that
effort alone withput the aid of weight cannot produce
either the upward or the downward motion; so that,
we have to admit here the causality of weight as well.

Again, in the same manner, effort produces motion
in things connected with the parts of the body, or the
body itself. Thus, when a man, having a musala in
his hand, desires to throw up the musala with the help
of the hand, an effort is produced in the Atman. With
the help of that effort as the instrumental cause and the
Atman and the hand contact as the non-material cause,
an upward motion is produced in the hand and simul-
taneously with the help of the same effort, from the
hand and the musala contact, a motion is produced
even in the musala itself.49

Similarly, we have downward motion of
hand and musala. Thus, when the musala has been
thrown up, the desire to throw it up ceases, and another
desire to throw it down is produced followed by an

47 V S , V . i. I., PPBha , p . 297. *
48 VU, V. i. I. This motion is called cesta, as it is said—

*'Atma}any& bhavedicchd icchajdnyd bbavetkfHh; kftijanya bhaveccestd
tajjanyaiva kriyd bhavet"—Quoted in W , v . i. I.

49 PPBha, pp. 297-298.
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effort. With the help of this effort as the instrumental
cause and the Atman and the Manas contact as well as
the hand and musala contact as the respective non-
material causes, there are simultaneously downward
motions in hand as well as in the musala**

The motion of*the musala produces forcible con-
junction between a wooden mortar {ulukhala) and the
musala, which, in its turn, is the cause of the upward
motion of the musala with the help of the velocity
belonging to it, without being preceded by any effort.
Here,' the velocity is the instrumental cause and the
musala is the material cause.

This upward motion of the musala, in its turn,
with the help of the forcible contact produces velocity
in the musala. With the help of this velocity, again,
the musala and the hand contact, without depending
upon any effort, produces an upward motion in the
hand also.

As to the question—that the previous velocity pro-
duced in the musala by the downward motion being
now destroyed by the forcible contact, how can the
upward motion of the musala^ without depending upon
any effort, produce another velocity as explained above?51

it is said that although the previous velocity is des-
troyed, yet the musala and the mortar contact is capable
of producing a forcible (pate) motion productive of
velocity.52 Here, the upward motion in the hand and
the musala is successive. It appears simultaneous only
because of the swiftness of the two motions.58 It may
also be possible to regard the previous velocity itself so
strong that even by the forcible contact it may not
be destroyed and there would be then no need of
having another velocity. Thus, simultaneously with the

50 P P B h a , p . 298.
51 Kandall, p. 290.
M PPBhS, p. 298.
"•Randall, p. 300.
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production of the upward motion in the musala, by the
forcible contact with the help of the velocity, without
depending upon effort, another motion is produced, even
in the hand with the help,.Of the same velocity, from
the musala and the hand contact without depending
upon an effort.54 Here is the simultaneity of production
in the case of the upward rjiotion.55

It is clear from the above that the upward motion
is produced both by the presence and the absence of
an effort.

3. Conjunction {Samyogd)—As regards conjunc-
tion as the cause of motion we know that it
depends upon something else than its own substratum
to produce it.56 This produces motion either through
forcible contact or impulsion, the two forms of
conjunction. The former produces sound when two
things between which conjunction takes place come
together; while the latter does not produce any sound
at all. Impulsion is a form of conjunction, because,
it is the cause of that motion which produces the
non-disjunction of the impeller from the impelled;
and it is only by means of the conjunction in the form
of impulsion (nodana) that the impeller impels the
impelled.57

This impulsion is helped by weight, fluidity, velocity
and effort operating either collectively or individually.
It produces motion in all the four mahdbhutas™ As for
example, we find that in the case of muddy earth when
a small piece of stone is gently put upon mud, it
gradually sinks down together with the mud. Here,
in this case, the contact of the piece of stone with the
mud brought about by the weight of the stone is of

54PPBha, p. 298.
55 Kandall, p. 300.
^PPBha.p. 139.
5T PPBha, pp. 303-304 along with Kandall.
"Ibid,
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the type of impulsion (nodand). When again, the piece
of stone strikes against the mud with effort from a dis-
tance, then also the conjunction between the piece of
stone and the mud is of the type of impulsion brought
about by weight, effort and velocity. Again, when the
mud is struck by water, then the conjunction which is
of the type of impulsion is brought about by all
together, namely, weight, fluidity, effort and velocity.69

The forcible contact (abhighdta), in the like manner,
is that type of conjunction which is brought about by
velocity and which is the cause of motion which
causes disjunction.60 In other words, it is the cause
of that motion which causes disjunction between that
object which strikes against another object and vice
versa*1 This also produces motion in all the four
mahdbhiltas. As for instance, when a stone or similar
another object falls upon a hard substance, it produces
motion which is due to abhighdia\ so that, when the
muddy earth is either impelled or struck by the feet,
the conjunction thus produced is known as samyukta-
samyoga depending upon impulsion or forcible contact,
individually or collectively. It also produces motion in
earth etc. which are neither impelled, nor struck.62

4, Fluidity {dravatvd)—Coming to the fluidity
as the cause of motion we find that it is the cause of
the motion of flowing.68 It belongs to earth, water
and fire. It is natural in water alone, while it is
extrinsic to earth and fire. There should be no doubt
about the natural fluidity belonging to water; for, in
the case of solidified water, like snow, ice, hailstone,
etc., the fluidity belonging to the watery paramdnus
constituting these solids is counteracted by the mutual

59 Kandali, p, 3 ^ .
60 PpBha, p. 304.
61 Kandali, p. 305.
82 PPBha, p. 304.
« VS, V. i. 4.
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conjunction of the paramdnus of water brought about
by non-physical fire (divyena tejasd)^ This we infer
from the counteraction of the fluidity of salt by the
contact of the non-physical fire. That these solids,
like salt etc., are watery substances is known from the
fact of their melting on other occasions. The melting
of ice, snow, etc. is due to the contact of the earthly
(e.g. physical) tejas, as it is in the case of gold.65

The extrinsic fluidity belonging to earth and tejas
is produced by the contact of tejas. For instance, in
the case of butter, lac, honey, and the rest, a motion
is produced by the contact of the tejas helped by
velocity in the paramdnus which constitute them. This
motion produces disjunction after destroying the con-
junction productive of the substance; so that, the effect
being destroyed, fluidity is produced in the paramdnus
alone through the help of the conjunction of the tejas.
Then again, through the instrumentality of the adrsta
of persons concerned and the conjunction of the At man
and the paramdnus^ a motion is produced in those very
paramdnus which brings about the effect through the
process of dvyanuka and the rest. Then fluidity is also
produced in the effects along with other qualities.66

The downward flowing of water in the form of
current from a certain place is also due to fluidity.
Sometimes, the fluidity of water and some of its
constituents is checked by their contact with barriers,
such as, high banks, on all sides; and that of those
constituents which are not in direct touch with the
banks is checked by the samyukta-samyoga. When that
check is even very slightly destroyed, then although
the fluidity of water as a whole does not operate, being
kept in check from all sides of the bank, yet the
fluidity of the constituent parts which are in direct

64PPBha,pp. 264-265.
65 Kandali, p. 266.
^ P P B h , p. 265.
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touch with the bank as well as that of the other parts
consequently, begin to operate as there is no check
now,*7 As the opening is very small, the fluidity of the
constituent parts in direct touch alone first operates and
subsequently, that of other parts. But even when they
move out one aftet another, they come out conjoined
together. Though while moving, these parts do not
appear to have moved from their respective places, yet
they do so in such a manner as to remain in contact
with one another. But this does not mean that they
have their previous contacts undisturbed; for, we find
that the collocation has changed.88 Thus, the previous
substance being destroyed on account of the destruction
of the previous combinations, the collocated particles
produce a substance having a long dimension. In that
product the fluidity is also produced. So, when the
constituent parts move out in close adherence to
one another, a sort of motion is also produced in the
whole which is known as flowing. In this way, through
the fluidity of the constituent parts motion is produced
in the whole.69 The same thing may be said regarding
the drops of water falling from the clouds and combin-
ing together so as to form one connected elongated
substance. The flowing of such a substance is due to
fluidity.70

5. Impression {samskdra)—is also a cause of
motion. Although it is of three kinds, yet only
two, namely, vega $nd sthitistbdpaka (elasticity), are
required here. The former is produced by motion
with the help of impulsion, forcible contact and other
causes, in all the five kinds of substances possessing
limited forms, namely, earth, water, fire, air, and
Manas,11 Motion alone cannot produce velocity, as is

07 Ibid., pp. 305-306.
** Kandali, p. 307.
«• PPBha, p. 306.
T0 VU, V. ii. 4.
T1 Kandali, p. 267.
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clear from the fact that velocity is not found in slow
motion where there is neither implusion nor forcible
contact.

It is the cause of series of motions in one particular
direction. It is counteracted by a particular kind of
conjunction of a tangible substance. It is, sometimes,
preceded by a similar attribute belonging to the consti-
tuent parts of the substance.72 In other words, generally
velocity is produced by motion, but sometimes it is
also produced by the velocity itself belonging to the
constituent parts of the substance in which it is found;
as for instance, the velocity found in water as a whole
is due to the velocity found in the cause of water,
that is, the constituent parts of water which produce
water.78

Regarding sthitisthdpaka (elasticity) we know that it
exists in tangible substances of which the constituent
parts are very closely combined together. It brings
back the substance—its own substratum—to its original
position, if that substance had changed its position
otherwise, on some other occasion. We find its effects
in bow, branch of a tree, horn, tooth, bone, thread,
cloth and the rest, all of which are products of some
animate and inanimate objects which are subject to
contraction and expansion.74

The best example of motion produced by impres-
sion {samskdrd) is found in the discharge of an arrow
and the movement of a wheel etc. In the case of the
discharge of an arrow the process is as follows: The
man who is strpng and has got regular practice in the art
of archery, firmly takes up the bow with his left hand;
and then taking the arrow with his right hand and
applying it to the string of the bow, holds the string
along with the arrow with his fist and desires to

72 PPBha, pp. 266-267.
78 Kandali, p. 268.
f * PPBha, p. 267.
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stretch the bow along with the string and the arrow.
This is followed by an effort on his part. Through
the Atman and the hand contact aided by the effort a
motion, in the form of drawing, is produced in the
hand; simultaneously with that motion another motion
is produced in the "arrow as well as in the string of the
bow from the hand, string of the bow and arrow
contact aided by the very effort; and simultaneously
with this, again, through the hand, string of the bow
and arrow-contact qualified by the said effort two
motions are produced in the two ends of the bow
from the contact of the string of the bow and the ends
of the bow.73 In this way, the bow being stretched
as far as the ear, there springs up an idea within the
man who is stringing the bow that the string cannot
be stretched further than this. This idea destroys the
effort which had been put forth for stretching the bow.
Then there, again, appears a desire to leave the arrow
as well as the string. Then follows an effort. Aided
by this effort through the contact of the Atman and
the fingers, a motion is produced in the fingers which
produces disjunction between string of the bow and the
finger.79 From this disjunction is produced the destruc-
tion of the conjunction between arrow, string and
finger. This being destroyed, there being no obstacle,
the samskara of the type of elasticity, present in the bow,
brings the bow, which had been turned into a circular
shape, to its original form. Then aided by this very
elasticity through the contact of the bow and the string
a motion is produced in the string as well as the arrow.
This motion through the instrumentality of its own
cause, namely, the contact of the bow and the strings
produces velocity in the string. Aided by the velocity,
the arrow and the string contact produces impulsion on
account of the combined movement of the arrow which

T*PPBha,p, 301.
^ K d H . 303 •
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is impelled and the string which is the impeller.77 From
this impulsion there is the first motion in the arrow,
which aided by impulsion produces velocity in it (e.g.
arrow). From that velocity- through the help of that
impulsion follow series or motions which continue
to appear until the arrow is disconnected with the
string. The disjunction thus caused leads to the stoppage
of the impulsion. Then there appear series of motions
due to the velocity present in the arrow, which continue
until the arrow tails down to the ground. This fall
of the arrow is due to the exhaustion of the velocity
which has counteracted the operation of weight; so
that, after the disappearance of the velocity, the weight
begins to operate and causes the downfall of the arrow.78

A question is raised here: Since the moment the
arrow is disconnected with the string and till it falls
down to the ground there appears several motions, one
after the other; but how does a man come to know
of it? Why is not a single motion assumed to ac-
complish it?79

The answer to this is that the existence of several
motions is assumed as there are several conjunctions
since the arrow is disconnected with the string and till
it falls down to the ground. During this interval,
namely, between the impulsion and the falling down of
the arrow on the ground there is only one samskara;80

and it is only when a motion is aided by impulsion or
by forcible contact, that it produces a samskdra^ and
never by itself alone; for, there is no velocity. During the
interval, on the other hand, there is neither impulsion,
nor forcible contact; so that, there is only one samskdra
which is produced by the motion of the arrow aided
by the arrow and the string contact; and it is this

"Kandali.p. 303.
78 PPBha, p. 302; NBha, III. ii. 42.
70Kandali,p. 303.
80 PPBha, p. 302.
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samskdra alone which accompanies the arrow till the
latter falls down; and as the efficiency of the samskdra
to produce further effects is diminishing, the consequent
effects become weaker and weaker,81

It is to be noted here that the above view is held
mainly by the Vai<je§ikas. The Naiyayikas, on the other
hand, consider that like the series of motions there are
also the series of samskaras.** This view is rejected by
the Vai9esikas on the single ground of gaurava.** Al-
though this view is not found in the Nyayabhasya
where only a series of motions is mentioned,8* yet it is
found in the Nyaya-Vartika.88 Accepting the Nyaya-
view, Dr. B. N. Seal says—"it will be seen that the
Nyaya view is adequate to explain acceleration, which
it logically implies/'86

Similarly, in the case of a pot-maker's wheel, we
know that the first motion is produced in the wheel as a
whole due to the contact of the stick, and the subse-
quent motions are produced from the motion which is
due to either impulsion or forcible contact and also due
to samskdra. Thus, the first motion in the part of the
wheel which is in contact with the stick proceeds from
velocity through the contact of the stick with other
parts of the wheel; the subsequent motions of the
part which is in contact with a stick are due to samskdra
and impulsion; while motions of other parts are due
to samskdra and samyukta-samyoga; and when the stick is
removed, the motion found in the wheel as well as
in its parts-is due to samskdra alone.87

6. Adfsta. Lastly, we come to adrsta which
is also one of the causes of motion. But what is

^Kandali.p. 303.
8*VU.,v.i . 17.
**Ibid,
MNS,III. ii. 4*.
MPSAH,p. 137.
*> Ibid.
8T KandaU, p. 307,
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jtdfsta itself? Literally, it means that which is not
seen. That is, it is an unseen force which is mainly
due to the deeds performed by a man. These deeds
may be due to merit, or demerit, or both. % It is even
identified with dharma and adharma. However, such
motions which cannot be explained through ordinary
causes mentioned above are attributed to this adfsta.
Hence, we find that the causality of adrsta is assumed
in producing motion in the following cases:

{a) The motion found in jewels, needle etc.88 Thus,
when anything is stolen away and the thief is not
caught, the man, learned in the art of catching thief,
performs some rites in a vessel or a pot, made of some
jewel or metal, filled with water. The vessel then is
placed on the ground and some one is asked to
hold the top of the vessel firmly with his right hand.
The artist then repeats some mantras, through the
force of which the vessel held by the third person,
moves towards the direction in which the stolen property
is kept. When the vessel reaches the exact place where
the property is lying, it stops. Now, in this case, the
motion of the vessel is not due to any effort. It is
assumed to be either due to the good luck of the real
master of the property or the misfortune of the thief.
Here, the vessel is the material cause of the motion, the
contact of the vessel with the Atman of the thief having
adrsta as the non-material cause, and the demerit of the
thief as the instrumental cause.89

Similarly, the case of the motion of the needle
or any piece of iron towards the magnet is also attri-
buted to adrsta. Again, the motion found in grass
while moving towards the grass-magnet {tfnakdntd) is
also attributed to adrsta. In these cases, needle and
grass #re the material causes, the conjunction with the
Atman of the person possessing adrsta and is affected

88 V S . , v . i. 15; PPBha , p. 309; Kandal l , p. 311.
89 VU. and VV., V. i. 15.
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for good ot for bad by that motion of the needle, the
grass etc, are the non-material causes, and his very"
adfsta is the instrumental cause.90 •

(b) Earthquake etc., which are neither caused by
impulsion, nor by forcible striking, are said to be caused
by adfsta.*1 So, it is said that if a motion in earth alone
be of some particular consequence as in the case of
earthquake, then it is caused by adrsta; so that, the
earth is the material cause, the conjunction of the
Atman possessing adrsta of a person whose pleasure or
pain is produced by the earthquake is the non-material
cause, while adfsta is the instrumental cause. This is
true of all the motions found under the earth and
which are not due to impulsion and forcible contact.9 2

(c) Again, the motion of water within the trees is
also attributed to adfsta?* Thus, when water is poured
into the basin round a tree and it moves into the tree
through the roots, the motion is not caused by impul-
sion, or by forcible contact, or by the sun's rays. Hence,
it is attributed to adrsta alone. Here also, water is the
material cause, the conjunction of the Atman, possessing
adfsta of persons who are to get pleasure or pain from
the growth of the leaves, branches, flowers etc., of the
tree, is the non-material cause, while adrsta itself is the
instrumental cause. This motion of water causes the
growth of the tree.04

(d) Other cases where adrsta is the cause of motion
are found in the first upward flaming of fire, the first
oblique or transversal movement of air, the first motion
imparted to the paramdnus after the Cosmic Rest and the
first motion imparted to the Manas.™

00 VU. and VV., v. 1.15.
e iVS.,V.i i . 2.
98 VU, on ibid.; Candrakanta explains adfstaih as abhyantar*

airvastubhifcaladbhih.
»aVS, V. ii. 7.
w VU, V. ii. 7.
95VS,V-ii. 13.
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(c) Again, we find that adrsta is the cause of the
two well-known motions of the Manas, namely,
apasarpana and upasarpana. Conjunctions of what is
eaten and drunk and conjunctions of othef effects are
also attributed to this adrsta.**

The apasarpana and the upasarpana are produced by
the Atman and the Manas' contact helped by adrsta.
The process is as follows: When the merit and the
demerit, helping the existence of the body in the living
state, become exhausted and do not produce any more
effect due to the experience (bhoga) or to their mutual
predominance, or to their mutual counteraction, the
effort proceeding from the living also having ceased to
exist; the functioning of the vital-airs having also
stopped, the present body falls down as dead. Then,
again, another set of merits and demerits through which
the particular Jivdtaman is to experience pleasure and pain
in the next body, comes to function. In other words,
the particular set of merits and demerits meant for the
experience of pleasure and pain in another body, being
checked to function in this body by the set of merits
and demerits meant for the experience of pleasure and
pain in this very body, finding the present body dead
and the set of its merits and demerits exhausted, be-
comes operative; for, there is nothing to counteract its
force now. Then, this fresh set of merits and demerits,
aided by the Atman and the Manas contact, produces a
motion called apasarpana which causes the disjunction
between the dead body and the Manas. Here, the
Atman and the Manas contact is the non-material cause,
the Manas is the material cause and the fresh set of
merits and demerits which is now operative is the
instrumental cause.

Then, this Manas9 which has left the dead body
and has come out, becomes connected with another
subtler body called dtivdhikafarira which has been formed

**VS, V. ii. 17.
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by the non-operating fresh set of merits and demerits.
The Manas thus connected with the subtler body

goes either to heaven or to hell. After going there the
Manas leaves this dtivdhika body and enters into another
body which is formed in accordance with the past
deeds of the person whose Manas is moving. This
body is meant for the experience of pleasure and pain
according to the past deeds either in heaven or in hell.
To come in contact with this body the Manas must
have a motion. Such a motion is known as apasarpana*

As to the necessity of having an organism,
however subtle it may be, it is said that while moving
from place to place Manas must have an organism;
for, there can be no motion in the Manas which
is not in any organism, except during the state
that immediately follows the Universal Destruction
{mahdpralayd)\ so that, it is necessary to assume
the existence of an organism, which remains quite
close to the dead body. It is produced out of
paramdnus and dvyanukas etc. moved by the adrsta.
This body is very subtle and supersensuous. As it
leads the, Manas to heaven and hell, it is known as
the dtivdhikafarira**

The motion of the Manas, to enter the fresh body
produced either in heaven or in hell for the experience
of pleasure and pain, is known as upasarpana*8

Similarly, the morion found in the Manas on other
occasions is also due to adfsta* Thus, the motion of
the Manas of the yogms with the help of which the Manas
goes out of the body to its destination and comes back
to its own organism and so on, is due to adfsta alone.01*

As regards the motion due to adrsta, it should be
pointed out that the systems of Nyaya and Vaigesika,
following very closely the common-sense view, have

p. 310.
M Ibid., p. 311.
00 PPBhl, p. 309 along with Kandali, p. 311.
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to confine themselves within certain limitations.
Hence, sometimes, even in such cases, where one can
easily, with a little insight, find out some definite
cause of the motion, as for instance, in earthquake
etc., these systems pretend to remain ignorant of the
reality and attribute the causality to some unseen
force (adfsta). i

Besides these, there are certain other kinds of
motions which are attributed to one of these causes.
Thus, for instance, the cloud in the sky is a collection
of water-drops moved towards the sky through the rays
of the sun helped by the contact of air.1*00

Now, these causes sometimes operate separately,
independent of any other cause and sometimes, they join
together to produce one joint effect.

100 VS, V. ii. 5-6 along with VIL



CHAPTER VI

MATTER AND CAUSALITY

I

INTRODUCTION

NYAYA and Vaijesika systems being realistic in
nature take the things of the universe as they appear
to us in reality. In the universe, at every moment,
we find that certain things are produced, while others
are destroyed; so that, production and destruction are
constantly going on. Not only the constituents of the
universe are affected by the Law of Change but also the
universe itself.

Now, a question is raised: How does this produc-
tion, or the destruction take place? In other words,
whether production, or destruction is brought about by
chance, or through some agency? This is a question
which every school of thought had to face since the
very dawn of reasoning in India. This very question
in a different form is found in the Upanisads. Thus,
the (Jvetafiratara Upanisad notes several views advanced
at that time in answer to the question: What is the
cause of the origin of the universe, its existence and its
destruction (praiqya)? Those views are summarised in
the following gruti:—

Kdlah svabhavo niyatiryadrcchd
bhiitdni yonib pur us a iti cintyd;
Samyoga esdm na tvdtmabhdvd-
ddtmdpyantfah sukhaduhkhahetoh1.

Here, we have got Kd/a9 Svabhdva, Niyati, Yadfcchd>
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Bbutasy Purusa, and Jivdtman representing the several
views advanced in explaining the origin of the empirical
world. These are, undoubtedly, very old views. Even
coming to the Nyaya-Sutras,8 we find some more views
enumerated there. Thus, it is said there that fcome are of
opinion that both the universal and the individual
productions are from abhdva—void8. This naturally
refers to the (Jlunyavadin school of the Buddhists.
Again, further it is said that some hold that lfvara is the
cause of the universe*. This is the same as is in the
£veta$vatara Upanisad given above and in the Maha-
bharata5 of which a reference is made by Vacaspati
Migra I in his Tatparyatlka6. This view appears to
have a wider circulation. It finds its place in the
Mahabodhijataka7 and also in the Buddhacarita of
Agvaghosa.8 In these Buddhist works this view is
referred to as held by 'others*; so that, we should
not mistake it for the Buddhist view. Then, again,
Gautama refers to the view of some who hold that
positive things are produced without any cause (am-
mittatah9). This nirnimittavdda is most likely the sva~
bhdvavdda of the (^veta^atara referred to above. This
is also found mentioned in the Sugruta,10 the Bud-
dhacarita of Agvaghosa11 and also in the Gommatasara
of Acarya Nemicandra.18 Gautama mentions some other
views. Thus, he says that some hold that everything
of the universe is non-eternal; for, everything is

2IV. i. 14-43.
*NS.,IV.i. 14.
4NS.,IV. i. 19.
5 Vana-Parva, xxx, 28.
6 pp. 604-605.
7 lssaro sawalokassa sace kappetijfvitam etc.^Jatak, Vol. V.
8 I X . 53.
9 NS., IV. i. 22.
10 Sarlrasthana, 1.11.
" I X . 52.
"Verse 883.
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produced and destroyed* That is, nothing exists before
the production and also after the destruction. Hence,
everything is non-eternal.18 Similarly, there is another
view that everything is eternal; for, the five bhutasy
which constitute the objective world are eternal.14

Hence, there is no need of any cause or effect. In
this way, we find that there have been several views
about die origin of the world and which can very well
apply to all cases of individual productions.

Of these, some do accept some sort of causality,
while others reject it entirely. Almost all the views which
reject the principle of causality are very closely related.
There appears to be a kind of gradation between some of
these views. Thus, (^ankarananda says18 that the up-
holders of the Kdlavdda think that there is a great gaurava
in ho\dixo% paramdnu to be the ultimate cause; hence, Kdla
is accepted to be the required cause. By Kdla ̂ ankara-
carya understands the cause of the change of every
bh&ta™ Some take it in the sense oflfvara.17 Again, as
Kdla cannot do anything without the immanent nature
of a thing; it is replaced by Svabhdvavdda. The latter,
again, is of no use without the niyati. By niyati (^ankara
means karman of the type of merit and demerit
{avisamapunyapdpalaksanam karma). Dalhana in his com-
mentary on the Su$ruta identifies it with merit and
demerit themselves {piirvqjanmdrjitau dharmddharmau
niyatih). It is to be noted down here that niyati used
in the sense ofadfsta is not objected to by the orthodox
schools; hence, it appears that here it has been used in
the sense of mere chance in some form or other,
and therefore, it is objectionable. Yadrcchd is used
in the sense of mere coincidence (dkasmikaprdptib).

, 5
"Ibid., IV. i. 29.
^Svet&svataropamsaddlpika, 1.1.
18 Sarvabhutdttam viparindmahttuh—SBha, on SvetS. I. x.
17 Palhana's Comm. on Su$ruta.
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In later times, these various views have come to repre-
sent in some form or other the view point of the Carva-
kas regarding the theory of causality. But it should not
be forgotten that none of these accepts the Law of Causa-
lity, as it is understood by the orthodox schools.

It is clear from the above that the problem
of Causality is vety important in Indian thought.
Since every school of thought had to face it in its own
way, it became very controversial. The difference does
not exist between the orthodox and the heterodox
schools alone, but even amongst the orthodox schools
themselves there is hardly any agreement on this point.

The following are the points on which the contro-
versy is based: What is the relation between the cause
and the effect? Is the effect absolutely identical with
the cause, or is different from it? Is the effect produced
out of something which is real and eternal, or is
created from the void? What is the process of produc-
tion of the effect? Is it merely the manifestation of that
which existed before, or is a real and fresh production?
All these questions are independently upheld mainly
by the four most important schools of thought, namely,
Nyaya-Vaigesika, Sankhya, Vedanta and Buddhist of the
Madhyamika school. The view point of each of these
schools is represented distinctly by the well-known
theories of Indian philosophy, namely, Arambhavdda^
Parindmavdda, Vivartavdda and (^unyavdda respectively.
Of these, the Parindmavdda represents the view point of
Sankhya; the Vivartavdda stands for the ^ankara-Vedanta;
the view point of the Buddhist is found under the
^.unjavdda^ while the joint-system of Nyaya and Vaige-
§ika is represented by the Arambhavdda. These four
theories although associated with 'the above mentioned
four schools, yet represent almost all the schools of
Indian thought in some form or other. It is certain
that all these theories assume the principle of causality!

1. Thus, according to the Parindmavdda there is
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the primordial cause called Mfild-Prakfti. This consti-
tute the equilibrium of the three gunas—Sattvay Rajas
and Jamas. The peculiar nature of Rajas makes the
Prakfti ever-changing.18 Hence, Prakfti is self-moved
{svatahparindmint). Motion in the form of Rajas is in-
herent in it by nature and does not come to it from
without.

By parindma we mean disappearance of one dharma
followed by the appearance of another dharma in the
same dharmin.™ Although, in reality, there is only one
kind of parindma, yet due to the distinction between
dharma and dharmin there appear to be three kinds
of parindmaSy namely, dharmay laksana and avasthd. The
meaning of parindma given above is the definition of
dharma-parindma. The laksanaparindma is the name
of the change of laksana, meaning, time. That is to
say, the change, from future to present and thence to
past, is due to the laksanaparindma. In this case, the
change is with reference to the dharma. As for instance,
all the dharmas of the type of cow, horse, jar, cloth
etc., are mutations of the dharmin in the form of pfthvi
etc. This is the example of the dharmaparindma. Again,
when the change of the very dharma takes place in regard
to time, that is, from future to present and thence to
past, it is called laksanaparindma. Again, when, with
reference to the dharmas which have come to exist in
the present time, say the existing cow, for instance, we
speak of their states (avasthds\ such as, bdlya, kaumdra>

jauvana, bdrdhakya, or old and new states of a jar etc.,
it refers to the avasthdparindma. In this way, constantly
the gunas are changing20.

According to this theory, there is a primordial cause
which unfolds itself and manifests effects. This school

18 SK., verse 13.
19 Avasthitasya dravyasya pUrvadharmanivptau dharmdntarotpatti)}

parfip3mab—YBhL9 III 13.
•° TV., on YBha., III. 13, p. 204.
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of thought believes in the Satkdryavdda, according to
which the entire universe* exists in the Prakfti as its
aspect, even before the causal operation. The true
relation between the cause and the effect, according to
this school, is that the effect is a dharma^ an aspect of
the cause, and constitutes a mode (vikdrd) of it. In
other words, the various effects known as vikrtis are
the various modifications of the primary Prakrti itself.
In fact, the relation is that of absolute identity in
difference (bhedasahisnu atyantabhedd) as opposed to the
absolute difference in identity {ahhedasahisnu atyanta-
bhedd) of Nyaya and Vai^esika. Hence, the difference
between the two effects is that of collocation alone.
The Prakrti is the Unmanifest, while the effects are the
manifestations of the same Unmanifest. There is no
fresh production, in fact, under this head. Everything
exists in the cause potentially. But we should not
forget that the effects are as much real as the cause itself.

2. The theory of Vivaria is associated with the
school of (^ankara Vedanta. As has been said before,
Vedanta in its empirical aspect is also a realistic
school, and as such, cannot neglect to give an account
of the phenomena of the world. That there is a cons-
tant change going on in the phenomenal world cannot
be denied. And it is one of the important functions
of this school also to give some account of the endless
series of events and effects. No doubt, the theories of
Parindma or Arambha cannot help the Empirical school
of Vedanta to explain the nature of the principle of
causality as applied to the external world. Even allow-
ing a sort of reality to the external world according to
£ahkara-Vedanta, it is not of the same type as we have
with Nyaya-Vai9esika, or Sankhya. There is a vast
difference between the notion of reality of this empirical
school and that of all other schools; so that, it is quite
evident that the nature of the Law of Causality will
also be of a different type. In Nyaya-Vai$e§ika, the
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cause is a permanent, unchanging entity in the form of
paramdnus but not self-sufficient, while the effect is real,
although it is destructible. According to Sankhya, the
cause is the Unmanifest Prakrti, which is permanent
and eternal21, while the effects are merely the manifesta-
tions of Prakfti) and as such, are as much real as the
cause itself. According to the empirical school of
Vedanta, at least, the nature of the effects is entirely
different. About the nature of the cause we shall soon
see what it is. At present we can only say that it is
not as it is with the other schools. There is only one
reality, namely, Brahman, and the entire universe, which
is merely an imposition upon that unchanging reality, is
really a false appearance, unreal (anirvacanlya\ and hence,
illusory. Just as, water is the only permanent entity,
while waves, bubbles, ripples etc., are merely so many
appearances having no reality of their own. Similarly,
the (^ruti says that the only truth is clay, while all the
modifications are but illusory forms and names imposed
upon that single truth through speech only. (Vdcdram-
bhanam vikaro ndmadheyam mfttiketyeva satyam etc.). This
is known as the theory of vivarta.

As regards the nature of cause itself, there are
different views even in the Carikara school. Thus, says
Appaya Dlksita, in his Siddhanta lefa22, that according
to the followers of the author of the Sanksepa-C^arlraka,
the pure Brahman is tKe cause of the world. This is
clear from the meaning of the Vedanta Sutra28 'Yantnd-
pyasya yataff which means that the Brahman is that from
which as a form of cause, the production etc., of the

w 1 am not quite sure whether Prakfti> although parinaminJ
by its vtty nature, is self-sufficient in manifesting its effects. Is it
possible that Prakfti would continue to manifest effects, even
if Purusa—tht consciousness—be removed? If not, should we
not say that it is also not self-sufficient like the paramanus of
N & V i i k ?ys

82 Pp. 57-78.
"LL 2,
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world take place-*. Hence, it is said that Akafa
comes out of Brahman™ > where the pure Brahman is meant
as the cause {updddna). Again, the followers of the
Vivarana think that Brahman in the form of Ifvara,
under the influence of Mdyd, is the cause of the universe.
Hence, they say that under the Sutras2* ' Antastaddharmo-
padefdt? Sarvatra prasiddbopadefdf etc., Brahman> as
Ifvar*, is described. Others again, hold, they say, that
the world is the parindma of Mdyd which belongs to
Ifvara, while Ifvara himself is the updddna-kdrana (effi-
cient cause). This is said of the external world. While
as regards the antahkarana etc., of the individual beings,
it is said that the causality belongs to both the
I$vardfritamayd and the Jwdfritdvidyd. In other words, in
the case of the antahkarana etc., the Jiva associated with
the Avidyd is the updddna. This view undoubtedly takes
Mdyd as different from Avidyd. Some, again, hold that
Jiva alone is the updddna-kdrana. There is also a view
that Mdyd alone is the cause of the universe. Again,
the author of the Padarthatattvanirnaya thinks that both
the Brahman and the Mdyd or the Avidyd are together
the cause of the universe; Brahman as the cause through
the vivartamdnatdy while Avidyd through the parinamamd-
natd. Vacaspati Migra I is of opinion that Brahman is
the updddna-kdrana influenced by Mdyd associated with
Jiva. Mdyd is only the sahakdri (auxiliary). Praka-
jananda is, however, of opinion that Mdyd alone is the
updddna-kdrana of this phenomenal world27. These are
some of the views about the origin of this phenomenal
world according to the followers of the Empirical school
of (Jankara-Vedanta. Apart from these differences in the
view point, it is clear that there is no difference between

94 Yataff kdranadasya jagato janmddi, tat Brahma.
28 Atmana a~kdfassambhutaby etc.
26 BS., I. L 20; I. ii. I.
21VSM*, p. 38. For further details on the Subject vide VPS.,

pp. 204-209; 224-225.
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Brahman and the universe which may be said to be the
so-called effect, though illusory in nature, of Brahman,
pure or impure,

3. Now, coming to the £iinyavada9 we find that
it is associated with the Madhyamika school of the
Buddhist thought." It not only denies the external reality
of the world but also dispenses with the necessity of
recognising the existence of ideas {vijndna). All traces of
phenomenal experience, both objective and subjective,
are effaced, and what is left behind is the Serene Depth
of an Infinite Void. It is called £unya in the sense
that it is eternally free from everything with which our
subjective or objective consciousness is acquainted.
It is above the world, beyond the world, and even
permeating the world, though not defiled by it, as its
abiding background. It is neither positive, nor even
negative (as the word might seem to apply); nor both
simultaneously, nor other than both; so that, it is
îndefinable and in a sense has no 'character' (laksana).

This school of thought explains the whole paraphernalia
of cosmic experience from the stand-point of this $unya
with the aid of Avidyd.

4. The Arambhavdda is the theory which is advo-
cated by Nyaya and Vaisesika. According to this
joint-system, which stands for common sense, there is an
absolute difference between a cause and its effect, al-
though both are bound together by a mysterious tie of
relationship; so that, as long as the effect exists, it
inheres in its cause and even when it does not exist,
that is, before its production and after its destruction,
its non-existence in both the cases, technically called,
prdgabhava and dbvamfa, also is attributed to the same
cause. Why is it so, is not known even to the
Naiyayikas and the Vai$e§ikas themselves. They would,
naturally, say that it is in the very nature of the cause
and the effect to be so related. This difficulty is perhaps
due to their not believing in the Satkdryavdda and
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labouring under limitations.
According to them, the paramdnus of the four

mahdhhutas are eternal. It is out of these paramdnus
alone, as the material cause, that the indivic[ual products
and consequently, the entire universe are produced.
Hence, these are recognised as the ultimate material
cause of the external sensible world.

As the effects are quite fresh and distinct from their
cause and as they are produced after a particular kind of
Arambhaka-samyoga, the view-point is known as the
Arambhakavdda.

This theory of Origination gives us an opportunity
to discuss the problem of causality. We have seen
above that this school of thought believes in the
existence of eternal paramdnus', which combine together
and produce effects. It may be asked here: how do
these paramdnus combine? This combination is not by
chance but is due to some efficient cause. During the
state o£pralaya> or otherwise, these paramdnus first remain
without any productive motion. Then, as soon as the
cumulative adrsta of the Jlvas matures for fructification,

~the Will of God, which is eternal, becomes as it
were creative, and immediately, productive motion is
produced in the paramdnus which group them-
selves round the Manas and form organisms, one for
each Jiva. The initiation of motion in the Manas and
the paramdnus is attributed to adfsta quickened by the
Divine Will. In this way, all other effects of this world
and consequently, the world itself are produced. All
this is due to the Law of Causality. Thus, from the
very beginning of the universe there is the necessity of
this Law. It is, in fact, at the very root of the theory
of Origination. No event can be properly explained
without the Law of causation.
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II
CONSERVATION OF MATTER AND WEIGHT

It is clear from the above that the whole process
of the theory of Causality is nothing but a process of
change. Now, it may be asked here: while undergoing
change from cause to effect, and via versa, is any part of
the changing object lost? It has been made clear above
that there is one permanent ultimate element in the form
of paramdnu which never changes, although in certain
case, their qualities change according to the Vaigesikas,
The products of these paramdnus change; so that, in the
course of this change, the paramdnus, as such, remain
without undergoing any change. Not only this, but
even the number of the paramdnus constituting the cause
also remains the same. In fact, it is due to this, that
we can say that in this world 'nothing is created and
nothing is destroyed/ Although the effect is entirely
different from the cause and is not merely the grouping
of the constituent parts, yet essentially, there is neither
any addition to, nor any deduction from the number of
paramdnus constituting the effects. Hence, if a certain
product be reduced to its constituent paramdnus, we shall
find exactly the same number of paramdnus out of which
that product had formed. That is to say, the ultimate
matter, as such, remains the same throughout the entire
process of change. This is what is known as the Con-
servation of matter. This also explains that the Conserva-
tion of weight is also possible according to Nyaya- Vai$e-
?ikaM. That is to say, the weight of the constituent parts
isequal to the weight of the effect produced out of
those constituent parts.

** We find that Uddyotakara and some others hold that the
weight of the effect (avayavin) increases from that of the cause—NV.,
p. 236. But this seems to be a partial view, as has been made
clear before*
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III

CAUSE DEFINED

Having thus established the necessity of the Law
of Causality, it may be asked: what should we exactly
understand by the term cause? Cause has been defined
as that which invariably precedes an effect and is not
connected with it too remotely. In order to be a cause
it must precede an effect. But all the antecedents do
not necessarily represent the cause. For instance, the
potmaker's ass or bullock that brings the clay out of
which the potmaker makes the pot, precedes the effect,
but it is not a cause of the pot, as neither of these is an
invariable antecedent of the effect; for, even if the clay
be brought on a cart it can produce the pot. Hence,
the attribute invariable is essential. Again, all that
precedes an effect invariably should not necessarily be
the cause; for instance, the potmaker's father, the colour
of the stick, the generality known as dandatva all these
although precede the effect in the form of a pot invari-
ably, yet none of these is recognised as a cause of the
pot. The reason is that all these are too remotely con-
nected with the effect. The pot can be produced even
without these. Hence, they are not the cause.

IV

ANYATHASIDDHA

It may be now asked: What is the meaning of
'connected too remotely? Under what conditions an
antecedent is said to be connected too remotely? The in-
variable antecedents which are not at all necessary for
the production of the effect but are invariably connected
with the effect too remotely are known as anyathdsiddhas.
There are several varieties of it. Gange§a Upadhyaya
mentions three varieties:

1. Things that are connected with the cause
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through inherence are, therefore, antecedents to the
effect through it; as for instance, the colour of the thread
and the generality tantutva which being inherent in the
thread, are invariable antecedents to the effect—cloth,
but are not causes of the cloth.

2. Things that are antecedents to a cause and are
therefore, antecedents to the effect, such as, the father
of the potmaker, who is an antecedent to the potmaker
and consequently, to the pot itself; or, as Akdfa
which is an antecedent to a pot, because it is a cause
of the word ghata which always precedes the object
ghata; but these are not the causes; for, even without
these the pot can be produced.

3. Lastly, all other concomitants of a cause that are
not connected with it through inherence, such as, the
prdgabhdva of the colour which is not the cause of smell,
although it is concomitant of several earthly things.

These are only anyathdsiddhas and not the causes.
Later writers mention five such varieties. Thus, ac-
cording to Vi§vanatha an anyathdsiddhas is—*

1. That due to which the antecedence of the cause
takes place. As for instance, it is due to the generality
called dandatva that the antecedence of the stick, which
is the cause of the pot, takes place; hence, dandatva is
one of the anyathdsiddhas\

2. That which precedes the effect not indepen-
dently but through the cause itself. As for instance,
the colour of the stick. The colour alone does not
precede the effect, namely, pot, independently, but it
does so only through the stick which is the cause of
the pot. The stick must have some colour or other.

3. That which is known to be an antecedent to an
effect only because it chanced to be an antecedent to
something else; as for instance, Akdfa in relation to a
pot; because, the object pot is preceded by the word
(sound) pot, which is preceded by Akdfa as the material

80 BhftR, verses 19-22.
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cause of sound; so that, Akdfa is known to precede the
object, pot, only because, it precedes the sound pot.

4. That which is an* antecedent to an effect, only
because, it is an antecedent to the cause of that effect; as
for instance, the father of the potmaker, *who is an
antecedent to the pot, only because, he is an antecedent
to the cause of the pot, namely, the potmaker.

j . Lastly, that which is other than that which
alone is capable of producing the effect. As for ins-
tance, the ass who brings the clay for making the pot.

The last variety alone can include all other varieties
under it; hence, this variety has been recognised as
the most important of all the other four varieties
mentioned above.

V

LAW OF CAUSALITY AND THE CARVAKAS

It has been already said above that the Carvakas do
not believe in the Law of causality. This is quite'
evident from the fact that they do not believe in any
means of right cognition except pratyaksa. And causa-
lity cannot be proved through pratyaksa; for, even when
the dharmin, as such, is perceived doubt may remain as to
its causal character. The Carvaka continues that the
argument, 'that through the absence of the auxiliary of
the cognition based on the method of agreement and
difference the causal relation is established/ is not
acceptable; for, the very argument is applicable to the
vyabhicdriy that is, to disprove the causality. Not being
connected too remotely and being an invariable antece-
dent to the effect are also full of doubts, and as such,
cannot ascertain the causality. As for inference, it is said
that the Carvakas have no faith in its validity as a means
of right cognition. They further add that sometimes
asiddhi is found in the course of proving the causality;
and the anvayin being unknown cannot remain there; so
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that, difference {vyatireka) also cannot be ascertained*
And consequently, there is no possibility fotxhtkeva-
lavyatirekin. To the Catvakas, who believe in the
asatkhyati (non-existence) of an object, not rightly
cognised, there is no difficulty on the ground that the
object of denial is ufiknown.*0

Vardhamana Upadhyaya says that the cognitions
expressed in the forms that—cthis takes place after this/
'in the absence of this/ 'this does not take place/ etc,
show that the theory of causality is proved through the
direct perception itself81. He, continuing further,
says that the first alternative is not good; as its
object is imaginary. In other words, if the Carvakas
do not believe in the theory of causality, how is it
that they use the words which are meant to result in the
genesis of conviction in others {parapratipattiphalaka-
vacandft A Carvaka is sure to commit contradictions;
for, the more he attempts to reject causality, the more
is he put into troubles82.

It may be further urged: if the effect does not
depend upon anything, that is, if causality be denied,
then there is the possibility of the production or
creation being perpetual. If production were denied>
then there would be no production even afterwards;
for, there is no difference between the two states. The
alternative svasmdt (from itself) is untenable; for, the
effect before its production is itself non-existent, and
therefore, incapable of production itself. The relation
of cause and effect is one of invariableness in priority
and posteriority. One single object cannot be both an
antecedent and a consequent; for, this (sequence) is
possible only where there is difference38. It is impossible
to think of identity between the cause and the effect;.i d y btwe e

*>KPP-> p. 35; PWSS., Vot II. p. 182.
"KPP^p.34.
"Ibid.
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for, the view that one who is desirous of having a cloth
not only takes cloth but also the threads which existed
before the production of the cloth along with it, is
quite contradictory to the usage of the world.8*

If unreal (anupakbyd) bfc believed to be the cause of
production, then even before the production,' the effect
should have existed which would have made the
production perpetual8"

It may be, however, urged that the term akasmdt, in
the expression 'akasmddeva bhavati\ is not meant merely
to deny the cause or production, nor does it mean the
affirmation of the effect being its own cause, or being
caused by something unreal, but shows that the
product is by nature associated with a fixed Kdfa, just as,
it is naturally associated with a fixed Defa.

The Naiyayikas reject the above view; because, they
hold that the denial of a limit in time, or of fixedness of
limit in time, both would be subversive of kdddcitkatva
which does not consist merely in the existence at a
succeeding moment but in such existence which is
accompanied by prior-non-existence. In case the limit in
time is admitted, this upper or prior limit itself becomes
the cause.86

To this the Carvakas say—let prior-non-existence
{prdgabhdvd) itself be the limit sought. But the Naiya-
yikas do not accept this; for, other positive things
also exist along with the prior-non-existence. If they,
hold the Naiyayikas, do not exist, it would not be
possible to know the non-existence itseE Hence, the
effect does not possess the prior-non-existence alone as its
limit, because of there being no difference between this
and the prdkkdlaniyatatva^ If the prior-non-existence,

a4KPP., on Ibid., p. 43.
" K R , p. 43.
86 Ibid., pp. 44-45; Pandit Gopinltha KavMja's English trans-

lation—PWSS., Vol. II, pp. k83-84.
^Bodhani, p. 9,
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independent of anything else be the limit, then in that
case, the effect, as being due to that limit, would exist
even before*88

Again, the Carvakas hold—let there be any number
of limits, but they are not required here. This non-re-
quirement explains the meaning of the term svabhdva. To
this the Naiyayikas reply: what is the meaning of the ex-
pression 'they are not required? Does it mean that the
limits are not invariable (niyatdft Or that though they
are invariable, yet they are not helpful? That is, the stick
etc., although invariably precede the pot, yet they are not
at all helpful in producing it.80 In the first case, there
being no determinant {niydmaka\ smoke could have an
ass also as its limit, just as it has fire as its limit. In the
second case, what is the use of another helper, because
the meaning of dependence (apeksd) is nothing but in-
variable character and this is of the nature of cause? It
should be, however, known that the theory of svabhdva,
when used in this sefise, is accepted by the Naiyayikas.

Again, the Carvakas hold that this theory of.
svabhdva is like the restriction of the svabhdva of the
eternal things, like fabddfrayatva for the Akdfa, Atmatva
for the Atman etc. It is not proper to say, why should
not the nature of everything be accidental, just as the
nature of Akdfa, namely, Akdfatva is accidental? To this,
again, the Naiyayikas reply that the above view is
untenable; for, the word svabhdva would lose its signifi-
cance, if it were common to all. One thing cannot
possess several svabhdvas, because, this would then
lead to contradictions.

Again, the Carvakas reply that in the same way, in
the present case also, there would be contradiction by

w KP., p. 46; Sankara Misra, however, explains this saying that
if the prior-non-existence ^ n e be the limit, then the effect will
depend upon it alone for its production; so that, the kadadtkatva
which is oeing felt would be subverted—Amoda, Ms. Fol. 6a.

88 Ibid,, Fol. 7a.
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admitting kdddcitkatva as the svabhdva of a thing which
is eternal; so that, the solution is the same. To this
the Naiyayikas rejoin that the solution is not the same;
for, there would be self-contradiction if the effect were
accepted to be without any fixed or unfixed lirpit. If a
fixed limit is assumed, then really the doctrine of causali-
ty is accepted.40 In this way, the Naiyayikas reject the
theory of svabhdva as advocated by the Carvakas.

But it is found that this doctrine in a certain sense
has to be admitted by all thinkers at some stage.
It is well-known that a product, as for instance, jar,
inheres in its material cause, namely, clay, according
to the Naiyayikas. But, it may be asked why does not
the jar, for instance, inhere in the threads? In plain
language, why is the effect produced from one kind of
cause rather than from another? What is the inner
meaning of updddna-niyama which is a fact of general
experience? The Naiyayika's analysis, acute as it is,
fails to provide the right solution to this question.
Another example may be taken by way of illustration.
In Nyaya-Vai$esika, universals (sdmdnyd) are declared to
be eternal and omnipresent. But how is it that they
are not manifested always and everywhere? Of course,
there are certain conditions which determine and limit
this manifestation. A universal, for example, in so
far as it inheres in a composite, is revealed by the
peculiar collocation of the parts (dkfti) constituting that
composite. In other words, as Nyaya-sutra expressly
states, the relation between a particular universal and a
particular collocation is one of vyangya-vyanjakabhdva.
Now, the question arises: what determines this vyangya-
vyanjakabhdva} To be plain, how is one universal
manifested through one collocation and not through
another? Why does not kambugrivddimatva reveal gotva
instead of ghatatva} What is the root of the corres-

" K P . , pp. 42-51.
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pondence between bjdti and an dkrtfi The Naiyayikas
cannot furnish an adequate rational answer to these
questions. The only answer, if answer it could be
called, is to fall back upon the nature of the thing about
which no further question is permissible. So says the
author of Kandall*1—that this is the nature of the cause
in the form of threads that in the thing produced out of
these threads only the generality of cloth, namely, patatva,
inheres and no other generality. This is the mahimd of
a lump of clay that in the thing produced out of this,
ghatatva alone inheres and nothing else, and so on."
The causality may be attributed to nature, or to mahimd,
or to anything else, but they are all the same. It is
really the svabhdva which is the only solution for explain-
ing these cases. This makes it clear that what the
Nyaya-Vaigesika understands by svabhdva, while rejecting
the view, is something like dkasmika or chance, which
cannot be explained through the doctrine of causality.

Thus, after all it can be said that the theory of causa-
lity must be admitted, in some form or other, to explain
the phenomena of the world. It may be called by any
name, say, svabhdva, fakti, mahimd^ hetu, or kdrana, but
the fact is there. It may also be pointed out that even
those who do not accept the theory apparently, as for
instance, the Cdrvdkas, have, in some form or other,
to accept something in place of cause, although it may
not be spoken of by the name of cause.

So, we find that while refuting the doctrine of the
so-called non-causality, the Nyaya-sutra says—what the
opponent suggests that the production of positive
things is from animitta™ itself proves that there is a cause
to produce the positive effects; for, from whatever a
thing is produced is called its nimitta (cause); so that,
the animitta itself becomes the cause of positive, produc-

41PWSS., Vol. II. pp. 189-191.
4*Kandalt, p. 317.
*8 Animittato bhavotpattth-^%., IV. i. 22.
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tion. Hence, it is wrong to hold that a product is
uncaused.4*

We may add some more reasons to show the neces-
sity of accepting the doctrine of causality. Wê  find that
even when clay, water, the potmaker and the thread
are present, there is no production of the jar; even
when soil, water, air, sun and the rest are present, there
is no germination of the sprout. Hence, we are led to
assume that there is something the absence of which
prevents the production of an effect. In order to have '
the effects, like a jar, or a sprout, we should believe
in the presence of a stick, or seed, which is a fact sup-
ported by experience. If there were no law of causality,
why should there be any pravrtti and nivrtti in the
universe? But that these things exist cannot be gainsaid.
People do take steps to perform certain action which they
like, and also to abstain from performing certain acti-
vities which they hate. These steps do show that there
is the law of causality working in the mind of people;
for otherwise, there would have been no activity of
whatsoever kind. We are fully aware of the dictum—
prayojanamanuddiga na mandtfpi pravartate. The world
would have been desireless without causation. It is
really the cognition of attaining good by doing certain
things that we perform those activities and knowing that
such activities will only lead to hatred, we abstain from
them. Now, had there been no Principle of Causation,
how could one have faith in all these?45 There would
have been no law and order of whatsoever kind in the
world, had there been no causation.

Further, the Vai$esika sutra says—had there been
no relation of cause and effect, then even from the
absence of effect, we could have found the absence of
cause as well. But we find that it is not the case.48

44 NS., IV. i. 23 along with NBha.
45 VU., I. ii. 1.
" VS., I. ii, 2. along with VU.
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Therefore, we assume that there is the Doctrine of
Causality.

VI

DIVISIONS OF CAUSE

Such a cause is of three kinds: Samavdyi, A.samavayi
and Nimitta.

i. Samavdyi-kdrana (material-cause) has been de-
fined as that wherein the effect is produced through
the relation of inherence. As for instance, the
cloth is produced in the threads, that is, out of the
threads wherein the cloth exists through the relation
of inherence (samavdyd)\ so that, the threads are the
material cause of the cloth; or the cloth itself is the
material cause of the colour of the same cloth; which
again, inheres in the very cloth after it is produced.

It may be asked here: Why does the cloth inhere
in the thread which is the material cause and not in the
shuttle (turf) etc., which are also apparently equally con-
nected with the cloth? The answer is that as there is
no relation of inherence between the cloth and the
shuttle, the former does not inhere in the shuttle but
in the threads.

This leads us to talk of the nature of the relation
(sambandha) itself. It has been defined as that which is
one and is different from those two in which it
subsists but has got those two objects as its subs-
trata.47 Such a sambandha is of two kinds: samyoga and
samavdya. The former means a sort of contact be-
tween two positive objects. It is separable. The latter,
on the other hand, is that relation which exists be-
tween two ayutasiddhas which stand to each other in
the relation of the container and the contained. This
relation is the cause of the notion that such and such a

47 TBhL, p. 84.
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thing inheres in this.48 The ayutasiddhas are those two
objects between which the relation is that if one wants
to exist, it can do so only having the other as its subs-
tratum; as for example, the pairs, like part and whole,
attribute and substance, krtyd and substance, geftus and
species, quiddity (vifesa) and eternal substance, are all
ayutasiddhas. That is, whole, gunin, kriydvdn, vyaktiy and
nityadravya can exist only having parts, attributes, krtyd,

jdti, and vifesa as their substrata respectively. They can-
not exist in any other thing49.

This relation consists in the mutual dependence or
inseparableness of such things of limited extension as
are distinctly known to be different from each other.
This samavdya, according to the Vaigesikas, is super-
sensuous and is known only through inference. Thus,
just as we find that the notion 'there is curd in this
big jar' is due to there being some sort of relation
between curd and the big jar; so, there are notions
like 'cloth is in these threads/ 'mat is in these reeds/
'the attribute and motion are in this substance/ 'sattd
(the summum genus) is in these substances/ 'there is
dravyatva in this substance/ 'there is gunatva in this guna
(quality)/ 'there is karmatva in this karman* 'there are
quiddities in these eternal substances/ and so on, where
there exist such relations. Now, this relation is not
samyoga (a mere separable contact); for, the sambandhins
(the connected things) are ayutasiddhas; this relation is
not possible to be brought about by the motion of any
of the members thus related; it is not found to disappear
by the disjunction of the related members; and also
because it is found to exist only between the container
and the contained. All these conditions are not found
in the case of samyoga. It is altogether a different kind
of relation.

This is different from dravya and the rest of the

48 VS., VII. ii. 2; PPBha., p. 3Z4.
4 9TBha., pp. 15-16.
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categories; for, like bhdva (sattd) its nature is altogether
different. That is, as in the case of the summum genus,
we find that while bringing about the notions of itself
in regard to its substitutes—dravya, guna and karman—
it differs from its substrates and even from one another.
So also in the case of inherence, as regards the five
categories, namely, dravya, guna, karman, sdmdnya, and
vifesa, the notion that 'it exists here' differentiates it
from the above mentioned five categories. It is only
one. Even if it is one, there will be no difficulty in
the restriction of container and contained due to the
vyangya-yyaiijaka-faktibheda*0. In other words, although
there is only one inherence, yet the inherence belonging
to dravyatva subsists in dravya alone, and not in karman
or guna. Similarly, the inherence of gunatva subsists in
guna alone, and not in dravya or karman. This is
determined by the methods of atwaya (agreement) and
vyatireka (difference). Just as we find that the curd
subsists in a big jar and not that the big jar subsists in
the curd although there is no difference as far as the
samyoga is concerned. A substance manifests dravyatva
alone and not karmatva or gunatva. These are known
through samvit or appealing to the nature of things
alone;51 so that, the cloth is produced in the threads and
not that the threads are produced in the clothe-

Thus, after all, we find that there exists the rela-
tion of inherence between two things, because the
nature of such pairs demands it so. Hence, the relation
of cause and effect, which is that of inherence, and
accordingly, is so intimately connected, is only through
the nature of objects thus connected. It is a peculiar
bond of affinity and not identity (tdddtmya) which keeps
the cause and the effect together, although they are
absolutely different things. Really, it is a mystery which

60 PPBha., dong with Kandali, pp. 326-328; VU., VII. ii. 16.
*l Vide—Samvideva hi bhagavatt vastupagame nap faranam.
MVU.,VILii. 26.
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the Naiyayikas alone can solve, or it may be simply
called their weakness. It is the very nature of Aram-
bbavdda that such relation between the cause and the
effect has to be assumed. Perhaps the Naiyayikas
could not do anything otherwise,

2. The non-material cause (asamavayikdrana) is that
which inheres in the material cause and is capable of
producing the effect. For instance, the non-material
cause of a cloth is that which inheres in the material
cause of the cloth, namely, threads, and is also produc-
tive of the cloth. Such a cause is nothing but the
conjunction existing between the threads themselves.
It is found that the above definition of the non-material
cause does not satisfy all the cases; for instance, we
know that the colour of the cloth is an effect of which
the cloth itself is the material cause. The non-material
cause, in that case, should be some such quality which
inheres in the cloth and is productive of the colour of
the cloth also. But there is nothing like it. Hence,
the definition given above is a bit modified, and which
then comes to mean that the non-material cause should
be that which inheres either in its own material cause,
or in the material cause of its own material cause. As
in the case of the colour of the cloth, we know that
the non-material cause of it is not found inhering in
its own material cause, namely, the cloth, but in the
material cause of the cloth, namely, threads. That is,
the colour of the threads is the non-material cause of
the colour of the cloth58,

3. Instrumental Cause (nimittakdrand)—But even
in the presence of these two causes, no effect is produced.
Hence, the Naiyayikas believe in the existence of a
third kind of cause, named instrumental (nimitta). It is
that cause which is other than the material and the non-
material causes and is a cause in the true sense of the
term. As for example, a stick is the instrumental cause

58 TBha., pp. 20-22.
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of the jar.54

Of these three kinds of causes that which is the
most efficient one is called the karana™.

Of these three kinds of causes, the first two are
always extraordinary or uncommon (asddhdrana) causes,
while the third is of two kinds: sddhdrana and asddhdrana.
Under the former head we generally include the follow-
ing eight: Ifvarajndna, icchdand krti of Ipara> Dik, Kdfa,
adfsta and prdgabhdva. The asddhdrana—instrumental
cause is innumerable58.

VII

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF CAUSES

1. Cause in general
(1) All the three varieties of causes are meant for

positive (bhdva) things alone. As for the non-existing
things (abhdva\ there is only one cause and that is the
instrumental; for, there can be no relation of inherence
between the non-existing things; so that, neither the
material cause, nor the non-material cause can be con-
nected with non-existences (abhdvds)57,

(2) In every case of the production of existing
things (bhdva) all these three causes operate together.
Even when any one of these is absent, there is no
production.

(3) The theory of causality has no beginning. It is
presumed to be valid like the vijdnkuranydya™

(4) The validity of an inference is based on a valid
generalisation, which in its turn, is possible through
the doctrine of causality alone.59

5* TBha., pp. 20-2a
" I b i d , p. 23.
5a NK., p. 226, third
«T TBha., p. 22.
M KP.» Stavaka i , verse 6.
59 Kandall, p. 207,
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2. Cause in particular

(1) Samavdyi-kdrana
Only substance can be the material cause; because,

effects like substance, quality and motion (karmati) are
produced in a substance alone through the relation
of inherence.60 But sometimes a substance also is an
instrumental cause due to conjunction61. As for instance,
in the case of the production of cloth, the threads are
the instrumental cause also; for, the conjunction of the
shuttle and the threads is also a cause of the cloth,
and through that conjunction, the shuttle and the threads
are also the instrumental cause of the cloth62.

(2) Asamavdyi-kdrana
{a) Only qualities and motions can be the non-

material causes63.
(b) Of qualities, again, only the following can

be the non-material cause: colour, taste,
smell, non-hot-touch, number, dimension,
one separateness (ekaprthaktva), smoothness
and sound64. But the vifesagunas of the
Atman, namely, intellect, pleasure, pain,
desire, hatred, effort, merit and demerit,
and bhdvand are not the non-material causes
of anything65.

{c) The nature of the non-material cause shows
that it is a sort of limitation (niydmaka) for
the existence of effects.6*

(d) Every product is destroyed by the destruc-
tion of the non-material cause.

60 V S . , and VU. , X . ii. 1; BhaP. , verse 23.
61 Samogadw—VS., X . ii. 2.
62 VU., X. ii. 2.
68 VS., X. ii. 3-4.
"PPBha., p. 101.
f5NMukta., on verse 23,
68 NK., p. 103 (second edition).
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(3) Nimitta-kdrana
{a) All the specific qualities of Ifvara are the

instrumental causes.67

(b) It is the only cause of non-existing things
(abhdva).

(c) It is the only cause separable from the
effect.

We find that in.certain cases of qualities there is a
sort of overlapping of the non-material and the instru-
mental causes; for instance, conjunction, disjunction,
hot-touch, weight, fluidity and velocity*8.

VIII

PLURALITY OF CAUSES DISCUSSED

Now, it is enquired here: whether one kind of
effect is produced from one kind of cause or from more.
The Carvakas, as we have seen before, do not believe
in the causality. But some others of almost the same
type come forward and say that, in reality, we do not
see that one kind of effect is produced from one kind
of cause alone; for, it is found that one fire which is a
particular kind of product is produced from different
causes, namely, grass, arani (a piece of wood of the
samt tree used for kindling fire by attrition), and also a
particular kind of jewel (mani).

This view is rejected by the Naiyayikas who hold
that it is wrong to think that there are several different
.causes to produce a single effect. In the example cited
above, no doubt, there are three causes, but at the same
time, the effect, namely, fire is not one but three. In
other words, the fire produced by grass is different from
the fire produced out of either arani or jewel, and so
on.69 Again, if fire were produced from different causes,

flTVS.,X. ii. 7.
63 PPBhfc., p. 102.
W KP M Stavaka i , verse 6; Nyayakaustubha, Pratyak§a, p. 26.
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then the inference of fire from smoke would not have
been possible.70

The subversion of the causal rule regarding the
particular cause is easier than that of the classwise. If
there be no restriction of the class of the cause, then
there would be no restriction about the class of the
•effect as well; for, there is the absence of beta. If it be
said that the determination of the class of the effect,
•even if produced from a different class, will be according
to the svabhdva itself, then it may be asked: Is it the
svabhdva of the effect that the determination of the
particular class of effect is made, or is it that of the
cause that the different classes of effects are determined,
although there is only one class of cause? The first
alternative is untenable71. If a fixed class of effect be
not due to a fixed class of cause, and if it be due to
the very nature of things that a particular class
of effect is produced from any class of cause, then it
will have to become an effect of all the classes. In
other words, if a jar is produced from the cause of the
cloth, then the jar would belong to the class of cloth;
or, if the same jar be produced from the cause of fire,
then the jar would be classed under the class of fire;
similarly, the jar would have to be included in all the
possible classes of effects. In the same manner, it will
have to be assumed that the effect different from the
jar, if produced from the cause producing the jar,
would become of the class of the jar; so that, all the
troubles would arise if it be assumed that it is in the
very nature of the effect that of whatever class the cause
may be, the effect would be the same. Even the second
alternative is untenable. That is, if, on the other hand,
it be held that it is in the very nature of the cause itself
that in spite of all the differences of the causes, the
effect would always be a fixed one, even then the diffi-

7 0KKH.,p. 16.
71Bodhani on KP., p. 12.
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culties would be the same. Thus, if the implements
(sdmagri) producing a jar be of the nature of producing
a cloth, then that sdmagrt would be productive of the
class of cloth, and so on72.

If this be the fact, then it may be asked: Why is
there one class of product, namely, fire from so many
causes, namely, grass, arani and jewel? We cannot
believe in the existence of a category called fakti
belonging to the grass, arani> and jewel due to
which alone there may be assumed only one kind
of effect called fire; for, in that case, we cannot
infer the existence of a particular cause from the
knowledge of an effect anywhere. Another difficulty
in holding the theory of fakti would lead us to
assume that a particular effect would be produced from
any kind of cause, only if that cause were to possess
that class offakti™ It may be said here by the opponent
that the above mentioned difficulty can be overcome
by assuming the existence of a fakti favourable to
produce one kind of effect in causes of different class
where it is found that even in the absence of the required
cause an effect of one particular class is produced from a
different cause and not in any other place. But this
is not possible, hold the Naiyayikas. It is asked here:
whether such a fakti is assumed to belong to the nimitta
or to the adfsta? By the former we understand that
the presence of which alone denotes the presence of
another thing; but such a nimitta is not found here.
The grass, the arani and the jewel, which are found here,
are not nimittas; for, in their absence, we do not find
the absence of the effect. Nor can we depend upon
the method of agreement (anvayd) alone to believe in
the existence of fakti; for, in that case, an ass, or similar
other things, may also possess such a fakti and be the
cause of fire. Hence, the existence of fakti should be

T* KPR, pp. 56-58; BodhanI, pp. 12-13.
7 8KPP., pp. 56-58; Bodhani, pp. 12-13.
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assumed in those which are seen through nimittas1*.
Again, the Buddhists urge here that the fakti may

not explain the point, but there is a subtle kind of jdti
in the form of kurvadriipatva ̂ hich in spite of the grosser
form of difference existing between the grass, the arani
and the jewel, determines that the effect is of one kind
only. This view, like the previous one, is rejected by
the Naiyayikas on the ground that the so-called subtle

jdti may be present even in non-fire and from which
smoke may be produced.

It is, again, urged by the opponent that the differ-
ence and the identity of the class of effect depend upon
the difference and the identity of the material cause and
not upon the nimitta and the non-material causes. Grass
and tne rest are the instrumental causes; so that, there
is no harm if grass and the rest belong to different
classes; for, it would not affect the product at all.

To this, again, the Naiyayikas reply that if this be
the fact, that is, in spite of the difference of the class of
the instrumental and the non-material causes, the effect
becomes of the same class, then the instrumental and the
non-material causes should not be called causes at all.

Now, in order to defend the causality of the instru-
mental and the non-material causes, it is held that the
causality of these depends upon the agreement {anvaya)
with the effect. But this also is rejected by the Naiya-
yikas who hold that their causality is not merely a case
of agreement {anvaya) with the effect, but only when
they are present, the effect takes place and not other-
wise; and thus, the method of difference {vyatireka) also
comes in. Again, in order to determine the class of
effect, it does not depend upon the material cause alone,
but upon the whole sdmagft\ otherwise, there would be
no difference between substance, quality and motion
having the same material cause. We cannot hold that
this rule applies to the substances which are products

7*KPM pp. 58-59; Bodhani, p. 13.
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and not to paramdnus\ for, we find that curd is produced
from paramdnus of milk and not by milk itself. It is
verified by the common-sense belief also that milk is
now destroyed and curd is now produced75.

Now, in the absence of the theory of fakti, we find
that the rule, 'that with reference to a particular class of
effect there should be the cause in the form of svabhdva
belonging to a particular class/ is also frustrated.
Hence, the fact that there should be one particular
individual cause for each effect is to be accepted as
final; so that, the fire produced from the grass through
the help of fanning (phutkdra) is different from the fire
which is kindled from the rubbing of the arani and the
fire which is produced out of the reflection of the sun
falling upon a particular kind of jewel76.

Regarding the view—let there be only one particular
cause or a class of particular cause for an effect and
there should be no diversity in the cause, it is said that
the vaicitrya of the cause is inferred from the vaicitrya
of the effect, which we cannot avoid; but the vaicitrya
does not form any part of the cause; so that, in order
to explain the vaicitrya of the effect, we have to assume
the vaicitrya of the kdrana-sdmagrV*'.

On these grounds, we find that the Naiyayikas do
not favour the plurality of causes. They believe that
every effect has its own particular kind of cause; and if
there is any vaicitrya in the effect, it is due to the vaicitrya
of the kdrana-sdmagrL

IX

gAKTI AND CAUSE

We know that the Mlmamsakas of the Prabhakara
school hold fakti to be a different category altogether.

T 5KPP., pp. 58-61; BodhanI, p. 14.
" K P . , pp. 61-72.
T TKP., pp. 83-88.
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Qakti being supersensuous, its existence is proved
through inference. The form of inference is this: fire
possesses fakti (a particular kind of capacity) favour-
able to the production of burning. This capacity is
not found to be operating when any obstacle, as for
instance, the candrakdnta-mani> comes in its way and
when the mani is removed or any other stronger
counteracting force, say the s8ryakdnta-mani> is brought
in, the capacity, again, begins to work. This shows
that there is a particular kind of thing which being
destroyed, there is no burning, and when it is free
from obstacles and is not destroyed, there is the
burning. This particular kind of thing or capacity
is called £akti. It is different from all other categories.

But the Naiyayikas do not admit it as a different
category. The above mentioned instance is explained
by them through the help of pratibandhakdbhdva, meaning,
the absence of the obstacles. Hence, the assumption of
fakti would only lead to a great gaurava> which is not
desirable.

But a close observation shows that what the
Mimamsakas call fakti is really included in the concep-
tion of cause according to the Naiyayikas. Hence, in
fact, the notion of fakti is accepted by the Naiyayikas
also in some form or other. What they deny, it seems,
is its being given a separate place.78 Thus, they say that
the non-existence of the obstacles being a common
cause of all the effects, there is no need of assuming the
existence of fakti as an independent category; and
moreover, fakti itself is nothing but the cause itself.79

"KP., Vol. I, pp. 144-157.
79 TD., on TS., p. 65 along with Nllakanthi, p. 188,
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X
SATKARYAVADA REFUTED

We have seen above that Sahkhya, upholding the
Satkdryavdda, holds that an effect is present in the cause
potentially even before the causal operation. The neces-
sity of the causal operation is only to manifest that which
already existed in the cause. Essentially, there is no
difference between a cause and an effect. They are, in
a way, identical. Hence, the relation between them is
called, bhedasahisnu atyantdbheda, that is, absolute identity
having the possibility of separation.

This view is not accepted by Nyaya and Vai^esika.
They are of opinion that if the effect really exists in the
cause in the form in which it is found in the external
world, then there is no need of the causal operation; for,
they say, what is there then left at the manifestation or
production of which the causal operation ceases? More-
over, it is against our experience to assume the existence
of a pot in the form in which it is present in the cause.
What we actually see in the clay, before the production
of the pot, is not a pot but merely a lump of clay, which,
after the causal operation, manifests itself as a pot. In
whatever form, say in the form of a particular kind of
faktiy or a particular kind of manifestation, or a parti-
cular kind of collocation of the parts of the object, and
so on, the effect be assumed to exist in the cause, we
cannot have a real satkdryavdda. That is, we cannot
find the pre-existence of the effect, as found after the
causal operation, in the cause. The effect and the
cause cannot be identical in the true sense of the term.
As the Naiyayikas take their stand upon the actual
experience of the common people, they cannot under-
stand the theory of satkarycP*.

Besides these, there are several other reasons
80 NM., pp. 4^-496.
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to support the asatkdryavdda of the Naiyayikas. Thus,
the arthakriydbheda^ meaning, the difference in the use
of the cause and the effect, establishes the asatkdryavada.
They hold that both the clay and the pot do not serve
the self-same purpose, wî ich shows that there" is a real
difference between them. Similarly, the notion of the
cause is different from that of the effect. The vyapa-
defa (naming) also supports the Nyaya view-point.
Never the term 'effect' is used for the term 'cause',
and also, vice versa. Their functions, which are pre-
determined (arthakriydvyavasthd\ also help the theory
of asatkdrya.

It will not be out of place to point out that
although the Naiyayika's view-point is quite in keeping
with the spirit of the school and the tradition associated
with it, and as such, it may be taken to be quite correct,
yet we must know that the view-point of Nyaya-Vaise-
sika as regards this point is quite different from that
of the Sankhya. The satkdryavdda has been quite mis-
understood and wrongly interpreted for the sake of
criticism. But as already made clear elsewhere, we
should not be carried away by the remarks made by
Nyaya and Vaigesika on this point. We should not
forget that both the view-points are quite correct with-
in their own limitations.



CHAPTER VII

MATTER AND CREATION1

I

INTRODUCTION
WE have seen above that matter and consequently,
the external world itself are very intimately connected
with motion and the doctrine of change, which, of
course, does not operate by chance. It has to be ex-
plained in terms of cause and effect. Every change that
takes place in the universe has got a cause behind it,
which shows that the doctrine of change operates in
perfect harmony with the law of causality. Although
it is a fact that Nyaya-Vaigesika does not believe in the
doctrine of momentary change (ksanabbangavdda) like the
Buddhists, yet it is also a matter of everyday experience
that the joint system cannot deny the influence of the
law of change in the universe. Except the eternal
forms of matter, all the material products of the universe
undergo gradual change. There are the four kinds
of ultimate particles of matter, namely, theparamdnus
of earth, water, air and tejas, which are put into motion
through the instrumentality of the Divine Will and
the cumulative adfsta of the Jivas and which result
in various changes in the forms of dvyanukas, tryanukas
etc. Again, these products do not remain in the same
form for more than a few moments, after which, they

1 The term 'creation,' as a synonym for Sfffi, cannot be correctly
used in any of the orthodox systems. But as there is no other
suitable word in the language and as its use is so very common
in this very sense, the use of the term has been retained here
also*
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may either go on producing new forms in addition to
the already existing constituents of the universe, or be
destroyed and reduced back to the ultimate forms again.
Thus, the law of change helps both the creation and the
destruction of the material products of the universe.
Beside the everyday production and destruction of the
material products of the universe, there are the universal
creation and the universal dissolution also. In other
words, there comes a time when every product is des-
troyed and reduced back to its ultimate cause, the
paramdnus. This period of time is known as the period
of Cosmic Rest* After this period is over, again, out
of those very paramdnus, a fresh creation takes place.
This process has got neither any beginning nor any
end. It continues ad infinitum.

But there are some (e.g., the Mlmamsakas) who
do not believe in this process. They think that there
can be no universal destruction and consequently, there
is no possibility of any fresh creation after it. The
following will make the position of both the schools
clear.

II

OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE REALITY OF
COSMIC REST (PRALAYA) AND THEIR

REFUTATION

i. The Mimamsakas urge that every set of day
and night is found, necessarily, to be preceded by
another set of day and night, and that there is nothing
to deny the continuity of such a tradition either in the
past or in the future. This shows that there exists a
sort of causality between the infinite sets of days and
nights. Hence, it is presumed that there would not be
any occasion for the cessation of the universal activities,
and consequently, there is no pralaya at all.

To this it is said, in reply, that the above argument
is entirely wrong, as it is based on a false assumption.
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There does not exist any causal relation between the
various sets of days and nights; so that, it is not at all
necessary that one set of day and night should precede
another. It does so, however, because of the fact that
there exists the universe {bhava). In other words, day
and night are not causally related, but it appears to be
so, due to the nature of the universe itself.

2. Again, it is urged by the Mimamsakas that the
existence of a being is full of activities {karmati) and ac-
cordingly, there is no time in one's life when he can be
said to be free from any action. This necessitates that, as
every action is bound to bear its fruit, there would not be
any time in future which would remain without bearing
any fruit; so that, when one set of past actions is ex-
perienced and consequently, becomes exhausted, then an-
other set of actions comes in for fruition, and so on.
Hence, it is impossible to think of the cessation of actions
and their fructification ever even in the case of a single
individual. This is true of every individual. . Such
being the case, there cannot be a simultaneous cessation
of the functioning of all the modes (yrttis) of adrstas
leading to pralqya.

Against this, it may be pointed out that the above
view is, again, based on a false assumption, and hence,
it is untenable. It is a common experience of every
day that during the dreamless sleep (susupti) the func-
tion of all the modes do actually cease simultaneously.
Similar is the case with the general dissolution. Hence,
there is nothing to prevent the state of Cosmic Rest.

3. The next argument adduced against the reality
of pralaya is that during the dissolution period there
being no existence of any Brahmana, K?attriya, Vaigya
and £udra, how would the caste distinction be deter-
mined when the universe would, again, come to exist?
That the caste distinction is a fact cannot be denied.
Nor would it be reasonable to believe in the produc-
tion of a Brahmana from non-Brahmana, and so on.
Hence, in order to maintain the link undisturbed, it is
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necessary to deny the existence of pralqya.
Against this argument of the Mimamsakas, the

Naiyayikas point out that the tradition pf caste system
would be maintained as it is done in other cases. In
other words, although it is a fact that apparently a
scorpion is produced frotn a scorpion, for instance,
yet it was first produced from cow-dung. Again, like-
wise, a tandullyaka (a particular kind of grass) is, at
present, produced out of another tandultyaka^ yet it was
first produced from the seed of it. Similarly, in other
cases also, namely, milk, curd, ghee, oil, etc., the first
product was not from that out of which they are general-
ly produced. So is the case with human beings, lower
creatures, Brahmanas, Ksattriyas etc. That is, although
these are at present found to be produced from their
own homogeneous class, yet, in the very beginning of
the creation after the Cosmic Rest was over, they were
all produced out of the ultimate forms of matter
under the influence of their respective adrstas accruing
from the deeds of the past ages.

4. Again, it is held that if there were a pralaya%
then all the previous usages and traditions of the em-
pirical world would have been lost and that there would
nave remained no one to start such traditions again,
after the Cosmic Rest.

To this it is said, in reply, that in order to give a
start to the old usages and traditions, Ifvara Himself
appears at the end of pralaya and through His Maya
performs all the necessary activities required to maintain
the old connecting link-.

In this way, the Naiyayikas refute all the possible
objections of the Mimamsakas against the real existence
of pralaya. Beside these, there are several direct proofs
to show that as there is a gradual deterioration in every
phase cf human life, it is inferred that some day or
other, the gradual degeneration would certainly end in

* Vide BS., I. iii. 30 along with SBha. on the same.
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the absolute cessation of the modes (vfttis) of adrstas of
the beings of the universe leading topralaya. That there
is such an obvious decay in the universe is clear from
the following:

i. First of all, there used to be mental creations
{mdnast sfsti); then, from the fusion of the male and
the female for the purpose of producing a son as a
part of religious duties; and later on, simply to satisfy
one's sexual desires although on right lines. But now,
no consideration of any kind exists even in such
productions.

z. First of all, samskdra used to be performed in
caru and the rest; then in the fields etc.; then in the
womb of the mother; and now, after the birth of the
child, and that too, only based on worldly usage.

3. Regarding the Veda, we know that first of all,
people used to study the thousand fdkhds of it; later on,
separately; then one out of the six angas; and now, any-
one of the fdkhds alone; and that also partly.

4. Coming to the means of livelihood (pftti), we
find that Brahmanas used to live upon /•/#, meaning,
the act of picking up grains; then upon food brought
to them without asking for it; then upon food begged
for; then upon the act of ploughing the field; then
upon trade; then upon some art; then upon the protec-
tion of cow and the rest; but now, they depend upon
service (sevd).

5. Again, first of all, Brahmanas used to receive
guests with great difficulties; later on, they themselves
became guests of K§attriyas; then those of Vaigyas; and
now, they eat food supplied by £udras. It is further
found that at present some people have begun to eat
food from the hands of sweepers and other members
of the depressed class (antyajas).

6. Again, first of all, they used to eat the remainder
(fesa) of the rites and sacrifices (yajna)\ then that which
used to remain after feeding the guests; then that which
used to remain after feeding the servants; and now>
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they live upon that which is got out of pure selfish motive.
7. Again, the Dharma is said to have possessed

four feet or limbs, namely, tapas, jndnay yajna, and
ddna in the beginning of the creation, but gradually,
the first three feet disappeared; and now,* only one,
that is, ddna, remains. But that one also is ever tremb-
ling on account of the various diseases, which it possesses,
in the form of gambling etc., loss of faith, and so on.

In this way, in every phase of life there is a distinct
gradual decay, which shows that, some day or other,
there is bound to be some sort of stoppage of the
worldly activities for a certain period. And it is,
therefore, that the Lord Himself has said—I shall mani-
fest Myself when virtue {dharma) is entirely weakened
and vice (adharma) prevails upon in every yuga*.

Besides, there are (^rutis, like 'dhdtdyathdpurvamakal-
payaf etc., to support the existence of pralaya, which
leaves no doubt about the existence of it. Such a pralaya
is of two kinds—khandapralaya and mahdpralaya^ accord-
ing to the Naiyayikas. The former is also called avdntara-
pralaya. In the former type of pralaya, all the produced
substances alone are destroyed, while in the latter, all the
positive products {bhdvakdrya) are destroyed4. It is
believed that after mahdpralaya there is no creation5.

Ill

PROCESS OF PRALAYA

It is held that at the end of every hundred years,
according to the measure of Brahma*, there comes the

8KPP., pp. 314-3*9-
Also Vide—Yada yada hi dharmasya glanirbhavati bhdrata,

Abhyutthdnamadharmasya tadatmanam sfidmyaham—BG., IV. 7.
4 TD., p. 10.
5 Padarthamala of Jayarama, quoted by NK., p. 528,2nd edition.
6 One day of Brahma is equal to one year of human beings.

The table of the measure of time followed here is given below:
2 k$anas=i lava;
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time for the relief of the then existing Brahma. At that
time, there arises a desk, in the mind of Mahefvara, the
Lord of the entire universe, to destroy the entire
production of all the living beings who are tired of
births and deaths for the purpose of rest at night.
Just after the desire to do so, the modes (jfttf) of
the adrstas of all the living beings, which are the
causes of the production and the existence of organ-
isms, sense-organs and all other mahdbhutas^ are stopped
and motions are produced from the conjunctions be-
longing to the Atmans and the paramdnus helped by
the Divine Will. These motions are followed by the dis-
junctions produced between the ultimate particles out of
which organisms and sense-organs etc. are produced,
leading to the destruction of the conjunctions existing
between them. Thus, every product, including the
four mahdbhatas, is destroyed and reduced to its res-
pective ultimate particles. This is the universal state
of rest known as pralaya.

During this state of destruction, the ultimate
particles of matter remain disconnected and are not
capable of producing any effect. Not only the para-
mdnus but all other eternal substances, including the
Atmans together with merit and demerit, remain during
the pralaya. Udayana adds that qualities, like colour
and the rest, which are produced out of the chemical
action, also exist then in the form of the limitations

2 lavas=1 nime~a;
18 nime§as=i ka§thS;
30 ka§th5s=i kala;
30 kalis—1 muhurta;
3omuhurtas=ri ahoratra;
15 ahor5tras=i paksa;
2 pak$as=i tn&sa;
2 masas=i ftu;
3 {tusasBi ayana;
2 ayanas=^i year;
1 year=1 ahor§tra of gods.—Kandali and KV.
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(upddhis) of Kd/a; and motions produced by the velocity
caused by the destruction of the mahdhhutas also exist
during this dissolution period. The existence of these
during this period is necessary to mark the time-limit
of it and to make the subsequent production of the
constituents of the world possible7. Besides, *the prior-
non-existence (prdgabhdva) also remains during this
period8* This state of universal rest continues tor one
hundred years, according to the measure of Brahma9.
This is the description of the Khapdapra/qya10.

IV

CAUSE AND AIM OF CREATION

After pra/aja, naturally, creation (srsti) takes place.
But before a description of it is given,, it may be asked:
why should there be any creation at all, and if there be
any, what is the cause of it?

In answer to this, it is needless to say that all the
orthodox schools of Indian thought believe in the
beginninglessness of creation. That is, every creation
is necessarily preceded by another. Thus, when a being
takes birth, he cannot remain without any action even
for a single moment11. Produced beings are always
thinking, desiring and doing deeds. All these thoughts,
desires and deeds must result in some effect. There is
no thought, desire and deed which do not bear their
requisite fruit. The fructification of desires and
deeds is possible in a day's time, or in a year's time,
or in one life, or in several lives. Without the experi-
ence of the fruits of these there is no freedom. These,
when performed, remain in the form of 'something'

7KV.,pp, 9Z-93.
8 S S 6
•KV.,p.9 5 .

10 NK., p. 528, Ft N. (Second edition).
**BG.,IIL5.
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unseen till the time of their fructification; and during
this period, this 'something' is known as adrsta. With-
out the experience of the fruits of these desires and
deeds, there is no escape. The very aim of human life and
the end of all the Darfanas would remain unrealised and
would be frustrated without the experience of the results
of these. Therefore, until the whole of the treasure of
the fruits of the past desires and deeds is not exhausted,
there will be series of productions, both individual and
universal. Hence, the only aim of creation is to have
the experience {bhoga) of the past thoughts, desires and
deeds; and through it, the final realisation of the highest
aim of human life is achieved. This is the secret of the
IMW of Karman.

As regards the next point—what is the cause of it?
the answer is almost the same. That is, the cause of
creation is really the activities of the past lives. But
this is only the instrumental cause. As for the material
cause, we know that after the previous production of the
world, the objects of the world are completely destroyed
in course of time, and are reduced to the four kinds of
paramdnus. Then with the help of the Divine Will
quickened by the adrstas a kind of productive motion
is produced in those paramdnus^ which gradually, pro-
duce all the objects of the world, and subsequently,
the universe itself.

V

ADR§TI AND CREATION

We have been referring to adfsta all along, but
what is it, and how is it connected with the theory of
creation are the questions before us. The very word
adfsta signifies that it is something which is not seen.
But then, how is it assumed to exist at all? In answer
to this, it is said that there are the feelings of pleasure
and pain, like and dislike, and so on, in the world
which cannot be denied. Now, it may be asked: to
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what are all these due? They cannot be attributed to
any external thing; for, if it were so, then the same
external thing, which gives pleasure to a man at one
particular time, should not cause pain to the same man
at any other time; ancl also, the same external thing
should give pleasure to all others equally. But such is
not the fact. Hence, the cause ot these should be
searched within and not without. The Atman> which
is the seat of these feelings, is also the material cause
of these, but not the instrumental one; for, if it were
the requisite cause, then the Atman being eternal,
the effect ought to have been ever present, which is not
the fact. Again, if Atman were the only cause to
produce these feelings of pleasure and pain, then it may
be enquired: why should it ever like to produce pain?
Why should not there be pleasure always? There is
nothing in the very nature of the Atman to determine
this. Hence, the presence of a determining factor to
help the Atman is very necessary. It is also neither
possible nor proper to assume Paramdtman to be the
determining factor of these feelings; for, it would lead
us to admit that Paramdtman is partial, which, again,
is not correct. Hence, in the absence of any such
known factor, the orthodox schools believe in the exis-
tence of an unseen force, which the Naiyayikas call
dharmddharma (merit and demerit) and the Vaigesikas
adfsta12. It is this unseen force which, like an auxiliary,
helps the adequate fructification of the deeds of the
past.

It would not be out of place here to point out that
the experiences of pleasure and pain cannot take place
in the Atman unless it becomes limited within a gross
organism (bhogdyatana). Again, all sorts of experiences
cannot be experienced in all sorts of organisms. In
other words, the form of organisms also has to be deter-
mined according to the nature of the experiences to be

12 NK., p. 8 (Second edition).
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gone through18. All these are done under the influence
of adfsta alone. This is not only true of living organ-
isms, but also of everything else; for, all the inorganic
constituents of the universe have been created simply
to meet with the demands of the organic creation.
Hence, it may be said that every constituent of the
universe, whether organic or inorganic, has to remain
and function under the direct or the indirect influence
oiadfsta. There are, however, the Carvakas, the Indian
Materialists, who do not subscribe to the above men-
tioned view. They do not believe in the law of
Karman. They consider that everything, whether
organic or inorganic, is produced out of the peculiar
collocations of tne particles of matter through chance3 *•

Now, coming to the details of the creation of
human organisms, it may be pointed out that the process
is almost the same as it is in the case of inorganic
matter. Creation cannot take place out of one; so that,
there must be two particles to produce a thing. Again,
those two particles should not be of the same substance*
Hence, the fusion of semen and blood is necessary to
produce a human organism. When such a fusion takes
place in the uterus under the influence of adrsta of the
parents to experience pleasure and pain through an
issue and that of the would-be issuer to have the ex-
perience of pleasure and pain through those parents,
then that fusion becomes the seed of a human organism
in the uterus. That there exists such an influence is
clear from the fact that every union of a male and a
female does not produce such a seed18. This seed also
is, after all, produced out of the ultimate particles of
matter moved through the ad^sta itself. Now, when
such a seed is sown, then it, along with the food and
drink taken by the mother of the would-be child,

18 NS., I l l ii. 6o and NBha. on the same.
"NBha., III. ii, 6i.
18 NS. and NBhS., III. ii, 65.
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undergoes chemical changes. The chemical process
present in the uterus turns such food and drink into a
fine, subtle and liquid substance which helps the gradual
growth of the seed till it develops into such aggregates
as cell, mass, foetus, foetus embryo, arteries, head, feet,
etc. and subsequently, the organism along with the
sense—organs. All these developments take place in
the womb itself through the instrumentality of the
adrsta of the parents and the child in the womb16.

It has been said that the production, both the
individual and the universal, is meant for the experience
of pleasure and pain. Now, a question may be raised
here: how does a particular Atman come in contact with
a particular organism in order to have its adequate and
predetermined experience {bhoga)}

The only answer that can be given from the Nyaya-
Vai$esika point of view is that it is, again, the adrsta,
accruing from the past deeds, which determines all
these things. In other words, it is the very operation
of the Law of Karman that the contact of these two
particular things are brought about. Every production
of an organism is really with reference to the bhoga
of a particular Atman. Hence, if that Atman be not
connected with that organism, the production of that
organism would be useless, which is impossible
under the Law of Karman and the Nature of Uni-
formity. Such particular contacts can only explain the
diversity of bhoga also which is a fact not admitting any
denial.

Moreover, because the organism is produced by
adrsta and its contact with a particular Atman is also due
to adpsta9 it is held that when the realisation of Atman
takes place and the particular adfsta connected with the
particulars?/^/? limitedbya particular organism becomes
exhausted, the organism also falls down as dead. Had
it been due to the bhutas alone, then as the bhUtas are

16 NS. and NBha., III. ii. 6Z-64.
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always present, there would have been no possibility for
the absence of an organism, and consequently, there
would have been no moksd11. The same reason which
explains the possibility of the contact of a particular
organism with a particular Atman for bhoga, also, ex-
plains the contact of a particular Manas with a parti-
cular body and a particular Atman. This is all that
can be said about the individual production.

VI

PROCESS OF CREATION

Coming to the universal creation, it is held that
after the expiry of the hundred years of Cosmic
Rest, the accumulative adfstas of the Jtvas come to
operate through the Divine Will for the creation of
beings and objects suited to their needs for the
purpose of reaping the fruits of their past deeds.
Through the help of these adfstas conjunctions are
produced between the Atmans and paramdnus. These
conjunctions produce motion in the ultimate particles
of air which then join together so as to form dvyanuka,
frasarenu, and consequently, the final (mahdri) air which
remains vibrating in the sky. It possesses continuous
and strong vibration; because, (i) it is the first product,
(2) there is intense velocity in it,18 and (3) no other
substance, which would have put obstacles in its way, has
been, as yet, produced19. After this, in the very mahdn-
vdyu> which is of the sort of a substratum due to its being
an obstacle of weight on account of the possession of
velocity and touch*0, a big reservoir of water, from the
watery paramdpus through the usual" process, is produced

if NS. and NBha,, III. ii. eTS-67.
18 Vyom^p. 300.
»KV.,p.94.
*>KV.,p.94.
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which remains flowing due to the velocity of air.21

After this, in the same manner, from the paramdnm
of earth is produced the big22 earth which exists in a
solid form. After the production of earth, in that very
reservoir of water, a big heap of fire {tejas) i% produced
from thtparamdnus of tejas; which not being overpower-
ed by anything else remains luminous. In this way, the
four mahdbhutas are produced one after the other. This
being done, through the Divine Will (sarikalpa), a big
cosmic egg is produced out of the paramdnus of fire
assisted by the ultimate particles of earth. In that big
egg Brahma, the grand-father of the entire universe and
having four lotus like faces is produced together with all
the worlds, and is engaged by the Divine Will in the pro-
duction of living beings. Being endowed with intellect,
dispassion, and other extraordinary powers, Brahma,
knowing the time of fructification of the past deeds of
beings, begins to create first, his mental productions
(ayonijas), such as, Prajdpatis, Manus, several groups of
devas, rsis and pitrs**\ and next, out of his mouth, arms,
thigh and feet are produced the four castes—Brdhmanâ
Ksattriya, Vaigya, and f iidra respectively, and also other
living beings of all-grades high and low. Having
produced these, Brahma connects them with adequate
degree of dharma, jndna, vairdgya and aipvarya according
to their past deeds. He also adds to them the proper
degree of adharma, ajndna, avairdgya, and anaiparya, and
the result of these, namely, pleasure, pain, and the rest24.
It is thus how the production of this objective world
takes place.

, p 9 4
29 It is called cbig,5 because, it is the first earthly product and

there has been no digging of it in any way—Setu, p. 288.
28 By 'Ganas* Udayana also means 'Kiisamandas'—KV., p. 96.
24 PPBha*, pp. 48-49; and KV., p. 96.
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VII

CLASSIFICATION OF SRSTI

The entire creation may be divided into two broad
heads: jonija and qyomja. The former includes such
living beings as are produced out of the fusion of the
male and the female. The latter may be, again, sub-
divided into Mdnasika and non-Mdnasika. Under the
former, we include the Mdnasika sons of Brahma, and
under the latter, we have the production of the other
worldly living beings and food, drink, and so forth
suited to them. These productions also are due to the
influence of adrsta.

VIII

THE LAW OF KARMAN AND ITS
FUNCTIONING

We have heard enough of the Law of Karman.
Now, it may be asked: what does it mean and how is it
regulated? In answer to this, it may be said that the law
means that our activities {karmans) are performed accord-
ing to certain regular laws and not haphazardly. All
our activities, both psychic and physical, are performed
with certain end in view. For each and every action,
there is enough responsibility. Almost all of them are
predetermined. These activities may be good or bad.
Those which are good, that is, which tend towards the
realisation of the highest good, are called meritorious
{dhdrmikd)> and those which are bad are Called demeritori-
ous (adhdrmika); so that, when they are performed, they
leave behind some impressions which remain unseen
and are known as adfsta> or dharmddharma, otpunyapdpa,
or apurva, and so on. After this, whenever these
impressions get anything to arouse them, they appear,
again, in some form or other, not necessarily, in their
previous forms, and are experienced then as the result
of the previous deeds or thoughts.
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This sort of fructification of the impressions of the
past deeds may be possible in a year's time or more, and
may extend to several lives evet*. Hence, the impres-
sions of the deeds of one life may continue for several
lives. Now, it may be asked: Are we to experience
the result of all our activities? But, before giving a
direct answer to this question, it is better to know more
about our activities with a view to find out whether
it is essential to experience the result of all our activities
or not.

Nescience {avidydf* is considered to be without any
beginning. The Law of Karman is the manifestation of
this very nescience. Under its influence due to the
effects of the meritorious and the demeritorious deeds,
thcjlvdtmari2*, passing through various births and deaths,
imposes upon itself the qualities of kartrtva and bhok-
trtva. In fact, it is due to these very attributes that
there appear to be two Atmans; so that, the chains of
births and deaths, the experience of the dualistic nature
of the self, the distinction between name and form, all
these continue until the avidyd or its manifestation,
namely, the Law of Karman is entirely annihilated.

It is all due to the differences of karman under the
influence of the three gunas, namely, Sattva, Kajas
and Tamas, that there are obvious differences in
the result. Thus, the Jivdtman under the influence
of the Tamas aspect of the avidyd enters the body of
lower creatures, such as, birds, deer, elephants etc.
(adhovrtti\ and acts according to the nature of the
organism into which it takes its abode, and finally,
attains'such loka where suffering alone prevails. If the
Rajas prevails, then the Jivdtman enters such orgaiiisms

•5 It is of the nature of the harmonious state of the three gttnas.
It manifests itself in the form of subtle and gross bodies and is the
same as ajnana,

26 The pratibimba of the Varamatman falling upon the Vrakfti
is called the Jivdtman.

18
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as occupy the intermediate stage, namely, the organisms
of vidydahara, yaksa, raksasa, manusya etc. (madhyavftti\
and finally, goes to the loka where both pleasure and
pain are found in equal proportion. If, on the other
hand, the Sattva predominates, then the ]ivdtman enters
the organism of fsis9 gods etc. {firdhvavrtti\ and thereby,,
obtains the svargaloka and the maharlokaz\ The differ-
ence in karman not only produces difference in the
organism, but also in the Jtvdtmans themselves; other-
wise, there is no difference between one Jlvdtman and
the other.

Although there is only one kind of karman^ yet
due to the difference in the time of the experience of it,
it is divided into Sancita^ Sanctyamdna^ or Kriyamdna and
Prdrabdha. By Sancita we mean that kind of karman
which is still kept in store and whose fructification
{bhoga) has not yet begun. By Sanciyamdna we mean
that kind of karman which is being done every day in
the course of the experiencing of the deeds of the
Prdrabdha-karman. And by Prdrabdha is meant that
karman for the experience of whose ftuit the particular
organism has been assumed at the present time and
is being regulated.

One must exhaust the bhoga of these three kinds of
karmans before the highest aim is attained. About the
order of bhoga, it is held that it takes place in the order
in which its experience has begun, or in which each
action has taken place, or according to the force (ba/a)
of each activity. In other words, the Prdrabdba-karmany
for the experience of which the particular organism is
assumed, is experienced first, and then comes the turn
of the Sancitakarman, at the end of which, the bhoga
of the third form of karman begins. All these
may be just possible in one or more births. Some-
times the 'Prdrabdha itself occupies more than one birth.
It is also quite possible that after the bhoga of the

n Also vtde BG., XIV. 18-19.
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Prdrabdha is exhausted, the Sancita-karmans come up for
being experienced in the order in which they had been
performed. It is also quite possible that the order of
Sancita-karmam may be overlooked, and in accordance
with the strength of the Sancitay the bhoga may take
place. That is, the karman which is very forcible and
vivid will come up first for being experienced, and
then the less forcible, and so on. Some are of opinion
that this sort of change in the order of bhoga is possible
even in the Prdrabdha-karman; so that, although usually
the deeds of the previous births bear fruit in this birth
and those of this birth in the next, yet if the deeds are
very forcible, then they will bear fruit in this very life
by changing the order of the experiencing of the
Prdrabdha-karman. Whatever may be the order, it is a
fact that the bhoga of each and every kind of karman
must be exhausted before the highest aim is realised.

Of these three kinds of karmans^ the Sancita and the
Sanctyamdna can be exhausted either by their actual
experience, or even without it28, in which case, these
can be exhausted by the tattvajndna also29.

This is how our activities are exhausted, partly,
by bhoga and partly, by the true knowledge. It is also
clear from the above that only for the sake of exhaust-
ing the bhoga of our own desires and deeds, we have
to take birth after birth which necessitates the existence
of Samara till final emancipation is attained.

28 Vyom., p. 644.
•9 Vide-jkanagnih sarvakarmdni bhasmasdt kurute tathd—BG.

IV. 37.



CHAPTER Vffl

MATTER, LIFE AND CONSCIOUSNESS

I

INTRODUCTORY

DUE to the initiation of motion the earthly ultimate
particles gtoup together and form different earthly
products. These products may 'be classed under two
broad heads, namely, organic and inorganic. That class
of product which is the substrate of such activities as
tend towards the attainment of what is favourable and
liked and also which cause abstinence from * objects
which are unwholesome and disliked is called organic.
It is also the substratum of sense-organs and is the
receptacle of the experiences of pleasure and pain through
the sense-organ and object contact*. It is through this
kind of material product that life and consciousness find
their manifestation. There is growth and healing of the
wounds in this very form of the organism. The in-
organic form of matter, on the other hand, is. that
which does not possess any of these attributes. It is
technically called visaya in Nyaya-Vai§esika. It is, there-
fore, called jada. In spite of these vital differences bet-
ween these two types of material products, as far as their
production is concerned, the process is the same in both
the cases. In other words, both the types of products
are ultimately produced out of the ultimate particles of
matter according to the usual process of creation. But
then, it may be asked here—how, when and why does
life (jwana) come to be connected with one sort of pro-
duct and not with the other?
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II

THE MATERIALISTIC VIEW-POINT

The Carvakas, representing the Indian Materialistic
view-point, do not appear to differ much from what has
been said above. They hold that there are only four
kinds of elements {tattvas\ namely, earth, water, tejas
and air1. Physical organism, sense-organ and inorganic
matter (visqya) are all produced out of these2. But as
regards the details of the process of production, we are
not sure what they actually hold. On the basis of their
explanation of the actual facts of the universe, however,
it can be assumed that according to the Materialists
the production is due to certain collocations of these
four types of matter.

According to the Materialists, life and consciousness
are practically the same. They are recognised to be the
products of matter. The vital difference between the
two sorts of products, which is quite obvious from
their very nature, is however, due to the manifestation,
or otherwise, of consciousness. This manifestation,
which is spontaneous, takes place only in certain collo-
cations of the ultimate particles of matter or their
products, and not in all3. This assumption of the
Carvakas is supported by their everyday experiences.
Thus, it is found that although no intoxicating property
is present in each and every constituent of a particular
preparation, say a wine, yet when all those particles
come to be grouped together spontaneously in a parti-
cular form, the intoxicating property becomes manifested

1 Pfthivyaptejo vayuriti tattvam—Bhaskaua. on BS., III. iii. 53;
ST., p. 8.

2 Tatsamudayt farfrendrijavisayasamjna—Bhaskara on BS., III.
iii. 53.

3 Dasasloki of Sankaracarya, verse 1; Siddhantabindu, p. 116;
Nyayaratnavall, pp. 116-17; Narayani, pp. 116-17 (chowkhamba
edition).
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therein4. In the like manner, the particular type of
colour present in a cloth, called variegated colour
{citrarupa), although does not belong to each and every
constituent of that cloth, namely, the threads, yet when
those threads are arranged in a particular collocation,
the peculiar colour finds its manifestation therein.
Illustrations of this sort can be easily multiplied5. Simi-
larly, although the various particles of matter, forming a
particular collocation, do not severally6 possess life
or consciousness, yet when those particles group to-
gether so as to form a particular physical organism,
fife and consciousness find their place in it7. Hence, it
is concluded that life and consciousness are spontaneous
products of matter. Their appearance is just like the
variations in the form of opening and closing of the
petals of a lotus flower, and is not due to any cause8.

The Materialistic position as stated above leads us
to consider another more important question—whether
consciousness belongs to matter or non-matter, that is,
the individual self. In answer to this, the Materialists
hold that as there is activity (pravftti) and inactivity
(nivrtfi) in a physical organism, desire, hatred and conse-
quently, consciousness also belong to it9. The presence
of activity shows that there is desire in the organism
for the fulfilment of which the physical organism per-
forms certain activities. The absence of activity, in the
like manner, indicates that as there is hatred in the
physical organism, there is no activity in it. Again,
there can be neither any desire nor any hatred without

4 Madafaktivadvijndm—Brhaspati-sutra, quoted in SaNkara. on
BS., III. iii. 53; Bodhani, p. 44; Bhaskara on BS., III. iii. 53; ST.,
pp. 7-8.

* ST., pp. 7-8.
6 There seems to have been a view that consciousness belongs

to each and every par am a nu—ST., p. 7.
7 Vide supra, p. 277, Ft.n. 3.
«NS. and NBha., Ill, i. 19.
9NBha.,IIL ii. 35-36.
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consciousness. Hence, it is presumed that like activity
and inactivity, a physical organism possesses desire,
hatred and consciousness also. Thus, consciousness
(caitanya) belongs to matter; and it is, therefore, that
Purusa or Atman has* been defined by the Materialists
as an organism possessing consciousness {Caitanyavif-
istam fariramdtmd™) or Caitanyavifistah kdyah purusab11).

Again, that consciousness is the function of the
physical organism is proved by the joint methods of
Agreement and Difference (anvaya ana yyatireka). It is
found by observation, and which has been never contra-
dicted, that there exists some necessary connection bet-
ween matter and consciousness, due to which alone
consciousness is manifested through the physical organ-
ism only. Besides, that there is such an intimate
relation between matter and consciousness is further
proved by the fact that the Indian Medical Science
believes that if some particular food and drink be
prepared with the help of some herb, as for instance,
brdhmighrta or brdhmlbiiti, and be used, then conscious-
ness (that is, the intellectual power) develops. Even in
ordinary cases it is found that if good and substantial
food and drink are always used, then the consciousness
becomes more keen and sharp, and in the absence of
such food and drink it becomes dull. It is, therefore,
that butter (gtyta) has been identified with the life itself
(dyurvai ghrtamn.)

Further, this very view of the Carvakas is also
supported by the universal experience as expressed in
judgments like, *I am fat/ *I am thin/ and so on.

10 PHf. on Sutra 8.
uSankara on BS., III. iii. 53; Madhusudana, Nilakantha,

Dhanapati and Stfdhara in their comm. on BG., XVI. ii; Advai-
tabrahmasiddhi of Sadananda, chapter II, p. 99 (CaL Uni. publica-
tion).

12 KP. Stavaka I., Kanka 15, p. 173; BodhanI on ibid. p. 44;
NM., p. 439-
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There is no doubt that the tetm T used in the above
expressions and which is identified with the individual
sell {Atmati)y refers to the physical organism and not to
any other element13. Again, the Carvakas of this school
have got also a fruti to support their view-point, which
runs as—*Sa va esa puruso'nnarasamqyah1*? This school
of the Carvakas is known as dehdtmavdda.

It appears from this that according to this school
of the Carvakas^ life (jivana ) and consciousness (cetana)
are practically the same, and both originate from matter.
But a close study of the views of all the schools of the
Carvakas, namely, Indriydtmavdda, Prdndtmavdda, and
Atma-Manovdda, shows that according to the Atma-
Manovdda, at least, life (jivana) is considered to be different
from consciousness. They recognise prdna (the life func-
tion) as different from Manas to which consciousness is
attributed15.

Ill

REFUTATION OF THE MATERIALISTIC VIEW

But the above view is untenable according to the
orthodox schools. The Nyaya-Vai$esika rejects all the
above arguments and asserts that consciousness does not
belong to matter.

Thus, the Naiyayikas hold that the particular kind
of collocation of the parts of clay which is the mark
of activity is found in a jar produced out of that clay
but no desire is attributed to it; and consequently, no
consciousness belongs to the jar. Hence, it is con-
cluded that consciousness does not belong to matter16.

If really consciousness had belonged to the
paramdnuS) then it ought to have been assumed that there

18 ST., p. 6- VSS., p. 7. (Vanlvilas Press-edition); Advaita-
brahmasiddhi of Sadananda., p. 98.

i*Tai. Up., II. i. 1.
UVSS., pp. 74-76; ST.—Atmasiddhi, pp. 12-14.
w N B h 5 m i i . 56.
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are as many consciousnesses as there are paramdnus in a
single body, which is not the fact, and is not supported
by any valid means of reasoning. Moreover, there would
have appeared counteractions in a single bgdy at every
moment which would have either resulted in the up-
setting of the functions of the body, or in the cessation
of all possible activities of the body17.

Consciousness cannot belong to the grouping or
the collocation of matter; for, such collocations are al-
ways changing; so that, a particular impression {samskdrd)
of a particular act performed by a particular group
passes away along with that group oi paramdnus. Hence,
remembrance (smarana) also would not be possible at
all; for, in the case of remembrance it is essential that
only that thing can remember anything if that thing
itself had done or seen the act to be remembered, and
no one else. Again, if, for instance, any act is done
by the foot or hand and if that foot or that hand is
cut off, there would have been no remembrance of that
deed which was done by the foot or the hand. If some
money is given to a person by the right hand as debt,
and if by chance, that right hand is cut off, the man,
whose right hand it was, should not remember the giving
of the debt, and the debt should not have been repaid;
for, the so-called person who had given the debt is
dead, and there is no one else responsible for that debt.

We cannot hold that like the transmission of the
fragrance of musk from one thing to another due to
contact, the impression of the action performed by one
group oi paramdnus can be transmitted to another group
oi paramdnus to make remembrance quite possible; for,
if that be the fact, then whatever is experienced by the
mother should also have been experienced by the child in
the womb of that mother; so that, it is not at all right
to think that consciousness is an attribute of matter18.

17 NBhS, HI. ii: 37.
18 KP. Stavaka I, Karika. 15.
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As regards the argument that the sharpness or the
dullness of the consciousness depends upon the use of
good or bad food and drink, it is said that the reasoning
is unsound; for, the keenness or the dullness of the
consciousness is known from the apprehension of things.
In other words, consciousness is nothing but the ap-
prehension of things itself. This apprehension of things
is due to the keenness of the sense-organs, which in
their turn, are helped by organism19. Hence, cons-
ciousness is not at all causally related to matter. This
very fact shows that what the brdhmighfta or the brdhmi-
butl does is to make the sense-organs keen, and has
nothing to do with the consciousness itself20.

As regards the instance of variegated colour
(citrarupa\ it is said that citrarupa means collocation of
several colours, which, again, is produced out of the
collocation of several threads possessing several different
colours. Although that citrarupa is not found in each
thread, yet when the threads out of which the cloth is
produced are collected, then we do see the citrarupa
in the collected threads and express it in the form of
the judgment that these threads are of variegated colour.
Even ix it be held that citra is not a collection of several
colours but a different colour altogether, that also is
produced in the composite out of the colours belonging
to the cause; but such is not the case with conscious-
ness; for, it, belonging to the living organism, is not
produced out of the collection of the consciousness
belonging to the constituent parts of the organism;
so that, consciousness cannot be proved to be causally
related to matter, or to be a quality of matter.

As regards the production of the red colour of
the betel leaves, it is said that the red colour in some
indistinct form is found in each of the constituents of
betel, but consciousness is not at all found in the

MNS. . I .LH.
80 NM.> p. 440.
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paramdnus constituting the organism. Hence, the argu-
ment of the Materialists ctaes &ot sound well.21

Moreover, the Carvakas establish causality, if at all,
merely on the basis of the joint methods of Agreement
and Difference whicfb the Naiyayikas do not consider
to be a safe reasoning for establishing causality. For
example, that sound is caused by Akdfa is accepted by
all, but this causality cannot be established through the
joint methods of Agreement and Difference, as it is not
possible to have the absence of Akdfa ever22.

The support of experience is rejected on the ground
that T can never be used for organism. It is used for
something which is within the organism. This may be
supported by the expressions like—'This is my body'
{mama idam fariram) etc. This clearly shows that 'body'
(fanra) is different from 'my' {mama) which is used for
something else than the body, or matter23.

As regards the support of the fruti it is enough to
say that the context has been misunderstood due to
which body and the Atman are wrongly identified.

In this way, the view-point of the Materialists is
rejected, and cetand is proved to be the quality of non-
matter.

IV

LIFE, PRANA AND CONSCIOUSNESS

Having refuted the view that life and consciousness
are products of matter, an attempt is made to show
that they are not identical as supposed by the Materi-
alists.

According to Nyaya and Vaigesika, life (jivanam)
means the contact of the Manas with the Atman which
has become connected with a particular organism as a

21 ST.—Atmasiddhi, pp. 11-12.
22 TRIn - n T A22 TBha., p. 14,
*> ST., p. 9.
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result of the past deeds (prdrabdha-karman) the fructi-
fication of which has begun24. In other words, life—
meaning the state of living—is that period during which
a particular Atman remains in contact with a particular
organism due to the influence of ad?jta9 for the purpose
of bhoga and with a*particular Manas, of course, to nelp
the bhoga. This contact under the influence of one's
own past deeds takes place in the very womb of the
mother. This really is the birth of the child.

Prdna, on the other hand, is the function of life.
It is through prdna that we know the existence of life
in an organism. Even when a man is in sound sleep
(susupti), it is the prdna which distinguishes the sleeping
man from a dead man in whom there is no life and
consequently, no prdna. There is a sort of indirect
causality between life (jtvanam) and prdna. In other
words, when a particular Atman comes in contact with
a particular body and a particular Manas, it is known as
birth, and life begins since then25. This jivana produces
a sort of effort, which subsists in the Atman, with the
help of adfsta and the contact of a particular Atman
and a particular Manas within the limitation of a parti-
cular organism. This effort is known as jivanayonipra-

yatna. Its function is to put a stimulus to the function-
ing of life through the vital airs {prdna, apdna, and
the rest) during the state of susupti and also to bring
about the contact of the antahkarana with other sense-
organs during the waking state26. This effort continues
as long as the life exists, and is supersensuous. It is,
consequently, inferred from the functions of prdna etc.27

By the way, it should be remembered that the
modern school of Nyaya does not believe in the
existence of this kind of effort. They say that the

8*NBha.,in. ii. 26-27.
-5KandaH,p. 263.
26 PPBha. along with the Kandali, p. 263.
*7VU.,V.ii. 16.
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function of prdna etc. is either due to the living {jtvand)
itself, or to the adfsta influenced by the living (jtvana);
so that, there is no proof to believe in the existence of
such an effort28.

This prdna manifests itself in several forms accord-
ing to its different locations and different functions29.
Thus, prdna is the outgoing and incoming breath. It
locates in the heart. Apdna is that which causes
ejection. The third is samdna. It causes assimilation.
The fourth vydna causes distribution of the essence of
the food to the various nddts, while the fifth uddna
causes things to be taken up or out.30

Both life and its function {prdna) are quite distinct
from consciousness which is a quality of the Atman, It
is manifested by the contact of the Manas with the
Atman. Consciousness is not at all identical with life
or prdna although they co-exist. We have seen above
that it is not a quality of matter. What matter can do
for consciousness is, that matter gives an opportunity
for the manifestation of it.

SPONTANEITY OF LIFE REFUTED

The next question which comes before us is:
whether life comes out of another life, or there is the
spontaneous generation of life?

This'question, like the previous one, can be ans-
wered in various ways. But here also, I confine myself
to the view-points of the Materialists and the Nyaya-
Vai9esika. The Materialists believe that life is pro-
duced out of matter alone, and hence, it is not at all
necessary to hold that there should be an antecedent

28 Dinakari on NMukta . , Guna section, o n karika 152, p . 836
Mylapore E d .

29 NMukta, p. 361.
30 Dinakari on NMukta, on karika 44, p. 361.
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life. We find, they continue, that during the rainy
season in a very short time small worms and insects are
found moving in curd and some other substances. It is
obvious that these worms are produced from no other
cause than the constituent parts of the curd. Similarly,
in rice, and in almost every decomposed substances,
insects and worms are produced. There never existed
any life in the rice so as to attribute causaĵ ty of the
production of the present life of the insects to it.
Hence, it is obvious that in all these cases life is
spontaneous31.

It may be asked here: if this be the only point of
view of the Carvakas what would they say in the case
of the production of living beings from another living
beings? We see that a child having life is produced from
a mother having life, where it is clear that a life has got
an antecedent life. To this, the Carvakas, to be con-
sistent in their thought, would say that although we
see that a child having life comes out of a mother
having life, yet the life or the consciousness present in
the child is not due to the consciousness or life of the
mother but to matter alone. When the child's body is
fully developed, then the life generates there spontane-
ously, as in the instances cited above.

The Naiyayikas, on the other hand, hold that
although we find that life is produced from life as in
the case of every production of living beings and also
we find that life generates even from things having no
life, for instance, scorpion is found to come out of cow-
ciung; frogs are produced from mud; worms and insects
are found to generate in the rice, and so on, yet we
cannot say that life is produced from matter. Whether
it is produced from a living being, or apparently from a
non-living being, everywhere life is due to the contact of
the Atman^ endowed with adrstayon the point of fruition,
with an organism. The Atman being all-pervading exists

ai NM., p, 440.
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everywhere and there is no end or a fixed type of karman
to be fructified; so that, the Jwas, in order to reap the
fruits of the deeds of their vprevious lives, come in
contact with any substance under the influence of
adrsta and make it their home for a particular set of
bhoga. This also makes it clear that even here the
plurality of causes is not possible according to Nyaya-
Vaijesika82. We can only say that what matter does in
the production of life is to help its manifestation and
nothing else33. This is the only relation between life
and matter. The harmonious working between the two
is determined by adrsta.

This explanation is true of the yonija type of
organism as well as of a particular section of ayomja.
But what about the life in the case of the mental
(mdnasika) production? We have seen before that the
mental production is also possible only under the
influence of adrsta\ so that, the same explanation holds
good in this case as well.

It will not be out of place to say here that all the
forms of mental activities recognised in the western
psychology, namely, voluntary action, voluntary action
as deliberate choice, motive, feeling of effort, action
against the will, habit, interest, attention, and others34,
are all connected with life through the Atman.
These are due to various causes, namely, ad?sta,
contact of the Atman and the Manas under the influence
of previous deeds, and the bodily help is, of course,
indispensable.

82 KP., Stavaka 2, Karika 2, p. 305. NM., Ahnika 7, p. 440.
88 Sir Oliver Lodge—Beyond Physics, p. 29.
34 Elements of Psychology by Margaret Drummond and S. H.

Mellone, Chapter V., pp. 102-145*



CHAPTER IX

NON-ETERNAL FORMS OF MATTER

INTRODUCTORY

THE eternal forms of matter, in almost all their
possible aspects, have been dealt with in previous
chapters. Now, here an attempt is made to consider the
nature of the non-eternal forms of matter in detail.
These forms are : air (yayu), water (ia/a)> earth (pfthivi)
and tejas. All of these possess intermediary dimension
{madhyama-parimdnd) and are, therefore, destructible.
Each of these is ultimately produced out of its ultimate
particles, called paramdnus. The process of the produc-
tion of these forms of matter has already been given in
great detail in previous chapters. Hence, each of these
four non-eternal froms of matter, as it appears to us
after production, is taken here, in the order in which
each has been produced, for further consideration. The
following treatment of these forms of matter is based
on their distinctive features which have been also clearly
mentioned before.

I

AIR (VAYU)

i. Existence of air proved

It has already been said above1 that after the Cosmic
Rest is over, motion is produced in the ultimate particles
of air which then join together so as to form airy-

1 Vide Supra, p. 270.
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products. Hence, the products of air are considered to
be the first material products. Those who think that
direct perception is possible only through the organ of
sight cannot believe in the existence of tair directly.
Hence, it is necessary to prove its existence through
inference before proceeding further. The following
are the probans for the existence of air: touch (sparpa),
sound (fabda), upholding (dbfti), and. quivering (kampa).
Thus, it is found that there is a particular type of touch
which is non-chemical {apdkajd) and moderate, that is,
neither hot nor cold. This touch, being a quality, must
inhere in a substance. The substance required here
cannot be earth; for the touch, belonging to it, is chemi-
cal (pdka/a); nor can it be water which has cold touch.
It also cannot be tejas, as the latter possesses hot touch.
Substances like Akdfa, Kdlay Dik, Atman and Manas
do not possess any touch. Hence, that which possesses
the particular type of non-chemical and moderate touch
is known as air (vqyu). Or the form of inference may be
as follows: the particular type of touch which is felt,
being a quality, must inhere in some substance, like
the touch of earth etc. Earth, water and tejas cannot
be the required substance; for, the touch of these is
always associated with colour, while the particular type
of touch is not so. Again, the substances, like Akdfa,
Kd/a, Dik, Atman and Manas not possessing any touch,
cannot be the required substance. Hence, through the
method of elimination, that which remains is proved
to be the substratum of the particular kind of touch.
Such a substance is air2.

In the like manner, sound proves the existence of
air. Thus, the sound produced in the Akdfa due to
the contact of cloud etc. must be due to some instru-
mental cause. In the absence of any other possible
substance having touch, air is assumed to be the required

2 VU. on VS., II. I 9.
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instrumental cause of that sound3. Or the form may be
as follows: in the absence of the striking of a substance
possessing colour, the series of sound produced in the
leaves etc., is due to the striking of a substance possess-
ing velocity and touch; because, it is a series of sound re-
lated to 3, substande the parts of which are indivisible
(avibhajyamdndvqyavadrayyasambandhifabdasantdnatvdt), like
the series of sound produced from the drum due to
the striking of the stick. The absence of the striking
of the substance possessing colour is known by the
non-perception of what is capable of perception. Such
a substance is different from the eight other substances,
namely, earth, water, tejas, Akdfa, Kdla, Dzk> Atman
and Manas and possesses touch and velocity. This is
air4.

Similarly, a particular upholding (dhrtivifesa) also
proves the existence of air. Thus, the upholding of
straw, grass, cotton, cloud, air-ships and the rest in the
sky is due to the conjunction with a substance having
touch and velocity; because, it is the steadiness of a
substance which is not presided over by a conscious
being6, like the steadiness of grass, wood, boat etc.
in the current of a river. In the case of the upholding
of poison etc. caused by thought, no doubt, it is the
human agency presiding over it. Same is the case with
the steadiness of a bird, the trunk of a tree etc.

Quivering (kampa), also, proves the existence of air.
Thus, the motion in grass etc., without the striking of
the substance possessing colour, is due to the striking
of the substance possessing touch and velocity, like the
motion not produced by the contact of the Atman
possessing weight and effort like the motion of the
cane-forest beipg struck by the waves of a river. The

*KR.,p. 22.
«VU. on VS., II. 1.9.
6 By conscious being here we mean other than God.
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word 'weight' implies conjunction of the Atman qualified
by adrsta, fluidity and samskdra; hence, the motion not
produced by these is the probans of air6.

2., Definition

Such an air has been defined as the substratum of
touch and the absolute absence of colour7, (^arikara
Mi§ra defines it in several ways. He says—air is that
which is the substratum of the generality which has the
common substratum with touch but not with colour; or,
it is that which possesses the generality which is directly
pervaded by the generality called dravyatva and which is
supersensuous; or, it is that which has the generality
which does not subsist in things having colour and
which exists in a composite; or, it is that which possesses
the generality which has a common substratum along
with a specific quality but not with colour and cons-
ciousness; and so on8. All these definitions are more or
less based on the specific characteristics of air.

3. Characteristics

It possesses a peculiar type of touch called non-
chemical (apdkaja) and is neither hot nor cold {anusnd-
ffta). This particular nature of touch distinguishes it
from tejaSy water and earth.

It possesses the qualities of number, dimension,
separateness and velocity. As air is non-visible, these
qualities also are supersensuous. That they belong to
air is proved from the fact that without these airy
particles could not have produced airy products. Be-
sides, it may be pointed out that without disjunction
there is no possibility of destroying the conjunction, so
that, the airy products would not have been destroyed

«VU.,II.i. $>;KR.,p. 22.
'LU.,p.33-
*KR.,p. 21; VU. on VS., ILL 4.
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without disjunction. Hence, it is necessary to believe in
the existence of disjunction in air. Again, had there been
no priority and posteriority in air, then the difference
between the large and the small number of conjunctions
belonging to air would not have been determined, and
the limitedness of the dimension also would not have
been explained. The presence of velocity in it is in-
ferred from the presence of motion in straw, grass etc.
This motion is, no doubt, due to the contact of air
with the straw, but it is possible simply because air pos-
sesses velocity; for, the conjunction of a substance with-
out velocity is not capable of producing any motion.9

Its motion is transversal (tlryafe). It keeps the
clouds at rest in the sky and also moves them from
place to place. It causes the showering of rains, checks
the force of weight and does not let the weighty subs-
tance fall down. That it helps the air-ships and similar
other things to fly in the sky10 is proved from the fact
that the contact of a substance having touch is essential
to keep things in the sky; and such a substance is no
other than air11.

Air is said to be the instrumental cause of all the
taijasa products even including gold etc. It is, therefore,
that a lamp-light burns only when there is air to help
it and not otherwise12.

It is never at rest13. The collision of a particular
current of air with another, due to which there is up-
ward motion, is the mark of its plurality14. As it has
neither manifested nor unmanifested colour, it is not
perceived through the organ of sight15.

9 VS., V. i. 14; PPBha., p. 44; KU., p. 80; Kandali, p. 45.
10PPBha., p. 47; KU., pp. 85-86; Kandali, p. 45.
11 KR., p. 22.
12 KP., pp. 81-82; KPP. and Makaranda. pp. 81-82.
ttVBhS., II. i. 9.
14 VS., II. i. 11-14.
15 KR., p. 21; NyAyasara of Madhavadeva, p. 44.
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4. Perceptibility of air discussed

The question of the perceptibility of air is a much
vexed one. Some are of opinion that it is perceived,
while others think that its perception (pratyaksa) is
impossible, because it has neither manifested nor un-
manifested colour. The supporters of the former view
think that the experiences expressed in the forms—'air
blows,' 'air is cold/ 'air is hot/ etc., show that air is
perceived through the instrumentality of touch sensa-
tion16. Now, as to the apparent difficulty presented by
the Sutra laying down the conditions of perception,
that is, a substance is perceived, because it possesses
magnitude, is composed of more than one substance
and has a particular kind of colour17, it is suggested that
these conditions should be applied either separately
(vyasta) or collectively {samastd). It is, therefore, that
Atman is perceived, because it possesses magnitude; air
is perceived, as it has magnitude and is composed
of more than one substance; while in the case of those
substances which are cognised through the organs of
sight and touch all the three conditions are required.
Hence, there should not be any difficulty in the direct
perceptibility of air18.

To this it is urged by those who do not believe in
the direct perceptibility of air that wherever there is the
tactile perception, there exists the activity of the organ of
sight also; hence, along with the touch sensation of air,
its qualities, like number etc., should have been perceived
through the organ of sight. But it is not so. Hence,
it is concluded that here in the case of air the •percep-
tion is limited to touch alone, as it is found in the case of
the heat belonging to water. That is, as the hot touch

l e Vyom., p. 272.
17 Mahattvddanekadravyavatvat rupavifesacca dravyam pratyakfam—

VS., IV. i. 6.
18 Vyom., p. 272.
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of the boiling water is felt, but its substratum, namely,
fire, is not perceived, similarly, the touch of air is felt,
but its substratum, namely, air, is not perceived.19

To this, again, it is pointed out that the analogy is
not a sound one; for, in the case of the heat of the
boiling water, the colour being unmanifest, the touch
alone can be perceived. But it is not the same with
air. As regards the non-perception of the qualities
of air, it may be pointed out that the perception of the
qualities of that substance whose perception is due to
its possessing colour, is possible, while it is not the
case with air, where the perception is due to conditions
other than the possession of colour. As it is found
with the Atman which is perceived through the Manas
even without having any colour; and it is, therefore,
that its qualities, like number etc., are non-perceptible20.
Therefore, air, even without having any colour, is
directly perceived. Moreover, holds the author of the
Vyomavati, there can be no inference through the
probans—touch, to prove the existence of air; for their
is neither any generalisation (vydpti) nor its remembr-
ance. Nor can there be any pardmarfa to that effect21.

Others prove the perception of air even through
inference; because, they believe that adherence to infer-
ence is possible for the sake of others even when the
man making the inference has got the direct perception
of it. The form of inference is as follows :22

(1) Air which is the substratum of touch being
experienced by us is an object of direct perception
through our organ of touch;

(2) because, it is the substratum of touch being
experienced by us, and which is other than the unmani-

lftVyom.,p. 272-73.
^Vyom., p. 273.
21 Rupam vinapi vayoh spatyanena pratyaksatvdt~Vyom.> p . 273;

Iddnltn pratyaksena vayusadbhave yyavasthapite etc. V y o m . , p. 274.
22 Vyom., p. 274.
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fested colour;
(3) whatever is, being other than the unmanifested

colour, an object of touch being experienced by us, is an
object of perception through our sense-organ of touch,
as is the case with jar ana others; *

(4) so is the case with air which, being other
than the unmanifested colour, is an object of touch
being experienced by us;

(5) therefore, air is an object of perception through
the organ of touch.

Now, it is argued here that in this way all the
supersensuous things would become perceptible through
prameyatva as their probans. But this is not correct,
says the author of the Vyomavatl; for, it is frustrated by
the cognition of others expressed in the form—Ve do
not possess the cognition oiparamdnu and the rest, for
instance. And the use of inference is quite justified
for convincing them even when one is in possession
of the cognition through perception. This is possible
in the case of air and not in the case of paramdnus. If
paramdnus become an object of our perception, then
they would not remain paramdnus any more23.

Similarly, Raghunatna (^iromani says that possession
of touch alone is the cause of having the touch perception
of a substance24, and that there is no need in believing
in the presence of manifested colour as well; for, in
that case, there is a great gauravcP*. Konda Bhatta also
supports this and adds that the perceptibility of air is
proved also through the judgment expressed in the form
—CI touch air'; otherwise, there would not be the touch
perception of a jar and the rest; but a jar, for instance,
would be inferred, while only its colour would be
perceived through the organ of sight28,

23 Vyom., p. 274; Setu, pp. 263-64.
2 4PTN.,p. 41.
25 C M . , Pratyaksa, p. 730. Bibl. E d .
26 TPP., Ms. Foi. 2b.
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Others do not quite agree with the above view.
They hold that if perception be due to manifested touch,
then lustre (prabbd) would become non-perceptible;
and in that case, when a bird is flying in the sky at
the perception of the colour of lustre, there would not
be the cognition of its conjunction and disjunction.
We cannot say that the conjunction and disjunction are
inferred from the non-perception of the previous point
in space (defa) and the perception of the consequent
point in space; for, defa being mdnasika its cognition
will take place from upamtabhdna. Hence, the manifes-
tation of colour itself is the cause of direct perception.
This being absent in air, it is non-perceptible.

Others hold that if manifested colour be the cause
of perception, then the lustre and the bilious substance
of the eyes also would be perceptible. If this be accepted
as favourable, then the cognition of number etc. belong-
ing to air will have to be accepted as perceptible, which
is not desired. Similarly, if manifested colour be held
to be the cause of perception, then the heat of the
summer and the rest, being vydpya of the perceptible
number etc., will have to be accepted as perceptible;
so that, it is assumed that both colour and tpuch are
the causes of perception. Hence, in the absence of
colour, air is non-perceptible27. Gangega Upadhyaya
a,dds that both are necessary in every case of perception
through external sense-organs2®.

It is held that even in the case of perception through
the tactile organ the presence of manifested colour is
essential. It is due to this that lustre {prabhd\ even air,
etc., are not perceived through it29. But is it possible?
For, if we do not get the cognition of air through the
tactile organ, how can even the inference of it be pos-

27 Setu., pp. 264-67.
•> Pratyak§a pp.

Jalada of Bhagtratha, Ms. Fol. 36b.

M CM., Pratyak§a pp. 730-38; Nyayakaustubha, pp. 103-110;
tda of Bhagiratha, Ms.
» PRM., Ms. Fol. 7 b .
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sible? The cognition through tactile organ alone is
the probans to prove its existence.

The question may be approached from a different
point of view also. We know that according to Nyaya-
Vai$esika inherence i& only one. But due «to its rela-
tion with all the qualities separately, we speak of spar$a-
samavdya, rupa-samavdya> and so on. Now, the point is:
if there be only one inherence (samavdya), then where
there is the rupa-samavdya> there is the sparfa-samavaya
also, and vice versa; so that, that there is the sparfa-
samavaya in air is not objected to by any school, and
consequently, there should be the rupa-samavdya also in
it. This being accepted, we will have to say that just
as due to the presence of sparfa-samavaya in it there is
sparfa in it, so there should be rupa also in it, as there is
now the rupa-samavdya also in it. To this they say that
although there is the rupa-samavdya in air, yet there can
be no notion {pratitt) of the presence of rupa in it.30

To this, again, it is said that when there is the rUpa-
samavdya^ then how can there be the absence of colour?
For, is it possible to hold that the relation, namely,
inherence, is there, but the related (sambandhin) is not
there? There is the relation of vydpya-vydpakabhdva bet-
ween sambandha and sambandhin. To this the reply is
that it is not so; because, the sambandha, only when
qualified, leads to the presence of the particular sam-
bandhin. That is, when the samavdya is qualified by rupa
(rupanirupitatvavifista), only then it leads to the presence
of rupa in air. But as it is not the case with air, we
cannot say that there is colour in it.31

Kanada says that although there is the magnitude
in air, yet due to the absence of rupa-sdmskdra, it is not
perceptible.32 The Upaskara understands by the term

NMukta., on verse II; Aloka, Ms. Fol. 101a.
81 NMukta., on verse II, p. 32.
32 VS., IV. i. 7.
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rupasamskdra^ the samavdya of colour, the manifestation
of colour, and the non-suppression of colour; so that,
although there is the sparfa-samavdya, which is identical
with the rupasamavdya, in air, yet the inherence is not
qualified by colour, as there is the absolute absence of
colour. Thus, by rupasamskdra here we mean rupa-
samavdya. The Vf ttikara explains the term, rupasamskdra
as 'riipam ca riipasamskdrafcd of which, one riipa is
dropped; so that, it means that due to the mere absence
of colour air is not perceived.33

Candrakanta, on the other hand, suggests that the
sense of the author of the Sutra is that in air although
there is colour, but as the samskdra of that colour is
not present in it, the visual perception of it does not
take place.34

Some, again, suggest that the notion "air possesses
colour* is not due to mere inherence\ but to a different
adhikaranatd limited by the samavdya-sambandha. This
particular kind of adhikaranatd is not present in air.
Hence, the notion 'air possesses colour' is not cor-
rect.86

It is due to these difficulties that the modern school
of Nyaya believes in the plurality of inherence; so that,
only sparfa-samavdya is present in air just as only rupa-
samavdya is present in fire, and so on. Hence, when the
inherence of colour is absent from air, the colour also
naturally is absent36.

It may be suggested here that regarding the notion
of direct perception (pratyaksa), which has been defined
as the cognition produced out of the contact of the
object and the sense-organ,37 there are two different
possible interpretations. One school appears to hold

33 viL, IV. i. 7.
a* VBha, IV. i. 6.
35 Nyayakaustubha—Pratyak§a, pp. 127-28.
se Nyayakaustubha—Pratyaks.a, p. 128.
» - N S I i
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that direct perception is that cognition which is produced
out of the contact of the organ of sight and the object
possessing colour. This school of thought can in no
way recognise the cognitions arrived at through the
contact or the other four sense-organs with their respec-
tive objects as cases of direct perception.

There is another school of thought which holds
that just as the cognition, produced out of the contact
of the organ of sight and the object having colour, is
called direct perception (pratyaksa), so every cognition
produced from the direct contact of the other sense-
organs with their respective objects should be called
cases of direct perception. Thus, we have five different
kinds of external direct perceptions, namely, visual,
(cdksusd), gustatory (rdsand), auditory (frdvana), odorous
(ghrdnaja) and tactile (spdrfana), and one internal, namely,
mental (mdnasika). By 'aksa* in the wordpratyaksa, they
mean all the sense-organs, while others mean only
*eye.'

It appears that if in the very beginning of any
discussion on perceptibility of anything, the meaning of
the term aksa be clearly explained, then much of the
confusion would be very easily removed. The truth is
only one and that also must be common for all.

Mallinatha, in his commentary on the Tarkikaraksa,
says—"Svamate vdyoh spdrfanatve 'pi Vaifesikobhutvd aha
apratyaksasyeti"** From this it may be understood that
the view is that like visual perception there are other
kinds of perceptions also due to the contact of the
objects and the other four external sense-organs. But
the Vai^esika holds that perception is ohly visual, and
not gustatory etc.

5. Identity of air with earth

It appears that there was a view that air is identical

88 p. 136.
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with a particular division of earth.89 But this view is
wrong; for, if it were so, then air must have possessed
manifested colour like earth; because, the contact of fire
productive of manifested touch also produces manifested
colour.40

6. Division and sub-divisions of air
Such an air is divided into eternal41 as paramdnus

and non-eternal representing the class of airy products.
This latter is subdivided into organism, sense-organ,
inorganic mass, and vital air (prdna)*2 The modern
school of Nyaya, however, does not believe in the'fourth
sub-division.43

(i) Organic air
The airy organism is only ayonijay and hence, it is

not produced out of the fusion of the male and the
female as is in the case of the earthly one. Such an
organism is produced from the airy paramdnus which are
also helped by adfsta. Their mutual contact is the non-
material cause, whiie the paramdnus of earth and the rest
are the instrumental causes.

Such an organism exists in Vdyuloka. Now, the
question is: As such a body does not possess the
tongue etc., there is no possibility of speech; in the
absence of hands and feet, there is no possibility of eating
and walking; and in the absence of peculiar kind of collo-
cations, it cannot be the substratum of any sense-organ;
so that, how can the airy organism be used for the

39DSS.> Ms. Fol. 85-86.
*°DP., Ms. Fol. 60a.
41 Candrakanta here remarks that although air, like Aka$ay

is really non-eternd, yet for the sake of the worldly usage it is
recognised as eternal. This is clear from the fact that air exists
in intermediate sargas as well as in Pralaya-VBhz.9 L i . 5; VVV.,
pp. 6; 13.

«PPBha., p. 44; SP., p. 15; KR, p. 11.
48 NK., p. 737 (third edition).
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experience of pleasure and pain? The Vyomavatl
further suggests that as it jLs ever in motion the airy-
body cannot be a means of the experience of pleasure
and pain44. Without such an experience there is no use
of an organism.

To this the reply may be given that the airy body
is made capable of being used as a means of experiencing
pleasure and pain through* the contact of the earthly
particles in the form of its auxiliaries. Udayana dis-
tinctly says that not only earthly paramdnus are present
in the airy organism, but there are the paramdnus of
other bhutas also.46

(2) Airy sense-organ

It is a fact that touch is felt. As such, it must have
an instrument to bring about the cognition of it and also
because, it is an activity (krtyd), it must be preceded by
an instrument (karana), as it is in the act of a cut.
This harana must be airy; for, out of the five specific
qualities, namely, colour, taste, smell, touch, and hearing,
the touch is always felt by the tactile sense-organ alone,
as it is in the case of the air of a fan. Hence, it is
concluded that the tactile sense-organ is airy.

Now, it is asked: whether any and every kind of
air can produce the tactile sense-organ or not? The
answer is—no; only those airy paramdnus^ which are not
suppressed by the paramdnus of any other bhutas^ can
be productive of the tactile organ. In other words,
the airy paramdnus', with the help of adfsta either alone
without the least contact or mixture of the paramdnus
of other bhutas\ or if at all there is any contact of the
airy paramdnus with'the paramdnus of other bhutas, it is a
very slight one, produce the sense-organ of touch.46

44 p. 271 .
4 6KU.,p. 81; Kandall, p. 45.
46 Vyom., p, 271.
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(Jrldhara calls such a production a specific one {vifis-
totpdda).*1 It is, therefore, that when a particular part of
the tactile organ is destroyed or overpowered by any
disease of the type of leprosy etc, there is no feeling of
touch in that part. In other words, that portion of the
organ is overpowered by the influence of non-airy
substance; hence, that part does not act as a sense-
organ of touch.48

The place of location of the airy sense-organ is
throughout the body.49 Jayanta says that by the tactile
organ we should not mean the external skin on the body
alone but those layers of skin {tvak) also, which pervade
the entire body, both in and out. It is due to this that
cooling and burning touch sensations are felt even in
the hearts of heart.50

(a) Bhautika nature of the organs of sense discussed

By the way, we find that this view of the Nyaya-
Vai$esika has provoked the anger of the Sankhya School
which thinks that the sense-organs are produced from
the Prakfti and not from the bhutas. Now, we find that
the sense-organs possess partly the characteristics of
bhUta and partly that of the Prakrti. Thus, the organ
of sight, for instance, is found to cognise colour etc.,
when the black pupil of it is not destroyed, and when
it is destroyed, there is no cognition of colour etc.
This establishes its bhautika nature. Again, we find that
the pupil cognises its object without coming in contact
with that object and not when that object is brought
in close touch with the sense-organ of sight. This is
its non-bhautika characteristic. An object cannot both
be bhautika and notx-bhautika. Hence, in the absence of
the distinguishing factor we find a doubt regarding the

*7Kandali,p. 45.
48 KU., p. 82; Vyom., p. 271.
*>PPBha.,p. 44.
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true nature of the sense-organ in general61.
On this the SaAkhya holds that because things

having magnitude and atomic dimension are perceived
through the sense-organ, it is inferred that it is non-
bhautika™. In other words, we find that the' organ of
sight perceives things of very big size, as for instance,
mountain, ocean, and so on, and at the same time, it
perceives things of quite a smaller dimension, as for
instance, the seed of a banyan tree, which goes against
the bhautika nature of it; for, a bhautika object can
perceive things of its own size, while a non-bhautika,
being all-pervading in nature, can perceive things of
any dimension53.

The Naiyayikas reject the above argument saying
that merely because the organ of sight perceives things
both of big and small dimensions, the non-bhauttka
nature of it cannot be proved; for, these two dimensions
are cognised due to the contact of the dimensions them-
selves with the rays coming out of the eyes54, as we find
in the case of the rays of the lamp and the object. The
particular kind of rays and object contact is to be
inferred from the obstruction; that is, the rays of the
organ of sight do not illumine things which are obs-
tructed by wall and the rest; just as, it is the case with
the lamp-rays.55

Again, the opponent refutes the argument of the
Naiyayikas on the ground that the rays and object con-
tact cannot be a case of inference. It should be a case
of perception; for, tejash tangible and possesses colour;
because, perception takes place due to the possession
of magnitude and colour and also to the subsistence in
several substances. Hence, the contact should be a

81NS. and NBha., III. i. 32.
6 2NS.,III. i . 33.
53 NBha., III. i. 33.
64 NS., III. i. 34.
66 NBha., III. i. 34.
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case of perception and not inference; so that, the fact
is that had there been rays in the organ of sight, then
they would have been perceived, but as they are not
perceived but only inferred, it is concluded that no such
rays exist in the visual organ66.

This, again, is rejected by the Naiyayikas on the
ground that the non-perception of the rays, whose
presence is inferred by the obstruction not allowing the
contact {sannikarsapratisedhendvaranena lingendnumiyamdn-
asya)y does not prove the absence of the rays; just as the
non-perception of the other side of the moon or the
lower part of the earth does not prove their non-
existence57.

We know, on the other hand, that the construction
of the sense-organs (yyuhd) is due to the influence of
adfsta and is meant for the experience of pleasure and
pain of the Jivas. In the case of the organ of sight, to
give effect to the very aim of bhoga, the existence of
rays has been assumed. That is, the material cause of
the visual organ is tejas, one of the bbutas; so that, the
effect of it, namely, the sense-organ of sight, is also
bhautika. In the same manner, we know that all the
other external sense-organ shave got some or other bbstas
as their material cause. Hence, all of them are bhautikas.

There is another reason to prove that the external
iense-organs are bhautikas and it is this: obstruction is
the nature of bhiitas alone. If there be an obstruction
between a sense-organ and its object of cognition, then
there would not be the cognition of that object through
that sense-organ. This is found with all the external
sense-organs; hence they are all bhautikas. A non-
bhautika object is never obstructed. But we must know
that the objects whose activities are not stopped by any
obstruction are not all non-bbautikas; for, in the very

* NBML, in. i. 1 35.fi7 NBhS,, III. i. 36.
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case of the visual organ, we find that there are certain
objects like glass etc, which do not put any obstruction
in the way of the rays of the organ of sight* But this
cannot prove the nonrbhautikatva of the sense-organ; for,
non-obstruction is equally an attribute of b6th bhautika
and non-bhautika; as we find in the case of the rays of
the lamp which illumine things in whose way stand
glass etc., and there is no obstruction of the heat of
the cooking fire operating upon things placed on
hearth. That fire is bhautika cannot be objected to.
As for the non-perception of the rays of the organ of
sight, we find that it is possible due to certain causes,
as it is in the case of the fall of meteor during the mid-
day; because, it is suppressed by the stronger light of
the sun; so that, in spite of the cause of perception being
present in the case of the rays of the organ of sight,
due to the non-manifestation of colour and touch the
tejas of the eyes is not perceived but only inferred. Hence,
the sense-organs are bhautika and not non-bhautika58.

Those who think that there can be no non-obstruc-
tion of what is purely bhautika are wrong; because, as a
matter of fact, there is no obstruction of the rays of the
sun, of the objects lying behind a piece of rock-crystal
(sphatika) and of things which are to be burnt59. In
other words, in spite of the fact that the organ of sight is
bhautika, there is no obstruction in its way caused by
substances, like glass etc. Now, against the view that all
bhautika objects must have obstruction and that there is
no exception to this rule, the author of the Nyaya-Sutra
points out instances to refute it. It is held according
to the Nyaya-Vai$esika that—

(i) There is no obstruction of the rays of the
sun; for instance, the rays of the sun enter the jar
not being obstructed by the wall of the jar and come

68 NS. and NBha., III. i. 39-44.
59 NBha., III. L 48.
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in contact with the water therein and make it hot.
The hot touch of the rays of the sun suppresses the
cold touch of the water of the jar.

(ii) The obstruction is not caused by the crystal;
that is, when anything is lying behind the crystal, the
light of the lamp pierces through the crystal and comes
in contact with the thing lying behind the crystal,
and illumines it; so that, it is wrong to hold that
bhautika substance, like the light of the lamp, is
obstructed.

(iii) Again, lastly, there is no obstruction in the
way of the roasting of anything; that is, when anything
is roasted in a pan and heat is applied to the pan for
roasting, the heat of the fire is not obstructed by the
surface of the pan. The heat passes through the pan
and comes in contact with the grains to be roasted
and makes them hot. This shows that the heat which
is bhautika has not always got obstruction in its way to
function60. Therefore, we conclude that the sense-
organs are bhautikas, and that the mahdbhiltas are the
main material principles of these sense-organs.

Against the argument that the organ of sight
cognises an object without coming in contact with the
object; for, we find that when the rays of the organ of
sight are obstructed by a glass even then the cognition
of things beyond the glass takes place61; so that, the
sense-organs are non-bbauttkas62, it is said that when we
find that the objects lying behind the wall are not per-
ceived by the organ of sight, how can we assume that
the organ of sight cognises things even without coming
in contact with them63? In the case of glass, we know
that the sight is not obstructed; so that, even there the

60 NBha., III. i. 48; Kandali, pp. 23-Z4.
«NS.,IILi.45.
62 NBha., III. i. 45.
w NBha., III. i. 46.
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cognition of colour etc., takes place after the sense-
organ has come in contact with the object64.

3. Inorganic air

The inorganic air is the substratum of the manifested
touch sensation, which is denoted by quivering, up-
holding (dhrti), sound and touch66.

4. Vital air {prdna)

It is that which is the cause of the movement of
the liquid substance and other various elements within
the body, such as, the carrying of blood, semen, the
internal fire, bile, phlegm, and so on. It is in these
aspects that vital air is differentiated from the inorganic
air, Although there is only one kind of air within the
body, yet due to its different functions it is subdivided
into five :—prdna, apdna, samdna, uddna, and vydna.

Prdna is that which comes out of the mouth and
nostrils and goes in; apdna is that which causes ejection
of dirts of the body; samdna is that which carries the in-
ternal fire for the digestion of the food etc., in the
body from place to place; uddna is that which causes the
things to move upward; while vydna is that which takes
the essence of the food etc. to all the parts of the body
through the various veins (nddis)**.

Some, again, add five more varieties to the above
mentioned five. They are: naga, kilrma, krkara,
devadatta^ and dhananjaya*1. But as the functions of these
are served by the above mentioned five alone, this set
is not recognised. Tdntrikas, on the other hand, believe
in 49 kinds of air.

Some hold that motionless air is another subdivi-
sion. But it is not so. It is not different from the

64 NS. and NBha., III. i. 47.
65 P P B h a , p. 44.
06 K U . , pp. 88-89; Kanda l i , p . 48 .
67 V S S . , p. 61 (Vamvilas Press E d . ) .
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mere collection of airy paramdnus**, but even then it is
difficult to think of air as motionless.

II

WATER

i . Definition of water

Water has been defined as that which naturally
possesses cold touch69; or, that which possesses the
generality which belongs to hail, snow, ice, but does
not belong to any other substance, such as earth, etc.70

Besides, the general definitions given by (^ankara Mi^ra
are all more or less the enumeration of the various
specific qualities of water71. Thus, it has been defined
as that which possesses the upddhi which separates one
substance from the other; or, that which exists in that
which possesses non-illuminating (white) colour; or, that
which does not possess a common substratum with other
than pure white colour, and which possesses the colour
which is not due to chemical action and is non-
illuminating72.

Candrakanta refers to that kind of water which
is produced by the combination of the two kinds of
gases. It is, no doubt, an artificial one and does not
stand, according to him, in the way of the existence
of natural water as dealt with in this section73. This
view is, undoubtedly, based on the influence of the
Western science.

2. Qualities of water

Water possesses the qualities of colour, taste, touch,

« SP., p. 16.
« » V S I I i iVS.>II.ii. 5.
"°LU.,p. 30.
71KR.,pp- i i -
72 Setu,, p. 239.
WVBULLL 5
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natural fluidity, viscidity, number, dimension, separa-
teness, conjunction, disjunction, priority and posteriori-
ty, weight and velocity74. Of these, colour, taste, touch,
natural fluidity and viscidity are peculiar qualities of
water which differentiate it from all other substances.
A brief account of these qualities are given below :

(1). Colour ' •

Non-illuminating whiteness is its natural colour.
However heat may be applied to water, its colour will
remain unchanged76. This is not the case with earth
which by the application of heat changes its76 colour.
Whatever other colour is seen in water, as in the waters
of the Yamuna, or various juice-waters, it is all due to
the mixture or the influence of earthly particles.

(2). Taste

Similarlv the taste of water is only sweet {madhurd).
We find cnat if heat is applied to sweet earthly things,
like milk and sugar, the sweet taste is removed; while
in the case of water, however heat is applied to it, its
sweetness remains unchanged. Whatever other taste is
found in water, as saltish taste in the sea-water, lemon-
taste in lemon-juice, and so on, it is due to the mixture
of earthly particles with it; and consequently, the non-
sweet taste apparently found in water belongs to earth,
otherwise we cannot explain the sweet taste of the rain
waters showered by clouds. Generally, when we
drink water the sweet taste of it is not found. The
reason is that it is destroyed or suppressed by the
influence of earthly or firy substances present in the
mouth. For this reason it is believed that in order to
bring out the real taste of water, we should first take

74PPBha., p. 35.
"*KU.,p. 67;KUP.,p. 267.
76 KU., p. 67.
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in astringent substance, like the fruit of the yellow myro-
balan tree, before drinking water. As regards the ex-
perience of bitter {tiktd) taste of water after chewing the
fruit of cucumber, it is held through experiment that it
does not belong to the juice or water of cucumber
fruit, but to the fruit itself which is an earthly
substance; it may also be possible that when the
cucumber fruit is eaten, it manifests the bilious nature
present at the tip of the tongue; so that, the bitter taste
may be due to the manifestation of the bilious nature
of the tip of the tongue77.

(3). Touch

Coming to the touch of water we find that it is
naturally cold. It is just possible that sometimes due
to the influence of fire the cold touch of water is sup-
pressed, but when that influence is removed, again,
the water becomes cold.78 But what about the cold touch
found in the sandal-wood which is undisputedly earthly?
It is not the cold touch of the water which is used in
the rubbing of it; because, even without rubbing it with
the help of water, there is that touch sensation; and also
when it is rubbed, the cold touch which is found in the
sandal-wood is far more cooling than that of the water
which is used in rubbing it. The answer is that in the
former case, the cold touch belongs to the watery
particles present in the sandal-wood; and in the latter
case, it is said that as it is found after rubbing also, it
really belongs to water. It has been enhanced by
coming in contact with the parts of sandal-wood.79

Laksmipati says that the hot touch belonging to water
is only conditional, just as in a fine crystal the red
colour is due to the presence oijapd flower near it;

"7 K tL , pp. 67-68; KUP, pp. 268-269; KUPV, on Ibid; Dravya-
sarasangraha, Ms. Fol. 66.

7«KU., 68.
7 9 K U R , pp. 269-270; KR., pp. 15-16.
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and is not natural80.
The colour, the taste, and the touch of water do

not undergo any change due to the chemical action81;
as the latter does not affect water. Against the view
that there is nothing to prevent the peculiar kind
of heat contact in water, it is said that if, like earth,
here also we believe in the presence of the peculiar
heat contact, then the previous colour and touch would
have to be assumed to have been destroyed and a fresh
colour and touch produced in their place. That is,
the non-illuminating colour and the cold touch belong-
ing to water should have been destroyed giving place to
another type of colour and hot touch. Then even when
the heat contact is removed from water, there would be
nothing to remove the hot touch which would have
come to belong to water after the chemical action, and
consequently, that water would have never become
cold; and we should have actually felt hot touch in
water even long after the chemical action. It is just
possible that the touch may be counteracted and water
may be reduced to a touchless substance. But this is
against the reality. Hence, we must hold that there is
no chemical action in water82.

(4). Viscidity

Viscidity {snehd) is also one of the natural qualities
of water. It does not belong to anything else.

Some reject it on the ground that just as there is
no oil and the rest in water, so there is no viscidity,
also, in it. It is not a specific quality of earth; because,
it is not found with all the forms of earth. It is,
however, found only in certain particular forms of

80 PV., Ms. Fol. 7b.
81KR., p. 16.
82 Prabha and MaNju$a on NMukta., p. 331* Mylapore Ed.
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earth, namely, ghrta> oil, fat, and so on88.
This is a wrong view, says the Siddhantin; for, if

it were a quality of earth, it ought to have been present
in the very paramdnus of earth also; but in the paramdnus
of earth there is no other generality except prthivitva.
As for its presence in gtyta etc., it is due to something
else, just as in the absence of the natural weight in tejas,
the presence of weight in gold is said to bef due to its
mixture with earthly substance. If it were not the
quality of water, then sugar, or any other powder, or
flour etc., would not have become a lump. This is due
to viscidity along with the help of fluidity and not to the
fluidity alone. If making a lump be due to fluidity only,
then when glass, or gold etc., are melted, then through
it sand and the rest should have been also made a lump;
but it is not a fact. Hence, viscidity is a natural quality
of water alone84. We cannot hold that just as there is
conditional fluidity in earth, so let there be conditional
viscidity also in it; for, no such viscidity is found in
earth. The viscidity belonging to ghrta etc. is due to the
presence of tht watery paramdnus in them as auxiliaries.

(5). Fluidity

Natural fluidity is also a quality of water alone. It,
together with viscidity, is essential for making a lump
of anything. Without the help of both, water alone
cannot collect together any powder, flour, and the rest,
into a lump. This natural fluidity does not belong to
oil or to milk; for, oil and milk are earthly substances.
This is proved by oil's being a fuel for earthly fire, and
milk's being recognised even in a lump (jatukstrasja ca
pindibhavfpi pratyabhijndndt)%h*

83 KU. , p . 68 (Vindheswari Prasad's Edition).
84 K U . , p . 69 (Vindheswari Prasad's edition) along wi th K U P .

o n Ib id . pp. 270-275 Bibli . I n d . edition. Setu . pp . 230-242.
85 KU., p. 70 (Vindheswari Prasad's edition); KUP. pp. 276-

277 (Bibli. Ind. edition); Setu. p. 241.
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What about the natural fluidity in hails, snow, ice,
etc.? It is also natural in these cases; but it has been
obstructed due to the influence of adrsta helped by the
absence of the earthly heat; and hence, it is not obvious
in the above mentioned substances.

The view that the solidity {kdthinyd) present in hails
etc. is due to the influence of the presence of earthly
element in them is wrong; for, if it were so, then when
these hails fall to the ground, even then they would
have remained unmelted as before; but it is not so.
Moreover, when they are melted we do not see any
earthly element mixed with them.

3. Divisions and subdivisions of water

Water is, as usual, divided into eternal and non-
eternal forms. The former is in the form of paramdnus,
the details of which have been already given. The latter
is in the form of products. This form of water is sub-
divided into organic, sense-organ and inorganic.

(1). Organic water

Water, also like earthy is productive of organism.
A substance must produce a substance in the form of
organism, sense organ, and inorganic bodies. Through
the'joint methods of Agreement and Difference it is
proved that if any one of the above mentioned three
forms is produced, the other forms also should be pro-
duced; so that, if there be no watery organism, then there
should not be watery sense-organ in our body as well.
But this is not the case. We cannot deny the presence of
the watery sense-organ in our body. Hence, it is proved
that there is an organism of water also. But of what
kind of organism is it? Is it joni/a, or ayonijdi We have
seen that the former is due to the fusion of the male and
the female of the parents and is purely earthly. This
is not possible in the case of watery organism. Earthly
paramdnus cannot produce watery bodies. Hence, the
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organic water is only ayonija. The reason why such an
organism of water is never perceived is that it is found
in the Varunaloka which is far away from here; and
there are so many obstacles in the way of its perception.

It is, again, asked: water is naturally fluid; so
how can a body formed out of the fluid watery paramdnus
be a means of the experiences of pleasure and pain? The
answer is that just as the earth is intensely solid, but
the body made out of the earthly paramdnus becomes
useful for bhoga through the peculiar conjunction
(upastambha)** of the paramdnus of water, so also water,
although fluid by nature, yet due to the similar peculiar
conjunction87 of the paramdnus of earth and the rest,
turn into an organism which becomes capable of bhoga.
What is denied is that the organic water can be pro-
duced out of the paramdnus of different bhiitas used as its
material cause, but their mutual assistance is not denied88.
Konda Bhatta says that the organic water is either due
to the mixture of the earthly paramdnus^ like hails etc.
or due to the particular kind of adrstd®. The earthly
elements stop the fluidity of water and make it fit for
bhogam.

(2). Watery sense-organ

It has already been said above that if there is an
organic water, there must be a watery sense-organ also.
This is also proved through inference; that is, there is
the cognition of taste which is a krzyd; and as such, it
must have a karana; for, every kriyd necessitates the
presence of a karana. Such a karana, in the case of the
cognition of taste, is tongue. Thus, we conclude that
rasand is the watery sense-organ. It is further proved

86KandalI, p. 38.
87Kandali, p. 38.
88 KU., p. 71 (Vindheswari Prasad*s 6 ^ 0 ^ .
**PD., p. 2; PBT., Ms. Fol. 21a: TP, Ms. Fol. ib.
wKandalI, p. 38.
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that of the various specific qualities of colour, touch,
smell etc., it is the taste alone which is invariably
cognised by the organ of taste (rasand). This shows
that there is some sort of natural affinity between tongue,
water and taste. Tongue is made up of mainly watery
paramdnus with a very little help of the paramdnus of
other bhutas. The paramdnus of other bhutas do not
overpower the watery elements; so that, there being
the excess of watery paramdnus in the construction of the
tongue, it is quite natural that it should cognise the taste
which is the specific quality of water.91

So has been said by Gautama that a particular
sense-organ predominates in a particular element due to
its excess; and hence, it is capable of cognising that
particular quality of it alone92. For instance, the sense-
organ of taste although possesses colour, taste and touch,
yet it is capable of cognising and manifesting taste
alone and not the other two; because, there is the excess
(utkarsa) of taste (rasa) alone in it93. That substance
which is distinguished, by having the excess of a particular
quality, from others is called utkrsta on account of the
manifestation of that quality alone94. Hence, although
there is no difference as far as the inherence or the
samyuktasamavdya of the above mentioned three qualities
are concerned, yet it is the excess of taste {rasa) alone
which is present in the tongue.95

Some, on the other hand, explain that the tongue is
capable of apprehending rasa, because, it is made up of
purely watery paramdnus without the combination of
paramdnus of any other bhutas. It is really due to the
influence of adrsta that there is an excess in that part
of the body alone through which rasa is apprehended.

91 Vyom., p. 246.
92NS.,III. i. 68.
93 NBha . , I l l , i. 68.
94 NV. on NBha., III. i. 68.
^Tat.onNV.,!!!. i. 68.
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In all these things, adfsfa alone is the determining
factor96,

(3). Inorganic water

That which is different from organic water and
watery sense-organ and is produced out of watery
dvyanukas, trasarenus etc., is the inorganic water; because,
it is helpful to us as an object of cognition alone97.
The forms of inorganic water are all the forms of water
used by us and also hails, snow, ice, etc98.

A question is raised here: Fluidity should not be
said to be the natural quality of water; as it is not found
in solid forms of inorganic water. This view is wrong;
for, due to the influence of non-physical tejas, the collec-
tion of the various watery paramdnus becomes solid which
is known as sarighdta; so that, the fluidity is stopped in
certain cases at the very paramdnu stage. Hence, the
products of these paramdnus also are without fluidity.
In the case of ice, again, the solidity is either due
to the physical tejas or to the non-physical tejas. The
case is similar to salt where we find that the fluidity
of salt is checked by the contact of tejas. That salt is
also watery is proved from the fact that like hails etc.,
its fluidity is seen at some other time. But the saltish
taste must be explained as due to the influence of
earthly elements. The melting of hails etc. is due to
the physical heat contact, as it is in gold etc. The
stopping of the fluidity and the starting of it both are
due to the influence of non-physical and sometimes that
of the physical tetas".

pp. 246-47.
97 Vyom., p. 247.
9*Kandali, pp. 265-66.
" I b i d .
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III

EARTH

1. Definition of earth •

Earth is defined as that which possesses the absence
of the absolute negation of smelF00. That is, that which
has natural smell is called earth. Smell is found in other
substances, but it is not natural in them. Its presence
in non-earthly substances is due to the mixture of the
earthly particles with them.

2. Qualities of earth

It possesses colour, taste, smell, touch, number,
dimension, separateness, conjunction, disjunction, priori-
ty, posteriority, weight, fluidity, velocity and elasticity.
Of these, only smell is the quality which differentiates
it from all other substances. A brief treatment of these
qualities are given below:

(1). Colour

All the seven kinds of colour, namely, white, blue
or black, yellow, green, gray, red, and citra (variegated)
naturally belong to earth. As regards the variegated
colour, they say that a composite is produced not from
one thread alone, but from several threads. Of these
threads, some are white, some red, others green and
some, again, are blue; so that, out of these threads as
the cause, a composite is produced where all these
colours join together and produce one effect called
variegated colour {citrarupd). These colours cannot
counteract one another; because, in that case there would
have been no colour in the composite, and consequently,
it would not have been perceived. Nor can it be said to
be merely a collection or so many colours; for, colour is

100 LU., p. 18.
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vydpyavrtti) that is, it pervades over the entire object in
which it exists. No one particular non-variegated colour
pervades the whole of the particular cloth, for instance;
hence, there is no harm in having an independent colour
called variegated colour101. We should not understand
that the word variegated is used in the sense of several
colours collected together, but it is altogether an inde-
pendent word used for an independent colour, like
white etc102.

(2). Taste

Taste is of six kinds, namely, sweet, acid {amid)
saltish, bitter (tikta), hot (katu) and pungent (kasqya).
All these belong to earth. These prolong the life, make
the body fully developed, strong and healthy103.

(3). Smell

Smell is of two kinds—good and bad.
As to the argument that smell and earth are not

co-extensive; for, there are substances, like precious
stones, admantine, and even other ordinary stones, where
smell is not experienced, it is said that as there is the
colour produced by the chemical action in them there
exists smell also101. Others point out that if such sub-
stances are reduced to powder, smell is found in it, and
as the composite is produced out of these parts, there is
naturally smell in the composite also. That smell is
not felt in these is due to the non-manifestation of it105.
When it is said that earth has both good and bad smell
it does not mean that in any one part of an earthly
substance both the kinds of smell simultaneously exist;

101 Kandali, p. 30; TD., p. 14.
102 KUP,, 205.
^PPBha .p , 105.
i°4KUpi°4KU.,p.47.106Setu, pp. 204-205.
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so that, in a single mango fruit, for instance, one portion
may be rotten, while the other may be good. Hence,
we say that it possesses both the smells; good portion
provides good smell and the rotten part gives bad
smell. There is no possibility of the smells counter-
acting each other or producing a variegated smell106.

(4). Touch

Touch of earth is neither hot nor cold, and is
produced from chemical action (pdka).

These four qualities belong to both the earthly
forms eternal and non-eternal. But in both the cases
they are non-eternal due to the chemical action, unlike
the qualities belonging to the paramdnus of water, tejas
and air.

(5). Fluidity

Fluidity is not natural but conditional in earth.

(6). Samskdra

There are two kinds of samskdras in earth, namely,
velocity and elasticity.

3. Division and subdivision of earth

Such an earth is of two kinds—eternal in the form
of paramdnus and non-eternal in the form of products.
This latter form of earth consists of parts which are so
combined as to serve some useful purpose of our daily
life. They are used in forming our bed, seat, and so
on107. The qualities of both the eternal and the non-
eternal forms of earth are non-eternal.

This non-eternal form of earth is, again, subdivided
into organic earth, sense-organ, and non-organic earth.108

*»KU.,p. 48; TD., p. 7.
107 PPBha, p. 27 along with KU. and Kandali.
108 Some hold that these three subdivisions belong to the
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(i)« Organic earth

By organic earth we understand an organism pro-
duced for the experiences of pleasure and pain by the
Jlvdtman through the influence of the adrsta of persons
concerned, and which has come in contact with a
particular Jivdiman under the influence of the same
adfsii. This is the final composite. It is in this body
that the consciousness of the Atman becothes manifested
and life finds its place. Such an organism is produced
from the ultimate particles of earth which form its
material cause.

This organism is, again, of two kinds: Yonija
and ayonija. The word yoni although generally is used
in the sense of a mere cause, yet it is used here in the
sense of that cause alone which represents the fusion of
the male and the female {fukra and fonita) of the parents.
The ayonija9 however, is not a product of that type.
But we should not, therefore, understand that this kind
of body is without any cause. The material cause here
is the paramanus and their conjunction is the non-
material cause, and merits of a definite type are the
instrumental cause. The ayonija class of organisms,
when produced by the influence of merits, represents
the organisms of gods, rsis, and others of the divyaloka;
but when it is produced from the influence of demerits
it represents the organisms of lower creatures, insects and
those organisms which are meant for experiencing extreme
pain in the various hells109. The organisms which experi-
ence extreme pain in the hell are of the class of ayonija,
because, it is not possible for thcyomja class of organisms
to bear the intense sufferings of hells.uo Although the
ayonija class of organisms is generally watery, taijasa,

eternal form of earth, namely, paramdnu;—anye tvasyah paramanu-
laksanayah trividbam kdryam $ariradirupamiti many ante—Vyom., p. 228,

109 Vyom., p. 229.
^ K U p. 56; PBT., Ms. Fol. 18b.
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and airy, yet the above mentioned forms of ayonija
organisms are earthly bodies and as such, have earthly
paramdnus as their material cause111.

The joitifa organism is, again, of twokinds~-^rdj/^-
produced £tomjara, that is, viviparous, and andaja pro-
duced from egg, that is, oviparous. Under the former,
we include the organisms of human beings, quadrupeds,
wild animals etc., while under the latter, the bodies of
snakes, birds, and the rest are included. Udayana says
here that the udbhid class of organisms, representing trees,
plants etc., ought to have been included here, but it
appears that Pracjastapada, thinking that this class of
organisms possesses a very dull intelligence and also
that people in general do not like to think it as an
abode of bhoga, has not included it here under this class.
This shows that Udayana himself is willing to include
the class of udbhijja under it.112 Konda Bhatta, on the
other hand, holds that really speaking there are five
kinds of yonija organisms, namely :—

(a) that which is produced by the earthly para-
mdnus helped by particular kind of adrsta with-
out the fusion of fukra and fonita, as that of
Vagistha and others;

(b) Jardyuja, as that of human beings and others;
(c) Andaja, as that of bird, snake etc;
(d) Svedaja that which is produced from sweat,

as louse, nit, and so on; and
(e) Udbhid, that which germinates after piercing

through the earth, as trees, plants etc113.
Raghunatha Pandita holds that according to Nyaya

there are only two kinds of organisms as pointed out by
Pragastapada, but the Vai§esikas include the udbhid class

111PD., p. 2.
-«KU., pp. 57-58.
113 PD., p. 2; TPP., Ms. Fol. ib.

21
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as well undetjomja, as held by some114.
The process of the production of yonija organism

is described below:
When the semen and ovule mix together in the

mother's womb due to the fruition of the parents'
adfsta, simultaneously with that there is brought about
the contact of the antahkarana. The fusion produces a
sort of substance within the mother's womb; where,
due to the force of the contact of the internal tejas^
a sort of activity is produced in the parts of that
substance followed by disjunction leading to the des-
truction of the substance productive of conjunction.
Then through the contact of another tejas the previ-
ous colour etc. of the paramdnus forming that substance
get changed, and fresh colour etc. are produced therein.
Thus, we have then before us paramdnus with the chemi-
cal products in which motion is produced through the
influence of adfsta and the Atman-paramdnu contact; and
then the motion leads the paramdnus to form a body in
accordance with the usual process of the formation of
dvyanuka, trasarenu, and the rest115.

(2). Pdncabhautikatva of organism discussed

Now, a question is raised here: Is an organism
made up of the five bhiitas or not? We know that the
human organism, for instance, is earthly. But our
observation shows that the human body is not earthly,
but pdncabhautika. In other words, if the human
organism be produced out of the earthly paramdnus
alone, then it cannot be the substratum of activity,
(cestd\ of sense-organ, and of pleasure and pain {artha),
and consequently, the definition of organism given
above would not be applied to it. The mutual contact
among all these bhtitas is not denied. We know that in

lwPRM.,p. 21.
115 Vyom., p. 230.
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the bodies of other /okas, namely, Varuna, Vdyu, and
Aditya, there is the contact of all the other bhutas; be-
cause, only then the various bodies can be the source
of bhoga. Moreover, even in ordinary earthly products,
like plates etc., it is found that without the. help of other
bhutas there can be no production. Again, it is a re-
cognised fact that the qualities found in the product
must belong to its cause. We find that a human
organism, for instance, possesses smell, wet substance,
like juice, taijasa element, breathing and openings, which
prove that the body is made of all the five elements
(pdncabhautika), having the paramdnus of all the four
bhutas and the Akdfa as its cause116.

This view is wrong, holds the Nyaya-Vai$esika;
because, the arguments adduced above are all doubtful
and fallacious. The reasons are: It is said that the
presence of the qualities of the five elements may be
due to their being the material cause and also other-
wise; that is, if the paramdnus of earth be the material
cause and those of the other bhutas be the instrumental
cause, even then in the product we can have the qualities
of all the five bhutas; just as, in the case of the pro-
duction of a plate, for instance, the earthly paramdnus
are the material cause, while the paramdnus of water etc.
are the instrumental cause alone; but consequently, the
qualities of all the five bhutas are found in it. Hence,
it is doubtful whether the dharmas of the five bhutas
found in a human body, for instance, are due to their
being the material cause, or their being the instrumental
cause alone except earth which alone is the material
cause.

Now, the following are the arguments to support
the view that human organism, for instance, has only
one bhuta as its material cause:

{a) If more than one bhuta were the material

116 NS. and NBha., III. i, 28-30; KU., pp. 58-59.
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cause of a human body, then in the effect* namely,
in the body itself, there would not have been any
smell, or taste, or colour, or touch. In other words,
if, for instance, one earthly paramdnu and one
watery paramdnu be taken together as the material
cause of a human body, then neither smell nor taste
can be produced in that body; because, there can be
no production of whatever kind from a single para-
mdnu of any bhiita* That is, the first product, namely
dvyanuka must have two paramdnus of the same
class for its production; a single paramdnu of earth,
or of water, or of tejas, ot of air alone cannot
produce that dvyanuka. The dvyanuka requires
two paramdnus of the same class for its material
cause. If a production be from one paramdnu
alone, then there should be a constant production.
And as the dvyanuka is not produced out of
three paramdnus or more, it cannot be pro-
duced. The same rule applies to the production
of the qualities. A single quality, say smell, be-
longing to a single earthly paramdnu cannot pro-
duce smell in the dvyanuka; nor can a single taste,
belonging to a single w&tetyparamdnu produce taste
in the dvyanuka; so that, all the products, conse-
quently, would become smell-less, tasteless, colour-
less and touchless. This is due to the very nature of
the theory of causality. In other words, there is a
sort of rule that the specific quality of the material
cause is the specific quality of the effect. This rule
would be disturbed if a human body were produced
having all the five bhiitas as its material cause117.

(b) Again, earth possesses the generality called
pfthvttva^ water has jalatva> tejas has tejastva^ and
air has vdyutva. These are mutually exclusive.
Now, if any product be produced out of

117 NS., NBha., NV., Tat., III., i. 30.
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all these bhutas > then there would be, consequently,
all the generalities1 present in that product. That
is, there will be the fallacy of the overlapping of
the generalities; so that, thefe would be no separate
generality, like pfthvitva, jalatva, tejastva and
vayutvd1*.

(/) There is the fruti also to support that the
human body is earthly. It is said in the mantra
which is uttered at the time of the death of a
person that may your (addressed to the dead
person) body be mixed with the earth119. So is
said of all other bhutas constituting the body.

(d) Again, of the five bhutas, some are per-
ceptible and some not. Now, if a body were pro-
duced out of these two kinds of elements, then
it would not have been perceived through our
eyes, like the contact of the non-perceptible air
with the perceptible trees120.

On these grounds, it is established that the human
body, is mainly earthly; because, it has for its material
cause the earthly paramdnus alone, while the other bhutas
are only its instrumental cause. This is the reason why
the characteristics of all the bhutas are found in a human
organism.

Similarly, as regards the organisms of Varuna,
Vayu and Aditya lokas, we should know that the
material cause of each is only one kind of paramdnu
of the class to which the organism belongs, while the
paramdnus of other bhutas help that particular paramdnu
to produce that particular organism.

(3). 'Earthly sense-organ

The sense-organ is that which is supersensuous,

118 Vide the JdtibddbakakSnkd—KXS^ p. 33.
119 MS., III. i. 31.
120MM7TT rx **
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is an instrument of some cognition, is a substance, and
possesses a particular location in the body. It is the
direct cause of direct perception121.

Such a sense-organ in the earthly organism is the
odorous organ. It is produced out of the earthly
paramdnus which are not suppressed by the para-
mdnus of other bhutas. This is known from the
apprehension of smell. That is, it is through the
activity of the odorous organ alone that smell, which
is the distinguishing quality of earth, is known and
not otherwise. No doubt, there also much de-
pends upon the influence of adrsta to adjust it.
As it is earthly, it possesses all the qualities possessed
by earth with this difference that there is the excess of
smell in it. Some are of opinion that in order to
guard against the suppression of a particular sense-
organ from the influence of other bhutas> it is better
not to allow any connection between the parts of that
particular sense-organ and the parts of other bhutas.
But this is not possible. However, we should not for-
get that in the earthly sense-organ, for instance, the
earthly element alone predominates, while the contact
of other bhutas122 is only subordinate.

{a) Number of sense-organs in a human organism discussed

Although sense-organs have been proved to be bhau-
tika, yet doubts cannot be finally removed unless it is
proved that there are five external sense-organs. The
ground which leads us to doubt is that we find that the
diversity of the sense-organs is generally established on
the different locations of these sense-organs. But this
is not a safe ground to prove the diversity; a composite,
for instance, occupies as many places as there are parts
in a body; but, in spite of this, it is only one. Therefore,
we find the opponent arguing that there is only one

121Vyom.,pp. 232-33.
wa VS., VIII. ii. 5; Vyom., PP- 233-34.
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sense-organ. They hold that there is a single organ
of touch, called tvak, which pervades over the entire
organism, and as it touches all the locations of the so-
called different sense-organs, it manifests itself as so many
different sense-organs. This is also supported by the
causal relation existing between the organ of touch
and the external cognition in general.

But this is a wrong view; for, if this be the fact,
then a blind man, or a deaf man, or a tongueless man,
or noseless man all of whom possess the organ of touch,
should get the cognitions of colour, of sound, of taste
and of smell respectively. But this is against the reality;
hence, it is wrong to hold that there is any one single
Sense-organ,

To this, again, it is pointed out that just as a parti-
cular part of the tvak alone apprehends the smoke and
no other part, so the particular parts of tvak alone would
apprehend colour etc.; and if any of these parts of tvak
be destroyed, then that particular object would not be
apprehended.

But this very argument of the opponent, says the
Naiyayika, proves the plurality of the sense-organs. And
moreover, the various bhutas also help cognitions
through the sense-organs as all the locations of sense-
organs are vydpta by the bhutas.

Again, if there be only one sense-organ pervading
throughout the whole body, then there should be the
simultaneity of the contacts of the Atman, the Manas,
and the sense-organs; so that, the simultaneity of cogni-
tions cannot be denied. But it is not the fact.

There is another difficulty in the way of holding
the view that there is a single sense-organ. We know
that in every case of perception the sense-organ and the
object contact is essential. But now, if there be a
single sense-organ, then the apprehension of colour and
sound cannot take place. If it be held that certain
sense-organs are prdpyakdrt> while others are aprdpyakdri,
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like the organ of sight, then there would be another
difficulty that every colour, whether in front of or behind
the walls, would have been cognised, which is, again,
against the reality.

Moreover, there being five different kinds of objects
in the world, five different exclusive kinds of sense-
organs have been assumed to apprehend these respec-
tively. This definite arrangement would not be pos-
sible, if there be a single sense-organ.123

On these grounds, the existence of five different
and mutually exclusive sense-organs is proved.

(4). Inorganic earth
The inorganic earthly objects are those which help

our experiences of pleasure and pain, and can be per-
ceived through the external sense-organs. It is produ-
ced through the usual process of dvyanuka, trasarenu, etc.
Although there are innumerable number of inorganic
earthly productions according to their common nature,
yet these are subdivided into clay (/»/•/), stone (pdsdna)
and sthdvara. Under clay, we have the various portions
of earth, buildings, bricks, and so on; under stone, we
include the various kinds of stones, adamantive, and so
on; while under sthdvara^ we include grass, grains,
plants, trees, creepers and vanaspatis.lu

It should be noted down here that by sthdvara is
meant that which has no independent activity (cestd).
Now, in that case, almost the entire class of the in-
organic earthly object can be very easily included under
sthdvara alone, while trees, plants, creepers etc. should
not be at all included under it. But because, stone
ttc.y have other characteristic also, they are not spoken
of by that name.125

But, in any case, it is almost wrong to include trees

"3 NS., III. i. 5*-6i along with NBha.
1M PPBhS., p. z8.
» Randall, p. 35.
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etc. under sthdvara when we know that almost all their
activities resemble the activities of living beings. The
only difference is that of degree in the manifestation
of consciousness.

IV

TEJAS
1. Definition of tejas

Tejas is defined as that which is the substratum
of colour, which has the common substratum with the
absolute absence of taste;126 or, it is that which has the
common substratum with colour, but not with weight.
The definitions generally given only enumerate the
special characteristics of tejas.127

2. Qualities of tejas

It possesses colour, touch, number, dimension,
separateness, conjunction, disjunction, priority, posterio-
rity, fluidity, and velocity. Of these, colour and
touch are the only distinctive qualities of tejas. The
colour possessed by it is illuminating (bhdsvara); and
the touch is hot. These do not naturally belong to any
other bhuta. The fluidity in tejas is unnatural; that is,
it is found only when strong heat is applied to it; as in
the case of all the metals.128 The appearance of red,
yellow and other colours in tejas is due to the presence
of earthly or watery substances in it.

The touch of tejas is hot. Non-apprehension of
hot touch in the moon, the eyes and other taijasa objects
is due to the non-manifestation of touch. In the case
of the touch of gold it is not felt as hot owing to its
being overpowered by earthly particles; for, if it were

12«LU.,p. 31.
127KR.,pp. 17-18.
128Vyom.,pp. 255-56.
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due to the unmanifestation, then gold would not have
been perceived.

Its natural movement is upward.129 Its colour and
touch do not undergo any chemical change; hence, they
are eternal in the paramdnus^ while non-eternal in the
products.130

Although there are only two prominent qualities in
tejas, namely, colour and touch, yet even taste and
smell are present there through the relation of samyukta-
sarnavaya;vsl for, in order to make the taijasa objects fit
for bhoga through the influence ofadrsta, earthly elements
are combined with taijascP2 ones, as it is in gold and
other metals.

The colour and touch of tejas are found varying.
Thus, in certain objects, it possesses both colour and
touch manifested, as in the rays of the sun; in others,
the colour is manifested, but touch remains unmani-
fested, as in the light emitting from the moon, lamp,
and so on; sometimes, again, the touch is manifested, but
colour is unmanifested, as in the tejas present in the
boiled water; sometimes, on the other hand, both colour
and touch remain unmanifested, as in the eyes.133 But
there seems to be an exception in the case of the cat's
eyes where the touch alone is unmanifest, while the
colour is manifest; so that, even in dark the colour of
cat's eyes is perceived. This also proves that there is
really tejas present in the eyes.134 Heat belongs to
j™

™ PPBha., p. 39.
130 T S . , p . 16.
181 PPBha . p . 39,
132 K a n d a l i , pp . 40 -41 .
133 N B h a , III. i. 36.
^ N S . and NBha., III. i. 44.
*«VS.,II.H.4.
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3. Divisions and subdivisions of tejas

Such a tejas is of two kinds—eternal existing in the
form of pardmanus, and non-eternal existing in the form
of products. The latter kind of tijas is subdivided into
organic te/as9 taijasa sense-organ and inorganic tejas.

(1). Organic tejas

The necessity of organic tejas is meant for bhoga.
But it being entirely taijasa cannot serve the purpose.
It may be suggested that really speaking, it is the
earthly organism alone which is meant for bhoga ordin-
arily. No doubt, there are deeds which necessitate the
bhoga in organisms of other elements also, but it is
possible only when earthly particles are mixed with
them. Hence, in the taijasa organisms also the presence
of earthly particles has to be admitted to make them
fit for bhoga. It is not jomja; because, jonija organisms
are earthly alone. Such taijasa organisms exist in
Adityaloka.

{2). Taijasa sense-organ

That which does not apprehend smell, taste, touch
and sound but manifests colour alone is the taijasa
sense-organ. In other words, that which is the uncom-
mon cause of the apprehension of colour is the taijasa
sense-organ.136 Such a sense-organ is the organ of sight.
Its location is said to be at the tip of the pupil.137

Now, it is urged here that heat {usmd) being taijasa^
and the relation of samyuktasamavdya being common, and
there being no other particular cause for apprehension,
like colour, the eyes being taijasa should illuminate heat
also.

To this it is said that the eyes are produced from

P., pp. 284-85.
137 PD., p. 3.
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the ultimate particles of tejas which are not suppressed
by the parts of other bhutas; so that, they apprehend
colour alone. In other words, there is very little
influence of the earthly particles on the ultimate particles
of tejas when the latter produce the organ of sight
without being suppressed by anything else. But what
is the proof that such a thing is produced? The proof
is supplied by the action of the organ itself. * Thus, due
to the activity of the organ of sight the apprehension
of colour alone takes place and not that of taste, touch,
smell and sound. This is not possible unless there is
a causal relation between the organ of sight and the
apprehension of colour. This particular production is
helped by adfsta also; so that, the paramdnus of tejas\
helped by a particular adfsta along with a very slight
combination of the paramdnus of other bhiitas, produce
the organ of sight . That which is taijasa must be
produced from taijasa paramdnus alone. That there is
the taijasa element present in the organ of sight is proved
from the fact that it apprehends the quality of tejas
alone which is not possible unless there is some intimate
affinity between them.

Such a sense-organ is supersensuous, because of
the non-manifestation of colour in it. The explanation
of the non-manifestation of colour in the organ of sight
is that all the positive objects are produced for the sake of
bhoga; now, if the colour were manifested, then the eyes
would have been apprehended even in the darkness,
and there would have been no bhoga for the dfsta-
sattvas; in order that the drstasattvas may experience
bhoga, the adfsta influenced the creator (prajdpati) to
produce the eyes without manifested colour.

As regards the non-manifestation of hot touch in
the organ of sight, it is said that if there were mani-
fested touch in the eyes then, for instance, when a
dancing-girl is dancing, or when any pleasant thing is
before us, and all the eyes are set upon her, or that
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particular pleasant object, particularly, in the hot
season, the hot rays emitting from our eyes would fall
upon the beautiful object and burn it; so that, for help-
ing bhoga, the aim or production, adjrsta has prevailed
upon the creator to make the hot touch of the eyes
unmanifested.138 It is due to this very adrsta that there
is no manifested touch in the organ of sight.139

(a) Buddhist view regarding the visual organ

What has been said above regarding the nature of
the visual organ is true of all the orthodox schools of
thought. The Buddhists, on the other hand, entirely
differ from the view held above. Dinnaga and others
think that the very eye-balls represent the visual organ.140

They hold that the organ of sight, being a material
product, cannot move up to its object of perception
at a distance.141 Accordingly, by the organ of sight,
that is, the eye, they mean a material product in the
shape of the blue eye-ball—the pupil, which is helped by
a particular kind of external matter, that is, light (aloka\
and depends upon the past deeds preceded by a desire
to apprehend an object.142 In other words, the eye is
that material product which wants to make a colour
known under the influence of the past deeds.148 That
the eye-ball is itself the organ of sight is further proved
by the fact that all the eye-diseases are cured by the

138 V y o m . , p. 257.
139 NS., NBha. andNV., III. i. 38; Kandali. p. 40.
140 Adhisthdnddbahirndksam—Dinnaga's karika, quoted by Ta t .

on N S . , I, i. 4 , p . 118.; P R M . , p . 21; Caksurgolakam—Rev. Rahula 's
gloss o n A D K . , I . 23; p . 11.

141 Na ca caksusastendrthena prdptirasti, bhutavifesasyendriyabhdvdt
--NV., I. i. 4., p. 33.

142 Ya evdyam kfsnasdralaksano bhutavifesah sa bdhydbbiitavifesa-
prasdddnugrhHasiattfsndpurvakakarmdpeksat) caksurityucyate e tc . N V . ,
I. i. 4., p. 33; Tat., p. 116.

148 Bbutavifesah karmdpekfo rupafica caksdnafcaksurityucyate—
Tat., p. 117.
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treatment of the eye-balls alone.144

(b) Vrdpyakdritva of the sense-organs discussed

The Buddhist idea of the organ of vision creates
another serious difficulty. It has been said before that
direct perception (pratyaksa) takes place only when there
is a contact between a sense-organ and its analogous
object.145 But now, when the eye-ball is said to be the
visual organ, and the objects cognised through this
sense-organ are found to be lying at a distance, then
it is held that direct visual cognitions take place without
there being any contact between the organ of sight and
the object perceived.; for, no one has ever seen the eye-
balls going out of their sockets146. Moreover, the capa-
city to perceive the objects is not found with the eye-
balls when they are taken out of their sockets. If it
were so, then things should have been perceived even
when the eyes are closed147. In the same manner, the
auditory organ also is found to cognise its analogous
object lying at a great distance. Hence, it is concluded
by the Buddhists of the Vaibhasika School that the
sense-organs of sight and hearing cognise their respective
objects without coming in contact with them.148

The following are the arguments adduced in sup-
port of the Buddhist view:149

(i) Sdntaragrahandt—because, things lying a dis-
tance are cognised.

144 TaccikitsSdiyogata^Dximlgsfs karika, quoted in Tat., p.
u8;PRM., p. zu

146 NS,, I. i. 4.
149 NV., 1.1. 4., p. 33; (Apraptarthanyakfimanajjfrotrdm) tray am-

anyatha—ADK., I. 43. along with Rev. Rahula*s gloss., p. 18.
147 Satyapyaksabahirbhdve na faktirvisayeksane 1

yadt ca syattada pacyedapyunmilya nitmlandt 11
—Quoted in Tat., p. 118; PRM., p. 22.

148 ADK. along with Rev. Rahula's gloss; I. 43, p. 18.
149 Santarag-ahanam na sydt prdptau jfianfdbikasya ca—Dmnaga's

Karika, quoted in Tat, I. i. 4; p. 118; PRM., p. 21.
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(ii) Pfthutaragrahandt—because things of bigger
dimension are apprehended* If the eye were to cog-
nise objects after coming in contact with them, then it
would have done so with the objects having dimension
equal to its own. But it is not so.160

(iii) Digdefavyapadefdt—because, there* is the speci-
fication of directions in the case of cognitions obtained
through the visual organ, in the form that such and
such cognitions have taken place in such and such
directions. Vardhamana Upadhyaya, however, ex-
plains the above as viprakrstadigdefavyapadefdt, that is,
the visual cognition is expressed as taking place at a
distance from the organ of sight, which would have
been expressed as taking place quite close to the visual
organ had the latter actually come in contact with the
object of perception.151

(iv) Sannikfstaviprakrstqyostulyakdlagraha ndt—be-
cause, things lying quite close to and also at a distance
both are apprehended simultaneously; as for instance,
both the branches of a tree and the moon are perceived
simultaneously.

Before any argument, from the Nyaya-Vai$esika
point of view, is put forth to refute the arguments of
the Buddhists adduced above, it is desirable to point
out that the very first assumption that the eye-ball is
the visual organ is not admitted by Nyaya-Vai^esika.
The orthodox view is that the visual organ is produced
out of the ultimate particles of tejas. The eye-balls are
only the means through which the rays, centred in the
taijasa particles constituting the organ of sight, go out
gradually expanding in wider circles, and come in

150 Dvydfrayo hi samyogo* Ipameva samyoginamanurudhyate na mahdn-
tam. Najdtu rathadisamyogd nabho vyafnuvate, tnd bhiit sarvatra rathd-
dinam tatsamyogadtnancopalabdhih, tena ydvanmdtram rdstravandder-
golakena vydptam tavanmdtrasya grahanaprasaftgaih—T&t., I. L 4;
p. 117.

1 6 1 NPP. on NP., I. i. 4. pp. 507-508 (Bibli. I n d edition).
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contact with the object of perception. Hence, according
to Nyaya-Vai9esika, there is no difficulty for the visual
organ to come in contact with its objects before their
cognition takes place.

Now, coming to the above mentioned probans, it
is found that they are all fallacious for some reason
or other, and hence, all are rejected as unsound. Thus, as
regards the first probans—sdntaragrahandt, it is pointed
out that the tstm-sdntara may mean either the apprehen-
sion of things which are not reached at, or apprehension
together with the intermediary things (antara) which
may, again, include Akdfa, or negation (abhdva), or any
other object.

The former alternative, when put in a syllogis-
tic form, appears to be identical with the pratijnd (the
first proposition of the syllogistic reasoning); so that,
it cannot act as a probans for proving any conclusion.
Hence, it is rejected as unsound. In the case of the
latter alternative, if the intermediary {antara) be the
Akdfa, then it being colourless, cannot be the object of
apprehension through the visual organ. Again, if it be
the negation, then also the eyes cannot perceive it for
being alone. Whenever a negation is perceived, it is
perceived only as related to something; and never in-
dependently. If, therefore, the negation that is meant
here be that which is perceived not alone but as per-
taining to an object having colour that is perceived
by the eye, then the probans cannot conclusively prove
that the eye does not get at its object; for, it is then
applicable to the organ of touch also;152 for instance,
when the cool touch of water is felt, then the absence
of heat also is felt along with it.153 Hence, it is also
rejected as involving the fallacy of anaikdntika. The
term intermediary cannot include any substance having

w N V . , I . L 4 ; p . 34.
-"Tit, I. i. 4; p. 119.
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colour, for, in that case, that object would be an
obstacle in the way of apprehending things through it*
Hence, the argument is rejected as unsound.154

Some, however, explain the term—sdntaragrahana
as the perception of a tmbg in the form—tfiis is remote
from me. But this also cannot prove that the visual
organ does not come in contact with its object; for,
the idea that the thing is remote from me—is due to
some other cause and not to the sense-organ getting
or not getting at its object. It is, in fact, having body
as the limit, the ideas of remoteness and nearness are
determined, and not due to the thing being got at or
not got at by the sense-organs. The notion of nearness
takes place where the body and the sense-organ both
come in contact with the object, and when the sense-
organ alone comes in contact with the object, then the
idea of remoteness takes place. The perception of the
thing as remote, being due to some other cause, cannot
be accepted as a proof for the eye not getting at its
object.165

While refuting the second argument of the
Buddhists, it is pointed out that things of varying
dimensions are perceived simply by their slight contact
with the visual organ, and it is not necessary that the
eye should come in contact with the entire dimension
of the object perceived.156 It is, therefore, that the
cognition of the dimension of an object is determined
by the four kinds of contacts—(a)the whole of the sense-
organ with the whole of the object; (b) the parts of the
sense-organ with the entire object; (j) the whole of
the sense-organ with the parts of the object; (x) and the
parts of the sense-organ with the parts of the object,157

Vacaspatl Mi$ra says that just as the tejas, centred in

, L i . 4 ; p . 34
» N V . , I. I 4; Pp. 34-35-
"•NV.,1. i. 4; P- 35.
167 Tat, I. i. 4; p. 119.
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the wick of a lamp, spreads out gradually in wider
circles, and illumines the nearing object of varying
size, so the tejas centred in the eye comes out and
gradually expands in circles as it proceeds further and
Further and illumines the object of varying size. This
is the nature of tejas158.

Regarding the specification of the directions,
it is said that here also one's body is assumed to be the
limit for determining the directions, and as such, there
can be no specification of any direction where the
sense-organ and the body both come in contact with
the object. Such specifications are possible only where
the sense-organ alone comes in contact with the object;
so that, the argument adduced by the Buddhists can-
not deny the eye getting at its object.169

Regarding the argument that both a branch
of a tree and the moon are simultaneously cognised,
it is said that the very assumption is wrong; as, it is
not a fact. No Sane person holds that there is a
simultaneous apprehension of both the branch of the
tree and the moon through the visual organ. The
notion is really a case of false knowledge due to the
non-apprehension of the difference of the points of time,
like the non-apprehension of the difference of the points
of time in the piercing through the hundred lotus-petals
together. It should always be kept in mind that the
tejas is so light and its velocity is so great that it
becomes really difficult to mark the difference of
moments in its movements; as it is the case with the rays
of the sun which travel at such a great speed that it
appears, as if, they spread over the entire world simul-
taneously in a single moment.

Some want to justify the possibility of the simul-

168 Na caitanniryato vind pfthvagratdm bhavattti pftbvagfata sikitd.
Yathd varttidefe pinditamapi tejah prasarpatprdsddodaram vyapnoti etc.,
Tat, I. i. 4; pp. 119-20.

1WNV., I. i. 4; p. 35; Tat, L i. 4; p. 1*0.
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taneous apprehension of a branch of a tree and the
moon through the visual organ. They say that water
and tejas are commingling (samfsta) substances; so that,
just as any other kind of water commingling with the
water 6f the Ganges becomes Ganges-watfer, so the
solar tejas commingling with the ocular tejas becomes
the tejas of the eyes. This being the fact, when the
tejas emanating from the eyes mixes with the external
tejas which is simultaneously pervading over all the
objects of the world and becomes one, we can say that
the tejas of the eyes comes in contact with every external
tejas whether near or remote simultaneously.160

But this view is wrong; for in that case the objects
hidden behind the wall, or any other obstacle, whether
in close proximity, or far away, should be apprehended,
which is not the fact.161

Again, if a man enters a bit dark room, where
there exists a very little contact of tejas which is the
necessary condition of the conjunction of the eyes, from
the outside where there is enough tejas > he should at
once see all the objects of the room. The condition of
the contact of the organ of sight with the objects in
the dark room being present, there is nothing to
prevent the perception; and if there be no perception, at
once, then there should be never. But this is not correct.
The external tejas > which is quite close to the eye-ball
and possesses hot touch, prevents the different kind of
tyijdtiya) contact of the eyes with the objects, in a bit
dark room, at once; and after a moment, that external

160 KU., p. 75; PP., p. 45; TPP of Konda Bhatta, Ms. Fol. 28a.
This view is attributed to S&ikanatha by Vardhamana in his KUP,
p. 288; but Salikanatha in his Prakaranapancika attributes this
view to some one else saying—'Samasamayasamvedam tu kecit part-
hdramevam vartiqyanti etc.*—p. 45; while he gives his own view
some nine or ten lines below in the very place in that very text,
and which we refer to here also.

-«KU. ,p , 75.
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tejas being removed the contact takes place. It is,
therefore, that a man, although unable to perceive the
tnid-day sun, directly, can perceive it with the help of a
screen in the form of a piece of cloth.

Similarly, it is asked: why does not a man, forty
years old, having the direct contact of the eyes with the
object of perception, perceive the object? The reason
is that there is the tejas produced from the bilious nature
of that age which prevents the real contact of the organ
of sight and the object of perception. By the use of
glass-pairs (upanetra) that bilious tejas is removed and
through it the organ of sight perceives the external
objects of perception.162

£alikanatha Mi§ra, however, says that the view
that both a branch of a tree and the moon
can be perceived simultaneously due to the comming-
ling of the tejas is correct, if, only, we add to it the
influence of adrsta. That is, when the rays, emanating
from the eyes, mix with the external tejas and become
one, then only that much of it, which is determined to
be the means of apprehension through the influence of
adfsta, is capable of apprehending tilings and not all.
Hence, we cannot say that every thing is known simul-
taneously, although there is the simultaneous percep-
tion of Bhauffta, Dhruva and others through the influence
of adfsta.1**

Moreover, if the organ of sight were aprdpyakdrf,
then there is nothing in the walls and similar other
things to put an obstacle in the way of the organ of sight
to get at the things behind the walls. And we are sure
•that the organ of sight does not cognise things which
are behind the walls and similar other things. Hence,
,we conclude that the organ of sight is prdpyakdri.
Again, had the sense-organ been not prdpyakdri* there

162 xppt of Konda Bhatta., Ms. Fol. zU-H)*.
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would not have been notions to the effect that a parti-
cular thing could not be cognised, as it is at a great
distance, while others could be cognised, because they
are quite near. But such potions do exist; so that, the
sense-organ cannot but be prdpyakdru It is further
proved by the fact that the organs of sight and hearing
are also sense-organs like others, and as such, should
be prdpyakdru If the prdpyakdritva of all the sense-
organs be doubtful, then we should take the help of some
instrument {karana) and prove the inference. Thus, for
example, an axe, which is an instrument {karana) and
where the activity {kriyd) depends upon the coming
together of the axe and the object of cut, and not
otherwise. Lastly, it rtiay be said that if the sense-
organs, or any other instrument {karana)^ be not prdpya-
kdn, then their products, namely, the cognitions of
colour, touch, taste, smell, and hearing etc., should be
found everywhere and at all times. But it is not so.
Hence, we conclude that all the instruments (karanas)
including the sense-organs are prdpyakdru1**

These very arguments also disprove the Buddhistic
assumption that the eye-balls with a specific attribute
represent the organ of sight. Jayanta adds, further,
thaf the view that the existence of a specific capacity
{dharma or vifesa) in the eye-ball helps the perception is
untenable; for, it may be asked here—if there is such a
specific capacity, then what is its support? It cannot
remain unsupported; eye-ball cannot be its substratum.
Hence, the assumption of the Buddhists is untenable
,and is rejected.

As regards the medical treatment of the eye-disease
in the eye-balls, it is held that it is done for the
purifications of the substratum (ddhdra), through which
the ddheya is purified.165 Hence, it is essential to hold

«*NV. and Tat. on NS., L i. 4; KU, pp. 74-75; TPP., Ms.
Fol. 28a-29a; PRM., pp. 21-22.

165 NM., pp. 478-80.
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that all the sense-organs apprehend their respective
objects after coming in contact with them.

(c). Number of eyes in an organism discussed

But even these arguments leave us in dark as to the
number of eyes in a man's body. Even in the old
school of Nyaya we find two different views. Thus,
Vatsyayana appears to hold that there are two inde-
pendent eyes, and consequently, two sense-organs of
sight. With this assumption he refutes the view—'that,
really speaking, there is only one organ of sight extend-
ing from one corner to the other but apparently
separated into two by the bone of nqse,—by saying
that if there were only one organ of sight, then when
one of the eyes is destroyed or removed the other
should also stop functioning, but this is not the fact;
the organ of sight of one eyed-man works quite well.
Hence, there are two independent eyes.

Against this view of the Bhasyakara, it is said that
the above reason falls down on the ground that even
if a part of it is destroyed, the remaining part works
quite well; as, we find in the case of a tree, where even
if one branch of it is cut off, the whole is not destroyed.

Vatsyayana refutes this argument, again. Thus,
he holds—

(i) That if the part is removed the whole does
not exist; for, if it exists, then we will have to believe
in the eternity of the effect; so that, when the branch
is cut off, really speaking the tree does not exist.

(ii) When a man is dead we find in his skull two-
distinct holes on either side of the bone of the nose on the
spots where the two eye-balls exist. This would not
have been possible, if there were only one organ of sight.

(iii) And lastly, when one eye is pressed with a
finger in the corner, then a single object appears as if
it were two distinct objects. This is not possible if
there were only one organ of sight; because, when that
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pressing finger is removed, thea, again, that object
appears to be only one. In other words, really if there
were only one organ of sight extending from one
corner to the other, and apparently divided into two,
by a nose-bridge upon a river-like flowing substance,
then when we press a bit of one of the eye-balls in a
corner, then the rays of that particular eye should flow
to the other eye through the passage below the nose-
bone-bridge, and we should not perceive one single
object as two. But this is not the fact; hence, it is
assumed that there are two distinct organs of sight.166

But it is strange that Uddyotakara does not agree
with the above view of Vatsyayana. On the contrary,
he gives arguments in support of the singleness of the
organ of sight. Thus, he says—those who hold that
there are two organs of sight are wrong; for, there
can be no simultaneous contact of the atomic Manas,
with the two organs of sight. In that case, there should
be no difference in the act of perception of a man having
two organs of sight from that of another who has only
one eye. But this is not the fact; a man perceives
more with his two eyes than with a single eye. More-
over, it has been established that there are five sense-
organs. Now, if there were two organs of sight, then
there is a clear case of contradiction, which is not
possible.167 Vacaspati and Vi^vanatha also agree with
the interpretation of Uddyotakara. Later writers also
hold the same view.168 Even the Buddhist writer
Vasubandhu says that although there are two eyes, yet
they represent only one sense-organ. The two eye-balls
are meant for making the appearance good169,

166NBha., III. I 8-11.
167NV.,III.i. 7.
"8PRM.,p. 21.
169 JatigocaravijHdnasdmdnydt ekadbatuta I

Dvitve'pi caksurddinam fobhartham tu dvqyodbhavah 11
—-ADK., I. 19., pp. 3-9.
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(3). Inorganic tejas

The inorganic tejas is of four kinds: bhauma—per-
taining to eartn; divya—pertaining to heaven; audarya—
belonging to one's own body (stomach), and dkaraja—
produced from mines.

The bhauma is produced from the earthly fuel,
and due to this, it is differentiated from all other kinds
of tejas.m The divya is produced from the fuel in the
form of water;171 as for instance, the solar tejas, the
lightening tejas, the tejas of the meteors, and the rest.172

That tejas which exists within the organism and helps
the digestion of food and drink and turns these into
fine subtle essence is called audarya. The change brought
about by this tejas is the same as that of the chemical
action described before. It has the fuel of both kinds:
earthly {bhauma) and heavenly (divya).1™ The last form
of tejas is that which is produced from mines. It
includes all the metals—gold, silver, copper, and so on.

By the way, a question is raised here: how do we
know the taijasatva of these metals, and particularly, that
of gold which is apparently an earthly object? Thus,
the Mimamsakas urge that gold is earthly; because, it
possesses conditional fluidity, like ghffa etc. It may be
suggested then that if it were an earthly substance, then
just as in ghfta the application of heat takes away the
fluidity of it, so the fluidity of gold also should have
been destroyed by the application of heat, which is not
the fact. To this it is pointed out by the Mimamsakas
that the application of heat affects the fluidity of other
substances not that of gold. And moreover, gold is
not well-known as a piece of tejas.

Vyom^p, 258.
171 apah indhanam jasya—Vyom., p. 258; and dpah eva indhanam

jasya—KU., p. 76.
in Vyom., p. 258; KU., p. 76.
»8TPP., Ms. Fol. za.
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The Naiyayikas, against this, ,hold that it is not
earthly. The negative form of inference shows that
however extreme the heat is applied tq gold, its
fluidity is not destroyed. This is not the case
with any earthly object; for, no contradictory instance
is found.174 As regards the various kinds of gold and
silver dusts used in medicine, it is said that they are
possible only when some other substance is mixed with
gold, and not otherwise.175 Moreover, this assumption
of the Naiyayikas is based on the Agama that—'gold is
the first product of Agm.9 The presence of yellow
colour and the weight is due to the peculiar kind of
conjunction of the earthly paramdnus™

After giving the general view of the Naiyayikas,
Mahadeva, gives his own view. He says—'according to
me the application of heat to ghrta which is mixed with
water does not destroy the fluidity of ghrta. This shows
that the conjunction of the fluid substance other than
the earthly is an obstacle in the way of the destruction
of the conditional fluidity; so that, in the present case,
where the conjunction of the fluid substance, in the
form of gold which is tejasy exists as an obstacle there is
no possibility of the destruction of the fluidity. Thus,
the red or yellow colour belonging to gold and the
non-perception of the illuminating white colour are all
due to the influence of earthly substance mixed with it.
It is due to this very suppression of the colour of gold
by the influence of eathly paramdnus that gold is not
perceived in darkness.177

174 Nyayakaustubha-Pratyaksa, pp. 100-101.
175 KV. p. 78.
176 Nyayakaustubha-Pratyak§a, p. 101.
177 N v a v a k a u s t u b h a - P r a t v a k s a . t>&. I O T - I O I .



CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

T H E idea of matter, as understood by Nyaya and
Vaigesika, has been made clear in the preceding pages.
Like all other schools of Indian philosophy, these two
systems also aim at the realization of the Highest Good
(mfifreyas)1. This aim is achieved by the true knowledge
of each and every object of the universe. Accordingly,
Nyaya has classified the positive objects of the universe
under sixteen categories—i. means of right cognition
(pramdna); z. objects of right cognition (prameyd)\
3. doubt (samfqya)i 4. motive (prqyojana); 5. instance
(dfstdnta); 6. theory (siddhdntd)\ 7. factors of syllogism
(avayava)\ 8, hypothetical reasoning (tarka); 9. demons-
trated truth (nirnaya); 10. discussion (vdda); 11. disputa-
tion (jafpa); 12. wrangling (yitanda); 13. fallacious
reason (petvdbhd$d)\ 14. perversion {chald)\ 15. casuistry
(jdti); and 16. clinchers (nigrahasthdna), the true know-
ledge of which leads to the attainment of the Highest
Good. If the nature of these categories is closely
observed, it is found that all of them can be easily
included under the single category of the objects of
right cognition (prameya), and for the knowledge of
which, again, the knowledge of the means of right
cognition (pramdnd) is required; so that, it would have
been advantageous to recognise these two cate-
gories alone. But in spite of this, that the author of
the Sutra includes all the rest of the categories shows
that the necessity of the treatment of the categories of

., I. L 1; VS., I. i. 4.
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doubt etc. is to distinguish the Nyaya system from the
Upanisads2. This, again, makes it clear that the objects
of knowledge dealt with here are only thpse which are
required in the system within certain limitations. In
other words, the treatment of the Atman, for instance,
here will be according to the scope of Nyaya; so is the
case with the other objects of knowledge.

Again, of the objects of knowledge3—Atman,
physical organism, sense-organs, things {arthd), cogni-
tion {buddh'i), Manas, activity (pravrtti), defect, (dosa),
rebirth (pretyabhdva), fruition (phala), pain and emancipa-
tion (apavarga), except the first and the last, all other
are subsidiary. The only object of knowledge required
for the attainment of the aim is the emancipation with
reference to the Atman which is apparently in bondage
due to the influence of nescience4. In other words, the
Highest aim is achieved, ultimately, by the true realiza-
tion of the nature of the Atman, for which the know-
ledge of the means of right cognition is also essential5.
Hence, Nyaya lays more emphasis on the means of
cognition. The treatment of the objects of right cogni-
tion in Nyaya is only subsidiary.

Coming to the Vai$esika system, we find that it
also wants to achieve the Highest Good through the
true knowledge of its categories6, namely, substance,
quality, motion, generality, quiddity and inherence, into
which the whole universe is classified. Here also,
ultimately, the true knowledge of the Atman alone is
required for the realization of the Highest Good; for
which, again, the right knowledge of the true nature
of the rest of the categories is essential. This system,
thus, lays more emphasis on the ontological aspect of

2NBha., Li. x.
8NS., L i. 9.
4NM., pp. 427-28.
«NBha.,I.i. 1.
•VS., I. i. 4.
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the universe. In so doing, it has, sometimes, to go
deeper into the nature of its categories.

Both of these systems take into account the com-
mon-sense view and the worldly usage in explaining
the worldly phenomena. They seldom go beyond the
common-sense experience. They take the objects of the
universe as they are, and rightly believe in the existence
of the close correspondence between the order of our
thoughts and the order of the external reality. The
existence of the external world is independent of our
consciousness, in so far as its existence is prior to the
existence of, and is a condition of the possibility of,
our mental phenomena7.

The orthodox view about the nature of the various
systems of Indian philosophy is that there exists a sort
of synthesis between them. They represent the various
phases of one and the same Truth. The synthesis is in
the ascending order which is corroborated by the
actual experiences of our life also. The true knowledge
of the objects of the universe being recognised to be
the means of achieving the Highest Good, every school
has to give its own explanation of the objects of the
universe. We begin with the most ordinary form of
explanation given by the Indian Materialists. They hold,
as has been said even before, that there are only four
elements, namely, earth, water, fire and air which consti-
tute the entire universe. Every object is ultimately a
product of these elements. A*kdfa is considered to
be that which possesses no obstruction, and perhaps,
therefore, includes Dik within it. Atman is nothing
but an organism, or a sense-organ, or a vital air, or the
Manas, endowed with the quality of consciousness,
which, in its turn, originates from matter. This is the
crudest form of explanation given about the phenomenal
world.

"PWSS., Vol. I. pp. 33-34.
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Next, it is found that an attempt is made, for the
first time in the history of Indian philosophy, to dis-
tinguish between the nature of Atman an4 that of matter,
and to show that these are two independent entities.
In fact, it is for the first time that the existence {sat) of
Atman as an independent entity has been established by
Nyaya and Vai$esika. But, if we go a bit deeper, we
shall see that this Atman is essentially jada, and becomes
conscious only when consciousness is produced in it;
so that, although its independent existence has been
established, yet its nature is not very much different
from that of matter. Again, when we look to the
nature of the material world, we find that it is classified
under eight categories, namely, earth, water, tejas, air,
Akdfa, Kd/a> Dik and Manas. The first four categories
have got two forms—one eternal and the other non-
eternal. The other four are all eternal. Thus, there are,
ultimately, eight eternal forms of matter, according to
Nyaya and Vai9esika. Beyond these they cannot go.

But as the scientific enquiry always wants to find
out unity amidst diversity, it cannot stop with these
eternal forms of matter. Hence, when a subtler
enquiry into the nature of these is made, it is found
that these are no longer incapable of being reduced to
subtler forms. They are all non-eternal, and conse-
quently, are reduced to their subtle forms at the next
stage represented by Sankhya. The causal analysis
of Sankhya leads gradually to Prakrti, which is pure
matter and consists of extremely fine composites, called
gunas, in a state of equilibrium.

If we study the classification of the elements of
Sankhya, we shall find that we are lifted up step by
step from the grosser to the subtler1 elements until
we reach a very high fevel. The paramdnus, which were
supposed to be indivisible with Nyaya and Vai9esika,
are shown here as products of the five tanmdtrds> which
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are, again, the products of the tamas aspect of ahankdra.*
Akdfa, Kdla and Diky which were all-pervading and
eternal with Nyaya-Va*9e§ika, are reduced to one divi-
sible element, namely, Akdfa9

y which, in its turn, is a
product of the fabda-tanmdtrd10. Similarly, the indivi-
sible atomic Manas also is proved to be a product of
ahankdra11. So it is quite obvious that the so-called
eternal elements of Nyaya-Vai$esika are reduced to
subtler elements in Sankhya12.

But the scientific enquiry, again, does not stop with
the dualism of Sankhya. It is left for the (Jankara-
Vedanta to resolve the dualism of the former into the
unity of the Supreme Truth. Here the enquirer realizes
his ultimate end, and hence, stops. This is how from
the grossest form of matter we start and end in the
Absolute Unity.

Leaving the £ankara School of Vedanta for the
present, if we look into the Kashmir ^aivaism, we find
that both Prakrti and Purusa of Sankhya are capable of
further dissolution. The Prakrti itself is a manifestation
under Mdjd along with her five kancukasn. This Mdyd,
again, is ultimately resolved into Parama £iva, through the
various other stages represented by (^uddhavidyd, Ifvara,
Saddfiva and £aktiu. It is the Parama Qva-tattva which
possesses within itself the entire universe as its own
svarupa1*. It is at this stage that the final unity is
reached and all the enquiry into the nature of the
material world stops* Although the so-called entire

8TK.onSK., zu
>SS.,II.iL 12.
» SK., 22.
11SK., 24-25.
12 Umesha Mishra—Synthetic gradation in L ^ a n philosophy-

AUS., Vol. I., pp. 90-94.
u Paripravesika, pp. 8-9.
14 Parapravesika., p. 6.
> P H p . 8.
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material aspect of the universe merges into "Barama pW,
yet it does not lose its existence3*. All the forms in
their own independent nature remain present within
Him until He wants to manifest them out of His
own Free Will17. Besides the dissolution of matter into
such a subtle entity, as Parama Qvay the matter itself
becomes endowed with the very nature of intelligence,
as it is the very nature {svarupa) of Parama Qva1*.

These make it clear that matter, which is devoid
of consciousness and is jada with the schools of Nyaya,
Vaigesika, Mimamsa and Sankhya, not only becomes
endowed with intelligence, but also merges itself into
Brahman, or Parama Qva, and remains no longer distinct
from consciousness. (Caitanya). This is like a mystery
surrounding the conception of matter in Indian thought.
We should never forget that Absolute Unity is the final
aim of Indian Darfana and when that aim is achieved,
we think that Darfana has achieved its end. This is
realized with the systems of (^ankara-Vedanta and
Kashmir (^aivaism.

This is a very brief reference of the different stages
of matter in Indian thought. But as the present thesis
is limited in its scope, I have confined myself with the
treatment of matter as found in Nyaya and Vai$esika;
and by the way, I have touched the other phases of it
only to keep myself in harmony with the nighest aim
of Darfana which rightly teaches—

Vdcdrambhanam vikdro ndmadheyam^
Mfttiketyeva satyam.

16 Cf. Antahsthitivatdmeva ghatate bahiratmana—I(?nta.pt2ity2L-
bhijna, p. 13.

17 Cf. Griparamafivab svdtmaikytna sthttam vifvam etc.—PrHf.,
p. 8.

^PrHj^p. 8; Tantrasara., p. 8; Yoga-aja^a's Com. on
Paramarthasara., p. 75.



CHAPTER XI

CONCEPTION OF ATMAN'

INTRODUCTORY

IN the foregoing pages, the idea of matter, according
to the systems of Nyaya and Vai$esika, has been dealt
with at great length. Besides what has been said in
Chapters I1 and II2 about the necessity of the treatment
of the nature of the conscious element, it is an admitted
fact that a thing, in order to be known thoroughly,
should not be merely distinguished from objects of its
own class, but also from its heterogeneous class. This,
again, is possible only when its heterogeneous class
also is known in all its aspects. Hence, our knowledge
of the conception of matter, as shown in the previous
chapters, would remain incomplete unless we also know
the conception of non-matter, that is, the cetana aspect
of the phenomenal world, which is, generally, known as
Atman. Therefore, with a view to have the complete
knowledge of the idea of matter, an effort is made here
to study the nature of the Atman also as given in
Nyaya and Vai$esika.

It has already been made clear before that there is a
conscious element also in the universe. Its existence is
as indispensable as that of the matter itself. Even then,
following the traditional line, it is necessary to prove
its existence before proceeding further. Nyaya.-Vai-
ge§ika, representing the Realistic School of thought,
jbelieves in the existence of two Atmans—Jivatman and

1 Vide Supra, pp. 51-55.
* Vide Supra, p. 57.
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ParamdtmatP. Hence, both of these are separately
treated here under different sections.

JIVATMAN
L Existence of ]ivdtman proved

The existence of Jivdtman is proved through
direct perception (intuition—pratyaksa), inference, and
authority. Now, to begin with the first means we
know that a certain section of the Naiyayikas, whom
Jayanta designates as svayuthydh, holds that the term T
in the expressions—*I am happy/ *I am sorry/ 'I know*
etc., is an object of perception. This 7 / naturally,
refers to the Jivdtman and not to any material object,
like body, sense-organ, Manas etc. It is clear from the
above mentioned expressions that the substratum of
happiness, sorrow, desire, cognition etc., is nothing but
*!.* Now, this is not possible, if T were taken to mean
anything other than the Jivdtman, such as body, sense-
organ, Manas etc.; for, none of these is conscious; while
happiness etc. cannot be attributed to a non-conscious
agent. Happiness, sorrow etc. show that their subs-
tratum must be a conscious and eternal agent.

The opponent may raise an objection here against
the implication of the term T in the above expressions;
for, the term T in the expressions—'I am fat/ 'I am
beautiful/ 'I am blind/ 'I am deaf' etc,, really refers to
either body, or a sense-organ; so that, it is not quite
sound to base the decision merely on the implication of
the term */.'

To this it may be said in reply that as the objection
of the opponent is based on the false identity of the
body with the Atman> it has no weight. The substra-
tum of the term T is Atman alone, while in other cases,

8KR.,p. 39.
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it is due to wrong notion4 and false imposition.
(̂ aAkara Mijra adds that inasmuch as the cognition

of the term T refers to one's own Atman, and as it
does not refer to other's Atman^ it is concluded that the
term T primarily refers to Atman. If, on the other
hand, it were to refer primarily to the body, then the
cognition of the term T should have beeni produced
through the external sense-organs; for, the body is not
an object of perception directly through Manas\ while the
cognition, expressed in the form 'I am this/ is produced
through the instrumentality o( Manas; as it is produced
even without the operation of the external sense-organs.

As regards the view that if Atman be directly per-
ceived, then it should have colour, it is pointed out
in reply, that the necessity of having colour is restricted
to the external substances alone. Hence, there is noth-
ing to prevent the intuitive perception of Atman?

Others are of opinion tnat there are direct frutis to
prove the existence of Atman** But as the frutis will
not convince the unbelievers like the Buddhists, they
adduce inferences to prove the existence of it. So says,
Gautama, in his Nyaya-stitra7, that desire, hatred, effort,
pleasure, pain and consciousness8 are the various
probans to prove the existence of Atman. Kanada adds9

the vital aits—prdna and apdna9 the closing and the
opening of the eye-lids, state of living, the movements
of Manas and the affections (yikdra) of the other sense-
organs to the above mentioned probans of Gautama.

*NM., pp. 429-434; VS., III. li. 9-14; ATV., p. 95; TM.,
pp. 3-6.

*VU., III. ii. 14.
6 NBha., I. i. 16; Vide-Dve brahmant veditavye etc.
'NS., I. i. xo.
8Vicvanatha holds that as consciousness, desire and effort

are the probans of both the Atmans, pleasure, pain and hatred
alone should be taken to be the right probans of the Jfvatman—Vp
on NS*, L i. 10.

9 VS., III. ii. 4,
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Now, desire, etc., being qualities, cannot exist with-
out a substratum. Then, inasmuch as it is known that
the qualities, which belong to the physical organism
etc., continue as long as the physical organism etc.
exist; and as desire etc. are not found to be so, they
cannot be regarded as qualities belonging to the physi-
cal organism10.

Again, it is a fact of common experience that there
exists desire, which has been defined as a wish for the
attainment of something not already obtained11. This
desire is produced in a man for the attainment of an
object which had been the source of pleasure to him
in the past. This necessitates that the substratum of
the desire should be that which possesses consciousness
and is identical with that which had experienced pleasure
from the object of desire in the past. Physical organism,
neither being conscious nor being an unchanging ele-
ment, cannot be the required substratum. Recognition
{pratyabhijnd) is not possible in physical organism.
The organs of sense also cannot be the substratum of
desire; for it is not necessary for a single sense-organ
to be both the desirer and the experiencer of the past.
For instance, when a man perceives a mango fruit and
desires it to have, we cannot say that the visual organ
which perceives the fruit at present also possesses the
experience of the good taste of the fruit. Again, Manas >
being accepted as a sense-organ and an instrument;
cannot be the substrate of desire12. Hence, that which
is the substratum of desire is Atman. Similarly, hatred
etc. also prove the existence of a separate entity, called
Atman.

Likewise, consciousness (jndna) also is an indicative
of the existence of Atman as an independent entity.

1 0NV.,I. i. 10; NM., p. 434* •
"PPBha^p. 261.
12 NBha., NV. and Tat., I. i. 10; NM., pp. 434-42, KandalL,

p. 261.
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Besides what has been said before regarding the subs-
tratum of consciousness13, it should also be further
pointed out that it cannot belong to the Manas; because,
if the Manas be the substratum of consciousness and
accordingly be regarded as perceiving colour etc. with
the help of some sense-organ which is other than the five
external sense-organs, then the difference is only verbal,
that is, that other sense-organ would become the Manas,
while the Manas itself, as a substratum of consciousness,
would become the Atman. If the Manas, however, be
believed to be functioning independently and not in
co-operation with that another sense-organ, then in the
case of an object with a colour, taste etc., the organ of
sight etc., being always present, there should be simul-
taneity of knowledge, which is against the reality.
Hence, consciousness does not belong to the Manas
which is merely an instrument14.

Again, as from the motion of a chariot the exis-
tence of a conscious guiding agent, in the shape of a
charioteer, is inferred, so also from the activity and
cessation from activity appearing in the physical organ-
ism which have the capacity of acquiring the desirable
and avoiding the undesirable, the existence of an
intelligent guiding agent for the body is inferred.
This conscious agent is no other than the Atman.1*

There are several other grounds for establishing
the existence of Atman1*. Thus—

1. The presence of the variegated functioning of
the vital airs in an organism proves the existence of a
conscious agent in the organism who acts like the
blower of the wind-pipe.

2. From the regular action of the opening and
closing of eye-lids, the existence of a conscious agent

i a Vide Supra, pp. 53-55; 280-83.
" PPBha., p. 99; KandalL, pp. 72-73.
15 PPBha., p. 99.
16 PPBh5., p. $9.
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in an organism, who would act like the puller of the
pulley, is inferred.

3. From the fact that the wounds of an organism
are healed up, we infer the existence of a conscious
agent who would be like the master of the house re-
pairing it.

4. From the action of Manas towards the contact
of the sense-organs apprehending desirable objects,
we infer the existence of an agent, who would be like
the boy in a corner of the house throwing a ball to
another ball stuck in the ground.

5. When we see an object through the organ of
sight, and recall the taste of that object (experienced
before), we find a certain change appearing in the organ
of taste. From this, also, we infer the existence of a
single guiding agent of the two activities, like a person
looking through many windows17.

These are some of the proofs adduced to prove the
existence of the Atman.

Now, let us examine the same question in a different
way. We are aware that the viewpoint of the Indian
Materialists represents the feelings of the common class
of people. Ordinarily, it is very difficult, if not impos-
sible, to reject their views. The reason is quite simple.
However learned one may be, after all, in his every
day dealings, he is no better than a true Materialist.
Proceeding on this assumption, it is, undoubtedly, very
difficult to assert the existence of the world hereafter,
the existence of the Atman> and similar other things.
In the course of our busy worldly life surrounded by
the thickest fog of nescience, it is difficult to see things
beyond ourselves; and it is no strange that one is entirely
unable to know of the Atman which is so very subtle
in nature.

This is the reason why the existence of Atman6

17 PPBha., pp* 69*70.
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as understood by the orthodox schools, is questioned.
But at the same time nobody ever denies that there is
an entity which possesses consciousness. And accord-
ingly, even the extremists of the Materialistic school
have given some explanation or other of Atman. They
do not recognize the existence of Atman as something
different from matter, or its product. Within their own
limitations, nothing more and better can be expected
of them. No worldly man apparently ever thinks that
the term T is not used for body or sense-organs. Even
in the expressions 'I am happy/ *I possess conscious-
ness/ etc., the term T apparently refers to body, or to
the various sense-organs. But all these views fail to
satisfy the needs of the Naiyayikas and the Vaigesikas,
and the propounders of other orthodox schools.

It seems to be a recognized fact that the joint
system of Nyaya-Vai§esika occupies the first starting
place in the realm of Indian Metaphysics. Hence, it
appears that the first attempt, to assert the existence of
Atman as quite different from matter or its product,
was made by Nyaya and Vai$esika. We know that the
description of the Supreme Entity from the empirical
(vydvahdrika)1* point of view is that it is Sat> Cit> and
Ananda. The last two aspects naturally depend upon
the first. If a thing has no existence (sat), it is im-
possible to assert of it anything. Hence, the first and
the foremost attempt should be made to prove that there
is {Sat) a Supreme Entity quite apart from body, sense-
organ, vital airs, and the Manas. This is done by
Nyaya and Vaige$ika. We do not know anything of
this Atman within the limitations of Nyaya and Vaigesika
except that it exists (Sat). The attempt to prove the
existence of other aspects, namely, Cit and Ananda9
remains for SaAkhya and Vedanta respectively.

18 From the pdramdrthika point of view nothing can be said of
the Supreme Entity; cf. the S*uti—-yato vaco nivartante aprdpya manasd
saha.
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It may be asked here: when it is possible to have the
intuitive perception of the Atman^ why should an effort
be made to prove the same through inference? There
are two possible answers to this question—(i) That
there is the intuitive perception of it is not accepted by
all, and (2) that it is generally seen that those who take
delight in argumentation desire to prove a thing through
inference even when it is proved through direct percep-
tion. So says (Jankara Mi$ra that although sometimes
the Atman is really perceived through intuition, yet, like
cognition, produced by the flash of lightning, it does
not get so much fixity being disregarded by such other
conflicting perceptions as CI am fair/ *I am lean
and thin/ and the like. Here another form of cogni-
tion produced by probans which are other than those
connected remotely (anyathdsiddhas), makes the former
cognition itself (that is, the intuitive cognition) quite
firm. Moreover, it is necessary to have argumentation
{manana) about the Atman as taught in the injunction—
'the Atman should be heard about, reflected upon/ etc.
—which only is a means towards the realization of that
which is desirable, namely, the Highest Good. If there
be no argumentation about it, then meditation (nididhyd-
sana) would be impossible, and consequently, there
would be no direct realization, and no final emancipation
(apavarga)19.

II. Jlvdtman defined

The existence of the individual self having been
proved, it is defined as that which is the substratum
of consciousness which itself being a product is non-
eternal,20 and also that of the feelings of pleasure, pain
etc.21 within the limitation of a physical organism. Again,

WVU., III. ii. 11.
20 SC, 1; p. 12, quoted by NK., p. 263 (Second edition),
-iTD.,p. 13.
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it has been defined by the author of the Upaskara as that
which employs the olfactory and other sense-organs
to their respective objects of cognition and that where-
in the experiences of the objects of cognition reside.22

Uddyotakara defines it as one who recognises (pratisan-
dhataf*.

IIL Qualities of Jlvdtman

]ivdtman possesses consciousness (jndna), pleasure,
pair*, desire, aversion, effort, merit, demerit, impression
(santskdrd)y number, dimension, separateness, conjunction
and disjunction24. A brief treatment of some of the
qualities is given below.

1. Consciousness (buddhi or jHand)

Here, in Nyaya-Vai§esika, the term consciousness
(jndna) is synonymous with intellect (buddhi) and appre-
hension (upa/abdhi)25 as against the Sankhya view accord-
ing to which intellect (buddhi) is the first evolute of the
unconscious primordial matter (Prakfti) and is an inner
instrument;26 consciousness (jndna) is the function of this
intellect27; while apprehension (upalabdhi) belongs to the
non-active Purusa itself28.

VU.,III.i. 2.
2 3 NV.,Li . 10; p. 64.
24 PPBha., p. 70.
25NS.,L i. 15; PPBha., p. 171.
"SK.,12,33.saSK.,22,33.
»SK.,i3.
28 Cetanasjakarturupalabdhiriti—NWctiL.) I. i, 15. The psychologi-

cal process involved in the above is explained by Vacaspati Mic,ra
as given below:—Buddhi is a modification of the three gunas> which
are unconscious entities. Hence, Buddhi> which also is unconscious,
through the passage (prandli) made by the sense-organ, comes in
contact with the object and becomes itself modified into the form
of that object The citifakti, on the other hand, is unchanging
and is of the nature of eternal consciousness. When Buddhi comes
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Though there ate various forms of cognition
Q>uddhi\ as objects of cognition are innumerable, yet it is
classified under two broad h£ads—right cognition
(vidyd) and wrong cognition (avidyd).2* The former is
subdivided into directly sensuous, inferential, recollec-
tive and superhuman (arsaf0. The latter also is subdi-
vided into doubt, perversion (viparyaya), indistinct cog-
nition (anadhyavasaya) and dream81.

Of the right cognitions, that cognition which is
produced by the contact of the sense-organs with their
respective objects is said to be directly sensuous or direct
perception82. Gautama makes it more clear when he
says that direct perception is that cognition which is
produced by the contact of the sense-organ with the
object, which is not expressible (avyapadegyam), which
is not erroneous and which is decisive33. The objects
of perception is either gross, as a pot, a cow etc., or
subtle, as pleasure, pain etc. The perception of gross

into close proximity to this citifakti, it reflects within itself this
citifakti, and thereby appears as if it itself were conscious,
and becoming modified into the form of the object, it cognises
the object; so that, the modification of the Buddhi into the form
of the object cognised is said to be the cognition (jndrta) of that
object. The contact of the conscious entity, through reflection,
with the Buddhi in the shape of the object cognised, is expressed
as the function (vyapara) of the conscious entity [Atman or Purusa)>
and is called the apprehension (upalabdhi) of the object by the
conscious entity. Just as the moon, being essentially devoid of
light, reflects the light of the Sun which is essentially in possession
of light, and with this reflected light illumines objects. In the
same way, Buddhi, though itself unconscious, yet reflects the
consciousness of the Citi(akti and thereby cognises objects and
makes them apprehended—Tat., I. i. 15, pp. 233-34; Kandall,
pp. 171-72.

*>PPBha.,p. 172.
*°PPBha.,p. 186.
3 i p P B h p . 172.

p. 186.
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objects is through the external sense-organs, while that
of the subtle objects is through the internal sense-
organ34 alone. Even in the case of the perception of
gross objects, there are two definite stages of perception.
For instance, after the operation of the psychological
process involved in the act of direct perception,
namely, the contact of the sense-organ with the object,
followed by the contact of the Manas with the sense-
organ and lastly, that of the Manas with the Atmatfih,
the first cognition that is produced is said to be free
from discrimination. It is, therefore, expressed as
simple apprehension or indeterminate cognition (nirvikal-
pajndndf*. This is followed by the determinate cognition
which is accompanied by the knowledge of the object
along with its qualities. This is technically called
savikalpajndncP1.

Against the view that determinate knowledge
{savikalpajndnd) is the only type of direct perception,
it may be pointed out that if the indeterminate form
of cognition of an object be not admitted, then inas-
much as there would be no remembrance of the word
denoting it, there would not be the determinate
cognition of it either. Hence, in order to have the
determinate knowledge of an object one must admit the
indeterminate knowledge of it also38.

The auxiliaries for the direct perception of an
object are: the presence of magnitude (mahattva), pos-
session of several parts, presence of manifested colour
aided by merit and demerit. Besides these, the contacts
of the Atman> Manas9 sense-organ and the object are also
necessary factors for the direct perception39.

8* Kanda l l . , p. 188.
86 N B h a . , I. i. 4; Kanda lL , p . 188.
88 PPBha \ , p . 186; Kanda l l . , p. 189.
87 PPBha. , p. 186; Kandal l . , p. 189.
88 KandalL, p. 189.
80 PPBha., p. 186.
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The direct perception of colour, taste, smell and
touch is caused by the contact of their respective
sense-organs with their respective objects; by their
inherence in composite substances, and by virtue of
their having peculiarities within themselves {svagatavi-
fesdt)40. The perception of sound proceeds from the
two-fold contacts, namely, the contact of the Manas
with the sense-organ wherein the sound inheres, and
that of the Manas with the Atman. It is cognised
through the auditory organ itself41. The perception of
number, dimension, separateness, conjunction, disjunc-
tion, priority, posteriority, viscidity, fluidity, velocity
and motion proceeds from their inherence in perceptible
substances through the instrumentality of the visual
and the tactile sense-organs42. The perception of cogni-
tion, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, motive is due to
the contact of the Manas with the Atman. The percep-
tion of the generalities of substance, quality and motion
is by means of those sense-organs which perceive their
substrates, wherein they inhere43.

As regards the perception of yogtns in the ecstatic
condition, it is due to the Manas aided by the yogic
properties that the intuitive perception of one's own
self and that of another, of Akafa, Dik, Ka/a, Paramdnuy
air, Manas, and of the qualities, motions, generalities,
quiddities and inherence inhering in them, takes place.
In the case of yogtns, who are not in ecstatic mood,
direct perception is possible regarding objects, which are
subtle, hidden and removed far off through the four-fold
contacts helped by the yogic properties44.

The next is the inferential cognition which is pro-
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duced by the perception of the probans45. The £
pramdna admitted by Nyaya is included under inference46,
The third form of vidyd is remembrance. It is caused
by the contact of the Atman and the Manas aided by
such causes as the perception of an indicative {linga-
darfana), desire for remembering and the associated
ideas and the like, and from impression produced by
distinct cognition, by repetition and by an impressive
regard for the object concerned47.

Coming to the superhuman (drsa) type of cognition, it
is found that in the case of sages who are responsible for
the propounding of the Vedas, it is found that from the
contact of the Atman and the Manas helped by a particular
kind of merit, there appears an intuitional cognition
{prdtibhajndna)^ correct in all its details, as regards the
supersensuous objects—past, present and future, and also
regarding dharma etc. mentioned or not mentioned in
the scriptures. Generally, such an intuitive perception is
found with superhuman beings—sages etc, but some-
times it is also possible with ordinary human beings48.

Besides these forms of cognition, there is another
form of cognition called siddba-darfana. This is a sort
of direct perception which is acquired by the use of
certain ointment applied to the eyes and to the feet and
also by the use of pills etc., through which one
can directly perceive objects which are very subtle,
hidden and removed far off49.

Of the wrong cognitions (avidyd), that wherein a
doubt is felt as to the nature of the object on account
of its possessing the distinctive characteristics of several

«PPBha.,p. 200.
«PPBha.,p. 213.
^PPBha-.p. 256 Also Vide—Umesha Mishra—Smjti Thec^

according to Nyaya-Vaise§ika—K. P. Pathaka Commemoration
Vol. pp. 177-86,

«PPBh2., p. 258.
«PPBhfi.,p. 258.
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objects but not the differentiating characteristics; so that,
no decisive knowledge can be had about that object,
it is said to be a case of doubtful cognition50. *A perverse
knowledge (viparyqya) pertains to direct perception and
inference only. As for the former, we find that of the
two objects, possessed of distinctive characteristics, it
so happens that the real object is not perceived by a
person whose sense-organ is affected by bile, phlegm
and wind; and then from the impression produced by
the previous perception of the object not present before
the observer, helped by the contact of the Manas with
the Atman aided by demerit, there appears a cognition
which is quite opposite to the nature of the object
present. This is a case of perverse knowledge51.

Indistinct cognition also appears in regard to direct
perception and inference. As for instance, sometimes
we find a mere idea, about an object, appearing in the
form-'what may this be'? This may be either due to
the absent-mindedness of the observer, or to the fact
that the observer is desirous of knowing further details
about the object itself. This is said to be a case of
indistinct knowledge52.

The last form of wrong cognition is dream. When
our sense-organs have ceased to function, and the Manas
has retired, then through the impressions of the sense-
organs certain cognitions are produced during our
half-sleeping state. These cognitions are known as
dream cognitions53.

Now, it may be enquired whether these forms of
cognition belonging to the ]ivdtman are eternal or not;
for, we find that non-touchability, which is a quality of

»PPBha., pp. 174-75.
51PPBha.,p. 177.
^PPBha.,p. 182.
63FrBha.>pp. 183-84; Also Viis—Umesha Mishra—-Dream

Theoty in Indian Thought—Allahabad University Sn^es, Vol.
V. pp. 269-321.
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consciousness, is found both in an eternal substance,
like the Akdfa and also in a non-eternal entity like
karman\ hence, there appears a doubt. To this it is
said in reply that—(1) Consciousness is known to every-
body as non-eternal, like pleasure and pain. (2) The
experiences, expressed as *I shall know,' *I know/ 'I
have known', refer to all the three divisions of time,
which is not possible unless consciousness is non-
eternal. (3) Again, it has also been said above that
cognition is a product54. All these prove that cognition
is non-eternal. But by non-eternity of consciousness we
should not mistake it for being momentary (ksanika).

It is also clear from this that consciousness is not
the very nature of Atman. In fact, the Atman is es-
sentially non-conscious (Jada), but it becomes conscious
only wnen, due to the sense-organ and the object contact,
consciousness is produced in it55. If consciousness were
the very nature of it, then everybody would have be-
come omniscient66. By consciousness the Naiyayikas
mean the cognition of an object produced by Manas, or
the sense-organ and the object contact. Such a cons-
ciousness is only occasional in the Atman^ although both
are inseparably related to each other57. This, again, is pro-
duced, as is clear from the above, only when the Atman
comes to possess an organism, and not otherwise58.

2. * Pleasure and pain

Happy experiences, felt in the Jwdtman through the
contact of the Atman and the Manas aided by the results
of virtuous deeds, are denoted as pleasure {sukhd).
Affection, happy appearance etc., ate its effects.
In regard to past objects, it is produced through

**N3., I. i. 4; NM., p. 496; Kandall., p. 73; PRM, p. 34.
«NM., pp. 432-33, 512; SPBha., I. 145.
MNM,, p. 432.
5 7NM,,p. 512.
« NK-, p. 264, (2nd Edition).
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memory; in regard to fiatufe objects, it is brought
about by volition (sarika/pa); and that which is
felt by the wise, even in the absence of1 such causes
as remembrance of objects, desire and volition, is
due to their self-knowledge, control over the sense-
organs, contentment and specific merits69. As it is*
not a fact that all the feelings of one who has acquired
discriminative knowledge (vivekin) are naturally of
painful nature, we should not consider pleasure to be
merely an absence of pain. That persons having true
knowledge do possess happy experiences {anugrahd)
within themselves is a fact which admits no denial60.

Similarly, unhappy experiences felt within one's
own self at the presence of undesirable objects through
the contact of the Manas with the Atman> aided by the
results accruing from non-meritorious deeds, are des-
cribed as pain {duhkha). In case of past objects, it is
due to memory, while in case of future objects, it is
produced by volition (sankalpdf1. Pain should not be
considered as merely an absence of pleasure62.

Naiyayikas do not admit pleasure to be a distinct
category. But then it should not be considered that
they deny the very existence of feelings of pleasure-
What they mean is that pure happiness cannot be found
in this universe. It is generally mixed up with pain.
Hence, pleasure also is a form of pain63.

3. Desire {iccha)

It is a sort of wish for the attainment of an object
which one has not got64 and which is expressed in the

&»PPBha.,p. 259.
60 Vyom., p. 624.
«i PPBha., p. 260.
62 Vyom., p. 624.
« NBha,, I. i. 2, 9.
"PPBha., p. 261.
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form—'may this be mine' etc.65 This is produced out
of the contact of the Manas with the Atman, through
pleasure etc., or through remembrance etc. It is the
cause of effort, remembrance, merit and demerit. It has
several forms66.

4. Aversion (dvesd)

It is the feeling which makes one think himself
burning or being irritated. It proceeds from the con-
tact of the Manas with the Atman through the help of
pain or remembrance. It is the cause of effort, re-
membrance, merit and demerit. It has several forms67.

5. Jiff ort (prajatna)

It is of two kinds—(1) that which proceeds from
mere living, and (2) that which proceeds from desire
and aversion. The former is that which helps the
series of upward and downward breathings in the
sleeping man and which brings about the contact of the
Manas with the external sense-organs during the waking
state. This is produced from the contact of the Manas
with the Atman aided by merits and demerits. The
latter kind of effort is, however, produced out of the
contact of the Manas with the Atman helped by desire,
or aversion. It helps the preservation of physical
organism and such activities which lead to the attain-
ment of desirable and to the abandoning of the un-
desirable68.

6. Impression (samskdra)

Regarding the process of its production, it may be
pointed out that after the usual process of cognition,

65 Kandali., p. 261.
««PPBha.,p. 261.
«*PPBhS.,p. 263.
6*PPBha.,p. 263.
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when the result is obtained, a kind of impression is
left behind by that resultant cognition which itself
vanishes away afterwards. Such an impression, which
is the exact copy of that cognition, has got the Atman
as its substratum. Every piece of cognition leaves be-
hind it an impression. But those which are due to (i)
intensified (patu) cognitions, (2) repeated cognitions,
and (3) impressive {adard) cognitions produced by
special efforts are more vivid and are easily recalled69.

It is the cause of remembrance and recognition of
objects previously seen, or heard, or experienced; and is
counteracted by contrary cognition, intoxication and
intense pain etc.70

7. Merit and demerit (dharmddharma)

Merit (dharmd) is produced in the Jivdtman by the
contact of the Manas with the Atman itself helped by
the various means, the purity of thoughts {bhdvaprasdda)
and the absence of desire to attain any visible result from
those means71. The means are: faith in dharma, harmless-
ness, benevolence, truthfulness, freedom from desire for
undue possession, freedom from lust (brahmacarya), purity
of intentions, absence of anger, bathing, use of purifying
substances, devotion to particular deities, fasting and
cirefulness towards one's own duty. Besides, the per-
formance of the various religious duties of the four
castes and the dframas, as laid down in the frutis and the
smrtis, also helps the accruing of merit72.

The performance of these injunctive deeds cannot
be said to be the direct cause of those happy results
which appear after a long interval; hence, it is assumed

69 PPBha . , p. 267. Also Vide Umesha Mishra—Sm^ti thcoty
according t o Nyaya-Vaisesika, K . B . Pa thaka C o m . Vol . pp. 179-
80.

70 PPBha., p. 267.
71 PPBha., pp. 272-73.
72 PPBha., p. 272.
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that such deeds when performed leave behind them
their impressions in a stagnant form which, when, in
course of time, become mature, yield their respective
results73. These after-effects of our meritorious acts
remain unseen for sometime and hence, they are called
adfsta.

It brings about happiness, means of happiness (hita)
and final emancipation to the agent (kartr). It is super-
sensuous. It is destructible by the experience of final
happiness;74 so that, it should not be confused with the
mental impression76. It is also destroyed by true
knowledge.76 It cannot be said to be eternal, as some
hold it to be; for, in that case, as there would be no
exhaustion of it, and consequently, no end of the
worldly experiences of pleasure, there would have been
no final emancipation.77

Likewise, demerit {adharmd) is also a quality of the
Atman. It is produced by the contact of the Manas
with the Atman aided by the performance of deeds
which are prohibited in the scriptures, and which are
contrary to the causes of merit mentioned above; the
non-performance of deeds which are enjoined in the
scriptures; and carelessness {pramdda). It brings about
pain, means of pain and sin to the doer {kartr\ that is,

73 Setu o n PPBha . , p . 368.
74 P P B h a . , p . 272. I n a s m u c h as dhartna is an effect, i t m u s t

be destroyed. But it is no t destroyed so soon. Sometimes i ts
results are such as can be experienced in thousands of years.
Such being the case, if the dharma we re t o be destroyed by its very
first result, t hen there wou ld be no th ing left t o yield the remain-
ing parts of its results; n o r is i t possible for dharma t o b e destroyed
in par ts , as it is an absolute integri ty (eko nirbhagab). I t is for
these reasons tha t dharma is held t o b e destructible by t he ex-
perience of final happiness result ing from i t—Kandal i , p . 275.

75 Samskaripi smftidvarenaivam bhavatttyatontya$ukhasamvijri&-
navirodhtti—Vyom., p . 638.

76 Samyagvijiidnena dharmo vinagyate—Kandali., p . 275.
77 Kandali*, p. 275.
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the Jivdtman. It is supersensuous and is destroyed by
the experience of the last pain resulting from it78/

That both merit and demerit belong to the Jivdtman
is proved by the fact that there must be something on the
basis of which the physical organism, for the experience
of pleasure and pain by the Jivdtman, is to be made. The
qualities belonging to the organism themselves cannot
be of any use, as the organism itself has not come to
exist yet; nor can such qualities of the Jivdtman, which
come to exist in it after its connection with the organ-
ism, namely, consciousness, pleasure, pain, desire,
aversion and effort, help the production of the organ-
ism. Even the impression (bhdvand) which accompanies
the Jivdtman from one organism to another, cannot be
the required cause; for its capacity becomes known
when it gives rise to remembrance, which itself is possible
only when the Jivdtman has come to possess an organism.
Hence, through the method of Residue it is assumed
that the qualities which guide the production of
physical organism are merit and demerit79.

Besides, there are also frutis like—Ydvaddtmani
dharmddharmau tdvaddyuh fariramindriydni visqydfca etc. as
long as the Jivdtman possesses merit and demerit, so
long there exist span of life {dyus\ physical organism,
sense-organs and other objects for the experiencing of
pleasure and pain, for it, to prove that merit and de-
merit belong to the Jivdtman®*.

Some are of opinion that merit is of the nature of
paramdnu itself. If it were so, then like paramdnus,
merit also would have been eternal, and that there
would have been no religious activities etc. to produce
any merit. There would have been no death even.
But as these are against the actual reality, Nyaya-

7*PPBha.,p. 280.
79 V y o m . , pp . 638-39.
80 Vyom., p. 639.
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Vai$esika rejects the view as unsound81.
Likewise, the view that both merit and demerit

are the qualities of paramdnu is also rejected as wrong
on the ground that inasmuch as paramdnus are like
common properties for all, all persons ought to have
experienced only one type of pleasure and pain. This,
again, is not the fact82.

Some, again, improving upon the former view,
think that some paramdnus possess merit, while others
possess demerit; so that, those organisms which are
produced out of the meritorious paramdnus are meritor-
ious, and cause the experience of pleasure, while those
which are produced from the demeritorious paramdnus
help the experiences of pain. To this it is said in reply
that if it were so, then as paramdnus are eternal, there
would not have been any religious activity in the world;
and also there would not have been any death. Hence,
this view, also, like the previous one, is rejected as
unsound83.

8. "Plurality of Jivdtmans

As regards the question—Whether there is only one
Jivdtman or many, it is pointed out that there are as
many Atmans as there are living beings in the universe.
The proof for this assumption is the existing differences
in the universe84. Thus—

(1) It is found that some are in bondage and have
to pass from one life to another, while others are free.
Had there been only one ]ivdtman> then together with
the liberation of one Atman, all others also should have
been liberated.

(2) Similarly, some are happy, while others are un-
happy. Some, again, are rich, while others are poor.

81 Vyom., p. 639.
88 Vyom., p. 639.
88 Vyom,, 639.
84 VS., III. ii. 20; KU.,pp. 150-51; Kandali., pp. 686-87.
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That these and similar other differences do really exist
in the universe cannot be denied. Had there been only
one Jivdtman, how would it be possible to explain these
differences?

As to the view that just as in the case of Akdfa,
although it is only one, yet due to the diversity of its
limitations (upddhis) in the form of ear-cavity, we have
diversity in the sound-experiences; so, in the case of
Atman, believing that it is only one, we may explain
the diversity of experiences as being due to the diversity
of its limitations, in the form of physical organisms,
it may be said in reply that the instance cited above is
not quite analogous. The diversity of sound experi-
ences might well be explained as due to the sound-
comprehending agencies, in the form of ear-cavity
and the rest, which have been brought about by the
merit and demerit, which are restricted to each indivi-
dual person. But in the case of Atman, on the other
hand, there would be no diversity in the merit and
demerit, since all these would belong to one and
the same Atman; and as such, there being no diversity
in the bodies (which are brought about by the merits
and demerits of the Atman ensouling the body), what
would be the cause of the diversity of pleasure and
pain experienced by different persons; especially, when
the Atman is one, the contact of the Manas also would
be common to all persons?

For one, however, who believes in the plurality of
Sy though, all of them, being omnipresent, would

be present in all the bodies, yet their experiences
would not be common to all of them; as each of them
would experience only such pleasures etc., as would
appear in connection with the particular body brought
about by the previous deeds of that Atman and not
those which belong to other bodies also. Again, the
past deeds also stick, in the form of adfsta, to that very,
Atman in contact with which the particular organism
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had performed it. Hence, the restriction of body is due
to the restriction of the past deeds85.

The frutis laying down the non-difference of the
Atmans must be taken as figurative. Besides, there are
direct frutis also to prove the plurality of the Atmans**.

It has been shown above that every individual
being has got one separate Atman, and* consequently,
there are as many Atmans as there are individuals in the
world. To differentiate one Atman from the other,
several reasons have been given which are just in keeping
with the view-point of the school. But besides these,
there is another point also to consider in support of the
above view. The Vai^esika-Sutra—cVyavasthdto ndnd'87

says that the plurality of the Atmans is due to vyavasthd
(status), which has been explained and illustrated above.
Now, this gives rise to several questions, such as—
(i) To what is the status {vyavasthd) due? (2) How
long does the cause of the status operate? That is, does
this status influence the Atman only in this world,
or even hereafter? (3) How far does this status in-
fluence the Atman during the state of Moksa?

If we just think a bit we find that this status is
exclusively due to the result of the past deeds. In
other words, it is for the sake of the experience of
pleasure and pain of our own deeds of the past life or
lives that we come to this world, and also pass from
one life to another, in case the experiences of pleasure
and pain are not exhausted. The status and the condi-
tion of a being are determined by his own deeds. This
being the case, as long as the influence of the past deeds
lasts, the status {vyavasthd) is sure to continue. As
for the continuity of the influence of the past deeds,
no one can say how long would it last; so that, the

8*KandalL, p. 87.
* YV., XIX, 46; Katha, V. 13.
«V&in.iL 20.
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vyavasthd not only operates in this \frorld, but also con-
tinues hereafter. And it is due to this that some go
to heavens, while others enter Hell; and 'even there,
all do not experience equal status.

What about the Atmans which are liberated? It is
a fact that the Atman becomes liberated only when it
has exhausted the experiences of the results of all its
past deeds; so that, there being no more influence of
the past deeds, the Atman will become free from all
the vyavasthds which were due to those past deeds. Now,
if there be no vyavasthd, then it will have to assume,
according to the apparent meaning of the Sutra, that
there is no plurality of the Atmans. That is, the plurality,
which is due to the presence of the vyavasthd, will cease,
when that vyavasthd is removed. In other words, as
Candrakanta appears to think,88 in the state of liberation,
there will be only one Atman without having any
distinction.

But, is it a fact that when Atmans become free
from the influence of the past deeds, there is nothing
to differentiate one Atman from another, due to which
alone, Candrakanta Tarkalankara and others think that
beyond this empirical world iyyavahdrabhumi), the plura-
lity of the Atmans does not exist? The answer is in
the negative. We know that according to Nyaya and
Vai$esika, the Manas is as much eternal as the Jwdtman.
Their connection also is eternal; so that, when a parti-
cular Atman becomes free from the bondage of the
universe, even then its eternal companion, the Manas,
remains with it. The presence of this very Manas
makes every Jwdtman retain its own personality although
each of the liberated Atmans may be pure and free from
the influence of its past deeds. Hence, even after the

88 0) Vycwahdrabhumikqydm khalu yyavasthato ndnd; (ii) £astra-
sdmarthydcca pratipadydmahe eka evdtmd vyavahdrabhumav bhidyate—
VBhaf> III. ii. 20-21/
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nescience {mithydjndnd) is removed, the difference (bheda)
existing between one Atman and the other is sure to
remain as before, even in the state of liberation89.

9. Dimension of Jivdtman

It is all-pervasive and hence, it possesses the highest
dimension90. If it were not so, then action would not
have been produced in the respective objects possessing
limited dimension, as a result of conjunction of the
Atman carrying its adrsta, inasmuch as adrsta being
present in a different substratum is dependent upon
proximity (pratydsatti) in order that it may be produc-
tive of action; and that proximity is nothing but con-
junction of the Atman carrying its adrsta. Likewise,
as the body moves on, the production of knowledge,
pleasure etc., in particular situations is impossible or
incapable of proof except on the ground of the all-
pervasiveness of the Atman91.

It is further suggested that as the effects of Atman,
namely, consciousness, happiness, etc., are found every-
where, it is proved that Atman is all-pervasive92. We
know that both merit and demerit are the qualities of
Atman, and if their substratum, namely, Atman, be not
all-pervasive, then there would have been no upward
motion of the fire, no transversal motion of the air,
and no initial motion of the anu and the Manas; for,
merit and demerit depend upon the conjunction with
their substratum. Being the qualities of the Atman,
they cannot produce any motion without the contact
of the Atman, just as the effort requires the contact of
the Atman to produce activities in the hand. In the

89 W . , on VS., III. ii. 21; Vyom., p. 410; SS., p. 366.
90 VS. , VI I . i. 22.
91 Yadyatmanafc sakalamurtasamyogitvam na bhavettadd tesu tesu

adfitamdatmasamjogatkrijdnotpadjeta^aMikaranasjad^
sattyapcksayd kriyajanakatvdt etc.—VIL, VIL i. 22.

9-KlL,p. i51.
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absence of any other cause, adrsta is assumed to be the
cause of these93. Hence, Atman is all-pervasive.

Again, it is a fact that a jogtn, having acquired
higher powers, constructs various bodies equipped with
all the sense-organs, and simultaneously, experiences
pleasure and pain in all those bodies. This is possible
only when the Atman is all-pervasive94.

]ivdtman possesses, on these very grounds, the
highest dimension. It cannot be atomic; for, in that
case, pleasure, pain, desire etc., also would have become
supersensuous. Again, it cannot be of the intermediate
dimension (madhyama-parimdnd)\ for, in that case, the
Atman would have become non-eternal95; which is not
possible. Again, no person, who has no feeling of
attachment {rdga\ is found to take birth ever. Posses-
sion of such a feeling necessitates previous existence of
the Atman^ which is not possible, if the Atman were
non-eternal96. Moreover, there is nothing to prove that
Atman has got parts97.

Again, it is supported by the recognition (pratya-
bhijiid) in the form 'I, who had seen the thing, am also
touching that very thing/ and again, 'that very I, who
had touched that very thing, am also looking at it.'98

Its being eternal also shows that there is no beginning
of this Atman.

It is also clear from the fact that a few days old baby
sometimes smiles, sometimes quivers, and sometimes

*
98 Tatha dharmddharmayordtmagunatvdttaddfrayasydyydpakatve na

sydt agnerurdhvajvalanam vdyostiryaggamanamanumanasostvddyam kar-
meti tayoh svdfrayasamyogapeksitvdt. Yathd prayatno hastakarmanydt-
masamyogdpeksastathd dharmddharmdvdtmasamyogam vind na karma
kurydtdmdtmagunatvdt etc. Vyom., p . 411.

94 NBha., III. ii. i9;TBha.,pp. 91-92, (S. M. Paranjape's edi-
tion); PWSS., Vol. I, pp. 47-58; Vyom,, p. 411.

96 Setu., p. 390.
9«NS. and NBha., III. i. 24.
• 7VU.,m.i i . /5.
88KR
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cries out, which activities are only due to the recogni-
tions of the deeds producing joy, fear and grief, of the
past life"; for, being only a few days old, his smiling
etc, cannot be due to his experiences of this life100.

It is further said that had not the Atman been
eternal, one, who is desirous of the other world, would
not have been attracted towards its acquirement. Again,
the knowledge, that the particular activity will be help-
ful, which leads the newly born baby to suck the
mother's breast, also proves that Atman is eternal101.
That a person takes birth itself proves that the Atman
must have existed even before the particular birth,
wherein it had cherished desires for the next birth;
for, persons free from longings are never found to be
born102. The very fact that the Atman is eternal
proves that it will exist even when the present body falls
down as dead103. All these things prove that the
Jivdtman is all-pervasive.

10. Other qualities of Jivdtman

jivdtman also possesses conjunction and disjunction.
This is proved by the production and the destruction
of pleasure and pain where the presence of the non-
material cause, in the form of conjunction and dis-
junction respectively, is necessary104. It is a substance
as it possesses qualities105. Because it is all-pervasive,
it does not possess any motion106.

It has no dfritatva. That is, it has nothing as its

•-KR.,p.38.
100 NBha. and NVj. on NS., III. i. 18.
101NS. and NBha., III. i. 2i.
102 NS., III., i. 25; KP., p. 167, and Makaranda on the same;

ATV., pp. 104-105,,
103NS.,IV. i. 10.
1M Vyom., p. 411; KU., p. 152.
1(* VU,, IIL ii. 5; VBha., III. i. 3.
10«VS.,V. ii. iu
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substratum107. That it has no cause of its own follows
from its being an eternal substance108. It possesses the
specific qualities,109 which are neither eternal nor per-
vasive.110 It is the agfent (kartf)111.

I K Moksa and the Possibility of its
Achievement

We have talked much about Moksa, but doubts are
felt as regards its possibility. There are several un-
surmountable difficulties in its way, some of which are
given below:

i. Kndnubandha—According to thtfrutis when a man
comes to this world, he owes three debts—(i) to the
Rsis, (2) to the Pitrs, and (3) to the gods. To clear off
the first debt, he has to live as a brahmacdrin for a certain
period. For clearing off the second debt, he has to
marry and produce a child, and then pass his days as a
householder (grhastha). Lastly, he has to engage himself
in the performance of religious rites and ceremonies,
such as Darfapurnamdsa etc., which sometimes last for
even hundred years, to pay off his debt to the gods.
All these debts must be cleared off. Now, during the life-
time of a man there is hardly any time even to do these.
How can then one think of Moksa} Hence, the talk
about Moksa is only a pious wish. The view—that
since one does not live long enough to do all these
things, and then to prepare for Moksa, he should leave
something undone, cannot help him to seek after Moksa;
for, no one is entitled to try for Moksa unless he has
finished all other duties.

107 K a n d a l L , p . 16.
108 K a n d a l L , p . 18.
109 KandalL, p. 24.
110 KU., p. 38; KandalL, p. 25.
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2. Kkfdnubandha—The defects—attachment, aver-
sion and ignorance, are so powerful that it is not easy
to get rid of them. There are hundreds of instances
where these defects have shown their superiority. And
without becoming free from these no one can achieve
Moksa. This also is a great obstacle in its way.

3. Pravrttyanubandba—Again, the presence of at-
tachment etc. compels a man to engage his attention
towards the worldly activities, which, instead of leading
him towards the liberation, entangles him with the
worldly aims, which in their turn, help him to take
more births and deaths.

4. And lastly, it is a fact that every such activity
must end in some result, the experience of which must be
exhausted. But as there is no end to the activities it is
very doubtful if they will be ever exhausted completely.
The view—that the attainment of the true knowledge
destroys the activities, is merely a blind faith in thtfrutis.

On these grounds, it appears that the attainment of
Moksa is merely a pious wish. Now, "the Naiyayikas
reject all these views and show that the attainment of
final emancipation is quite possible. The following are
thrir arguments :

1. The use of the term 'debt9 in the above case is
only secondary. All that has been said in that con-
nection is to show that observance of brahmacarya> the
producing of children, and the performance of religious
rites etc., must be done. Reference to thtjardmaryavdda
etc., is only recommendatory and is said in praise of
karman. Regarding the complaint of time, it is said that
had there been no possibility of liberation due to the
lack of time, then there would have been no mention of
the stage of life after the grhasthdframa. The real signi-
ficance of the fourth stage of our life lies in preparing
for Moksa. Even prutis and smftis support this112.

112 Manu., Chap. VI.
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z. As regards the presence df defects, it is said
that the constant thinking of the contrary of these will
naturally make a man free from these. 'And again,
these are not eternal, nor are they products of chance,
nor are the means of their destruction unknown. Hence,
it is quite easy to get rid of them. Besides, there are
so many defects in all these that a man naturally becomes
disgusted with the world and is compelled to seek
after Moksa. The constant thinking of the contrary of
these defects (pratipaksabhdvand) is sure to bring freedom
from their influences. As for the possible objection
that the Atman is never found to be free from the con-
tinuous chain of these defects; hence, it is impossible to
think that the constant thinking of the contrary of these
even will ever bring freedom, it may be pointed out
that it is not true; for, every one of us has got the
experience that the Atman is completely free from these
defects during the state of susupti.

3. Regarding the Pravrttyanubandha, it should be
understood that when the defects, the cause of the
bondage, have been removed, the activity (pravrtti) can-
not help the continuity of the samsdra11*.

An objection is raised here: well, the defects being
removed there may be no further addition to the per-
formance of deeds and consequently, there would be no
further birth for reaping the fruits of fresh deeds. But
what about the result of those deeds which have been
already hoarded up? Several views are advanced to
remove the above objection. Some think that the future
being stopped, the gradual experiencing of the fruits of
the past deeds will, some day or other, be exhausted.
Others hold that through the jogic powers all the
past deeds will be experienced in the same single body
by the help of the nirmdnakdyaiu. The third and the

N . , I V . i . 4.
114 (i) It is a body or a series of bodies assumed at will by a

Yogin who has risen above the so called laws of nature and learnt
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most important view is that the true knowledge itself
will make the past deeds quite ineffective, as heat does
to seed, and thus, one can easily become free from
the chains of karman and secure Moksa115.

The fact is this that the result of the prdrabdha-
karmans will be exhausted only by experiencing them,
either in the ordinary course, or through the yogic
powers. The sancita and the sanciyamdna, on the other
hand, will become ineffective by the attainment of the
true knowledge. In this way, no difficulty is felt to-
wards the achievement of Moksa.

There being no doubt as regards the possibility of
realizing Moksa, both Gautama and Kanada have said
that the true knowledge of the categories will bring
the Highest Good, that is, the Moksa116. After the true
knowledge has been acquired, the wrong notions about
the Atman will disappear followed by the disappearance
of the defects. The defects having been removed, there
will be no activity {pravrtti) towards the worldly things.
In fact, our worldly activities alone compel us to take
fresh births; but now, .when the cause itself is made
ineffective, there would not be any more birth. Again,
all our pains are due to our taking birth, but now,
when the birth is stopped, why should there remain
any pain? That is, a man becomes free from pain, in
the long run, after acquiring the true knowledge. In
other words, he acquires Moksa in the true sense of
Nyaya and Vaijesika117.

There are certain other kinds of doubts. For ins-
tance, some feel that if there be really the cessation of

to command its secret forces—PWSS,, Vol. L, pp. 47-58.
(ii) Yogi hi yogardhisiddbyd vihitamkhilanijadharmddharmakarmd

nimaya tadupabhogayogydnt tesu tesupapatttsth&msu tarn tani sendrtydni
fartrani etc. NM., p. 520.

l i f iNM., pp. 513-24.
^ N S , , I. L 1; VS., I. L 4-
117 NS. andNBha., I. i. 2.
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pain in the Moksa, then everybody would like to become
liberated. And if that be the fact, then some day or
other, all will become liberated, and the worldly process
will certainly stop. To this it is said that the knowing
on.es being continuously emancipated, there does not
become a void (of the A.tmans\ inasmuch as the number
of these Atmans, in the universe, is infinite; if there were
an end, or an increase and decrease in their number,
then alone could such a void be possible, as in the case
of things of limited dimensions. When the Atman
is without any limitation, then there is no possibility
of such doubts118.

Again, others feel that the Atman being eternal,
there would be no emancipation for one who perceives
or realizes this eternal Atman; as being always affected
by a longing for pleasure, he would have an attachment
to the means of pleasure and aversion to those of pain;
and these two, namely, attachment and aversion, would
give rise to constant activities and cessations from
activities; and these, in their turn, would give rise to
merits and demerits which will lead to births and rebirths
and consequently, there is no possibility of Moksa.

To this it is said that it is not so; because, for one
who recognizes the eternal Atman^ there would come
about due dispassion, produced from a recognition of
the evils inseparable from the objects of enjoyment;
and this dispassion would, in due course, bring about
liberation119.

V. State of Jtvdtman during liberation (Moksa)

Moksa has been defined as the absolute freedom
from pain120, its cause121 and everything connected with
it. In order to achieve this, one has to acquire the

118 Kandali., p. 88.
119 Kandali., p. 89.
*-°NS.,I. i. 22.
m Tat, I. i. 22, p. 238.
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true knowledge of the categories laid down by Gau-
tama122 and Kanada123, which in gradual process brings
about liberation, as has been shown before. As the quali-
ties oiAtman are non-eternal, they leave the Atman in the
state of liberation. Hence, the Atman, being free from
all its qualities, remains in its own natural state during
the state of liberation. It was, perhaps, this* very aspect
of the Atman that led (^riharsa to remark that Atman,
according to Gautama is a mere slab of stone124.

It appears that there was an old view that eternal
bliss becomes manifested in the Atman during the state
of liberation. But Vatsyayana shows that this view is
not tenable for want of sufficient proofs, and hence, he
rejects it125. The arguments of Vatsyayana are given
below:

He says—what is the cause of the manifestation of
the eternal bliss? It also cannot be eternal; for, if it
were so, then why should it not be felt during the state
of bondage? If both were eternal, then it will also
have to be assumed that together with the eternal mani-
festation of the eternal bliss, even during the state of
bondage, there are the simultaneous experiences of
pleasure and pain due to the merits and demerits, which,
of course, is against the reality.

In order to remove this difficulty, if it be held to
be non-eternal, then, again, the cause of it must be
found out. Besides the contact of the Manas with the
Atman, there must be some auxiliary cause also. Merit
cannot be this auxiliary cause; for, in that case, it is
necessary to find out the cause of this merit also. Nor
can it held that the merit produced by the Yogic
Samddhi is the necessary cause; for, every merit, after
producing its requisite result, is destroyed; so that, the

122 NS., I. i. 1-2.
123 VS., I. i. 4.
124 NC, xvii. 74.
126NBha.,Li. 22.
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yogic dharma also will come to an end at some particular
time, and together with it the effect of it, namely, the
experience of eternal bliss, will also disappear.

Nor can it be held that although the bliss is
eternal, and as such, is equally present both in the state
of liberation and that of bondage, yet it is not experienc-
ed during the latter state owing to the presence of an
organism; for, the presence of organism, which is
exclusively helpful to the experience of pleasure and
pain, cannot be an obstacle in the way of the experience
of eternal bliss.

Therefore, Vatsyayana thinks that the view is un-
sound and rejects it.

It is very difficult to say exactly what was the original
view of the Naiyayikas and the Vaicjesikas on this point.
It is clear from the Nyaya and the Vai^esika Sutras,126

and other works of the schools that absolute freedom
from pain exists during the state of liberation. In other
words, the Atman becomes free from all the qualities
which directly or indirectly lead to pain127. But we find
that there exists some distinction between the view-
point of the two schools. Madhavacarya in his Sanksepa-
§arikarajaya128 says that (^ankaracarya being asked
by some one, had said that according to the Vaijesikas,
the state of the Atman is just like the Akdfa and that
it is absolutely free from its qualities, while according
to the Naiyayikas, there is also the experience of bliss.
Although much doubt is felt regarding the authenticity
of this work, yet we cannot entirely overlook this view.
Even later on, the author of the Sarvasiddhanta-
sarigraha129 and Bhasarvajfia130 clearly support the view

126 NS., I. i. 22; VS., I. i. 4.
127 We should remember that pain includes the worldly

pleasure also—NBha., I. i. zy 9.
128 X V I . Verses 68-69.
129 Naiyayika Paksa , Verses 41-42.
130 Nyayasara; Agama-Panchheda.
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of Madhava. And it is, therefore, that we find an old
verse wherein some one expresses his desire to go and
pass his days in the fine forest of Brnda, as a jackal
instead of desiring for the Moksa of the Vai^esika131. It
may also be suggested that perhaps it was the Nyaya
view which led Vatsyayana to criticise it in his Bhasya.

Considering both these two views it appears that
the view—'there is the mainfestation of eternal bliss in
the Moksd is an old one. The supporters of this view
might have thought that even the Gautama-Sutra does
not deny the existence of eternal happiness. What the
Sutra says is that there is the absolute freedom from
pain and its cause. But what does it mean except that
there is eternal happiness which appears after the pain
and its cause are removed? It is quite likely that even
in the later centuries, the view got its supporters. But
the supporters do not represent the Nyaya-view in
general. Bhasarvajna, one of the supporters, has got
his own independent views on several topics which are
not accepted by all the Naiyayikas.

Moreover, it is not quite certain whether the view
originally belonged to the Naiyayikas. Scholars, like
Raghunatha Qromani, Gadadhara Bhattacarya, Raghut-
tama, and others attribute this view to old Mimamsakas,
while Vacaspati Micjra I, Udayanacarya, and others
appear to attribute it to the Vedantins. There is some
confusion between the views of the old MImamsakas
and those of the Naiyayikas on certain points, and our
investigations show that some of the views which
originally belonged to the MImamsakas became associa-
ted with the Naiyayikas so much so that people forgot
the original source and came to recognize the Naiyayikas
as their original propounders. This might be also due
to the fact that the view-points of these two schools
resemble very much.

131 Vide—Varam brnddvane ramye frgdlatvam bhajdmyaham \
Na punarvaife$tki?p muktim prdrthaydmt kaddcana 11
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Hence, as it has been already said, it appears that at
no stage, the Atman of the Naiyayikas possesses any
natural happiness or bliss. It is cssentiallyyW^ although
owing to the activities of the sense-organs and the
Manas it comes to possess happiness etc. The only
thing which remains with the Atman during the state
of liberation is its own Manas.

VI. State of Jivdtman during the Cosmic Rest

It would not be out of place to point out the
difference between the state of liberation and the state
of Atman during the dissolution period (pra/aja). In
both the states, the Atman, is undoubtedly, free from
pain, but in the former state the cause for the ex-
perience of pleasure and pain is absolutely exhausted,
while it is not so in the latter case. It is, therefore,
that as soon as the Cosmic Rest is over, the Jivdtman
comes to possess an organism under the influence of
merit and demerit132.

B
PARAMATMAN

It has been said above that both the production and
the destruction of the individuals and the universe
ultimately depend upon the good will of Mahefvara1^.
But the very existence of His is doubted by some.
Hence, it is necessary to adduce arguments in support
of His existence before proceeding further.

I. Existence proved

Inference and authority {Agama) are the only means

132NM.,pp. 507-508.
133 Vide Supra, pp. 258, 264, 270.
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of right cognition to prove His existence. But as the
Agamic proof is not accepted by the non-believers, like
the Buddhists and others, the Naiyayikas first adduce
several inferential proofs in support of His existence.
As for the Vai$esikas, it is very difficult to say whether
they actually believed in the existence of the Paramdt-
man. Efforts have been made to interpret some of the
Vai§esika Sutras134, so as to show that the Vaigesikas
also, like other orthodox schools, were originally theistic
in nature. But the interpretations are very doubtful. One
can easily interpret these two Sutras and see that Kanada
did not mean to include Jfvara in his Sutras. And it is,
perhaps, one of the reasons why the Vai£esikas have
been called half-atheists {ardhavaindfikas) by the later
orthodox writers. But there is no doubt that the later
writers on the Vaigesika Sutras did introduce the theistic
element in their works.

i. Udayand s view about the existent e of God

It has been said above that the existence of the
Varamdtman is doubtful; hence, proofs are adduced
to prove His existence. But Udayanacarya in his
famous theistic treatise says that there is hardly any
ground for doubt and consequently, any need for in-
vestigation regarding His existence; for, every one
knows and worships Him in some form or other.
Thus, he says that the followers of the Upanisads
(including the Vedantins) worship Him as One who is
pure (secondless) and enlightened by nature; the fol-
lowers of Kapila, as the perfected First-Knower {Adi-
vidvdny Siddhah—Kutasthanityah)nh'9 the followers of
Patanjali, as the Being who is untouched by the affiic-

134 VS., I. i. 3; II. i. 18.
135 For the implication of these epithets vide PWSS., Vol. II.

pp. 170-173-
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tions (kkfas)1**; actions (karmari)*™ their fruits (vipdka)
in the form of jdtis, namely, manusyatva^etc, ayus (the
contact of the vital air with the organism), and bhoga (the
experience of pleasure and pain within oneself); and
dfaya (that which sleeps or remains in the Atman till the
time of the fruition of the past deeds, that is, the adrsta),
and Who by assuming a 'phantasmal bodf {fiirmdna-
kdyd)xz% revealed the Veda139 and imparts grace (in
the form of bestowing upon us the reward of heaven
and liberation etc.); the followers of Mahdpafupati, as the
absolutely Independent One who is undefiled by actions
opposed to those enjoined in the Vedas and sanctioned
by popular usage, that is, He who is absolutely free
from the so-called demeritorious acts; the Caivas, as
Qva (free from the three gunas); the Vaisnavas, as Puru-
sottama}*® the Pauranikas, as the Supreme Father (lit.
the Father of father); the Sacrificialists, as the Presiding
Deity of the sacrifice (yajfiapurusa); the Saugatas (that is,

136 The Rvc kinds of afflictions referred to here are:—avidyd
(nescience), asmitd (egoism), rdga (attachment), dvesa (aversion), and
abhimvefa (love of life as expressed in the form 'would that I were
never to cease. May I live on') YS. and YBha., II. 3-9.

137 By karman is mean t he re t h e per fo rmance o f mer i to r ious
deeds in the fo rm of Apamedha e tc . w h i c h is the cause of dharma
and the demer i to r ious deeds i n the fo rm of ki l l ing a Brdhmana e tc .
wh ich leads t o adharma.

138 It is felt that how can God without having an organism,
in the absence of any worldly action, be able to start a tradition?
For this it is said that He for the purpose of creating the universe
manifests His own body merely by His desire or out of the col-
lected cetana of the worldly creatures and this body of His is known
as the 'phantasnral body.' For the full explanation of this term
w^—PWSS., Vol. I. pp. 47-58.

139 Sampradiyate gurund psydyett sampraddjo Vedah—KPP.,p. 14;
Bodhani includes the usage of ghatay pata, etc., also. Thus, God
has revealed the Veda and has taught the usage of ghata, pata,
etc.

140 Uttama means a l l -knowing and non-wor ld ly .
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the Buddhas), as the Omniscient;141 the Digambaras (one
of the Sects of Jaina) as Uncovered;142 the Mimamsakas,
as That which is enjoined (by the Vedas ) as the object
of worship; the Naiyayikas, as the Being who is endowed

141 The term ksamka-sarvajfia as used by Vardhamana explain-
ing the term sarvatna is really God conceived as such. It is well-
known that sarvajna is one of the names of the Buddha (Vide-
Amarakosa, I. 13). The word ksamka implies that the doctrine
was of those Schools of Buddhism which upheld the theory of
Universal Flux. The Sunyavadins are, of course, excluded—PWSS.,
Vol. II. p. 178.

142 There is no room for a Supreme God in the Jaina religious
philosophy. The Digambaras believe that every soul passes through
fourteen stages, (gunasthana) on its way to final deliverance. The
last two are known as Sayogikevaligunasthdnaka and Ayogikevaltguna-
stkanaka and correspond to Jwanmuktt and Videhamukti, respective-
ly. The former represents the stage in which the soul gains
eternal wisdom, unlimited insight, everlasting happiness and
unbounded power, and becomes, as a matter of course, the Guru
of the entire universe, including the devas. The third part of
tykla-dhydna is developed in this stage, the first two having been
already perfected in the preceding stage. Though the soul still
resides in the body, it reaches every part of the Universe. On
this level of spiritual culture the Jiva is able to found sects
(Tirthas) and thereby, become a Tlrthankara, if only he is inclined
towards it and preach the truths revealed to him. Such a ]tva>
viz., a Ttrtbankara, is the object of human worship. The four-
teenth stage, called by the name of Jlyogi-KevalJ, is the last in the
series, and as soon as this is reached, the soul realizes Nirvana
and becomes a Siddha. The Siddha and freed soul, together with
infinite others of a similar order, dwell for ever, above the Siddha-
£ild9 descending no more on the lower planes and taking no
longer any interest in the aifeirs of the world. He has a formless
existence, and a body which is neither light nor heavy.

The term Nirdvarana (uncovered) as used in the text stands
for the last two gunasthdnas> specially, the fourteenth. All the
ghdtikarmans, viz., those which obscure the jHana and darfana
{jnandvaramja and darfandvaramya) of the soul and those which
infatuate it (Mohamya and antaray a) disappear in the 12th stage;
so that what are generally known as aghdtt-karmans (viz., Vedantya,
AyuSy Ndma and Gotra) only remain in the thirteenth. [These
aghdftkarmans correspond to a certain extent to the so-called
'prdrabdba' karmans which result in jdti-Ndma and Gotra as named
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with all the attributes which befit Him; Carvakas, as
One whose authority is established by the convention
of the world;143 what more—whom even the artisans
worship as Vi$vakarmany the Great Architect, now,
although with regard to such a Being, the Lord
£iva9 whose power is universally recognized, like caste,
family,144 pravara}^ school (fdkhd) of Veda, family duties
etc., there can hardly be any ground for doubt, and
consequently, any need for investigation.146

A question is raised here: If God is so well-
known, then no effort should be made even by the
Naiyayikas to prove His existence according to the
dictum—'inference should not be adduced in support of
things having either absolute non-existence, as hare's
horn, son of a barren woman etc., or being proved
beyond all doubts, like the Paramdtman in the present
case; but only in cases where doubt exists.'147 To this
Udayana says that all the discussions and inferences
about His existence are of the nature of contemplation
{manand) which follows fravana. His references in the
£>#//>, Smrtis, Pur anas etc. represent the stage of fravana
only; so that, nothing is wrong if in spite of His being
so well-known to all, efforts are made to prove His
existence through inferences.

here), Ajus and bhoga ( =?= Vedamya)]. These do not obscure the
omniscience of the soul, but help to keep up the body, and as
soon as these are exhausted the body falls off. The two kinds
of Moksa (Sadeha and Videhd) a re k n o w n as Bbavamoksa a n d
Drvyamoksa respec t ive ly—PWSS. , V o l . I I ; p p . 178-179,

143 K i n g etc., o r an image wi th four hands e tc .—Bodhani , p . 4.
144 T h e w o r d gotra means the name of the Rsi in whose line

one is born , the ancestor being a son o r descendant of one of the
seven great Rfis and the eighth Agastya. Fo r a clear unders tand-
ing of these terms—gotra and pravara. Vide P . V . K a n e — J B B R A S
(N. S.) Vo l . i i . , N o s . 1 and 2, 1935, p p . 1-17.

146 Vardhamana explains i t as the R/ / chosen by the Yajamdna
in a sacrifice.

146 K P . , Stavaka I , Verse 2 a long wi th the prose por t ion .
3 4 7 N B h a . , I. i. 1.
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2. Grounds for doubts

Udayana notes five kinds of objections against His
existence which may possibly be raised by the non-
believers, on the following grounds: (i) absence of a
supersensuous ground for the existence of life after
death; (2) the possibility of otherwise (that is, without
admitting God) carrying out the means to another
world, namely, sacrifice; (3) the exitsence of proofs
demonstrating His non-existfence; (4) His unreliable
character as a proof or a source of right knowledge even
on the assumption of His existence; and (5) absence of
proofs proving His existence. Now, these five objec-
tions are generally attributed to the Carvaka, the Bud-
dhist and the Mlmamsakas. Udayana has given very
clear and lucid answers to all these objections in his
Nyaya-Kusumafijali and Atmatattvaviveka. Giving even
in brief the summary of these answers would unusually
enlarge the volume of the book. In fact, answers to
these questions exhaust a considerable portion of Nyaya
and Vaigesika and may form a separate independent
volume altogether. Hence, I do not want to proceed
here on that line. I shall give answers to the last
objection which requires direct proofs for demonstrating
His existence, and then pass on to His other aspects.

3. Grounds for His existence

The following are some of the reasons to prove
the existence of the Paramdtman :

(1) The earth being a product, like a pot, must
have a doer. A cjoer must have the direct knowledge
of the cause of the product, a desire to produce it,
and also an effort to bring about the effect. A human
being cannot be such a doer. Therefore, we conclude
that there is God who is the creator of this earth.

(2) Again, it is a fact that paramdnus do not possess
productive motion during the Cosmic Rest (Pra/aya).
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Without such a motion they cannot join together so as
to form effects in the form of dvyanuka, etc. Paramdnus
2Lti&adrstasybtmgnon-cetana,cznriot produfce that motion.
The Jivas, also, without being in contact with an organi-
ism, which is not possible during the period of dissolu-
tion, cannot produce that motion. But motion must be
imparted to the paramdnus for grouping together. Hence,
it is inferred that there is an Intelligent Agent, that is,
Ifvara who imparts this motion.

(3) Again, the whole universe must have a direct
or an indirect support; for, being weighty it does not
fall down; like the body of a bird in the sky. Similarly,
the whole universe is to be destroyed by the effort of
some one; as the universe is a product, like a cloth
which is to be destroyed. Now, a human being carl
neither be a support, nor a destroyer of the universe.
Hence, we infer the existence oilfvara for these purposes.

(4) The various traditional arts of this universe,
such as, the making of pot, cloth, etc. must have a
teacher to teach to others and give a start to the con-
vention. This also is not possible for any human
being. Hence, we presume the existence of a super-
natural Being who is God.

(5) The authoritativeness of the Veda depends
upon the authoritativeness of the cause, that is, its
author. This is not possible in other than God.

(6) Again, the Vedas necessitate that they must
be produced by an Omniscient Being. That which is
Hot so is not a Veda. It must be said here that the
Naiyayikas believe that the Vedas have got authors,
like other authoritative texts. Against the apauruseyatva
of the Mimatnsakas, the Naiyayikas hold that there is no
authoritativeness in a work if its author is not known.
So says Udayanacarya—when we have proved that words
are not immaculate self-sufficient entities, we can regard
the Veda as the word of a reliable authority, and hence,
an instrument of right cognition. Otherwise, if the
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Veda were eternal, it would be open to this suspicion
that it may not be reliable; as no one knows when and
by whom it was propounded; in ordinary usage, all such
words as cannot have their source traced, are regarded
as of doubtful veracity148. In this way, also it is proved
that there is an Omniscient God.

(7) Lastly, the dvyanuka and the tryanuka, being
substances, possess dimension which, being a quality
of an effect, is an effect itself. Neither the dimension of
the paramdnu nor that of the dvyanuka can be its cause;
for, the former is the eternal dimension, while the
latter is anuparimdna. If these were the causes, then it
will have to be admitted that an effect is produced even
without a support, and that the dvyanuka possesses
* magnitude, which is not possible. Owing to these and
similar other difficulties, it is admitted that the dimension
of the dvyanuka and the tryanuka is produced by number.
For the production of the dimension of a dvyanuka,
out of number two we require an apeksdbuddhi in order
to produce the generality called dvitva. No human
being is present just after the Cosmic Rest is over;
so that, our apeksdbuddhi cannot help the production of
the dimension of the dvyanuka. Hence, we infer that
there is God whose apeksdbuddhi has helped the produc-
tion of this dimension, and consequently, the production
of the entire universe149.

All these are supported by frutis and smrtis.
Besides, there are several other frutis to prove the
existence of the Paramdtman.

II. Definition of Paramdtman

Having proved the existence of Paramdtman> we may
proceed with His definition. The authors of Nyaya have

148 NP., Mr. pp. 930-31. Vide also Ft. Note of Dr. Jha's transla-
tion of NBha. and NV., Vol. II., p. 317.

14*KP.,Stavaka5.
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defined Him as the instrumental cause of the universe.
Upon Him depends the acquisition of the fruits of one's
past actions.150 He is also defined as One whose wor-
ship is declared to be the means of heaven and
liberation.151 He is also known to us as One who
possesses eternal consciousness, bliss and other similar
qualities.152

III. Characteristics of Paramdtman

He is endowed with such qualities as—absence of
demerit, false knowledge and negligence; presence of
merit, true knowledge and intuitiveness (samddhisampad).
He also possesses the eight-fold powers consisting of
animdy laghimd^ mahimd^ prdpti, prdkdmya, vafitva, ifitva
and yatrakdmdvasdyitva1™, as a result of His merit and
knowledge. His merit follows the. bent of His Will
(satikalpa). He controls the activity of the residuum,
of merit and demerit subsisting in each individual (Jiv-
dtman), as also that of the earth and other material
substances. He is Omnipotent in regard to His crea-
tion, not however, failing to be influenced by the results

150 NS. andNBha.,IV. i. 19.
151KP., stavaka 1, Karika, 2.
152 TD., p. 12.
153 That power through which one can reduce himself to the

form of paramdnu is known as amma; that which makes a man
capable of making his body so light as to rise up even through
the help of the rays of the sun is called laghimd\ that which enables
a man to make the subtlest possible thing as big as possible is
known as mahimd\ that which qualifies a man to touch even the
moon through the tip of his little finger is called prdpti\ that which
makes him enjoy freedom of desire so as to even enter into
the ground as if he is diving into water is known as prdkdmya;
that which makes him bring under his control everything with-
out himself being under other's control is called vafitva; that which
qualifies him to produce, protect and destroy everything is called
Ifitva; and that which makes him achieve whatever he desires
at whatever time is known as yatrakdmdvasayitva or satya-sankalpa.
YBha., III. 44.
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of acts, done by the beings He creates. He has
obtained all the results of His deeds, and continues to
act for the sake of His created beings; because, just as
the father acts for his children, so does Ipara also act
for living beings. He is the Seer, the Cogniser, and
the Knower of all things.154

He is the instrumental cause of the universe. This
is proved from the fact that the Primordial Matter,
paramdnu, and karman^ being themselves unconscious,
are found to act only when prior to beginning they have
an intelligent agent to control them. Such an agent is
the Paramdtman1^. He creates the universe by reason of
His nature being so, just as the earth upholds things,
because such is its nature. It is Ipara who makes the
less-knowing Jiva go to heaven or to hell. The
activities of the universe exist as long as He remains
awake, and when He takes rest all the activities remain
stopped in the state of Cosmic Rest. This proves that
He is the instrumental cause of the universe.156 tiis
very nature consists of activity (pravftti).157

He is different from the jivatman, as He possesses
distinct qualities, such as—eternity of intelligence, num-
ber, dimension, separateness, conjunction, disjunction,
desire, and effort168. Uddyotakara lays emphasis on
number, dimension, separateness, conjunction, disjunc-
tion and intelligence only as His qualities169. Further on,
Uddyotakara asserts that He possesses desire which is
not tainted with nescience and is not obstructed in
regard to anything, like His intelligence160.

1MNBha.,IV. i. 21.
1WNV.,IV. 1. 21.
158NV.,IV. 1. 21. p. 467.
157NV.,IV. i. 21.
1S8BhaP., verse 34; NVr, p. 244; NV., IV., i. 21. p. 465.
«*NV.,p. 465.
160 NV., p. 466.
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He does not possess any organism161. Vacaspati also
quotes tyuti in support of this162. He teaches us what
is good and bad through the Vedas. He is the Father
of the Universe163. He is only One164.

The Paramdtman is neither baddha, nor liberated. He
is beyond these. As He does not possess nescience
and pain, He is not under bondage. Again, there
exists dharma in Him through karman, and through
dharma again, there is the eight-fold aifvaryas in Him,
He cannot be called liberated as well. Uddyota-
kara says that as these are related terms, Ifvara, who is
never baddha, cannot be ever liberated165. It is, there-
fore, that He is called eternally liberated.

1. A brief discussion about some of His characteristics

(1) It has been told above that Varamdtman
eternally possesses knowledge. Now, a question is
raised: whether Ifvara is of the very nature of Jndna, as
some hold, or is only a substratum of Jndna. Vatsya-
yana, undoubtedly, holds the latter view and is of
opinion that the tyuti—'Pacyatyacaksuh sa...vetti
vedyam'1** also supports that fpara is the substratum of
knowledge. Even the tyuti—'Yab sarvajnah sarvavitmi

speaks of the same. Again, it is said that the existence
of the Paramdtman, who is not qualified by intelligence,
desire and effort, cannot be proved; so that, all these
three qualities are the* probans of the Varamdtman also.168

181 Tat., p. 421; Laugaksi Bhaskara says that there is the pos-
sibility of God's having an organism produced through our adffta
just as the adrsta of a man causes the production of the organism
of his wife—TK., p. 5.

162 Tat., p. 426.

164KandalL, p. 57.
165NV.,TV.i. 21. p. 466.

, IL i i . 7.
168NBha., on NS., IV. i. 21. p. 686.
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This also disapproves the view that Ifvara is attributeless.
Then again, it may be asked: What about the frutis
which directly speak of the l?aramdtman as attributeless?
To this it is said that the frutis speak of the Paramdtman
as such only to prevent the possibility of the devotees
becoming attached to the various Aifvaryas belonging
to the Varamdtman which would only drag them back
to the world and be an obstacle in their way to the
final liberation189.

(2) About the number of qualities possessed by
Ifvara there is a difference of opinion between the Nyaya
and the Vai§esika systems. According to the Vaicjesikas,
Ifvara possesses the ordinary qualities of number, dimen-
sion, separateness, conjunction and disjunction, and the
specific qualities of consciousness, desire and effort.170

But £ridhara joes not accept this view171. He further
notes that others, however, hold that to God belongs
unobstructed intelligence alone which constitutes His
creative power through which alone the activities pro-
ceeding from desire and effort are also performed.
Hence, according to these people, God does not possess
these two qualities. In other words, He has only six
qualities in all172. Although (^rldhara attributes this
view to others, yet he himself appears to have accepted
it where he speaks of Ifvara as the substratum of six
qualities178.

But then there is another difficulty. Pra§astapada
clearly says that due to the desire of Mahefvara creation
and dissolution take place174. While commenting upon
this, (Jridhara does not say anything and silently ac-
cepts the presence of desire in Mahefvara. Again, Ud-

169 KP., Stavaka III. Karika. 17; KPP. on the same.
170 BhaP . , verse 34.
171 Kanda lL , p. 57.
172 Kandali., p. 57.
178KandalI., p. 57.
" 'PPBha^p. 48.
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dyotakara also says that Ifvara possesses six qualities
only176. But just after this, again, he says that, of course,
unchecked desire belongs to IfvarcP*. Similarly, Vacas-
pati also accepts that both desire and effort *are eternally
present in Ifvara111. Jayanta also supports this view178.

In order to remove this difficulty should we say
that those who hold that both desire and effort do
not exist in Jpara think that His unobstructed intelli-
gence alone constitutes these two qualities, and there-
fore, these are not separately mentioned?

Jayanta makes his view clear in a different way.
Even accepting the eternity of desire {svarupamdtrena) in
Ifvara, he says that sometimes during the interval of
creation and dissolution, a desire, in the form cmay a
particular man experience a particular kind of bhoga
proceeding from a particular kind of action' is produced
in Ifvara119. This is also cldar from the writings of
Pra9astapada and others who in spite of the fact that
they believe in the eternity of desire in Ifvara, say that
a desire is produced in Mahepara to create the universe
or to dissolve it. In other words, it appears that there
is, no doubt, eternal desire in lfvara> but that is of no
use for the worldly activities, just as in spite of the
fact that the Atman is ever in contact with the Manas,
yet that contact does not produce any cognition, and
for which another contact is required.

(3) Jayanta is of opinion that Ifvara also possesses
eternal bliss (sukha). This is supported by Agama. If
there be no eternal bliss in Him, then there cannot be the
capacity to create and dissolve this universe180. But we
know that almost all the Naiyayikas are opposed to this

175NV.,IV. i. 22. pp. 464-65.
176NV.,IV. i. 21. p. 466.
177 Tat., p. 425.
178 NM., p. 201.
179 N M . , p . 201.
180 N M . , p . 201.
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view. They hold that even the word 'dnandc? in the
fruti—'dnandamBrahma'does not mean happiness or bliss.
It means the absence of pain. The word *sukha' is very
frequently used in the sense of the absence of pain181.
Gange$a Upadhyaya, rejecting the view of Jayanta, even
goes so far as to say that the use of the term 'dnandct
in the neuter gender in the fruti—'Nityam vijndnamdnan-
dam Brahma9 etc., shows that Brahman is not dnandasva-
rupa. The reason is that the word 'dnandd in the sense
of 'dnandasvarupa* is always masculine. Hence, according
to Gangeja, by 'dnandan? we should understand 'dnanda-
v.'fista.9182 But in other place Gangega himself uses the
ter^i cdnanda9 in the sense of 'absence of pain.' It
appears that as the Naiyayikas do not believe in the
existence of eternal bliss in the liberated Atman, so
they are not prepared to attribute it to the Paramdtman
also. But still th^re is a difference of opinion here
also.

(4) It has bee î told above that Ifvara possesses
dharma and the eight-fold powers. Now, Uddyotakara
and Vacaspati say that He does not possess dharma. As
regards the production of everything, the two eternal
fyktis of His, namely, Jndna and Kriyd will help Him.183

(5) As regards His eight-fold aifvaryas also there is
a difference of opinion. Uddyotakara says that His
Aifvarya is eternal184. Vacaspati says that because His
Jndnafakti and Kriydfakti are eternal, His Aiparya also is
eternal. But as for the animd etc., they are non-eternal,
and this is clear from the Bhasya also when it says that
this form oiaifvarya is the result of His dharma^. This
makes it clear that according to Vatsyayana there are
two kinds of aifvaryas in the Paramdtman—eternal and

181 NBha., I. i. 22. p. 117.
182 I sva ranumana , p. 181.
183 NV., IV. i. 2i. p. 464; Tat., p. 420.
184NV.,IV.i. 21. p. 464.
185 Tat., p. 420.
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non-eternal. The latter is the result of His dharma
produced by the particular karman. If it be not due to
karman, then there will be the difficulty of reaping the
fruit of those actions which have not been performed.
And it is, therefore, that Vatsyayana has said that He
possesses dharma. Although, apparently, there is no
karman in Him, yet it is the karman in the form of His
Will {sanhalpd) which is said to be the cause of this
dharma which, in its turn, is the cause of the non-
eternal aifvarya. This makes it clear that the dharma of
Ifvara is not meant to lead to heaven but to produce
the eight-fold aifvaryas to move the adrstas of the Jivas
to form creation just after the Cosmic Rest is over.

IV. Aim of Ifvara in creating the Universe

There is a view that Ifvara cannot be the creator of
the universe. The reason is—No wise man does any-
thing without having any aim before him. God cannot
have any selfish aim; for, He possesses all the aifvaryas
and is fully satisfied. There is nothing left unachieved
for which God will desire and make efforts to create
universe. To this it is said that it is not a fact that
all our activities proceed from selfish motive alone.
For instance, a father, even having nothing to do for
his ownself, does make efforts to do things for the good
of his children. Similarly, although God, does not do
anything for His own good, yet He desires and makes
efforts to create the universe for the good of the would-
be created beings186.

Now, an objection is raised here: If God creates
the universe being compassionate towards the Jivas, then
He ought to have created only happy persons and not
painful. To this an obvious answer may be given that
God does not create the universe without taking into
consideration the meritorious and the demeritorious

1MNBha.,IV. 1. 21. p. 685.
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deeds of the Jtvas. There may be an objection here to
the compassionate nature of God, but otherwise, there
will be the defect of reaping the fruits of the undone
actions and not those of the actions which are per-
formed187. Helping the Jtvas to reap the fruits of their
past deeds in order to qualify themselves for liberation
is itself a compassionate action of Ifvara188.

Some, again, hold that Ifvara creates the universe for
His sportive (krida) motive. But it is untenable; for,
only those, who do not otherwise experience bliss, take
to kridd (rati). Bhagavat does not possess any pain,
hence, He does not do anything for achieving bliss.

Others, again, think that God wants to make others
know His own aifvaryas, and therefore, creates the
universe. But this is also rejected on the ground that
as God is fully satisfied in every respect, why should
He like to make a show of His aifvaryas which does not
add to Him anything; nor does He lose anything with-
out making a show of His aifvaryas™.

After criticising these two views Uddyotakara gives
his own. According to him God creates the universe,
because it is His very nature to do so. It may be then
asked: If that is His very nature, then as He cannot
get rid of it, there will be a constant creation and never
any dissolution. To this, again, Uddyotakara gives his
reply that God possesses intelligence through which He
creates only when the auxiliary causes of creation
present themselves to Him. These auxiliaries do not
appear simultaneously. Hence, there is bound to be
succession in creation and also in dissolution190.

Jayanta also holds a similar view. He says that it
is the very nature of God that sometimes He creates

*87 NBha., IV. i. 21.
188 NM., p. 202; Kandali., pp. 53-54.
1 8 9NV.,IV.i. 21. pp. 462-63.
i*>NV.,IV.i. 21. p. 463.
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the universe and sometimes destroys it, like the rising
and setting of the sunm .

V. Difference be Ween Jivdtman and Paramdtman

Vatsyayana distinguishing the Paramdtman from the
Jivdtman says that He is a different Atman qualified by
attributes. This leads some to doubt whether these
two Atmans are one or two different entities. But
Vatsyayana himself says that they do not belong to
two different classes, for both of these two Atmans
are conscious, and as such, they cannot be classed under
any of those categories which are non-conscious192.

Although both are classed under the same category,
that is, the Atman, yet there is enough difference bet-
ween them. The Jwdtman possesses demerit, nescience
and carelessness193. It does not possess the eight-fold
aicyaryas. Bondage and liberation are attributed to this
Atman, There are infinite Jlvdtmans. But Paramdtman
possesses none of these attributes.

It is needless to say that this difference is preached
here only because we want to confine ourselves here
within the limits of Nyaya and Vai£esika, otherwise the
fact is—

Ekamevddvitiyam neha ndndsti kincana.

1 0 1NM., p. 202.
192 NBha., IV. i. 21. p. 685; NV., IV. i. 21. p. 464; NM., p. 201.
"» NBha., IV. u 21. p. 684.
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Abbdva, explicit recognition of,
39, n.

Abhdvavdda, cause of the origin
of the universe, 225.

Abhighdta (forcible contact), ex-
plained, 77, n.

Adbifthana (substrate) of the
empirical world, 15.

Adfsta, its necessity, 266-67; its
influence 55, 267-68.

Advaita-Vedanta of Saflkara-
carya 31; the two schools
under it—dfstis[fti and S i
443

Afflictions, the five kinds of,
389, n.

Aggregation (pracaya), the cause
of dimension, 122-23.

Abampratiti, n , n.
Air 288; existence of air proved,

288; probans to prove the exis-
tence of, 289-90; Definition of,
291; characteristics of, 60-61,
291-92; instrumental cause of
taijasa products 292; percepti-
bility of, discussed, 293; views
of Vyoma, 294-95; of S^o-
mani, 295; of Konda Bhatta,
295; air has no weight and
possesses the swiftest motion
amongst the bbautikas> 61;
identity with earth, 299-300;
^ i s ^ n s and subdivisions of,
300; organic air, 300; airy-
sense-organ, 301; Jayanta's
view on the tactile organ,

302; inorganic air, 307; vital-
air (prdfta) and its $ub-divi-
sions, 307; other views re-
garding its subdivisions, 307.

Aifvaryas, the eightfold, 395, n.
Ajasamyoga between vibhus,

difference between Nyaya and
Vaisesika, 47-48.

Aksapada, 5-6. \
Amrvacantya, 30;—Redistil, 33.
Anumanay 4; sesavat type of, 4,
Anupalabdhi, 16.
Anuyogi, explained, 41, n.
Apeksdbuddhiy 47;—orffvara, 119-

20, 394.
Apauruseyatva of the Mlmam-
sakas, Nyaya view, 393-94.
Ardhavaindfika used for the

Vaisesikas, 388.
Artha, its specific meaning in the

system, difference between
Nyaya and Vaisesika, 48.

Arthasastra, 6.
Arthdpattiy 16.
Asddhdrana type of logical fal-

lacy, 44.
Atomic dimension proved, exis-

tence of, 62-63.
Avayavin, formation of, 95-97;

objections against avayavin and
their refutation, 100-13; Avay-
avin and avqyava, their relation,
100-1 o 1; Vaibha§ika view
against the formation of,
101, n.

Aversion, treatment of, 368; the
production of, 368.
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Abhdsa 23, 28.
Akdfa, defined and existence

proved, 162; sound as the
specific quality of, 162; charac-
teristics of, 6i , 171-72; non-
eternal nature of, 171, n.,
Varadaraja's view, 172, Can-
drakanta's view, 172; as a
product of subtler Akdfa, 172;
some of the attributes discuss-
ed, 173-74; general nature and
function of, 161; logical inter-
pretation of, 161; its being a
form of matter proved, 161-
62; has no colour, 173; not an
object of direct perception,
174; is an object of direct per-
ception according to some,
174; objections against its
existence and nature 174-75;
Siromani's view, 174; Nagesa's
view, 174; Anandailiana's view
175; is not a Kriyopandyaka,
177, difference and similarity
with Kdla and Dik, 195.

Alayavijndna, 10.
Amksiki, 2, n.; it includes

Varamdnukdranavada, 100.
Arambhakavdday 61, 101; Aram-

bbavada, 117, 232-33.
Arhata, 6, 8.
Ativdhika body, production and

function of, 153-54, 221.
Atman* i-y, of the size of organ-

ism, 11; as murta, n , n . ; as
svaprakdfa according to Pra-
bhlkara, 11, n . ; Mlmamsa-
ka's conception of, 11, n . ;
distinct itomjridna 13; identi-
fied with organism endowed
with the property of cons-
ciousness, 16; its nature dur-
ing the state of liberation,
difference between Nyaya and
Vaicesika, 48; Atman and

Manas> Extra-contact between
them to produce cognitions
etc., 149-50; its place under
Realism, 53. Atman and
organism, their peculiar con-
tact for experiencing pleasure
and pain, 149-50; its contact
with a particular organism,
267-70; Atman and matter,
distinguished, 349; its nature,
349; its Sat aspect, 349; cit
aspect of, 358; dnanda aspect
of, 358; conception of, 352;
necessity for the treatment of
the nature of, 352, existence of
two AtmanSy 352-53.

Au/ftkya, 6.
Aupanisada> 7.

B

Background of the illusory ap-
pearance, 22.

Background of the creative pro-
cess, eternal, 57, 160-62.

Bauddha, 5-8.
Buddhi-tattva, jndtdy its empirical

aspect, 28.
Budabitfttiy as jndnay 28.
Buddhism, 7.
Buddhist standpoint, 101-02.
Bhasarvajna, views of, 39, n . ;

46, n.
Bhaskara school, 13, 14, 16;

differentiated from Nimbarka
school, 14.

Bha#a Mimamsa, 6-7,17, 23, 26.
Bhautika Materialistic Realism,

36.
Bhautika object, nature of, 303,

305-06.
Bheddbhedavdda, 13.
Bhutavdda> as the cause of the
origin of the universe, 225.
Brahman\ 10; as the adisthdna-

cajtanya, 15.
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Brahma, measure of, 263; Relief
of the existing Brahma, 264.

Buddhist schools, 6-7.

Categories of Nyaya and Vaisesi-
ka, 346-47; of the other
schools of thought compared,
349-51-

Causality—the principle of, re-
jected, 226; problem of Causal-
ity, its importance, 227.

Causality and Carvaka, 234-44;
Vardhamana's view, 238;
updddna niyama, 241; kdddcit-
katva, 240-41.

Cause and effect, their relation,
227; modes of operation of
cause, 227; different views
regarding its nature, 230-31;
views of the followers of
Sanksepac^ariraka, 230; views
of the followers of Vivarana,
231; Vacaspati Misra's view,
231; view of the author of
the Padarthatattvanirnava,
231; Prakasananda's view,
231; cause defined, 235; any a-
thdsiddhas explained, 235-37;
Gangesa's view, 235-36; Vic-
vanatha's view, 236-37. Var-
ieties of cause, 244-48; nature
of relation, 244-45; ayutasid-
dbaSy 245; characteristics of
causes, 248-50; plurality of
causes discussed, 250-54;
cause and Qikti 254-55; sat-
kdryavdda refuted, 256-57.

Carvaka, 5-7, 17, 24, 26; various
schools of, 7.

Citicaktiy 361, n.
Citkriya, 9, n.
Citrariipa, separate existence of,

107.
Gt-tattva is jiidtd-jftdnasvarupa,

29.
Cetana, necessity of its accep-

tance, 51. •
Caitanya, 10,
Caitanya school, 12.
Change and motion, 72.
Chemical action (Pdka), 75-95,

meaning of, 75-76, its wide
scope, 77, n.; Vai^esika view,
77-78; Nyaya view, 79; Uda-
yana's view, 79-80; process
of, 77-84; views of Satikara
Mi£ra, Bhagiratha and Konda
Bhatta, 76-77; chemical action
and adrsta and Divine Will, 93;
time-limits of, 84-89; Kandali's
view, 89-91; difference bet-
ween Nyaya and Vai$e§ika
92-93; Konda Bhatta's view,
9 3; Mimamsaka's ob)ection
against chemical action and its
refutation, 93-94.

Chronological accounts of the
origin of philosophy, 3.

Cit as jndtdwxd distinct from
jndna, 12.

Citikartrtva, 9, n.
Cognition, divisions and sub-

divisions of, 361; superhuman
type of, 364; psychological
process involved in it; 364;
simultaneity of, disproved,
142-46; Neo-Naiyayika's view,
146-51; general cause of its
occurrence, 149.

Colour, its manifested presence
is the cause of perception of
other than the Akdfa, 174.

Common characteristics of Mat-
ter and self, 59.

Consciousness is an indicative of
the Atman, 25; is a product
of paramdnus or bbutas, 25-26;
is not a quality of Atman ex-
plained and refuted 54-55; its
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cause—Materialistic view,
278-80; its refutation, 280-83;
Nyaya and SaNkhya view,
360; difFerence regarding the
meaning of, according to
Nyaya, Vaisesika and SaN-
khya, 360-61; psychological
process involved in the pro-
duction of, 360-61, n.; is non-
eternal, 366; is not the vety
nature of the Atmany 366.

Conservation of Matter and
Weight, 234.

Cosmic Rest, existence of, 259;
objections against, 259-63
their refutation, 2 5 9-62; proof
for gradual decay, 262-63; kinds
olPralaya, 263; process of, 263-
65; period of its duration, 265;
necessity of the existence of
motion during, 265.

Creation, meaning of, 258, n.;
background of, 63; cause and
aim of, 265-66; creation and
adfstay 266-70; details of the
production of human organ-
ism, 268-69; Law of Karman
and creation, 266; process of
creation in detail, 270-71;
classification of; 272.

Creative process, necessary,
00^1^0418 of, 160-62.

D

Darfana, general observations re-
garding, 1; concept and aim
of, 1-2; root meaning and
connotation of, 1; origin of,
3-4; Nastika, 6; Avaidfka, 6-7;
varieties of, 48; Six Darfanas,
4-6; Astika, 6-7; Vaidtka 6-7 ;
divisions and subdivisions of,
8; ^ 1 8 ^ 8 and subdivisions
on the basis of triple relation
between ifiata> jndna and

jneya, 8; points of difFerence
between the various schools
of, 8.

Death, cause of, 153.
Dejfinition, general character of,

162-63, n.
Demerit, the treatment of, 370-

Desire, the process of its pro-
duction, 367-68.

Distinction, meaning of, 62.
Digambara school of the Jainas,

6-7.
Dik, logical necessity to believe

in its existence, 187-88; its ex-
istence proved, 188-89; defi-
nition of, 189-90; attributes of,
61,190-93; general nature and
function of, 161; its being a
form of matter proved, 161-62;
kinds of and their significance,
190-91; Vyomavati's explana-
tion, 191; S lvaditya's division
of, 191; the view that Dik is
an object of direct perception
is rejected, 192-93; it does not
influence all-pervasive subs-
tances, 193; some other views
regarding Dik and their refu-
tation, 193-95; S^ r o m a n^' s

view, 193; its refutation by
Venldatta, 193; Vaidika view,
193; MImamsaka view, 193; its
refutation by Jayanta, 193-94;
Acarya's view, 194; its refuta-
tion, 194-95; difference and
similarity between Akdfa,
Kdla and Dik, 195; Motions of
changing Dik, 195.

Dimension, definition and kinds
of, 66-67, Vallabhacarya'sview,
66-67, 126; Udayana's view
67; Sankaracarya's view, 126;
causes of, 117-126; kinds of,
117; the fourfold contacts in
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the cognition of, 337.
Direct perception, 361-62; divi-

sions of, 362; auxiliaries of,
362; perception of some of the
qualities, 363; perception of
theyogins, 363.

Direct Momentary Realism, 33.
Divine existence proved, 53-54.
Divine Will and Motion, 73-74,

264.
Doctrine of momentariness, 258.
Dream, 3; dream-cognition,

difference between Nyaya and
Vaisesika, 50; the cause of
dream-cognitions, 148-49,
365.

Dfstisrstwada explained, 31.
Dvitvcty the production, of, differ-

ence between Nyaya and
Va^esika view, 46-47.

Diyanuka, necessity of, for the
production of a composite,
116-17.

E

Earth, definition of, 317; Quali-
ties of, 59-60,317-19. Solklity,
a natural quality of, 60; divi-
sions and subdivisions of, 319-
20; organic earth and its sub-
divisions, 320-22, formation of
organic earth, 320-21; subdivi-
sions of yonija organism, 321;
Prasastapada's view, 321;
Udayana's view 321; Raghu-
natha Pandita's view, 321-22;
formation of yonija organism,
322.

Earthly object and motion, 59-
60.

Earthly sense organ, 325-26.
Efforts, the production of, 368;

produced by Atman and Ma-
nas contact, 154-55.

Empirical world is unreal, 22.

Existence (Satta), the three
stages of, 31-32.

Experiments, practical, 3.
External worltl, the independent

nature of, 348.

Fluklity, the destruction of, Ma-
hadeva's view, 345.

Freedom from the chains of
Karman, 382.

Geometry, 3.
God's having an organism,

Laugaksi Bhaskara's view,
397> n-

Gold is taijasa> 60, n.
Guna Realism (Sankhya), 28.
Gundguna Realism, (Ramanuja

school), 29.
Gurugita, 6.

H

Hayasirsa-Pancaratra, 5.
Hetvdbbdsas (logical fallacies),

difference between Nyaya and
Vaisesika, 43.

Highest Good, the realization of,
346-47.

Icchafaktt, 14.
Idea of a straight line, 71-72, n.
Idealism, defined, 22.
Idealistic view, the extreme

orthodox, 31.
Ideo-Realistic school, 31.
Immediate conviction, 2.
Impressions, cause of their re-

vival, 149; the process of the
production of, 368-69; the
treatment of, 368.

Imlirect Momentary Realism, 35.
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Inference, the number of rela-
tion in drawing, difference bet-
ween Nyaya and Vaise§ ika, 49.

Inferential cognition, 363-64.
Inference, difference between

Nyaya and Vaisesika view, 40-
41; meaning of, 40-41; as
supersensuous, 40; is only one,
297.

Inorganic water, 316.
Inorganic earth, 328-29.
Intermediaty stages in the forma-

tion of the final composite,
discussed, 144-177.

Introductory chapter, 1-56.
Intuitive perception, 1.
Ifvara, 11; as mjanta, 12; as Brah-

man, is regarded as parindmt
(Bhaskara's view), 13-14; His
body is formed by Paramdnus
98, 127, n.; Udayana's view,
127.

Ifvaravdda, cause of the origin of
the universe, 225.

j
Jaiminiya, 5-6.
Jaina, 5, 24, 26; Jaina school

6-7, 13, 15; brief account of,
35-36-

Jaramaryavdda, 380.
Jtva, an aspect of Ifvara, 12-13;

different from lfvara, 12-13; as
QakH of Ifvara, 12; is self-
Illuminating, 12-13; is atomic
12-13; ^ tn^ tatastha-fakti of
Ifvara, 13; is distinct from
jfidna\ 13.

JJvdtman and Paramdtman, cons-
cious agents, 57; existence of,
proved, 353; Sankara Misra's
view, 354; intuitive perception
of, 354; probans to prove the
existence of, 354-57; defini-
tion of, 359; qualities of, 360;

brief treatment of the more
important qualities, 360;
whether its qualities are eter-
nal or not, 366; plurality of,
372-76; causes of plurality,
372-74; Status (vyavasthd) and
plurality of, 374-75; the influ-
ence of status m the state of
Moksa, 374-75; cause of differ-
entiation between the various
Atmans during Moksa, $jyj6
and Manasy their relation dur-
ing Moksay 375-76; dimension
of, 376-78; and eternity, 377-
78; some other qualities of,
378-79; state of, during
Moksa>$&$; the state of, during
the period of Cosmic Rest,
387.

Jivefvarabheda, 12.
Jtvefvardbheda, 12.
Jivefvarabheddbheda, 12.
Jfidna, prominence of, 10; identi-

cal with Qaktiy 10; predomina-
tes ovetjfidtd, 10; Ksamka, 10;
identical with Brahman, that is,
the Caitanya, 10; as the vety
nature of Jfva3 12; essentially
non-active, 14; jndna and

jneya, their relation, 14; same as
jneya, 14; distinct from jneya,
14-15; momentary, 14; essenti-
ally active, 14; as the creative
agent of the empirical world
14; self-illumined nature of,
15; depends upon external
reality tor its occurrence, 27;
its production according to
Mimamsa, 27; eternal, all perva-
sive, ajada, dnandarupay capable
of sankoca and vikdfa, illu-
mines things other than itself
(Ramanuja), 29; formless, 34;
with forms, 34; its substrates,
according to Carv&kas 36.
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JMnalaksand) explained, 185, n .
Jtidtd (knower), prominence of,

9-10; identity with, jfidna, 9-10;
represented by lfvara or Jtva,
10; Svaprakdfd) 11; dfkfaktya-
tmakai 9; Kfiyd-faktydtmaka, 9;
svatantra, 9; kartr, 9; identity
with S*va> 9> identity with
Jndna, 10; predominates over
Jiidna, 10; distinct £tomjnana>
10, 14; as y ^ , 10-11; as
ajadcty 11; as atomic, 11-13; of
Madhyamaparimdna^ 11; as
?/M#, 11; as support of
Jnana, 11; of the size of the
organism, ii\]ndtdy]ndna and
/«iyw identical (valbbdstka),
33; identified with the various
forms of Matter, 36.

/%w, as forms of cognition, 14;
as eternal, 16; identical with
]ndnay 15; as unconscious, 15;
as the modification of Brab-
matty 16; as ajada, 16; is of the
very nature of Brahman (Val-
labha), 16; Jiteya, Jndtd and
Jndna, their relation according
to Mimamsa, 27; divisions of,
according to Ramanuja, 29;
eternal, distinct from jndna>
free from consciousness, and is
liable to change (Ramanuja),
29; jada, eternal, real and
different from JHdtd and
Jnana, 30; manifestation of
Parama pW, ]ndnasvarupa,
real (Kashmir Saivaism), 30.

K

Kanada, 5-6.
Kapila, 5-6.
Karanas and sense-organs are

prdpyakdri, 341.
Karkafatva, generality called,

difference between Nyaya and

Vaisesika, 49-50.
Karman, the law of, 266,269,

' the function ©f, 272-75; varie-
ties of, 274-75; duration of,
difference between Nyaya and
Vaisesika, 42-43.

Karma-MImamsa, 6.
Kdla, its general nature and func-

tion 160; its being a form of
matter proved, 161-62; defini-
tion of, and existence proved,
175-78; probans of, 175-76; it
is the connecting link between
the movements of the Sun and
the worldly objects, 176-77; it
is Kriydmdtropandyakay 178;
attributes of, 178-80; ^ e d :
perceptibility of it discussed,
182-85; Jayadeva Misra's
view, 184-85 ; Bhagiratha
Thakkura's view, i85;Prabha-
kara'sview, 185; some other
views regarding it, 185-87;
astronomer's view, 185; its
refutation, 185-86; it is not a
separate entity, 186; its refu-
tation, 186; it is neither a
power nor a force, 186;
Sivaditya's view, 187; Candra-
kanta's view, 187; Siromani's
view, 187; its refutation by
Venldatta, 187; it does not
influence all-pervasive subs-
tances, 193; difference and
similarity with Akdfa and
Dtk, 195; its notions are cons-
tant, 195.

Kd/avdda, cause of the origin of
the universe, 224-25.

Kashmir Saivaism differentiated
from Satikara Vedanta, 30.

Kayavyuba, its function, 157; the
meaning of, 157, n . ; Kqyav-
yuba and adfsfay 157.

Khanda-Pralaja> 265.
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Kriydfakti, 14.
Ksanikasawajna, 390, n.

haksmty original propounder of
Ramanuja school, 29.

Law of change, 224.
Life and Consciousness, mate-

rialistic view, 277-80; 283-85.
life, spontaneity of, refuted,

285-87.
Lokayata or Lokayatika, 6, 8.

M

Mabdbhutas, 23.
Mabapafupati, followers of, 389.
Mahefvara, a desire of, to des-

troy the entire creation, 264,
387.

Manafta, meaning of, 2.
Manas, defined and existence

proved, 132-34; attributes of,
61, 134-37; all-pervasiveness
discussedand refuted, 137-46;
atomic nature of it proved,
63, 134-48; Annam Bhatta's
view, 147; Qiromani's view,
150. Raghudeva's view, 150
Neo-Naiyayika's view, 150;
Manas and motion, 152-5 8;
Cause of motion in Manas
152-53; apasarpana and upas-
arpana of Manas, 221-22,153-
54; number of Manas in each
organism, 151; S a h a r a ' s view
151-52; its function outside
the body impossible, 151, 154-
56; must have an organism for
having motion except once,
154; it has the swiftest pos-
sible motion, 155; Yojiins send
their Manas even out of their
organisms, 156; adfsta and the
motion in Manas, 158; its
contact with a particular

organism, 159; contact of
Manas with the Atman is the
cause of plurality of the latter
even during Moksa; 159;
Manas and dtivahika body, 222.

Matter, meaning of, 24, n.; defi-
nition of, 51, 53; its place in
Nyaya and Vaisesika, 52; its
importance in the universe,
51-52; problem of, in Imlian
philosophy, 5 2, and in Nyaya
and Vaisesika, 51-52; is a
manifester of consciousness,
5 2; matter and spirit, origin of
their relation, 53, 55, 57; ^ i -
sions and subdivisions of, 56;
e t c o ^ and non-eternal forms
of, 61; characteristics of each
form of, 59-62; as continuum,
57; similar characteristics of,
58-62; general treatment of,
57-63;' treatment of bhautika
matter, 64-132; matter and
eternity-atomic, 64-159; treat-
ment of non-bbautika matter,
132-59; matter and eternity—
ubiquitous, 160-95; the ubi-
quitous forms of matter are the
necessary conditions of the
creative process, 160-62; bhauti-
kaznd ubiquitous forms of mat-
ter, 162-75; non-bbautika forms
of ubiquitous matter, 175-95;
matter and motion, 196-223,
and their relation, 197-99;
matter and causality, 224-57;
conservation of, 234; matter
and creation, 258; matter and
consciousness, 276-87; matter
and life, 276-87; cause of life,
276; Materialistic viewpoint,
277-80; Matter and produc-
tion of life, 287; non-eternal
forms of, 288; different stages
of, 348-51; matter and cons-
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ciousness identified, 351.
Materialism, the meaning of, 22,

24; its crude form, 26 nf

Madhva school, 12-13, *5> 23>
26; is perfectly dualistic, 30.

Madhyamika, 7,
M5yj, Ifvarafrita, 231; Jiv3fritay

231.
Mayavadin, 22.
Mental activity, its process, 158-

59;
Merit, the treatment of, 369; the

process of the production of,
369-71; the substrate of, 371;
other views regarding it, 371-
72; merit and its destruction,
370, n.

Metaphysics, Indian, the first
starting place in the realm of,
358; metaphysical position of
of various schools, 8.

Mimamsa, 56; Piirva, 7, 17, 26;
Utta'ra, 7.

Moksa, Summum Bonum, 38;
defined 383; manifestation of
eternal bliss during, 384-87;
Vatsyayana's view, 3 84-8 5;
difference between Nyaya and
Vaisesika, 385; the possibility
of the realization of, 379-83;
difficulties in the way or the
attainment of, 379-80; defence
from the Nyaya-Vaisesika
point of view, 380-83.

Motion defined, 72, 199; its
necessity for creation, 72-73;
not intrinsic in matter, 72, 74,
197; its necessity during the
Cosmic Rest, 73, 197-98;
motion and adffta, 73; some
.of its characteristics, 166, n,,
its necessity for the psychic
and non-psychic changes, 196;
the non-productive nature of,
198; its utility, 198; it comes

from conscious agent, 199;
the process p{ its destruction
after the Cosmic Rest is over,
199; characteristics of, 199-
202; causes of, 202; varieties
of, 202-204; details of each
variety, 203-204; causes of,
204-23; details of each cause,
204-23.

N

Nakullsa-Pasupata, 6.
Nastika, 5.
Neo-Nyaya school, the back-

ground of its foundation, 39.
Nidtdbydsana, the meaning of,

2-3-
Nimbarka school, 13-16.
Nirmanakqya (phantasmal body)

381-82, n.; 389.
Nirnimittavdda, cause of the

origin of the universe, 225.
Nirvtkalpajnana, 362.
Niyativada, the cause of the

origin of the universe, 224-25.
Nodana (impulsion) explained,

77> n.
Non-bbautika9 meaning of, 135-

36, n.; its nature, 303-304.
Nyaya emphasises on the means

of right cognition (pramana)9

38. ' .
Nyaya-Vaise^ika, a joint realistic

system, the position of, 37;
inter-relation and points of
difference of these two sys-
tems, 37-50; Nyaya-Vaisesika
and Mimamsa, their points of
similarity and difference, 37.

Number, process of its produc-
tion and destruction, 121; as
the cause of dimension, 121-
22, 124; Objective world is
real 23; its nature, 57;
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Organ of sight, difficulties in its
being aprdpyakart, 340-41, me-
dical treatment of, 341; num-
ber of eyes in an organism dis-
cussed, 342-43; Vatsyayana's
view, 342-43; Uddyotakara's
view, 543; Vacaspati Misra's
view, 343. Visvanatha's view
343; Vasubandhu's view, 343.

Organism, its varieties, difFer-
ence between Nyaya and Vai-
Sesika, 50; Pdncabhautika,
nature discussed> 322-25 ;
human organism has only one
bhuta as its material cause,
323-25.

Origin of world, factors contri-
buting to the, 57.

Origination, theory of, 101,
107, 160.

PaNcaratra, 6.
Patanjali, 6-7.
Parama-Siva, the only persisting

entity in Kashmir Qmv&m,
30.

Paramdnu, defined and existence
proved, 64-65; it is an indi-
visible particle, 65; objections
against its partiess nature,
68-71; refutation of the objec-
tions, 69-71; attributes of,
65-66; its intuitive perception,
66; Kamalakara Bhatta's
objection against the partiess
nature of par am anus, 71;
Naiyayika's answer to Kama-
lakara's view, 71; partiess
character and eternity of, i s -
cussed, 67-71; varieties of,
along with their respective
characteristics, 74-75; Para-

mdnu and dimension, 66-67;
earthly paramdnu, 74; watery
paramdnu, 74-75; taijasa para-
mdnu, 75; aky paramdnu, 75;
paramdnu and motion, 72-74;
paramdnu and avayavin, 95-97;
paramdnu and quiddity> 130-
32; the body oilfvara, 98, n.
127; Udayana's view, 127;
paramdnus endowed with cons-
ciousness, 25, n.; various
other views regarding para-
mdnu, 127-29; the state of para-
mdnu during the Cosmic Rest,
392; paramdnu and the pro-
ductive motion, 393; para-
mdnukdranavdda discussed 97-
100.

Varamdtman,v Existence proved,
387; Varamdtman and the Vai-
Sesika Sutras, 387-88; Udayana
on the existence of God,
388-91; idea of Varamdtman in
different schools of thought,
388-91; grounds to doubt His
existence, 392; grounds for His
existence, 392-93; definition of,
394-95; characteristics of, 395-
97; instrumental cause of the
universe, 396; He is different
from the Jlvdtman, 396; a
brief discussion on some of
His characteristics, 397-401;
Blissful nature of, 400; Gan-
gesa's view, 400; Varamdtman
and dharma, and sankalpa, 400-
401; His aim in creating the
universe, 401; various views,
402-403; points of difference
between Nyaya and Vaisesika,
403.

Parindma, its meaning and modes
of operation, 228; its varieties,
228; Parindmavdda, 227-29.

Parimandala, the meaning of, 67.
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Pafupatimata, 7.
Pdka (chemical action), differ-

ence between Nyaya and Vai-
Sesika, 41-42;

Panini, 5-6.
Pdramdrthtka-sattd, explained,

31-32.
Patanjala, 6-7.
Pa^upata, 6.
Perception, factors which are in

the way of, 64, n.
Perceptibility of air, various

views about the, 297-98.
Phenomenal world, crudest

form of explanation about it,
348.

Philosophy, the connotation of,
3

Pttbarapdkavdda, 42; S
Misra's view, 82; Mimamsa-
kas the oldest propounders of,
82, n.

Pilupdkavdda, 4 2 , 81 .
Pleasure and pain, the treatment

of, 366-67; pleasure not a
distinct ca t ego^ 367.

Pracaya, the meaning of, 117, n.
Pragmatic Vedanta view, 31.
Prakftt, constituents of, 28; is

jadd, dfgyd or bhogyd> 28; re-
presents jfieyay 28.

Pralaya, meaning of, 264; process
of, 263-65; objections against,
259-63; their refutation, 259-
63.

Pramdna, difference between
Nyaya and Vaisesika, 39.

Pramdna-fdstra, 39.
Pratiyogt) meaning of, 41, n.
Pratyabhijfid, 6.
Pratyaksa, idea of, difference

between Nyaya and Vaisesika,
39-40; MalUnatha's view, 299.

PravfttwijHana^ 10.
Prabhakara MImamsa, 6-7, 17,

23, 26.
Prdna, 284; modes of operation

of, 284-85; life and prdna,
283-85.

Prdrabdha-Karmatiy 382.
Prdtibhdstka-sattdy the meaning

of, 31-32.
Pre^aWe existence, common

characteristics of, 58.
Present time discussed, 180-82.
Problem of Realism, traced in

the Jaimini Sutra, 27.
Product, nature of, 62.
Production not out of void, 62.
Psychic existence, marked by

consciousness, will, etc. 58-

Pudgala has forms, 36.
Purusa, 10, as conscious, jndtd,
drastfy sdksin, bhoktf, and trans-

cendent, 28.
Purusavdda, cause of the origin

of the universe, 225.
Purnaprajna, 6. •

Quiddity, the treatment of, 131-

R

Rasesvara system, 6.
Ramanuja school, 6, 12, 15, 23,
*6> 2 .9-
Realism, definition of, 22; i v i -

sions of, 26-36.
Realism and objective world,

22-24, 37, 57; Realism and
Materialism distinguished, 24-
26, Realistic schools, 26; brief
account of each school, 27-
36.

Religion, difference between
Nyaya and Vaisesika, 50.

Remembrance {Smfti\ the cause
of, 364.
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§addarsanas, the enumeration of,

Sakhandopddhi, explained and
illustrated, difference between
Nyaya and Vaise§ika 44-45.

Sambandba, forms of, 47.
Samyoga (contact), explained and

illustrated, 47.
Samfqya, the necessity for its

treatment in Nyaya, 346-47.
Sanctta-karman^ 382.
Sandyamdna-karmatiy 382,
Satkdryavdda, ii<)-$*>.
$ at tar fa, 5.
Saugata, 5, 7.
Sautrantika, 7, 17, 24, 26; view

explained, 34-35.
Savikalpakajfidnay 362.
Sddhdrana type of logical fallacy,

44.
Sankhya, 5-7, 23, 26; as a Realis-

tic system, 28; differentiated
from other Realistic schools,
28.

Schools of Indian philosophy, 6.
Science, 3.
Scientific study, the scope of, 1,
Seal, B. N. on truti, 128.
Self, the basis of psychic life, 58.
Sense-organ comes in contact

with a paramanH) 66; bhautika
nature of it discussed, 302;
Sankhya view, 302-303; its
formation, 304; sense-organ
and Mahdbhutas, 306; the
nature of, 326-28; prdpyaka- m

ritva of it discussed, 334-35;
sensible world is the manifes-
tation ot Maya, 32.

Siddba-darfana, a sort of direct
perception, the process of,

364-
Sleep-sound, utility of breathing

during, 198.
Sound, specific quality of

Akdfa, 162, 167-68; a probans
for the existence of Akdfa,
162; its nature discussed, 163-
68; views of several schools,
163-171; is not a quality of air,
Dtk, Kd/a, Atman and Manas>
167-88.

Specific quality defined, 167.
Speculation, the place of, 1-3.
Speculative philosophy, 2.
Spirit, the existence of, proved,

53-
Sfstidrstivdda explained, 31.
Standpoint, difference between

Nyaya and Vaisesika, 38-39.
Superhuman cognition (Arsa)9

364.
Supreme God and Jaina religious
philosophy, 390, n.
Sukumdratva, difference between

Nyaya and Vaise§ika, 49-50.
Susupti> absolute absence of cog-

nition, its cause, 147-49.
Sutras, philosophical, 4.
Svabhdvavdda, the cause of the

orignof the universe, 224-25,
240-41.

Svaprakdfa, 15.
Svarlipasambandha, explained and

illustrated; its place in Neo-
logical literature, 41.

Systematization, 4.
Systems of philosophical thought,

their nature, 348-49.

Tarka, 6-7.
TattvaSy their mutual difference,

28.
Tdrkska, 7.
Tejas, definition of, 329; quali-

ties of, 60, 329; and their
brief treatment, 329-30; divi-
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sions and subdivisions of, 331;
organic tejas, 331; taijasa sense-
organ, 331; Buddhist view
regarding the visual organ,
333-34; inorganic tejas, 344;
its varieties 344; taijasa nature
of gold and other metals,
344-45-

Time (Kd/a), characteristics of, 61.
Truth, 1-3.
Truti, 128-29, 150.
Tryanuka, its necessity for the

formation of a composite, 114-
16; several views regarding
the nature of, 114-16.

U

Udayana on the theory of suc-
cessive decay, 262-63.

Ultimate particles, the state of,
during pralaya, 264.

Universe, divisions of, 51; cause
of its origin, 224.

Upalabdhiy psychological process
involved in, 360-61, n. San-

khya and Nyaya views, 360-61.
Upanisad, contents of, 4.
Upariitabhdnay explained, 185, n.

Vaibhasika, 7, 17, 24, 26; it be-
longs to the sect of Sarvdsh-
vdiinS) 33.

Vaibhasika compared and cont-
rasted with Sautrantika 34-35.

Vaisesika emphasises the onto-
logical aspect of the Cosmic
Order, 39, 347-48.

Vai§nava schools, 7, 13, 14.
Vallabha school, 13, 16.
Vdkovdkya (tarkafdsfra), inter-

pretation of Sankaracarya>

100,
^eda, authorship of, according

to Udayana, 393-94.

Vedanta, 6.
Vedavyasa, 6.
Velocity (vegd)* difference bet-

ween Nyaya and Vaisesika, 43
Vibhdgaja- Vibhdga, explained

and illustrated 42-46, differ-
ence between Nyaya and Vai-
Sesika, 45-46.

Vicaragastra, 7.
Vijndnaskandha^ 33.
Vijndnavdda, 10, 14.
Vikrtis> the constituents, 28.
Vigistadvaita, 12.
Vigvasaratantra, 6.
Vivartavdday 227, 229-32.
Vyadhtkarana, a case of, 45.
Vyavahdra and pratiti^ their place

in Nyaya and Vaigesika, 52.
Vydvahdrikasattd, explained, 31-

32-
Vyasa, 5-6.

£abda, as a pramdna included
under inference, 39, n., 364.

Saiva, 5-6.
Saivamata, 5, n.
Saivaism of Kashmir, 9, 14, 23,

26.
Sankara-Vedanta, empirical as-

pect, io5 15, 23, 26, 31-35.
Salikanatha's view, 339, n., 340.
Sariraka-Mimamsa, 6.
£raddbd, 2, n.
tyavana* the meaning of, 2.
Sri, original propounder of

Ramanuja school, 29.
Srisampradaya, 29.
Suddhadvaif '-* , -
Sunyavada,**,,
Sunyavadins, their criticism re-

ferred to, 27.
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w
Water, defined, 308; characteris-

tics of, 6o, 308-13; divisions
and subdivisions of, 313; or-
ganic water 313-14.

Watery organism as a means of
bboga9 314; watery sense-organ
314.

Weight, necessary comlition of
falling down, 60; conserva-
tion of, 234; Uddyotakara's
own view, 234.

Will of God, for imparting
motion to thzparamanus in the
beginning of the creation, 73.

Wrong Cognitions, 364-65;
notions, 2; forms of, 365.

Yadrcchavada> the cause of the
origin of die universe, 224-25.

Yoga, the old meaning of, 5, n.,
5-7-

Yogamata, 5, n.
Yogacara school, 22.
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CONCEPTION OP MATTER

ACXO&DING TO NYAYA-VAigE§IKA PHILOSOPHY

By Dr. UMESHA MISHRA, AIXAHABAD UNIVERSITY

Pro-Dn Sir S. Radhakrishnan, M.A., D. iitt., Kt., George V
fessor of Philosophy, Calcutta University—
"Pandit Umesha Mishta's work on the Conception of Matter

in the Ny£ya-Vais*es.ika philosophy is undoubtedly the most
authoritative work on die subject. It is marked by great width of
learning and striking gravers of exposition."

Df. A. B. Keith (Edinburgh)—
"There is no doubt that it is a most important exposition on

the Nyaya-Vaicesika views on the subject of Matter, while your
introductory chapter on the different schools of Indian thought
is most suggestive and useful* Your book is unquestionably one of tie
most valuable contributions made of recent years to out knowledge
of Jn$m Philosophy »

Sir A* S, Eddington, F. I t S., Observatoty, Cambridge—
**It % a book requiting a gieat deal of

Df» Ganganatha Jha, Allahabad—
;: "We have lately had a number of excellent accounts of India*

Philosophy/ but to the best of my knowledge we havc not as yct:

m



MM. Pandit Gopinatha Kaviraja, M.A., Principal, Government
Sanskrit College, Benares—
"The following pages represent a brilliant attempt of this kind

and the writer is to be heartily congratulated on the manner in
which he has made his learning bear on the subject...

Sanskrit students owe a deep debt of obligation to the writer of the
present monograph for his highly creditable and useful contribution to
a study of this vexed problem

He has gone beyond the ground traversed by most of his predecessors
in the field, e.g., Bodas, Sauli, Faddegon, Keith and others

The work represents a highly useful addition to the
literature on Indian Philosophy."

Dr. S. N. Das Gupta, Principal, Government Sanskrit College,
Calcutta—

•* I am exceedingly pleased to lead your scholarly pork on the
Conception of Matter Sanskrit students will owe a deep debt
of obligation to your monograph for the study of painstaking
researches that you have made in the obscure concepts of Matter
in the Nyaya-Vaisesika System of Philosophy Your method of
treatment has been absolutely scientific and of an extremely scholarly
nature"

MM. S. Kuppuswami Shastri, I.E.S., Madras—
"This is a creditable piece of work bearing testimony to jour ability

and scholarship and represents a substantial contribution to the literature
none available in English on the Nayaya-Vais*es.ika thought."

SS. Sutyanarayan Shastri, Head of the Philosophy Department,
Madras University—
"I am very much impressed with what I have seen of the book.

Let me congratulate you on a very valuable publication"

MM. Pandit Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Sir Ashutosh Pro-
fessor of Sanskrit, Calcutta University—
"Need I tell you that the author's name coupled with that of

the great writer of the introduction is a guarantee of the highest
excellence ? "

R. D. Ranade Esq., Professor of Philosophy, Allahabad
University—

" I t is a very worthy book and should be in the hand of everyone.
Books in English on Nyaya and Vaishesjka are not many as the



subject-matter of the sciences is difficult and I have to congratulate
Dr. Umesh Mishra on having made his treatment so logical and so
illuminative. There are marks of his great erudition on almost every
page of the book... We have been long feeling the necessity of a
modern book on Indian logic...and I think this book would supply
the great desideratum."

Professor Batuknath Sharma, Benares Hindu University—
"A really stimulating book...T>t. Umesha Mishra deserves our

best thanks for presenting us with a key which will open the gate
of one of the very important portions of this grand garden of
Philosophy. Much useful work has, no doubt, been already done
by some eminent savants of both the hemispheres in the field of
Nyaya and Vais*esika. But the publication of the present work
marks the beginning of a new period .. Let me conclude my remarks
with an expression of gratitude which our author so much deserves
at the hands of all those who have any regard for their noble and
and notable heritage."

S. M. Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., Benares—
"Yours is a performance which in the absence of a better

phrase can be characterised Epoch Making."

Professor H. Ui, Tokyo Imperial University, Japan—
"Valuable work... Your study concerning 'matter' in Vais*esika

and Nyaya is, I think, of great value and makes clear all the philoso-
phical opinion of the two schools, which have been not enough studied
by scholars outside India."

The Modern Review, Calcutta, July 1937—
"As an author of several treatises Dr. Umesha Mishra of the

University of Allahabad needs no introduction. He is trained in
both the systems of Sanskrit learning, indigenous and European...
Dr. Mishra is, therefore, a person from whom one may reason-
ably expect the valuable book which he has this time presented to his
readers.

In writing the book Dr. Mishra has, so to speak, churned the
ocean of a very large number of works on the subject of both
the schools of Nyaya and Vaise§ika With these materials at
his disposal he has given a clear exposition of his subject and excelled
thereby all his predecessors. One of the special features of his book
that will attract his readers is that his style is simple and lucid.

The book has removed a great want in the field of the study of
the Nyaya-Vaise§ika system. There is not an iota of doubt that



it will be highly appreciated by scholars. Universities where there
are arrangements for teaching Indian Philosophy will do well to
prescribe tt as a text book"—Vidhushekhara Bhattachrya, Maha-
mahopadhyaya, Sir Ashutosh Professor of Sanskrit, Calcutta
University.

The Hindustan Review, Patna, May 1937—
"Dr. Umesha Mishra has presented us with the first complete

discussion of the Conception of Matter in the Nyaya-Vaisesika system
of Indian Philosophy. For many years he has studied these two
systems with the aid of men skilled in the tradition of the schools
and he has further qualified himself for the task by investigations
of Western ideas. His work is based on the examination not
merely of the printed sources but of unpublished treatises, and
he has unquestionably produced a work of permanent value.

The essential importance of Dr. Umesha Mishra's contribu-
tion is that // is devoted to the clear and full presentation of the principles
of the two systems in question. It can be referred to with confidence on
all issuesy and students of other schools of Indian Philosophy have
thus a most useful instrument to assist them in comparative studies.
The author has made no attempt to reinterpret the philosophy in
the light of Western ideas, ancient or modern, with the result that
his work gains greatly in objectivity and therefore in value for its purpose.

The merits of the work are enhanced'by the excellence of the print-
ing and production and the inclusion of a useful index.

Dr. Umesha Mishra deserves the highest praise for so substantial
and so laborious an achievement"—Dr. A. B. Keith, Edinburgh.

The Tribune, Lahore, Sunday, May 30, 1937—
"The book under review is an important contribution to the two

orthodox systems of Indian philosophy: Vais*esika and Nyaya.
The author has taken great pains, has studied almost all the works
of his predecessors on the subject and dealt with the problems in an
exhaustive manner. It is not a mere compilation but a critical survey
of the whole of the doctrine The treatment is very comprehensive.
I cannot help congratulating the author on the brilliant success he
has achieved in dealing with a difficult problem of Indian Philoso-
phy. What has particularly impressed me are the judicious and sober
judgments which the author has brought to bear upon the subject.
His independent and critical outlook is very creditable to him."

The United India and Indian States, New Delhi, May 29,
1937—
"Dr. Umesha Mishra although has restricted his thesis to the

Conception of Matter according to one pf the Inian Systems,
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i.e., the Nyaya-Vaisesika, he has done that very thoroughly and even
roamed through the various other systems for purposes of compari-
son and illustration. «

Dr. Mishra has almost completely exhausted all the available
materials—manuscripts and printed books and is the first to present
the public with a full discussion of the conception of Matter in Nyaya-
Vaic,esika. His book is undoubtedly a valuable contribution to the
books on Indian Philosophy."

Statesman, Calcutta, April n , 1937—
"The volume is to be recommended to students of I r^an

Philosophy both for the rich and exhaustive bibliography and the
wealth of material it contains."

Leader, April 13, 1937, Allahabad—
"The learned author of the work must be warmly congratu-

lated For the first time, I think, he gives us a philosophically
sound and coherent classification of the Darshanas To the student
in the West interested in the history of Philosophy, these pages
will be well worth careful study—indeed I may venture to say that
I know of no such thorough and helpful discussion in Western
philosophical literature "

To be had of—

KRISHNA DAS GUPTA

Bookseller and Publisher,
40/5 Thatheri Bazar,

Benares City, U. P. (India)
Price Ex 7



Select opinions on other works of Dr. Umesha
Mishra, Allahabad University

i. DREAM THEORY IN INDIAN THOUGHT

Dr. H. R. Handle, India Office-
Have drawn materials from so wide a range of literature.

Dr. M. Eliade, University of Bucharest (Rumania)—
Interests me very much with its sound and acute philosophical

interpretation.

Dr. A. B. Keith, Edinburgh-
Most interesting paper. It is a most excellent and complete

survey and testifies to your wide reading and capacity of exposi-
tion.

A. B. Gajendragadkar, M.A., Professor, Elphinstone College,
Bombay—
Very interesting. It brings together quite a mass of informa-

tion scattered over a wide area and speaks eloquently of your
extensive reading.

MM. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Professor, Calcutta Uni-
versity—
I shall no doubt be benefited by your works. I do not

feel I have capacity or qualification to guide a learned scholar
as yourself, please consider me as a co-worker. .

2. PHYSICAL THEORY OF SOUND IN
INDIAN THOUGHT

Dr. M. Wintemitz, Professor, Prague University—
It is full of useful information and will be very valuable for

students of Indian Philosophy especially in Europe.

Dr. P. C. Chatterji, Sir Ashutosh Professor of Sanskrit, Calcutta
University—



Most interesting paper Have taken the trouble of
collecting and marshalling in a scholarly way all possible and
available materials bearing on the subject. I dm really proud
to say that your learned paper will serve to show to the Western
world that the Ini'an theory of Sound does not fall below the
mark of scientific accuracy but deserves to be cautiously studied
even in the days of scientific speculations.

Dr. A. B. Keith, Edinburgh-
Very interesting paper.

Dr. E. Eliade, Rumania—
Interests me very much with its sound and accurate philo-

sophical interpretation.

3. SYNTHETIC GRADATION IN INDIAN THOUGHT

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and
Ireland—
The paper will, no doubt, prove to be of interest to

scholars busying themselves with Hindu Philosophy.

Dr. Sir S. Radhakrishnan, Andhra University—
Read it with much interest and pleasure.

Dr. A. B. Keith, Edinburgh-
Read it with interest.

4. PLACE OF YOGA IN VARIOUS SCHOOLS OF
INDIAN THOUGHT

Dr. M. Winternitfc, Prague University—
Interesting paper.

5. SMRTI THEORY ACCORDING TO
NYAYA-VAISE?IKA

Dr. A. B. Keith, Edinburgh-
It is very clear and sums up a great deal of information in

brief space.

Dr. M. Wintetnite, Prague—
Interesting paper.



6. INTRODUCTION TO INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

MM. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Calcutta University—
Vcty well written.

Professor K. A. Subrahmanya Iyer, Lucknow University—
Quite interesting. You have brought out very clearly some

of the important characteristics of Indian Philosophy, not
always fully appreciated by foreign scholars.

7. GAUDAPADA AND MATHARAVRTTI

Dr. A. B. Keith, Edinburgh—
I note your proof of the incorrectness of the suggestion of the

relative antiquity of the Matharavrtti and I trust that the matter
may now come to be regarded as disposed of.

Dr. M. Winternitfc, Prague University—
You seem to me to have made out a good case for the lateness

of the Matharavrtti as we have it.

Professor K. A. Subrahmanya Iyer, Lucknow—
Found quite interesting.

8. MURARI MISHRA'S DISTINCTIVE VIEWS ON
CERTAIN TOPICS OF P O R V A - M I M A M S A

Dr. A. B. Keith,
You have carried matters as far as it is now practicable with

the available evidence.

Dr. M. Winternitz, Prague University—
It is a useful contribution to the history of Mimamsa and

Indian literature.

Professor K. A. Subrahmanya Iyer, Lucknow—
Quite interesting.

9. VIDYAPATI THAKURA, A CRITICAL STUDY OF—

Professor Batuknath Sharma, Benares Hindu University—
A treasure kept concealed by you for such a long time.



MM. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Calcutta University-
Papers on Vidyapati supply a lot of information hitherto

inaccessible.

S. M. Mukhopadhyaya, M.A., Benares—
Such a good monograph It is a valuable contribution

to the study of the famous poet who is equally honoured in
Mithila and Bengal. You appear to have gone deeper and dealt
with all the aspects of the problem of Vidyapati,

The Leader, Tuesday, August io, 1937—
The present booklet is a creditable effort at explaining the

significance of Vidyapati Thakura in the hlstory of Maithili and
Hindi literature.

10. THE BACKGROUND OF BADARAYANA SOTRAS

Professor S. M. M,, M.A., Benares—
The paper is logical and can be easily comprehended by an

y reader. But your attempt is praiseworthy and if you
continue and persevere you will, I am sure, render very great
service to the cause of Indian Philosophy.

11. INDIAN MATERIALISM

Dr. A. B. Dhruva, ex-Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Ahmedabad—
I just glanced through your two articles—Indian Materialism

and Introduction to Indian Philosophy. They present several new
points of view and I am sure they will be appreciated by all who take
interest in LKiian Philosophy The labour and the thought
which you devote to the solution of the many problems of Indian
Philosophy delight me.

Professor R. D. Ranade, Allahabad University—
It is a very valuable essay indeed.

12. BHASKARA SCHOOL OF VEDANTA

13. THE FOUR VAI§NAVA SCHOOLS—RAMANUJA,
MADHVA, NIMBARKA AND VALLABHA
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